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ABSTRACT
This dissertation constnicts an alternative fiamework for the resolution of aboriginal and
treaty rights issues in Canadian abonginal rights jurisprudence. It argues that judicial analyses of

aboriginal and treaty nghts are premised upon incorrect assumptions about the nature of CrownNative relations. These incorrect asuimptions have resulted in the improper compartmentalisation
of aboriginal and treaty rights and, in tum, led to their rnarginaiisation.

The primary goal of the dissertation is to foster a more reasoned and integrated method of
analysis by regarding aboriginal and treaty rights in a suitable, culturdly-appropriate context. This
entails accounting for the unique, or sui generis, nature of those rights and htegrating individual
rights with each other and the larger context of Crown-aboriginal relations.

Many of the

principles that underlie the basis of contemporary aboriginal rights jurisprudence will also be
examined.
It will been maintained that the parties' interaction during the formative years of their
relationship was guided by the foundational p ~ c i p l e sof peace, friendship, and respect. These
principles were enshrined in the fira formal treaty between the groups. Although Crown-Native
relations have changed in many ways since that t h e , this work contends that these principles
should continue to inforni contemporary Crown-Native relations and the legal implications that
stem therefiom. These foundational principles serve as the buis for the unified, contextual, and
culturaily-appropnate understanding of aboriginal and treaty rights suggested.

The dissertation is divided into four parts. Part 1 examules the formative years of Crownaboriginal relations in North Arnenca, from the tirne of initial contact between Bntain and the
aboriginal peoples until the period shordy afker the conquest of New France. Part II concentrates

on the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship that was created during these formative years and the
implications of those relations for the parties uivolved. The third Part of the dissertation is
concenied with Crown-Native treaty relations. The concludhg Part discusses the nexus between
Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations to illustrate the inter relatedness of aboriginal and
treaty rights issues underlying the theory proposed.
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Introduction
... [Slection 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982 ... gives us a way of
viewing the charter that can help to subordinate some of the cIeverness and
opportunism of legai analysis to the kind of wisdorn and integrity lhat has
aiïowed aboriginal cultures to survive.
The actuai worâs of section 35 are "the exbthg aboriginal and treaty
rights of the aboriginal peopies of Canada are htreby recomioprl and aflEirmed."
The language used is not very specinc and is the type that provides a field day
for lawyers. However, the amtext of 1982 is swely enough to tell us that this is
not just a codification of case law on abonginai rights chat had accumulated by
1982. Section 35 calls for a just setthment for abonginai peoples. It renounces
the old d e s of the game under which the C m established courts of law and
denied those courts the authority to question sovereign claims made by the
Crown. Those courts were bound to legitixriate every uwereign act of
suppression of aboriginal cultures. That kind of arrangement has nothing to do
with justice as conceived by the Constitution Act. 1982 and by international
standards to which Canada is committed The old d e s embodied in precedent
are thedore not helpfiit when it cornes to translating the words of section 35
into reality.

Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence is at a critical stage in its evoiution. Aboriginal
and treaty rights currently enjoy a greater degree of notoriety than at any time in their history.
Indeed, aboriginal and treaty rights are now generaiiy regarded as matters of national concem.
The constitutional recognition and atfinnation of these rights in section 35(1) of the Corrrtitutzotz
Acr. 19822 has tremendous implications for aboriginal3 and non-aboriginal peoples in Canada, as

weil as the Crown.* Yet, fifteen years d e r the repatriation of the Canadian Constitution, the
IN. Lyon, "An Essay on Constitutionai Interpretation.," (1988),26 Osgoode Hall L.J. 95 at 100-1.
*Enactecl as Scheduie B to the Canada Act. 1982 (U.K.)1982, c. 11.
3The te= "aboriginal peoples," "Native peoples," and "iadigenouspeoples" will be used interchangeablv
herein to refer to the people who are encompassed within the definition of "aboriginal peoples" in section 35(2) of
the Constitution Act. 1982 namely the Indian Inuit, and Métis peoples of Canada. For a more detailed
discussion of these terms, see C. Chartier, '"Indian": An Amlysis of the Term as Used in Section 91(24) of the
British North America Act, 1867,' (1978-79). 43 Sask. L. Rev. 37; B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rights,"
(1987), 66 Cm. Bar Rev. 727 at footnotes 18 and 175; and, genedly, C. Bell, "Who Are the Métis People in
Section 35(2)?" (199 1), 29 Alfa. L. Rev. 351; P. Chartrand, "'Tenns of Division:' Problems of 'Outside-Naming'
for Aboriginal People in Canada," (199I), 2:2 J. Indig. Smd 1 ; T.Isaac, "The Power of Constitutional Language:
The Case Agahuit Using 'Aborimn;il Peoples*as a Merence for F i Nations," (1993), 19 Queen 's L.J. 415. For
various legai definitions, see section 35(2) of the Constitution Ac!. 1982; section 2(1) of the Indian Act, RS.C.
1985, c. 1-5; Re Eskirno, [1939] 2 D.L.R 417 (S.C.C.).
Aside h m the use of entrenched le@ phraseology, such as indian lands and Indian treaties, where other
descriptive terms are used, such as "Indians," they refer specifically to those people and not to the aboriginal
peoples of Canada generally.
%e use of the term "the Crown" herein refers to the collective sovereign author* in Canada. At varbus
times, "the Cmwnn was campriseci of various combinations of the British and Canadian C m w . The phrase ^the
Crown" wiIl be used where it is not necessary to distinguish between specific exnanations of the Crown, insofar as
there is overlap between the responsiiiiities and obligations of the various ernanations of the Crown towards the

-

Canadian legal and political establishment has yet to adequately address aboriginal and treaty
rights issues.'
This dissertation seeks to develop an appropriate conceptual h e w o r k for aboriginal and
treaty rights analysis. To develop this fiamework, attention must be paid to the contexts within

which aboriginal and treaty rights have existeci and continue to exist. Furthemore, care must be
taken to recognise the unique, or sui generis,6 nature of aboriginal and treaty nghts. To give
proper attention to context and the sui generis nature of aboriginal and treaty rights necessitates a
balancing of European and abonginai understandings of those rights. To do this, one must
recognise the different world views that these cultures possess.
At a basic Ievel European cultures are said to regard time in a linear fahion - that is fiom
past to present to future. Aboriginal cuitures, meanwhile, tend to view thne in a cyclical fashion

- what was past is not over and done with, but repeats itself in the present and future.'

-

This

dissertation wiii attempt to balance Crown and aboriginal understandings of aboriginal and treaty
rights with their different world views. For example, the examination of the formative years of
Crown-aboriginal relations in Chapters 1 and II will foilow a prirnarily linear process to reflect the
historical progression of Crown-Native interaction. However, the discussion of treaties in
Chapters VI and W u d l consider treaties coIiectively - insofar as it will be argued that abonginal
understandings of those treaties are quite consistent throughout the history of the treaty-making
process as are the Crown' s representations therein.

In the process of developing a new fiamework for understanding aboriginai and treaty
rights, this dissertation does not attempt to present a complete narrative history of Crownaboriginai relations in Canada nor does it desire to do so. Rather, selected events and tirne
penods will be examined. These events will be taken prharily fiom the formative years of
Crown-aboriginal relations

- dating from the time of contact between aboriginal peoples and

aboriginal peoples of Canada. Where specific emanations of the Crown are referred to, such as the British Crown,
the federai Crown,or a provincial Cmwn,those distinctions wiU be cleariy made in the text.
'This has ocnirred in spite of the coMihitional conferences cfeated for the purpose of enhancing the
understanding of aboriginal and treaty rights by section 35.1 of the Constitution Act, 1982. These conferences,
held between 1983 and 1987, failed to assist in the definitionof aboriginai and treaty rights containeci in section
35(1).

6The tem -sui generis" meaas "unique," or 'of their own kind or c h . " See Black's Lmu Dictionary,
Fifth Ed., (St. Paul: West, 1979) at 1286.
the discussion in Royal Commision on Abriginai Peoples, "Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal
Approaches to History," in Report of the Royal Conmission on Aboriginal Peoples, 5 Vols., (Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Services Canada, 19%) Vol. 1, Looking Fonvard. Looking Back at 3 2 4 .

Europeans through to the Treaty of Niagara in 1764 - and the treaty making period extending
from the rniddle of the nineteenth century until the early stages of the twentieth century. The
present-day implications of these events will also be a fundamental element of the discussion
herein.
(a)

Developina an Appropriate Framework

A conceptual framework that provides for reasoned and integrated methods of anaiysis of

aboriginal and treaty rights must account for three elements: the need to regard aboriginal and
treaty rights in

a suitable context; to understand those rights in a culturally-appropnate manner;

and the unification of aboriginal and treaty rights issues with each other and the larger context of

Crown-aboriginal relations. While these three elernents may appear to be distinct Eom each
other, there is significant overlap among them. As will become evident, each plays an important
role in fostering a more appropriate kamework for concephialising aboriginal and treaty rights.

The first element of this framework - fidelity to context -- has two levels, the microscopic
and the macroscopic. The microscopic level entails exarnining aboriginal and treaty rights in light
of the circumstances in which they exia. This line of inquiry accounts both for the bare right and
the method of exercising those nghts. This entails establishing the existence of the nghts, their
importance to the comrnunities exercising them, and the various ways in which the nghts are used.
Relevant considerations include spiritual, sustenance, or economic purposes associated with
those rights. The macroscopic level incorporates the broader, or general, history of CrownNative relations fiom the t h e of initial contact between the groups into the contemporary
understanding of the rights at stake.8 The history of Crown-Native relations is a vital element of
abonginal and treaty rights analysis. The modem shape of those nghts may be traced to historical
Crown-Native interaction. However, while the contemporary exercise of aboriginal and treaty
rights draws upon historical aboriginal practices related to their physical and cultural s u ~ v a lit, is
word "contactn has been purposely used in place of the more comrnon term "diScove@' to describe
the meeting of European and abriginai peoples. This is because of the historical tact that what is now known as
North America was occupied by indigenous peoples who iahabited, hunted, fished, trapped and f m e d the land
h m t h e irnmemorial, weii before Europeans were aware of the New World or possessed the ability to travel to it.
To suggest that any European nation Wxovered" North America presupposes that the continent had previously
been uninhabited, or, as it is descn'bed in legai terminology, terru nullius (land belonging to no one). In contrast,
"contact* suggests "the reciprocity of discovery that followed upon Ewopean initiatives of exploration; as surely as
Europeans discovered Indians, indians discovered Europeans": F. Jennings, The Invasion of America: Indians.
Colonialisnl, and the Cant of Conquest, (Chape1 Hill: University of North Cardina Press, 1975) at 39.

not wedded to those practices.9 Moreover, simply because aborignal and treaty rights are rooted

in hiaorical praaices does not mean that those rights mua have been histoncally recognised by
the Crown.

The second element of this analyticai framework involves establishg a method for
arriving at culturdy-appropnate understandings of abonginal nghts. A culturally-appropriate
understanding recognises that aboriginal perspectives may not be identical to the Crown's
understanding of those same rights. It mua, therefore, bring together aboriginal and common law
views on the origins and evolution of aboriginal and treaty rights. Each pariy must be given an
equal opportunity to present evidence on their understanding of the nghts in question. Insofar as

aboriginal cultures are primarily oral, abonginai peoples mua be allowed to present oral evidence
relating to their rights in addition to any wrinen documentation that may be provided by them or
by the Crown. The courts should be sensitive to the nature of abonguial oral evidence in their

determinations of the weight that it should receive. Admithg such evidence ody where it has
fist been corroborated by physical, written, or expert evidence appears to give the corroboration

greater weight than the evidence upon which it is based. This practice also potentially excludes a
great deal of evidence where corroboration in these forms is unadable.
The third element of this fiamework is the fostering of a unified approach to Canadian
aboriginal rights jurisprudence.

This unified approach, which involves two processes,

contemplates the reconciliation of specific aboriginal and treaty nghts with general principles of
aboriginal rights jurisprudence and the history of Crown-Native relations. The first element in this
gThis assertion entails that aboriginal and treaty nghts must not be restricted to the manner in which they
were exercised at a particular point in time as indicated by the rejection of fiozen rights ttieory in R. v. Sparrow
(1990). 70 D.L.R (4th) 385 at 397 (S.C.C.) where the court e.upressiy fejected analyses of aboriginai rights that
held that those rights had to be exercised according to their historicd form and content and that those rights are
not to be understood oniy in relation to particular practices. Aboriginal rights ought to be viewed as broad,
theoretical constnicts h m which particular practices, traditions or customs are derived rather than as modem
incamations of preantact practices as suggested by Lamer C.J.C. in R. v. Van der Peet, [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 177
(S.C.C.). Thus, historical "practices" do not define the modern exercise of an abonginai or treaty right; rather,
they are to be used oniy as derence points for ascertaining how aboriginal and treaty rights have been exercised in
the pas, On this point, see L'Heureux-Dubé J.'s discussion of aboriginal rights in Von der Peet, ibid. at 238.
IOAS the Supreme Court of Canada recentiy stated in R. v. Coté, [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 26 at 48 (S.C.C.):

-

-

... m h e fact that a particular practice, custom or tradition continue- in an
uneutinguished manner, following the arrivai of Eusopeans but in the absence of the formai gloss
of legal recognition ... should not undexmine the constitutional protection ac~ordedto aborigind
peoples. Section 35(1) wouId fail to achieve its notable purpose of preserving the integrai and
defining features of distinctive abrisocieties if it oniy protected those defining features

approach is to bring together abonginal and treaty rights issues that have previously been treated

as separate and distinct by the courts. These include matters such as fiduciary obligations, treaty
interpretation, and aboriginal self-government. These matters share much in cornmon and greatly
innuence one another. In addition to bringing together hitherto separate and distinct issues, the
unification wntemplated herein also emails loolchg at these issues on microscopic and
macroscopic levels. At a rnicroscopic level, the raishg of a treaty right, for example. is analysed
in the specific context in which that nght is, or has been, contemplateci and exercised. This entails
looking at the treaty and treaty negotiations on which the right is based, the subsequent practices

of the group claYning the right and the action or inaction of the Crown vis-i-vis that specific nght

- such as its regdation of

the right. On a macroscopic level, the treaty right clahed is

considered in light of the canons of treaty hterpretation developed by the judiciary as well as
Crown practices relating to treaty rights generally.
It wiIl be argued in subsequent chapters that Canadian courts' existing methods of anaiysis
of aboriginal and treaty rights ignore each of the above three elements. Rather than engaging in a
contextual and culturally-appropriate method of analysis, the courts have separated aboriginal and
treaty rights from the circumstances that initially gave nse to them. A prime example of this
practice is the recent decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Pamajauon.~~In

Pamajewon, the Court held that the claimed right of the Shawanaga and Eagle Lake First Nations
to regdate high-stakes gambling activities on their reserves as an incident of self-government was
not an exercise of self-government rights because regulating high-stakes gambling was not an
aboriginal right traceable to a pre-contact practice. l2 The court's focus on the specific aczzvz~yof
regulating gambling rather than the larger right of self-government is one indication of how the
judiciary has dissected broad rights into their constituent elements and inappropriately
characterised each of these elements as a separate nght.
There is a significant distinction between an aboriginal or treaty right and a practice that is
derived firom that larger right.

The Supreme Court's compartmentalisation of rights in

which were formate enough to have received the legal mgnition and approval of European
colonizers.
"(19961 4 C.N.L.R 164 (S.C.C.). For m e r discussion of the Pamajewon case, see L.I. Rotman,
Aboriginal Rights Law, Year in Review: The 1995-96 Te-" (1997), 12 J.L. and Social Pol 'y 34.
I2under the test for the estab1ishment of an abonginal nght formdated in Von der Peet, pro note 9. a
claimed right must be traceable to precontact practices in order to quala as a protected aboriginal right under
section 35(1) of the ConstifutionAct, 1982.
"

6

Pmajewon led it to pare down the broad right to self-government h o the right to economic self-

determination and, funher, to the nght to regulate high-stakes gambling.

It is submitted,

however, that economic self-determination and the regdation of high-stakes gambiing are not
truly "rights" themselves, but practices flowing from the larger right to self-government. By
considering the regulation of high-stakes gambiing as a distinct right, the Supreme Court was able
to dismiss the appelants' clairn by finding that such regulation was not an integral part of the
distinctive cultures of either the Shawanaga or Eagle Lake Fim Nations prior to contact with
Europeaw. Chief Justice Lamer held that to characterise the appellants' activities as falling under
a broad right to manage the use of their reserve lands "would be to cast the Court's inquiry at a
level of excessive generality."13
One may have a philosophical objection to the appeilants' characterisation of the
regulation of high-stakes gambling as a part of the right to self-government in Parnujewon. It
could be asked how f a the right of seif-government stretches

- does it entail that aboriginal

peoples can do whatever they wish in whatever fonn imaginable? While this dissertation wiil not
venture into a discussion of the extent of aboriginal rights to self-government, or what practices
are "acceptable" under a right to self-government, it should be noted that the sarne principles used
by the Supreme Court in Pamajewon have had detrimental effects on other rights, such as the
nght to fish.

In Van der Peel, the appehnt, a member of the Sto:lo nation, was charged with seiiing ten
salmon for $50 while fishing under the authority of an Indian food fishing licence. In judiciai
contemplations of the appellant's right to fish, that right was reduced fiom the broad aboriginal
right initiaily claimed by the plaintiffat trial to a right to fish for a moderate livelihood found by
the dissenthg judgment of Lambert J.A. at the British Columbia Court of Appeai. That right was
then recharactensed as the nght to sel1 fish for $50 by the Supreme Court of Canada and,
ultimately, as a right to fish only for food. This method of reducing the scope of rights d o w s
courts to dismiss individual aboriginal claims without having to consider the broader right
claimed. It simplifies a court's analysis in the instant case and prevents the creation of a precedent
that may be looked to by other aboriguial groups claiming a simifar right.14

3 ~ m a j e w o nsupra
.
note 11 at 172.
140n this topic, see C. Bell, "New Directions in the Law of Aboriginal Rights," (1998), Cm. Bor Rev.
(forthcoming).

7

The judicid tendency to reduce broad aborigllial and treaty rights like self-government or
fishing to specific practices in cases such as PmWewon and Vcm der Peel has the efect of
divorcing those rights from the larger context of Crown-Native relations from which they
originate.

It also f d s to faalitate a cdturally-appropriate interpretation of those rights.

Moreover, it ignores the inter relatedness of abonginal and treaty rights. While it is important to
analyse specific issues within the contexts in which they exist

- the microscopic level - that

analysis must also be cognisant of the greater understanding of Crown-aboriginal relations that
has its basis in the relationships of the groups from the time of contact

- the macroscopic level.

In engaghg each of these levels of analysis, the courts ought to be mhdfiil of the need to engage
in culturaiiy-appropriate methods of examination.
Contextual anaiysis has been recognised as an important aspect of Canadian aboriginal
rights jurisprudence in a number of decisions?

However, the courts' contextualisation of

aboriginal and treaty rights has invariably taken place solely at the microscopic level. This is
iliustrated moa profoundly in the case of h g e r mai M m e l v. The Queen, where the Supreme
Court stated that "If the clairn of any Band in respect of any particular land is to be decided as a
justiciable issue and not a political issue, it should be so considered on the facts pertinent to the
Band and to that land, and not on any global basis."16 Subsequent courts have adopted an overly
restrictive understanding of Justice Dickson's dictum in Kruger and MamreP7 While the Court's
statement in kjuger ami M m e l warns against determinhg aboriguial land entitiements without
regard to the context in which the claim is made, it has since been used as a bais for couns to
avoid articulahg broad p ~ c i p l e sof aboriginal and treaty nghts. This narrow perspective on the
dictum in figer mid M m e / entrenches the notion that contextual analysis in Canadian
aboriginal rights jurisprudence is to be restricted exclusively to the specific rights in issue.18 The
effect has been to scrutiriise individual daims in a contextual vacuum.
Appropriately contextualising aboriginal and treaty rights may only occur by regarding
them in light of the specific facts or situations in which they arose and the history of CrownNative relations generaiiy. One must also pay heed to the broad understanding of Crown-Native
" ~ o t eR. v. George (1966), 55 D.L.R (2d) 386 (S.C.C.); b g e r and Munuel v. The Queen (1977). 75
D.L.R (3d) 434 (S.C.C.); R. v. Sioui (I990),70 D.L.R (4th) 427 (S,C.C.).
%upm note 15 at 437.
17werback to Pama~ewvon,supra note 1 1 , as weîi as Van der Peet, supra note 9, R v. Gladstone, [19%] 4
C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.), and R. v. N-TK. Smokehouse, [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 130 (S.C.C.).
18See the cases cited ibid., as well as Coté, supra note 10; R v. Adam, 119961 4 C.N.L.R 1 (S.C.C.).
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interaction, which incorporates the fiduciary relationship between the groups. By adhering to an
overly-restrictive interpretation of h g e r ami Manuel, the courts have created discrete areas of
jurisprudence that are deemed to bear no relation to one another. Thus, when courts examine
issues relating to aboriginai treaty interpretation, for example, they generally do not account for
the Crown's fiduciary duty to aboriginal peoples, even though the two areas are related on a
variety of Ievels. Furthermore, courts do not generally engage in anaiysis on the macroscopic
Ievel of Crown-Native relations since the t h e of contact when considering aboriginal and treaty
rights issues.
These methodological deficiencies are especidy apparent in two significant judgments of
the Supreme Court of Canada on separate aboriginal rïghts issues

- R v. S i ~ u ia, treaty
~ ~ rights

case, and R v. Sparraw,20 which focused upon aboriginal fishing rights. The issues in these two
cases were quite distinct. When they are examineci together and in the context of Crown-Native
relations at large, the fundamental differences between the Supreme Court's decisions indicate the
existence of a significant problem in contemporary Canadian aboriguial rights jurisprudence.
In Simi, the Supreme Court found that a 1760 agreement between the Huron Band of the
Lorette Indian Reserve and Brigadier Generai James Murray2' constituted a treaty. This hding
was premised on the notion that the British Crown treated abonginai nations as autonomous

nations capable of entering into sovereign compacts and treaties. The Court initially described
relationships between the Crown and abonguial peoples in the mid-eighteenth century as falling
"somewhere between the kind of relations conducted between sovereign states and the relations
that such states had with their own citizens,"" but then stated that relations between France and

the aboriginal peoples or between Britain and the aboriginal peoples at that time were "very close
to those maintained between sovereign nations.""

Finaily, the Court held that the Europeans'

endeavours to obtain the Indians' favour and to secure alliances with them indicated that "the
Indian nations were regarded in their relations with the European nations which occupied North

19(1990), 70 D.LR (4th) 427 (S.C.C.).
2oSupranote 9.
2'~t-the
tirne the treaty was signeci, General Murray was also Governor of the City and District of Quckc
and "the highest ranking British official with whom the Hurons couid have conferreci": Sioui, supra note 19 at
439.
22ibid.at 437.
%id. at 448.
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America as independent mtions.T4 In contrat, in Sparrow, the Court's analysis of the

applicability of federal regdations to the exercise of traditional aborigllial tishing rights was
predicated upon its unquestioned acceptance of the Crown's sovereignty over Canada. As the
court stated:
It is worth recalling that while British policy towards the native population was based on
respect for their right to occupy their traditional lands, a proposition to which the Royal
Proclamation of 1763 bears witness, these was h m the outset never any doubt that sovereignty
and legislative power, and indecd the underlying titîe, to such lands vested in the Crown ...25

The S M and Sparrow decisions do not provide any recognition of inconsistency between
them, despite being rendered by the Supreme Coun one week apart in the spring of 1990.

Neither case even makes reference to the other. 1t could be said that this fact is traceable to the
Court dealing with questions of treaty rights in one instance and aboriginal rights in another. Yet

one wonders how the Supreme Court couid take judiciai notice of the fact that abonginal peopIes
were treated as independent nations with sovereign or near-sovereign status in 1760 in Simi and
then find in S p o r m that the aborigllial peoples were entirely subordinated to the Crown's
sovereignty

- as apparently evidenced

by the Royal PraiI'a~ion of 1763 - without any

discussion of how the Proclamation supports that proposition. On this limited point, the court

was dealing with the same issue - the status of aboriginal peoples vis-à-vis the Crown - in each
case. That the same court could make these statements within such a bnef span of tirne indicates
the disjointed understanding of aboriginal and treaty rights that ninently exists in Canadian
jurisprudence. The situation created by the Simi and Spmrow decisions provides an additional
impetus to adopt a different jurisprudential approach to these rights.
The difficulties in reconcilmg the Simi and Sprrow decisions demonstrate the inherent
limitations in the judiciary's exclusive subscription to microscopie levels of analysis. One cannot
harmonise inconsistent statements on a common issue simply by explaining that Sioui is a treaty
rights case and Sparrow is an aboriginai rights case. Although aboriginal and treaty nghts
maintain an independent existence, as section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 recognises. they
are also part of the grander scaie of Crown-Native relations and should be reconciled accordingly.
This macroscopic level of analysis must account for the existence of aboriginal rights, treaty
rights, and the Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples that are aii containeci in section

24~bid.
ZsSprrow,supro note 9 at 404.
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35(1).

It must also account for the histoiy of Crown-Native relations that gave nse to section

35(1).

In so doing, it can avoid further replication of the Simi and Sparrow divergence on the

status of aboriginal peoples vis-à-vis the Crown.
The history of Crown-Native relations will be s h o w to have been charactensed by the
principles of peace, friendship, and respect represented in the Two-Row Wampum belt presented
by the Iroquois to the Crown at the signing of the Treaty of A i b q in 1664. These principles,
implicitly providing the bais for Crown-Native interaction f?om contact, explicitly govemed
Crown-Native relations for over one hundred yean.

This assertion is founded upon their

inclusion in the peace and fiiendship treaties concluded in the Maritimes in the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries as well as the Covenant Chain alliance initiateci by the Treaty of A l b q .
Although the Crown may not have always Iived up to its obligations to the aboriginal peoples, it
never repudiated its historid alliances wiîh the aboriginals or the standards on which those
alliances were based. It will be argued that these standards remained the basis upon which the
Crown treated with the aboriginal peoples into the twentieth century.
The cornmon threads of peace, fkiendship, and respect derived from histoncal CrownNative relations wiU be shown to be the foundation from which both Crown-Native fiduciary
relations and aboriginal treaties arise. Crown-Native relations were continuously modified in
response to changing circumstances and the needs of the parties. While these relations may not
have remained static, their terms demonstrate that they were designed to be of a lasting nature.

The alliances forged between the Crown and abonginai peoples were formai relations
charactensed by mutuai promises of protection and alliance. The participants relied on the
integrity and continuing nature of the agreements and promises made.

Furthemore, they

regularly renewed their agreements to reiterate their terms and reatnrm the solemnity of their
promises. Modem Crown-Native relations therefore ought to be seen as continuations of the
relationships of peace, fiiendship, and respect fostered from contact. The relations between the
groups during the formative period dating from the time of initial contact through the Treaty of
Niagaa in 1764 will be argued to have created a fiduciary relationship that is both prospective
and retrospective in its application in the peculiar manner of the common law.

While this formative period is not the oniy basis of Crown-Native fiduciary relations, it is a

primary source of the Crown's fiduciary obligations.Z6 Thus. the Crown's fiduciary duty to the

aborigllial peoples will be argued to have existed fm before the first judicial articulation of that
duty in Cherin v. R in 1984.27 On this basis the judiial hdings of the Crown's fiduciary duty in

Cuenn and the existence of that duty in section 35(1) of the C o ~ t u t i o Act,
n

1982, as indicated

in Sparrow, supra,are simply modem afnrmations of the Crown's duty that is founded in the

hiaory of Crown-Native relations.

The primary argument in Part 1 of the dissertation is that Crown-Native relations from the
initial contact between the groups were conducted as relations between independent nations. It is
suggested that Crown-Native relations ought to be understood on the bais of Crown

representatiom and aboriginal expectations rather than Crown regmd for aboriginal peoples or
British legal theory. This approach differs nom traditional judicial accounts of Crown-Native
interaction, which portray that interaction as inherentty hierarchical, with the aboriginal peoples
being at the rnercy of the Crown.28

Contextual analyses of Crown-aboriginal relations

demonstrate these traditional assertions to be fdse.29 Evidence of the interaction between British
colonists and aboriginal peoples indicates that the parties dealt with each other as independent
nations.
Saying that British colonists and aboriginal peoples dealt with each other as independent
nations does not suggest that the Crown always r e g d e d the aboriginals as independent. The

marner in which the Crown represented its relations with the abonginai peoples and the way it
regarded their status are separate issues. The Crown's representations to the aboriginal peoples in
treaty negotiations are binding at law; the internalised beliefs of its representatives are not.

26As will be discussed, infia, and in greater detail in Ch. IV, the Crown's fiduciary obligations are
compriseci of both generai and specifk duties which stem h m a variet. of sources.
27(1984), 13 D.L.R (4th)321 (S.C.C.).
28See, for example, St-Catherine i Milfingand L u d e r Co. v. Ine Qiieen (1888). 14 App. Cas.46 (P.C.),
aiYg (1887), 13 S C R 577,(1886), 13 0.A.R 148,(1885),10 0.R 1% (Cà);R. v. Syfiboy,[I929]1 D.L.R 307
(N.S.Co.Ct.); R. v. Sibea (1964). 43 D.L.R. (2d) 150 (N.W.T.C.A).
2 9 ~ e efor
. ucample, M-D. Walters, "Mohegan Indiam v. Connecticut (17054773)and the Legal Stam of
Aboriginal Customary Laws and Govenunent in British North Amenai," (1995), 33 Osgoode Haif L.J. 785;
Walters, The Extension of C o l o d Criminal Juisdiction Over the Abriginai Peaples of Upper Canada:
Reconsidering the Shawanakiskie Case (1822-26)," (1996), 46 U.T.L.J. 273; W.C.Wicken, The Mi'kmaq and
Wuastukwiuk Treaties," (1994). 43 I/.N.B.L.J. 241;Wicken, '"Heard it From Our Grandfathers": Mi'kmaq Treaty
Tradition and the SyfiboyCase of 1928,' (1995). 44 U.MB.L.J. 145;J. Webber, "Relations of Force and Mations
of Justice: The Emergenœ of Normative Community Between Colonists and Aboriginal Peoples," (1995). 33
Osgoode Hall L.J. 623.

Consequently, where the Crown represented to the aboriginal peoples that it dealt with them as
independent nations, it is legdly inconsequential whether the Crown actually regarded the
aboriginals as independent.
The portraya1 of Crown-aboriginal interaction herein as a nation-to-nation fonn of
relationship is prernised upon the nature of the Crown's representations to the aboriguials. These
representations suggest that the Crown dealt with the aborigllial peoples as independent nations.
Furthemore, the process of treaty-making presumes the independence of the parties.30 As
Jennings has commented, 'Subjects do not sign treaties with their rulers. As the Lords of Trade
told commissioners from Massachusetts in 1677, "His Majesty did not think of treating with his
own abjects as with foreigners."'3l
The assertion that the Crown's representations to the aboriguial peoples (and the
aboriginals' reiiance on those representations) rather than its regard for them ought to shape the
understanding of Crown-Native relations is consistent with the doctrine of estoppel by
representation. Under this doctrine, where a party makes a misrepresentation - either by words,
conduct, or silence - to another and the latter relies on that misrepresentation to its detriment, the
former is estopped from subsequently acting inwnsistently with that mi~representation.~~
WMe
the Crown may not have regarded the aboriginals as independent peoples and may not have
intended to treat with them as such, its representations to the aboriginais stated othenvise.
Because of the nature of its continued representations to the aboriginal peoples and the
aboriginals' good faith reliance on those representations, the Crown is estopped fiom claimlng
that its regard for the aboriginals ought to govem judicial interpretations of Crown-Native
relations.
The characterisation of Crown-Native interaction as a nation-to-nation relationship is

based predominantly on the early historical interaction between the groups and the agreements
30See RL. Barsh and 1.Y. Henderson, The Road: Indian Tribes and Political Liberty, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1980) at 270: P. Macklem. "Normative Dimensions of an Aboriginal Right of SelfGovemment," (1995), 2 1 Queen 's LJ.173 at 197.
31F.Jennings, The Ambiguous Iroquois Entpire: nie Covenmt Chain Conjderation of indion Tribes with
EiIgiish Coioniesjwn ifsbeginnings to the hncaster Treaty of i 744, (New York: Norton, 1984) at 372.
32See I.S. Ewart, An Exposition of the Principles of fitoppei &y Misrepresentation, (Toronto: Camell,
1900); G.S. Bower and Sir A.K. Turner, The Law Relating to Esroppel by Representation, Third Ed., (London:
Butterworths, 1977); M. Cababe, The Principles of Esroppel, (London: W . Maxwell & Son, 1888) at 45-82; I.C.F.
Spry, The Principies of Epitable Rentedies: Specific Performance, Injunctions. Rectification and Equitabk
h a g e s , Fourth Ed., (Sydney: Law Book Co., 1990) at 178; W o o d v. Brown, [1955] 1 Al1 E.R 550 at 559

between the parties from the Trecty of Albany to the Treav of Niagara. However, recorded
accounts of promises made by Crown negotiators during the signing of the post-Codederation
nurnbered treaties suggest that they represented to the aboriginal peoples that those treaties would
be nation-to-nation agreements not unlike those signed during the formative years of Crown-

Native relations. The speeches of Alexander Morris33 in the late nineteenth century, and the
cornmissioners of Treaty No. 8 in 1899 and Treaty No. 1 1 in 1921, W<ethose made by Sir Wdliam
Johnson34 in the second half of the eighteenth century, suggest that the Crown treated with the
aboriginal peoples as independent nations during this period, even if it did not regard the
aboriginal peoples as tmly independent. This conclusion is inconsistent, however, with the
preponderance of judicial analyses of Crown-Native relations?
Judicial examinations of Crown-abonguial relations in Canada have tended to focus on the
regard British colonial administration had for the aboriginal peoples rather than how it represented
its relations with them. Therefore, if a leiter f50m a high-ranking British official at Whitehall
suggested that the aboriginal peoples were to be treated as subjects, the courts would cite that
letter as evidence indicating that the Crown, in fact, treated the abonguial peoples as infenors.
While the intentions of colonial administraton at Whitehall are relevant to an analysis of British
North American aboriginal policy, they are ancillary to legal analyses of the Crown's obligations
arising from its dealings with aboriginal peoples. The focus of the latter is rightfùlly on the
representations made to the aboriginals. For instance, the representations of Sir William Johnson
are what enticed the aboriginal peoples with whom he dealt to enter into treaties and other
alliances with Britain rather than the written treaties that they may not have understood. Since the
abonginai leaders generally could neither read English nor understand the cornplex language in
which the treaties were drafted, their decisions to sign were based entirely upon Johnson's
representations. Moreover, since aboriginal understandings of treaties encompass the entirety of
the negotiations leading up to the conclusion of a treaty, Johnson's representations would have
(C.A.). The analogy to estoppel by representation is made for illustrative p u q x ~only.
~ A more detailed
e-vaminationof the doctrine is beyond the scope of this work.
33~ieutenant-~emor
of Manitoba and the North-West Temitories and chief negotiator of a number of
post-Codéderation treaties. See k Morris, The Treaties of Canada with the Indians ofManitoba and the NorthWest Territories, Including the Negotiations on IVhich They Were Based and Other Information Relating Thereto,
(Toronto: Belforcis, Clarke, 1880).
34~orthemSuperintendent-Generai of Indian ABairr from 1755-1774 known as "Warraghiyageyn "he
who does much business": see O.P. Dicicason, Canada's Flmr Nations: A History of Founding Peoples fiont
Earliest Times, (Toronto: McClelIand & Stewart, 1992) at 179.
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formed an integral part of the agreement in their minds even

they had been able to read and

understand the written document?
By separating the analysis of abonginal and treaty rights nom their historicai origins,

judicial considerations of Crown-aboriginal relations have provided generally unsatisfactory
results. The judiciary has painted a fiilse picture of histoncal Crown-Native relations by foaising
on British regard for the abonginal peoples as opposed to British representations made to thern.
It may be seeq therefore, that judicial analysis of Crown-Native history has been predicated upon
an incomplete and incoma methodological approach. Recognising the limitations in existing
judicial interpretations of historical Crown-aboriginal relations is the &st step towards obtaining a
contextual and culturally-appropriate method of understanding the contemporary Iegd
implications of Crown-Native relations.
(b)

Scooe of the Work

The geographical focus of this work essentially mirrors the primary area of responsibility
assigned to Sir William Johnson as Northern Superintendent-GeneraI of Indian Affairs tiom 17551774.3' The situation in most of the 13 Amencan colonies was quite diEferent because of the

existence of royal charters granted to people such as Lord Baltimore and William Penn and their
subsequent purchases of land 60m the aboriginal peoples in those areas.'* In what are now the
Yukon and Northwest Temtories, the circurnstances were also different because of the Iack of
substantive contact between the aboriginal peoples living there and Europeans. In spite of the
different situation in these latter areas, the distinction between representation and regard
discussed earlier will be argued to apply equaily to those territones in areas where treaties were

% e e the derences, supra note 28.
36Seethe discussion of treaties in Chs. VI and VU.
hi hi ch was the Great Mes-Ohio Vally area, although J o h n was also responsible for ail areas nonh
of the Ohio River, which would have included parts of presentday Ontario, Quebec, the Maritimes, Connecticut,
Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire,New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
and Vermont.
38~ote,
for example, the royal charters granteci in respezt of Virginia (1606). Maryland (1632). Comccticut
(1662), Rhode Island (1663), New Jersey (1674), Delaware (1674), Pennsylvania (1681), and Massachusetts Bay
(1691): see KIM. Nwey, The Royal Proclamation of 7 Octaber 1763, the Common Law, and Native Rights to
Land Within the Territory Granted to the Hudson's Bay Company," (1974), 38 k
k
.
L. Rev. 123 at 141.

signed. Where the Crown did treat with peoples in these temtories, it WUbe contended that it
did so on the same basis that it treated with aboriginal peoples in other areas of Canada.39

The notion that the Crown treated with the aboriginal peoples in the same manner across
Canada will be demonstrateci by focushg on the representations made by the Crown's
representatives to the aboriginal peoples in treaties fiom the T ' ,of Albany, 1664 to the last of
the post-Confederation numbered treaties, Treaty No. 11, in 1921. It will be maintained that the

Crown continued to represent the nature of its dealings with aboriginal peoples across Canada as
being premised on the same principles of peace, fnendship, and respect that grounded the Treaty
of Albany. 1664. Therefore, while the nature of the Crown's relations with various aboriginal
groups may not have been the sarne as its relations with the Iroquois, the Crown represented its
relations with them in the same rnanner. Furthemore, treaty protocol that had been developed in
Crown-Iroquois treaty relations, such as the use of wampum belts, becarne the basis upon which
Britain entered into treaties with other aboriginal groups.4 For this reason, the early discussion
of Crown-Native relations herein focuses primarily upon the Crown's relations with the Iroquois.

This work is not intended to establish a theory of fiduciary law, aboriginal rights or treaty
rights. Rather, it is intended to provide a basis for undersfrcmdngthose entities. Consequently,
the discussion of these matters does not focus specificdy on their ongins, but how they ought to
be understood in light of the unique relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples in
Canada. The argument for a new approach to aboriginal and treaty rights issues is premised upon
the assumption that there is a problem with existing juridical approaches to aboriginal rights
jurispmdence generally, which includes abonginal rights, treaty rights, fiduciary obligations, and
issues pertaining to self-government. While examples are drawn from d l of these issues - as seen,
for exarnple, in the discussion of the Parnajewon and Van der Peel cases, supra -- this work will
focus primarily on fiduciary and treaty relations to both iilustrate the problems suggested to exist
and demonstrate the unifieci approach discussed earlier.

The Iine between fiduciary and treaty relations is ofken blurred, with the result that when
looking to treaty relations, one must also consider the implications of fiduciary relations and vice
-

--

-

3%s
wiU be demonstrated in Chapter VI, where it will shown that Treaty No. Il, tigned in 1921, was
represeated to the aboriginal peoples on the same basis as eariier treaties dating back to the Treafy ofAlbany,
1664.
%lote, for example, the " p e a ~and friendship" treaties si&
with the aboriginal peoples in the
Maritimes and the 1836 Manitoulin Uand treaty negotiated by Sir Francis Bond Head (which is discussed in
Chapter VI).
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versa. For this reason, when Crown-Native relations are considered, those relations will not be
compartrnentalised into their strictiy fiduciary or treaty wmponents. Such an approach wodd be
inconsistent with the unified approach argued for herein.
The discussion of Crown-Native fiduciary relations Ui this work is predicated on the
presumption that fiduciary relations may exist between equal or unequal parties. While fiduciary
relations are oRen thought to exist only between dominant and subordinate parties, the discussion
of fiduciary relations in Chapter IV will demonstrate this assurnption to be fdse. As will be
explained in p a t e r detail, while beneficiaries in fiduciary relationships are vuinerable to the
actions of their fiduciaries, this Milnerability is a creation of the fiduciary relationship itself and not

a pre-requisite for the finding ofa fiduciary relationship. At kst glance, this debate over whether
vulnerability gives rise to fiduciary relations or whether fiduciary relations create Milnerability
rnight appear to be Iittle more than an iteration of the old riddle about the chicken and the egg.
However, as Chapter IV will indicate, a deeper examination of the debate over vulnerability
reveals the nddie to be more than a matter of purely academic interest.
The consideration of Crown-Native treaties herein also differs from commonly-held
understandings of the nature of those agreements. As will be re-emphasised in Chapter VI, the
nature of the parties' undertakings in the treaties ought to prevent them from ignoring or
unilaterdy altering the promises made therein. The treaties are solemn agreements between
nations that eaabiished the parameters of the parties' relationship. As consensual, negotiated
documents, it will be maintained that the treaties may only be altered with the fiee and informed
consent of the treaty signatones. The conclusion to be made from this argument is that the
Crown cannot unilaterally alter the promises it made in the treaties, whether by ordinary
legislation or constitutional enactmentm4IThe significance of this polemic will becorne particularly
apparent in the discussion of the Naturai Resarrce Trmsjier Agreemetlt, 1930's effect on treaty
rights in Chapter W.

'l~s WU k elaborated upon in Chapter VI, in addition to creating a protoc01 for Crown-Native relations,
the treaties ought to be v i d as buiding the Crown in the manner and form of any future laws it enacted, whether
simple legislation or constitutional amendment, that potentially inhged upon treaty rights.

-

Stmctunna- the Arniment

This work revolves entirely around relationships.

It is premised upon relationships

between people and relationships between events. The initial focus is on historical Bntish-

aboriginal interaction and how it gave rise to legal implications, such as fiduciary and treaty
obligations, that define modem Crown-Native relations.

This relationship created the

environment conducive to the conclusion of early alliances between the groups.

According to

Webber, these Crown-aboriginal relations provided a "normative discourse crossing the
AbonginaVnon-Aboriginal divide.'"

F o d treaties between the Crown and the aboriginal

peoples aiso provided parameten for Crown-Native relations.43 The normative principles arising
out of the parties' interaction provided guidelines for their conduct towards each other. They aiso
provided a benchmark against which to meanire any departwe from an acceptable standard of
condu~t.~~
While British-aboriginal relations during these formative years were in a constant state of

flux, the generd p ~ c i p l e sby which the parties interacted provide a basis for understanding the
nature of Crown-aboriginal relations at that tirne. These principles provided the primary source of
the Crown's fiduciary obligations. Furthemore, they provided a paradigm for the parties'
interaction in Iater years. From this hiaorical basis, temporal connections may properly be made
to treaties and other significant events, such as the Royal Procliznzution of 1763,45 that have

become integral elements of Crown-aboriginal relations.

This dissertation is compnsed of four parts. The first part is an analysis of Crownaboriginal relations from contact through to the penod shortly after the Treaty of Niagara. It
establishes an appropriate framework for the approach to aboriginal and treaty rights discussed
earlier. The second part of the dissertation examines Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations.
It demonstrates that fiduciary obligation is the nexus between seemingly discrete areas of
aboriginal rights jurisprudence. The Crown's fiduciary duties to the aboriginal peoples are shown
to be of two types. The first type is a general duty arising pursuant to the Crown's historid
relationship with the aboriginal peoples. The second type of duty is a specinc duty which
4 2 ~ e b k r supra
,
note 29 at 628.
43~icken,
supra note 29 at 150.
44Webber, supra note 29 at 628-9.
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originates out of individual events such as the signing of a treaty. Both of these f o m of
fiduciary obligation stem fiom the representations made by the Crown in histoncal Crown-Native

relations.
Treaties and treaty relations are the subject of the third part of the dissertation. They wiil
be demonstrated to contain both general and specinc elements. The general element of treaties is

the spirit and intent of the agreements. This spirit and intent pertains both to individual treaties
and to the relationship between individual treaties, as seen in the Covenant Chain alliance and the

Maritime treaties. The specific elements of treaties, meanwhile, are the rights and obligations
contained within individual agreements. While the specific obligations contained within a literal
reading of the written treaties are relevant to treaty analysis, treaties should also be understood in
light of their spirit and intent, the negotiations surrounding the treaties, the context in which they
were si-

and the parties' respective understandings of the agreements - as indicated by their

subsequent conduct and in aboriginal oral history.
The final part of the dissertation focuses on the nexus between Crown-Native fiduciary

and treaty relations. It will be argued that the history of Crown-Native relations and the Crown's
ensuing fiduciary obligations ought to inform the manner in which treaties are interpreted. The
treaties will be argued to be concrete manifestations of individual fiduciary relationships between
the Crown and aboriginal peoples. The combined effm of the historical intercourse between the
parties and the resuftant fiduciary and treaty relations emanating therefi-om provide the basis for a
mi generis approach that should be cornmon to both aboriginal and treaty rights. It is suggested

that this approach ought to serve as a paradigrn for those rights and their place within the
Canadian fabric rather than the microscopie and restrictive approach illustrated by Pamajewon
and V m der Peer.

The conclusion of the dissertation contends that the principles of peace, fîiendship, and
respect that existed at the foundation of Crown-abonginal relations d u ~ their
g formative years
lie at the heat of section 35(l)'s guarantee of aboriginal and treaty nghts. As the Supreme Court

of Canada stated in S p r a w , section 35(1) is "a solemn cornmitment that must be given
meaningful content."46 It is suggested that the courts rnay properly fullil1 the obligations imposed
by section 35(1) by adopting the approach to aboriginal and treaty rights illustrated herein. This
4 s ~ S . C1985,
.
App. II, No. 1.
%upra note 9 at 408.
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argument repliates the assertion underlying this dissertation - uiat there is no need to invent a

new h n e w o r k for the appropriate resolution of abonginal and treaty rights in Canadian
jurisprudence.

Rather, appropriate resolutions may be obtained simply by returning to the

principles of peace, fiendship, and respect that exist at the foundation of Crown-Native relations
and using them as the basis of contemporary considerations of aboriginal and treaty rights.

II.
-

The Formative Years of Crown-Aboriginal Relations:
From Contact to Covenant Chain
Wee are corne to acquaint you that wee are settled on y North side of
Cadarachqui Lake near Tchojachiage where wee plant a tree of peaœ and open
a path for al1 people, quite to Corlaer's house, where wee desire to have free
Ii'berty of trade; wee make a fime league with y Five Nations and Corlaer and
desire to be United in y Cwenant Chain, our hunting places to be one, and to
b i l e in one keîtle, eat out of one dish, & with one spoon, and so be one; and
because the path to Corlaers house may be open & clear, doe give a drest elke
skia to cover y path to walke upoa

The Five Nations answered them thus:

-

We are glad to see you in our country and doe accept of you to be our
fiiends and allies and doe give you a Belt of Wampum as a token thereof üiat
there may be a perpenial peace and fiiendship between us and our young
Indians to hunt togeîher in al1 love and amity.
Len this peace be firm and Iasting, then shall wee grow old and grey
headed togeîher, eIse y. warr wiii devour us both1

To understand the contemporary nature of Crown-aboriginal relations, it is necessary to
understand their historical development. In this and the following chapter, the history of CrownNative relations will be portrayed through examinations of selected events: the early history of
European-abonginal interaction; the Treag of Albany, 1664; the Covenant Chain alliance and
Maritime Indian treaties; and relations between Bntain and the aboriginal peoples after the
conquest of New France, as iiiustrated by the Royal Procimation of 17632 and the Treay of

Niagrna. 1764. The ultimate aim of this endeavour is to provide a foundation for the anaiysis of
Crown-Native relations.
It will be argued, on the strength of the hiaorical events discussed in this and the

foliowing chapter, that British-Native relations should be regarded on a nation-to-nation basis.

This assertion will be buttresseci by the nature of the initial interaction between the groups, in
l'Propositions of the F i Nations to the Commissioners of M a n Mairs," 30 June 1700. as reproduced
in E.B O'Callaghan, ed, Documenis Relative to the Colonial History of the State of New York, 1 1 vols., (Albany:
Weed, Parsons, 1853-61) V at 694-5 [hereinafter "NYCDn]. The referenœ by the Dowaganhaes to "Corlaei' is a
term of respect for the English govemor of New York. 'Corlaef cefers directiy to a Dutch governor of New York
who was greatly respecteci by the aboriginal peoples. As explained in "Govemor Dongan's Report on the State of
the Province, including his Answers to certain Charges a*
him," as reproduced, ibid.
at 395, Arent Van
Corlaer was "a Dutchman so beloved of the Indians that in memory of him they c d al1 Governors by tIiat name."
See a h F. Jennings, The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenant Chain Confederation ofIndian Tribes with
EngIish Colonies Rom i f s beginnings to the Lancaster Treaiy of 1751, (New York: Norton, 1984) at 56
[hereinafter"Ambiguouslroquois Empire"].
2 ~ S . C 1985,
.
App. II, No. 1.

which early British traders and colonists were dependent upon the aboriginals for their survival;
the creation of mutuaiiy beneficial vade relations, military and political alliances; and, later, the

development and proliferation of formai treaty relations. It might initially appear that British
claims to aboriginal lands would contradict the notion that Britaïn dealt with the aboriginal
peoples on a nation-to-nation basis. However, evidence will be presented to demonstrate that
such assertions were ineffective at international law, thus rendering them impotent against the
nation-states of the Law of Nations or the aboriginal peoples.3
Britain's lack of power relative to the abonginai peoples initially led Bntain to enter into
trade and mi1itax-y alliances with the latter. These alliances were premised on maintaining peace,
fnendship and respect between the groups. These principles are evident throughout the formative
years of the Crown-aboriginal relationship - fiom contact through to the Treaty of Niagara in

1764. ûver this period, the solemn and binding nature of Crown-Native relations was created and
entrenched. Many alliances between the Crown and aboriginal peoples involving greater numbers
of parties and increased obligations and cornmitments were developed. This practice appeared to
reach its zenith in 1764, when some 2,000 abonginal people fiom various nations and tnbes
gathered to treat with Sir Wdliam Johnson at Ni~tgara.~
Although it is difncult to pinpoint the precise end of this formative penod, the Treaty of

Niagara, being the largest-ever gathering of aboriginal nations to treat with the Crown, denotes a
symbolic ending. That is not to suggest that alliances between the Crown and aboriginal peoples
based on peace, fiiendship, and respect ended with the agreements reached at Niagara. Treaties
founded upon these same principles continued to be negotiated in the ensuing years. Most
immediately, these included ratifications of treaties that had been signed at Niagara.' However, as
3 ~ o other
r
arguments that question British assertions of title to North Amencan lands, see I.T. Juricek,
Jr., EhgIish Territorial C f a i min North America to 1660,unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago,
1970; B. Slattery, The Land Rights of lndigenous Canadian Peoples as Aflected by the Crown S Acquisition of
Their Territories, D. Phi1 dissertation, Odord University, 1979, r e p ~ t e d(Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan
Native Law Centre, 1979) bereinafter Yand RightS]; G.S. Lester, n e Territorial Rights of the Inuit of the
Northwest Temlories: A Legal Argument, unpublished D. Jur. dissertation., Osgoode Hall Law School, 198 1; M.D.
Walteis, "Mohegm Indians v. Connecticut (1705-1773) and the Legai Status of Aboriginal Customary Laws and
Governent in British North Amenca," (1995),33 Osgoode Hall L J 785.
4 S a the discussion of the Treaty ofNiagara in Ch. m. On the treaty, see J. Bomwf "Constitutionai Law
From a First Nation Perspective: SeKGovemment and the Royal Proclamatio~"(1994), 28 U.B.C. L Rev. 1;
Bomws, Tradilions and Treaties: Negotiating the Law on Manitoulin islmd, unpublished D. Jur. dissertation,
Osgoode Hall Law School, 1994 at Ch. II; D. Braider, The Niagara, (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1972).
'See, for example, 'Treaty of Peace concluded with the Delawares by Sir William Johnson," 8 May 1765,
as reproduced in MCD, ,supra note 1 W at 738-40; "Treaty with the Ohio Indians," 13 July 1765, as repmduœd,
ibid. VII at 754-5; Treary of Sfumix, 1768, as reproduced, ibid. Vm at 135-7.
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suggested in Chapter 5 the representations made by Crown delegates such as Alexander Moms
and the cornmissionen for Treaties 8 and 11 suggest that the Crown continueci to treat with the
aboriginal peoples in this manner into the twentieth century6
This chapter adopts a chronological approach to Crown-aboriginal relations. It focuses
initially on Bntain's claims to aboriginal lands. This is followed by a discussion of the nature of
early interactions between the groups. More formal relations between Bntain and the Native

peoples comprise the last element of Crown-Native interaction scrutinised in this chapter,
culminating in an examination of the Treoty of Albany, the Covenant Chain alliance, and the
Maritime peace and fnendship treaties. These relations - characterised by the signing of treaties
and the creation of the Covenant Chain alliance as lasting bonds that were reguiarly reafnnned by
the parties - will be s h o w to have occupied a central role in Crown-Native intercourse.
(a)

British Claims to Aborimnal Lands in North America: A Lepal Analvsis

The history of British involvement in North American afEairs dates back some 500 years to

John Cabot's initial voyage to Nonh America at the close of the fifteenth century. Cabot's
voyage was sanctioned by King Henry W in 1496. Henry W authorised Cabot and his sons to
"seeke out, disouver, and finde whatsoeuer isles, countreys, regions or prouinces of the heathen
and intidels whatsoeuer they be, and in what part of the world soeuer they be, which before this

time have bene vnknownen to al1 Chri~tians."~
More importantly, Henry W granted the Cabots
the right to "subdue, occupy and possesse al1 such tomes, cities, d e s and isles of them found,
which they cm subdue, occupy and possesse ..."* Henry W ' s leîters patent came in response to
essentiaiiy similar grants that had been made by papal decree to Spain and Portugal. These papal
decrees, known as bulls, were onginally intended to authonse the conquest of enemies of the faith
from the Holy Land. However, they were soon used to jus*

European colonidist incursions

into the New World.9
later treaties wiil be discussed in Chs. VI and VIL
7Letten Patent to John Cabot, 5 March 14%. as reproduœd in HS. Commager. cd, Documents of
American Histoty, Eighth ed., (New York: Appleton-Century-CroAs, 1968) at 5.
%ese

81&id.
gSee F. lenning, The Invasion of America: Indians. Colonialism, and the Cant of Conquest, (Chape1
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1975) at 4 [hereinafter "Invmion ofAmerica"]. The authority of the
papacy to grant such nghts is discussed by M.F. Lindley, The Acquisition and Government oJBackward Territory
in International Law, (London: Longmans, 1926) at 124:

The papacy had initiaIiy granted the exclusive right to conquer and enslave ail pagan
nations, even those "situated in the remotest parts unknown to us,"Io to King Alfonso V of
Portugal in 1455. Ignoring the exclusivity of this gant, Spain authorised its own New World
explorations. When Columbus reached Amenca in 1492, the Holy See was forced to act quickly
to reassert its jurisdiction. Rather than having Spain's actions be seen as a direct &ont to papal
authority, Pope Alexander VI divided the rights granted to Portugal between it and Spain in his
1493 bu11 Inter Caetera!

Being snubbed by the papacy once again, England and France sent

exploren to the New World on their own initiatives. l2
The various papal bds, letters patent, and royal charters issued under papal authority or
the decree of European monarchs were almost always ill-dehed.l3 The only exception fiom

At the time of the great discoveries, the Popes claimed the power to gant to Christian
monarcbs the right to acquire territory in the possession of heathens and infidels. This power
was based in part on the authority which the Popes had for s Iong time claimed over things
temporai as the Vicars of Christ on earth, in part upon the authority supposed to have been
denved h m the forged 'Donation of Constantine.' ... By the 'Donation of Constantine,' a
document which was forged between the middle of the eighth and the end of the ninth centuries,
the Emperor Constantine was supposai to have ceded to Pope Sylvester 1 the sovereignty not only
over Itdy and the western regions, but also over all islands.
It should be noted, though, that the authority of the papacy to make such grants was not universally acceptd See,
for e.uample, the statements made by the sixteenth œntury Dominican ffiar B. de Las Casas in In Defense of the
Indians, S. Poole, tram. (DeKalb: Northem Illinois Press, 1974) at 62 (Ch. 6):
The Pope, then, does not have this subject-material (that is, a people or parishioners)
among unbelievers who are cornptetely outside the competenœ of the Church, because he has
nothing to do with judging those outside. Thedore he has no a d jurisdiction over these
persons. ... Thus, unbelievers who are completely outside the Church are not subject to the
Church, nor do they belong to its territory or cornpetence.
See also the reaction of the Peruvian inca to the pope's authority in this regard, infra note 35.
l0Seethe buil Romanus Pontijéx, issued by Pope Nicholas V in 1455, as repduced in F.G. Davenport, ed.,
European Treaties bearing on the Histov of the United States and its Dependencies to 1648, (Washington, D.C.:
Carnegie Institution, 1917) at 20, Reference may also be made in this regard to Pope Nicholas V's bull, Dum
Diversus, of 1452, Calivtus Ul's Inter Caetera of 1456, and Sixtus WsAetemi Regis in 148 1.
I1Dated 4 May 1493, as reproduced in Commager, supra note 7 at 2-3.
12See J.D.HurIey, Children or Brethren: Aboriginal Righis in Colonial Iroquois, R.D. dissertation,
Cambridge University, 1985, reprinted (Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan Native Law Centre, 1985) at 27 12. England and France were not the only European powers to engaged in such activity, k i n g joined, most notably,
by Russia, the Netherlands, and Sweâen. See RA. Williams, Jr., The Anterican Indian in Western Legal Thought:
The Discourses ofConquest, (New York: Osord University Press, 1990) at 119.
13The l e m patent issued to the Cabots contemplated their ability to lay daim to lands that lbey can
subdue, occupy and possessen: supra note 6. Note, as weU,the commission issued to Jean François de La Rocque,
power and authority over those lands that he shall
Sieur de Roberval, dated 15 January 1541, which granted "fU
have been able b acquire for us in this voyage ...": as quoted in B. Slattery, "Did France Claim Canada Upon

these gants was land already possessed by other Christian mtions.14 The Unprecision of these
claims was used by European d e r s as the basis for their assertions of title to the entirety of
continents whose temtorial breadth was unknown.15 Following these formal and abstract
dedarations of rights over New World tenitones, the European seafaring nations attempted to
reinforce their claims through notions of dismvery, conquest, and occupation.I6 These concepts
were the matures of thejus gentium, or Law of Nations, a loose grouping of rules and dispute
resolution mechanisms. The jus gentiurn was intendeci to govem wntroversies between its
member-states vis-à-vis their activities in pursuing the acquisition of new temtories.
The doctrine of discovery that existed under the Law of Nations was premised upon the
notion that a nation obtained title to land by vimie of its "discovery" of land that was terra mIIius

- uninhabited

land belonging to no one. The doctrine of discovery was explained by the

eighteenth century French theorist Vattel in the following marner:
Ail men have an equal right to things which have not yet corne into the possession of
anyone, and these things belong ta the person who nrst takes possession When. thedore!, a
Nation finds a country uninhabited and without an owner, it may lawfuiiy take possession of it,
and after it bas been given suffiCient signs of its intention in this respect, it may not be deprived
'Disawery'?" in J.M.Bumsted, ed., Interpreting Canada's Past, Vol. I, (Toronto: M o r d University Press,
at 15. As Slattery explains at 15:
Roberval's powers extend only to such lands as he can gain for the crown in the future.
By inference, they do not -ver lands that remain under the control of independent native peoples
or rival European powers. Similar thinking underlies an earIier passage, in which Roberval is
authorized 'to dtxree, prescribe, and order al1 things that he shall deem to be good usefiil, and
proper, ... both on sea and land, in places and parts that shall be reduced to our obedience ...*
The king's domains in the New WorId were yet to be won.
"%is fact is aident both in the letters patent issued to Cabot, which only limitai his authority to kiy
to lands to those "which More this t h e ha& bene uaknownen to al1 Christiam,'' and ~ o b e n a lcommission,
*~
which placed the following limitation on his authority to acquire new territory "provideci nevertheles h t this
not be land held, occupied, posstsd, ded, or under the subjection and obedience of any princes or potentates, our
allies and confêderates, and especiaily of our very dear and belwed brothers, the emperor and the king of
Portugal," as quoted in Slattery, ibid. at 13. See also the "Charter to Sir Walter Ralegh [sic],"25 March 1584, as
reproduced in Commager, supra note 7 at 6. This charter only enabled Raieigh to "discover, search, finde out, and
view such remote, heathen and bart>arous lands, countries, and temtories, not actually possessed of rvty Christian
Prince. nor inhabited &y Christian Peoplen [emphasis a d d a ; W.E. Washburn. Red Man 's L a n m i t e Man 's
Law: A Study of the Pust and Present Status of the American Indian, (New York: Scribner's, 1971) at 29-30.
lSSeeWashburn, supra note 14 af 30.
l %ee B. Slattery. Ancestral Lon& A lien LM: Judicial Perspectives on Aboriginal Title, (Saskatoon:
University of Saskatchewan Native Law Centre, 1983) [he~inafter"Ancesrrai Lands"]; Slattery, Land Rights,
supra note 3; Lester, supra note 3. Perhaps not coincidentaily, the European explorers who acted under the
authority of these imprecise grants generally failed to delimit the temtorial mpe of the claims they made. See
A S. Keller, O.J. Lissitzyn, and F.J. Mann, Creation of Rights of Sovereignty through Symbolic Acrs MO& I8Oû.
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1938) at 53, 131. See a h L.C. Green,"Claims to Temtory in Colonial
America," in L.C. Green and O.P. Dickason, The Law of Nations and the New Woriù, (Edmonton: University of
Aiberta Press, 1989) at 7-17.

of it by another Nation In chis way aavigaton sening out upon voyages of discdvery and karing
with them a commission h m their sovereign when coming across islands or other uninhabited
lands, have taken posession of them in the m e of their Nation: and this title bas usually km
respecte& provideci a
d possession bas f o l l o d shody after?

Although many European nations iniaally rested their claims to temtory upon discovery, lands in
North Amerka were fm from terra nuIlius upon their arri~al.~*Those lands were populated by

numerous aboriginal nations h

g in their own tenitories and govemed by their own institutions

and laws.19 Consequently, the only way to have had discovery grant rights to aboriginal lands in

North Arnerica was for the Europeans to have deemed aboriginal use and possession of those
lands as unimportant or not wnstituting "ownership" in the European definition of the tenn2*
17vattel, Les Droits des Gens. ou Principes de fa Loi Naturelle. appliqués à la Conduite et aux Aflaires
(Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Insiitute, 19 16). at
des Narions et des Souverains, 1758 ed., C.G. Fenwick, m.,
84 (Book I, Ch. xMI) [Emphasis added]. See also C. Woln, Jus Gentium Methodo Scientijka Pertractatum,
1764 ed, Vol. II, JH Drak, tram., (Mord: Clarendon Press, 1934), at 147-8 (Ch. III. S. 291): "klauck arisen
or discovered in the oœan, and other lands not subject to ownership and sovereignty or uninhabiteci by any nation.
can be occupied and colonies established in them."
' * ~ h i sfact was noted by the Spanish theologian F. de Vitoria in De Indis et De Jure Belli Relictiones,
1696 ed., E. Nys,ed., J.P. Bate, transe,(Washington. D.C.:Carnegie hstitute, 1917) at 138-9 (De Indis):
Now the d e of the law of nations is that what befongs to nobody is granted to the first
occupant, as is expressly laid down in the aforementioned passage of the [Justinian] Institutes.
And so, as the object in question was not without an owvner, it does not fail under the title which
we are discussing. AIihough, then, this title, when conjoiaed with another, can produce some
&éct here .., yet in and by itseif it gives no support to a seinire of the aborigines any more than
if it had been they who had discovered us.
See also Lindley, supra note 9 at 21-3, where he expIains that land is not tena nulfiuswhere "it is inhabited by a
political Society, that is, by a considerable number of pesons who are permanently urüted by habituai obedienœ to
a certain and common superior, or whose conduct in regard to their mutual relaùons habituaily conforms to
recognized standards."
IgSee O.P. Dickason, Canada's Fîrst Notions: A History O/ Founding Peoples Front Ediest Times.
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992) at 63-83 [hereuiafter "Canada's FTrsr Natàons"]; P. Macklem,
"Aboriginal Peoples, Criminal Justice Initiatives and the Constitution," (1992)- U.B.C. L. Rev. Special Edition on
Aboriginai Justice 280 at 281: "It is common knowledge that pnor to the ahval of European setùers, the
Aboriguial peoples of North America had complex and sophisticated fonns of economic, social, political and legal
organization, inciuding methods and procedures for dealing with misconduct on the part of individuals."
2oSg
Williams, Jr., supra note 12 at 326:

The Doctrine of Discovery was nothing more than the reflection of a set of Eurocentric
racist beliefs elevated to the status of a universal pnntiple one culture's argument to support its
conquest and colonization of a newiy discovered, alien world ... Europe during the Discovery
era refiised to recognk any meanin@ le@ status or rights for indigenou tribal peoples
because "heathens" and "infidelSn were legally presumed to la& the ration& capacity necessary
to assume an qua1 status or to exercise qua1 rights under the West's medievally deriveci
colonizing law.

-

Indeed, aboriginal use and possession of their traditional lands was trivialisecl by a variety of philosophica1
justifications put fonvard by European nations, including those based on European religious, moral, and racial

A modified version of the doctrine of discovery that had existed under thejus gentium was

fonnulated by Chief Justice John Marshall of the United States Supreme Court in the early
American case of Johnson and Graham's Lessee v. M'Intosh.21 This version, however, was
premised more upon the need to regulate European nations' cornpethg daims to North America
than maintaining fidelity to thejus gentium's notion of claiming land that was terra mfIius:
On the discovery of this immense continent, the great nations of Europe were eager to
appropriate to themselves so much of it as they couid respedvely acquire. ... But, as they were
ail in p h t of nearly the same objit was neceaary, in order to m i d conjlcting
settlements. and consequent war with each orher, to esîablish a p ~ c i p l e .which al1 shouid
acknowledge as the law by which the right o/acquisifion, which ihey a i i asakd, should be
regulated as between themsehres. This principle was, that discovery gave title to the governent
by whose subjects or by whose authority it was made, against al1 othex European goveniments,
[Emphasisadded]
which titïe might be co~l~urmnated
by
As Marshall C.J. 's comments indicate, this form of discovery granted only partial rights to the

"discovering" nation. Those rights were valid only against other European govements who
were bound by the Law of Nations? Furthemore, this version of diswvery required that title be

consummated by possession before it granted niII rights. Most imporiantly, it did not give title to
the "discovered" lands; it merely gave a pre-emptive right to the discovering nation to acquire title

tiom the Native inhabitants. As the Chief Justice explained:
The exclusion of all other Europeans, necessarily gave to the nation making the
discovery the sole right of acquiring the soifjFom the natives, and establishing settlements upon
it. h was a right with which no Europeans could interfere. It was a right which al1 asserted for
themselves, and to the assertion of which, by others, al1 a~sented.'~m p h a s i s added]

Marshall C.J.later reiterated this principle of discovery in the case of Worcester v. State of

superiority, theories of natural slavery. and the aboriginals' use of land The legitimacy of these modes of
dispossession are not only debated in the modern setting, but were not universally accepted at the tirne that ihey
were king put fonvard. See, for example. Vitoria, supra note 18; Las Casas, supra note 9; A. Gentili, De Jure
Belli Libri Tres, 1612 ed,J.C. Rolfe, trans., (NewYork: Oçeana, 1964); H. Grotius, De Jure Belli ac Pacis Libri
Tres, 1646 ed., Vol. II, F.W. Kelsey, trans., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925); Grotius, De Jure Praedae
(Orâord: Clarendon Press, 1950); S. von Rifendorf, De
Commentarius, 1604 ed, Vol. 1, G.L. Williams, m.,
Jure Naturae et Gentium Libri Octo, 1688 ed., Vol. II, C.H. Oldfhther and W. A Oldfather, trans., (Mord:
Clarendon Press, 1934); Wolff, supra note 17; 1. Kant, The Philosophy of law: An Exposition of the Fundamental
Principles of Jurisprudnce as the Science of Right, 1887 ed., W . Hastie, trans., (Ciifton, N.J.: Augustus M.
Kelley. 1974).
218Wheat. 543 (US. 1823).
=ibid. at 572-3.
= ~ h i sis evident h m a straighnorward reading of Marshail C.J.'s mmmentary in Johnson v. M'Intosh
reproduced supra note 21. Note also the commentary by J.W.Singer. "Well Settled?: The Increasing Weight of
History in American Indian Land Claims," (1994), 28 Georgia L. Rev. 481 at 490.
24ibid.

This p ~ c i p l e ~, o w l e d g e dby aU Europns. because it was in the interest of al1 to
acknowledge ib gave to che nation making the disa>very. as iîs ineviiable consequence, the sole
right of ucquiring îhe soif and of maLing setllemnts on i t It was an utciusive principle whKb
shut out the right of cornpetition among those who had agreed to it: not one which could annul
the previous rïghts of those who had not agreed to it. It ngufuted the righr given by divcovev
among the Europpmt dkoverers; but could not affect the rights of those a l r e a e in possession,
either as aboriginal occupants. or as oaupants by wtue of a dirovery made before the memory
of man. It gave the exciusive right to purchase, but did rmt fouad that right on a denial of the
[Emphasis added]
right of the porressor to

Chief Justice Marshall's modifieci form of discovery would appear to have been premised
upon two factors: the inability to properly descnbe North Amencan lands as terra mIZius and the
need for some method of moderating cornpethg European claims for the right to obtain title fkom

the Native inhabitants. But, as the Chief Justice made clear, this title by discovery was not the
same as the titie granted under the principles of discovery sanctioned by the Law of Nations. It

was a pre-emptive right, not a complete right. As with the notion of discovery sanctioned by the
Law of Nations, however, Marshall C.J.3 modifieci doctrine of discovery could only have

sanctioned rights if abonguial land rights were deemed infenor to the claims of European
nations.26
Uniike claims based on discovery, claims arising pursuant to conquest were premised on
the beiief that a nation could acquire rights to foreign lands by conquering the people occupying
them. The key to conquest theory, then, was the act of conquest itself.2' However, the history of
North America reveals that, in spite of significant warring between the aboriginal peoples and

Europeans, there was no European "conquest" in North Arnerica upon which to justify claims to
land.28 The marghalisation of the aboriginal peoples in North Amenca over a lengthy period of
2s6Pet. 515 at 544 (U.S.1832). See aiso the comrnents by ahitrator M. Huber of the Permanent Court of
hbitration in the Island of Palmas Case, (1928), 2 R1.A.A. 829 at 846:

... [Dliscovery aione, without any substantial act, cannot at the present time suffice to
prove sovereignty over the Island of Palmas or Miangas. ...
Ifon the other hand the view is taken that discovery does not constitute a definite title of
sovereignty, but only an "inchoate" title, such a title exists, it is tme, without extemai
manifeéstation However, according to the view that has prwailed at any rate since the nineteenth
century, an inchoate title of discovery must be completed within a reasonable period by the
effective occupation of the region to be discovered.
26See the discussion in Slattexy, "Aboriginal Sovereignty and imperid Claims," (1991). 29 Osgoode Hall
L J 681 at 699 [hereinafter "Aboriginal Sovereignty''] .
2 7 ~ ethe
e decision of the Permanent Court of international Justice in the Status ofEastern Greenland Case
(19331, 3 World Court Reports 15 1 at 171-2.
28See Hon. A.C. Hamilton, A New Parinershi,, (Ottawa: Minister of Public Works and Goverment
Services Canada, 1995) at 6; N.J.Newton, "Compensation, Reparations, & Restitution: indian Property Claims in
the United States," (1994), 28 Georgia L Rev. 353 at 458.

time by the process of European settlement does not constitute a conquest under conquest theory.
Nevertheless, conquest theory continued to be used to validate the dispossession of the aboriginal
peoples. This is hardly surprising, insofa as it was in the best interests of the European nations
Iaying claim to aboriginal lands to rationalise their dispossession of the abonginal p e ~ p l e s . ~ ~
The obvious premise underlying the theory that European occupation of aboriginal lands

engendered rights to those lands is that European laws and customs are inherently superior to
those belonging to the aboriginal peoples. However. a major problem with this "occupation
theory" is that British law did not sanction the effects claimeci thereunder. Rather, under the
comrnon law doctrine of continuity, the laws of a settIed or conquered nation rernain until such
time as the occupying or conquering nation explicitly alters or abrogates thern?O Insofa as no
expiicit action was taken by Bntain with respect to pre-existing aboriginal laws, mere occupation
may not be used to demonstrate the existence of a valid Crown title to land in Canada under

English common law. Although some other forms of justification existed for the dispossession of
the aboriginal peoples under colonial regirnes - both under the jus gentiud' and via symbolic
actsS2-- discovery, conquest, and occupation were the primary means used by European nations
2 g ~ ethe
e commentary in Jenningr. Ambigvovs Iroquois Empire, supra note 1 at 1.
Cumpbell v. Hail (1774), 1 Cowp. 204.98 E.R 1045 WB.);Re Southeni Rhodesia? (19191 AC. 21 1
at 233 (P.C.); Amodu Tijani v. The Secretaty, Southern Nigeria, [l921] 2 AC.399 at 407 (P.C.); mekan v. Adele,
[1957] 2 All E.R 785 at 788 (P.C.); B. Slattery, T h e Docvine of Continuity," in Slattery, Ancestral Lands,supra

note 16 at 10-11.
310ther such justifications included settlement, which was quite simiIar to occupation, prescription, under
which a right to land m
s
e h m the neglect of the previous "owner" to maintain its rights to the land, and
usucaption, which held that ownetship of land was obtained by way of lengthy, uninterrupted possession of lands
that had formerly belonged to another and had been abandoned, or presumed abandoned, See Wolff,supra note f 7
at 184-5 (Ch. III, S. 357); Vattel, supra note 17 at 156 (BookII, Ch. XI).
Prescription and usucaption are interrelateci in that priescription sanctions the Ioss of the previous owner's
land rights, whereas usucaption grants subsequent ciaimants ownership rights against al1 others, includiag the
previous owner. The title obtained from prescription and usucaption is a derivative title, in that another peson or
group had a previous ciaim to the land, rather than either an original title to land or what has been d e s c r i i as
immemoriai prescription, name1y a person's title to land based on that titie being held for as long as can be
remembered On the latter point, see Woiff, ibid., at 186 (Ch. III, S. 360). Immemorial prescription cauld not be
legitimised as a basis of European title to lands in North America since prior aboriginal use and possession of such
lands was too easily documented and, therefore, was not irnplemented. See aiso O.P. Dickasm, "Jus Gentiuni
Takes on New Meanings," in Green and Dickason, supra note 16 at 249:
Continuous use and possession of land " h m time immemorial" as a basis for title dates
back to Roman times, when jurists considered it to be a seSevident d e of MWlaw. It was
remgnized in lustùiian's code, and continued under feudalism in common law. But rt interfered
with the politics of expansion and so was circumvented during the Age of Discovery.
3%n the use of syaibolic am, s+ Lindley, svpm note 9; F - A Von der Heydte, uDirovery, Symboiic
Annexation and Virtuaf Enectiveness in international Law," (1935), 29 Am. J. Int 'l L4w 448; Kefler, et al, supra
note 16; J. Sirasarian, "The Acquisition of Legal Title to Terra Nullius," (1938), 53 Pol. Sci. Q. 111; US.

seeking to establish colonies in North America.33 As the above discussion illustrates, none of
these can dernonstrate the existence of a valid title to North Antericari Iands.
While the aboriginal peoples may have been generally amenable to sharing their lands and
resources with the E~ropeans,3~
that does not entail that they were willing to submit to the
authority of foreign monarchs. As Liidley indicates, 'The Peruvian Inca ... when, hearing of the
Pope and his commission, to the Spaniards for the first t h e , told Pizarro that the Pope "mua be

crazy to talk of giving away countries which do not belong to h i ~ n . " ' ~In~ rettim for sharing the
land, the aboriginal peoples generdy expected that the Europeans wodd reciprocate. This is
indicated by the statement of the Onondaga and Cayuga Indians to the Governon of New York
and Virginia on 2 August 1684:
Your Sacbim is a great Sachim and we are but a miaIl people, when the English came to
Manhatans that is N. York, Aragiske, which is now d e d Viginia, and to Jaquohmegare now
called Maryland they were but a small people and we a great peaple, and nndiag they were good
people we gave them land and treated them d y , and now since you are a great people and we
but a srnaIl, you will pmtect us h m the French, which if you do not, we shaU Iose a l l our
hunting and Bevers, The French will have ail the &vers, and are mgry with us for bnnging aoy
to y o d 6

In extending their generosity to the Europeans and entering into alliances with them, the
abonginals steadfdy maintained that those alliances did not render them subject to the
Europeans' authority.

Throughout their dealing with the European colonking nations, the

abonginal peoples consistently proclaimed their autonorny:
-

-

-

- -

-

-.

-

--

-

-

McDougal, H.D.Lassweil, and I.A. Vlasic, Low and Public Order in Space, (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1963); Juricek, supra note 3; L.C. Green, "Claims to Territory in Colonial America," in Green and Dickason,
supra note 16.
"The faa that these principla were authorisd by the Law of Nations, which had established coercive,
though non-binding, conventions to reguiate its rnembers*interaction, should not be surprising. See TJ. Christian,
"Introduction," in Green and Dickason, mpra note 16 at x: "indeed, it wodd be M d if internationai law did not
authorize the expansion& activities of the leading, colonial powers, for the law of nations was little more than a
self-serving, crystaïlbtion of state practice. One might be forgiven for concluding that a le@ analysis of
questions of this magnitude is predictably circular, for if it was done it was lawfui."
3
4 J-R
~ Mükr, 'lntroductio~* in Miller, ed,Sweet Promises: A Aeader In Indion-Mite Relations in
Canada, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991) at ix [hereinafter "Sweet Promises"]:
lndigenous religion, shaped by the need to distn'bute widely resourœs that often were
scarce, piaced a premium on sharing. ... The ethical imperative to share made it diflicult for
Canada's native peoples to refuse the Euopeans* demands for part of their fi&, a share of the
furs they tmk, assistance in explorhg and mapping the land and waterways* and, somewhat
later, military aid
Lindley, supra note 9 at 127.
36"~positionof the Onondaga and Cayuga Indians," 2 August 1684, as repfoduceâ in NYCD* supra note
1 III at 417.

Wee have putt our selves under the great Sachim Charles that LNes over the great laice.
and vive do give you T m White Drest Dear Skins to be sent to the great Sachim Charles That he
may write upon them, and putt a great Redd Seale to them ... Aod you great man of Virginia.
meaning the Lard Efflngbam Govemr of V
i ... lett yorir freind that Iives over the great lake
know that we are a f k e people uniting our selves to what sachem we please. and do give you one
beavor skinne3'

That the aboriginal peoples considered themselves independent actors notwithstanding their

alliances with particular European nations is indicated in the statement of the Ojibway Chef
Minavavana to English trader Alexander Henry at Mi~hilimackinacin 1761, "Englishrnan,
although you have conquered the French, you have not yet conquered us. We are not your slaves.
These lakes, these woods and mountains, were left to us by Our ancestors. They are Our
inhentance; and we wili part with them to none."3*
The failure of the European nations to satisQ the requiremenrs of the doctrines of
discovery, conquest, or occupation was not the only problem surrounding their use. The various
practices that the Europeans engaged in existed under the auspices of thej u s gen~ium.However,
the aboriginal peoples were neither a part of the group of nations that generated the governing

d e s of the Law of Nations nor were they recognised as "nations" under it. Consequently, the
doctrines of discovery, conques&or occupation were not valid against the aboriginals. Logically,
the jus gentium could bind ody those nations that subscribed to its principles or who were
intended to be bound by them. It is difncult to sustain an argument that the indigenous nations
"lost" title to their lands by the invocation of customs and practices that they were unfarniliar with
and did not recognise, but that were legitimised by a vague body of Iaw that did not recognise

their status as
On this same point, it should be indicated that the European nations making these claims
generally paid little or no attention to the similar assertions made by their cornpetitors where it
- -

-

.

-

-

-

37~bid.at 418.

License for En~pire: Colonialimr by Treaty in Early Americo, (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1982) at 7 1, citing A. Henry, Travels and Adventures in Canada and the Indian Territories between
the Years 1760 and 1776, (New York: 1. Riiey, 1809) at 4.
39See Worcester*supra note 25 at 543; S.I. Anaya, T h e Rights of Indigenous Paoples and International
Law in Historical and Contemporary Practice," ( 1989), Harvard Indian Law Symposium 191 at 205:
3 8 ~ . Jones,
~ .

... indian naüons and other indigenous peoples, not quaiQing as states, could not
participate in the shaping of international law nor could they look to it to afnrm the rights that
had once been deemed to inhere in them by naturai or divine law. States, on the other hanci, both
shaped the des of international iaw and enjoyed rights under it independently of nanual law
consideratiom. It followed that states couid create doctrine to a f h n and perfèct their claims

31

was against their interests to do so."

If Britain was not wiliing to concede to other European

nations the benefit of the son of claims t o title that it made on its own behalf, it would appear
e q d y plausible that the other European nations would not recognise Britain's claims on the bais
of these same acts.41 For al1 of the reasons discussed, it would appear that the credence given to
the various daims made by Britain and other European nations has been mispiaced.

(b)

The Historical Bases of British-Aboriginal Relations

Britain's actions in voyaging to North America, laying c l h s to indigenous lands, and

later establishing trading posts, military installations, and colonial settiements were based on a
number of factors. Commentators have rooted Britain's actions in evangeli~aiisrn;~~
the need to

over indigenous territories as a matter of international law without regard to the rights of the
indigenous inhabitantS.
Slattery, "Aboriginal Sovereignty," supra note 26 at 688-9.
4[See Washbum, supra note 14 at 32-3:
Neither Spain nor Portugal was willing at firrt to concede rights to others within the
monopolies fixed by the line [divîding authority to conquer the New World between Spain and
Portugai], but other E u r o m powers were unwiliing to recognize that they might be barred
Hence, the area came to k excluded, at first by oral agreement and later by treaty anangement,
h m the &kt of European peace settlements. The phenornenon of "no peace beyond the line,"
as it was known, was not aliowed to break the peace ihat might e.uist on the European side of the
line. The special legal and moral character of acts comrnitted in the area thus set aside suggests
that the Ewopean monarchs reaiized that their territorial claims in the newly discovered areas
had Little basis in law or morality and could be in&
dirninished, or surrendered, as
expedient, without seriously threatening the vitai inter- of the mother country.
See also Wasbbum, ibid. generaily, at 3 1-3.
42See, for example, R Hakluyt, Discourse on Western Planting (1584)- in C . Deane, ed., Docun~entcvy
Hisroty of the State of Maine, (Cambridge, 1877) 11 7 ff., as cited in K.E. Knorr, British Colonial Theorîes, 15701850, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1944) at 28 [hereinafter "Halcluyt"J:

Seeinge that the people of that parte of America ... are idolaters ... it remayneth to be
thoroughly weyed and considered by what meanes and by whome this most godly and Christian
work may be perfomed of inlarginge the glonous gospel1 of Chnste. ... Nowe the Kinges and
Queenes of Engiand have the name of Defendours of the Faithe. By which title 1 thinke they are
not oneiy chardged to mayneteyne and patronize the faithe of Christe, but also to inlarge and
advaunce the same.
See also G. Maiynes, Consuetudo, flondon, 1656)at 166, as cited in Knorr, ibid. at 29:

That it is not enough to discover countries, and leave them without plantation ... but it is
the Part of Princes to see Plantations made, for two maine reasons, That is, to convert the
inhabitants or neighbours COChristianity ...

preclude other European nations fiom establishing colonies;43the search for a Northwest Passage
to Asia and India;u the need to distribute surplus British population;45 as well as strategic46 and

financial47 considerations. Whatever the driving force may have been, upon the first European

explorations of North America, it was quickly realised that there was an abundance of natural

resources that could be profitably harvested and exported back to the mother countries. Vast
quantities of cod and other fish existed off the eastern coast of the c o ~ h e n t . ~Gi
*ant timbers for
use in shipbuilding and other industries were

Small trading posts and settlements were

expressed by Hakluyt, ibid. at 95, as cited in ffiorr, ibid. at 38: "That spedie plantinge in divers fitt
places is moste necessarie upon these lase luchye westerne discoveries, for feare of the danger of being prwented
by other nations which have the like intention .,."
'14See Knorr, ibid. at 32-4. e s p e d y at 33; Hakluyt, ibid. at 108, as cited in Knorr, ibid. at 34: "... mhat
by these colonies the north west passage may easily, quickly, and perfectly be searched oute as well by river and
overiaxule as by sea."
4 5 S e , for example, G.L. Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System, (New York: Maanillan, 1908); D.B.
Quina, Explorers end Colonies: America, 1500-1625, (London: Hambledon Press, 1990) at 167-8 [hereinafter

''ElrpIorersand Colonies"].
%ee Knorr, supra note 42 at 37:

According to contemporary English opinion Spain's power rested mainly on the metallic
basis of the ueasure she received fiom her American Empire. Hence, the English. concluded that
to cut this stream of wealth which constantly replenished her coffers, was to hit Spain in the most
decisive spot. Naval and military action against Spain would be made practicable by the
possession of bases in America.

See also Hakluyt,ibid. at 45, as cited in Knorr, ibid. at 37: T h a t thos voyadge will be a greate bridle to the Indies
of the Kinge of Spaine ... for wee shoulde not onely often tymes indaunger his aete in the returne thereof, but also
in fewe yens put him in hazarde in Iaosinge some parte of Nova Hispaxtia." See also Hakluyt, ibid. at 55,59; C.
Shammas, "English Commercial Development and American Colonization," in K-R Andrews, N.P. Canny, and
P.E.H. Hair, eds., The Westward Enterprise: English Activities in Ireland, the Atlantic, and America 1480-1650,
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1978) at 153-4.
47~ote,for example, the comments by Sir Francis Bacon about the basis of Britain's enuy into the North
American colonisation frenzy, as quoted in Knorr, supra note 42 at 3 1: "It cannot be afkmed, if we speak
ingeniously that it was the propagation of the Christian faith that was the ... [motive] ... of the discovery, entry, and
plantation of the New World; but gold and silver, and temporal profit and glory." See also QLUM, fiplorers and
Colonies, supra note 45 at 167; Quinn, England and the Discovery of America, 1481-1620, (New York: Knopc
1974) at 289-90,485-7 mereinafter "Englandand the Discovery ofAmerica"].
48J-R Miller, Skyscraprs Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada, Revised
Edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199I) at 16 [hereinafter " ~ s c r a p r s "
.]
49See Quinn, Exporers and Colonies, s u p note 45 at 157%; Quinn, England and the Discovery of
America, supra note 47 at 485-6:
Both westerners and Londoners expected certain advantages from the timber resources
of America. Westerners looked for pitch, tar, turpentine, masts, and the chances of shipbuilding
on the spot once a colony was established (the very first product of the Maine colony of 16074
was a ship); the Londoners were concerned with clapboard for wainscot, staves for barrels (wine
trade), cedar for fine cabinetmaking, use of the forests for smelting iron (either l d iron or ore
brought fbm England as ballast), and making glass and potash for soap all activities which

-

established to capitalise on these resources. As a result of engaghg in the dry fishery - cleaning
and drymg fish on shore on racks rather than using salt to cure the fish on board their ships
(hown as the "green fishery")

- European fishennen began to have greater contact with the

abonguial peoples.sO

The contact between European fishermen and aboriginal peoples eventudy led to
mutually-beneficial -de.

The aborigllials exchanged fivs for manufactured goods, clothing, and

trinkets. Trade was not an uncornmon pradce for the aboriginal peoples. They had a longestablished history of trade and commerce among each other prior to the arriva1 of the
Europeans.51 The creation of trade relations with the Europeans was a logical extension of their
previous trade practices. Meanwhile, to the Europeans, trade with the aboriginals was a lucrative
sideline to their resource harvesting To both the aboriginals and the Europeans, the creation of
trade relations was a blessing. The aborïgllials were pleased with their abiIity to obtain European
goods for what they viewed as worthless and plentifid pelts that were ofien traded after having
being used as clothing. The Europeans, meanwhile, were quite content to exchange abundant
knives, kettles, beads, mirrors, and cheap blankets for valuable furs.52
Relations between Europeans and aboriginal peoples during the immediate, poa-contact
penod of the early sixteenth century were based heavily on trade. European trade practices soon
changed tiom the exploitation of resources such as fish and timber to the acquisition of furs to
satise the new demand for beaver pelts in Europe.53 European desires for beaver fur, particularly

for use in men's hats spawned a huge industry in Europe and the New W0r1d.~~
The Europeans'
craving for beaver pelts and the aboriginals' adeptness at processing55 and procuring them,

were becoming increasingly expensive at home as English timber was used up in increasing
quantities

SOSeeMüler, Skyscrapers,supra note 18 at 16.
ibid. at 9-10.
521bid.at 26.
j31bid. at 16-17: "Occasionai visits of Mermen proâuced meetings; meetings led to barter of tools and
clothing for furs; and out of these enwunters grew the second major Canadian economy of the European era, the
fur trade."
s 4 ~ e B.G.
e
Mgger, "The Jesuiîs and the Fur Trade," in Miller, Sweef Promises, supra note 34 at 5; Miller,
Skyscrapers, supra note 48 at 32; A-W. Trelease, Indion Aflairs in Colonial Nov York: The Sewnteenth Century,
(Iîhaca: Cornell University Press, 1960) at vii.
s5Theaborigioals "prOceSSedn the pelts by wearing the kava fur next to their skin in garments made of
several peIts attached by leather thongs. mer a year as a gannent, the soft part of the pelt was al1 chat was left as
the long, coars hairs had been wom away through abrasion, sweat, smoke, and heat encountered d u ~ the
g year's
use as a garment. See m e r , *scrapers, supra note 48 at 32.

especially during the *ter

when the pelts were thickest-56 provided an alliance that would serve

the interests of all parties for some time to

It also initiitted a drastic change in the nature

of British-aboriginal relations.
The new British-aboriginal pamierships that developed around the beaver trade resulted in

the creation of British trading posts and settlements. With the increased British presence in North
Amenca came an expanded rivalry between British and French traders.

This British-French

nvalry expanded the trading associations between the British and the abonginals to include
signifiant military and politicai elements. These militw and political alliances were Uisuumentai
in the British conquest of New France in 176061. Later, they facilitateci the consolidation of

British North America after the c ~ n q u e s t .These
~ ~ initial trading partnerships between Britain and
the aboriginal peoples were, therefore, key elements in the development of British-aboriginal

relations. Indeed, there was a continual progression in the scope and intensity of Britishaboriginal relations fiom the t h e of contact that had been spurred on initially by trade.
To capitalise on the tremendous wealth that North Amerka had to offer, it was necessary
for Bntain to establish some physicai presence, whether that be by creating small trading outposts,
as was characteristic of France's practice, or by foundïng colonial settlements. In order to
establish this presence, the cooperation of the abonginal peoples was indispensable.59 Britain and
other European nations were numericdly md militarily infenor to the aboriginal peoples until well
into the eighteenth centurybOMoreover, early European settlers in North America had to combat

the problems caused by their general lack of familiarity with their new surroundings. The British
were entirely unfamiliar with the presence or location of waterbeds. They also knew little of
56These wùiter pelu, caiied casfor gras d'hiver (greasy winter beaver) by the French, were the most
valuable to the Europeans, but also the most difficult to obtain, as the beavers spent the winters in the protection of
their iodges. However, as Miller explains, ibid. at 33, the aboriginal peoples possessed the knowledge of how to
obtain them:

Naturally, the Mans, who for centunes had been catching the beaver for fur and meat,
knew how to reach the ponds where Iodges were to be found, how to locate the entrantes, and
how to destroy the structures so as to get at the inhabitants Consequently, the Indians were
essentiai to taking the cmor gras d'hiver in its prime, just as they were to its proper processiag.
A trade in the beaver pelts that M e n craved in seventeenth-century Europe was simply
impossr'ble without the cuoperation of the indigenous North Americans. Ewopeans who came in
search of prime fUrs needed the native population's knowledge, skiils, and cooperation.
5 7 ~ h ialliance
s
is discus.sed, infia,
58~hese
aspects wiii be dirussed in Ch m.
s9Seelennings, Ambiguuus Iroquois Enpire, supra note 1 at 367.
Miller, Skyscraprs, supra note 48 at 269.

North American vegetation, such
feasible for the British t o rely

as potatoes and corn, that did not exia in Europe. It was not

on provisions nom home for their sustenance because of the great

distance between Europe and North America. Consequently, they had to rely on the benevolence

of the Indian nations they encountered for survivai.61 As Jennings details:
The necessity for native alhance was not mereiy a matter of armed manpower, it was
desirable and indexxi indispensable because of massive European ignorance. To the European
who lacked woodcraft knew not the native trails, and imagineci gothic horrors in every copse.
the f
e hunting parks of the indians were lethal wilderness- The European "settlers," who
knew nothing of tillage methods in America and were often revoited at the labor of hming,
depended on Indian gardens for subsistence between the deliveries of cargoes h m ~ v e r s e a s . ~ ~

The aboriginal peoples were accommodating of these eariy British intrusions upon their
l a n d ~ . ~The
3 abonginai peoples shared their food with the new arrivals and assisted the British in

The aboriginals instmcted the British in how
The aboriginals also shared their knowledge relating to such

exploring and adapting to their new surroundings."
to plant and

cook new crops?

necessities as clothing, shelter, modes of transportation, and medicine:

Besicles items of food, the settlers bomwed hdian buckskin clothing and Indian canoes,
snowshoes, and toboggans. Iroquois-style moccasins survive today. ... White pioneers and
explorers SUMved in the wildemess because they masterd Iadian techniques of building shelters
in the woods or making utensils, weapons, or tmls fàshioned firom wood. ... Indian medical
cures and skills, many of them lost with the passage of t h e , have also been of considerable value
to those colonials who knew how to use them &ectively. indians had an almost astonishing
number of remedies for toothaches, gangrene, ulcers, backaches, headaches, rheumatism, weak or
sore eyes, and other complaints. They were also able to perform primitive surgery when
required, and their medicine men, sometimes d l e d conjures, were not fàr behind modern
physichm as sucadid practitioners in certain areas of psy~hiatr)..~~

In addition to sharing their food and knowledge, the aboriginal peoples shared their lands
with the

newcomers. The munificence of the abonguial peoples enabled the British settlers to

6 1 ~1898,
n Alexander Brown wmte the following account of the assistance provided to British settlen in the
Virginia colony by the aboriginal peoples in the fa11 of 1607, as quoted in Washbum, supra note 14 at 34-5: "Ail
accounts agree that for some reason the Indians did dady relieve them for some weeks with corn and fiesh, The
supplies brought h m England had been nearly e.uhausted; the colonists bad been too sick to attend to their
H e n s properly, and this act of the Indians was regardecl as a dMne providence at that rime ..."
62~ennings,
Invasion ojilmerica. supra note 9 at 33. Dependence upon the Indians for suntivai was not an
exclusively British characteristic. W.J. Eccles noteti in The Canadian Fronfier, 1534-1760, (New York: Histories
of the American Frontier, 1969) at 24, that the French were fat more dependent upon the Indians than the Indians
were upon the French.
"Sec Washburn, supra note 14 at 33.
"AS Miller explains in Skyscrapers, supra note 48 at 43, "... mithout the Indian, the canoe, maize, and
other products of the indigenous society, none of the great exploratory trips wodd have got much fiuther than
Lachine."
6 s ~ Jacobs,
. ~ Disposessing the American Indian: Indans and Whifes on the Colonial Frontier, (New
York: Charles Scn'bner's Sons, 1972) at 160.
%id. at 16 1.

survive in unfamiliar surroundings until they could become ~e~sufncient.Once the British
became acclimatised to their new surroundings, they commenced more formai trade relations with
the Indians. Unlike the French, the British were not content to base their alliances with aboriginal

groups on oral agreernentse6' Instead, the British wncluded a variety of fiiendship treaties and

alliances with the aboriginals.
In addition to establishing trade relations, Britain was equally interested in eaablishing
permanent colonies in North America. The origins of British colonialist desires in North Amerka
have been traced by Shamrnas back to the 1 5 6 0 ~ . ~WhiIe
*
British ambition to establish colonies in
North Amenca did exist in the initiai stages of their relations with the aboriginal peoples, it was

not until the seventeenth century that serious colonisation attempts began.69 In contrast, France
placed its primary emphasis on pure econornic exploitation until the eighteenth century.70
A number of royal charters7' for North Amencan colonies were granted by British

monarchs between 1632 and 1691

The deveiopment of the mercantile system resulted in an

even greater desire to establish British colonies in North America."

Mercantilism was a

67Dickason,Canada 's First Nations, supra note 19 at 177.
68Shammas, supra note 46 at 151. in Eqiorers and Coionies, supra note 45 at 14 1, Quinn suggesu that
"It was not until the 1570s that a small group of enthusiasts for North American colonization a p e W
69Quin11, fiplorers and Colonies, supra note 45 at 32 1.
' m e consistentiy mial1 population of New France attests to the C1* that France was generally f x more
interested in trade in North American goods through the establishment of New World trading outposts than in
establishing and settling permanent North American colonies. See Miller, "Introduction." in MilIer, Sweer
Promises, supra note 34 at x; C.J. Jaenen, "French Sovereignty and Native Nationhood during the French
Régime," in Milier, ibid. at 20: T h e French came in the fïrst instance in search of walrus, whale, and cod, then
of hbulous similar to those found by the Spaniards in Central and South Amenca, and of the route io the exotic
Orient. None of these necessitateci extensive settlement"; O.P. Dickason, "Amerindians between French and
English in Nova Scotia, 1713-1763," in Miller, ibid. at 47 [hereinafter "Amerindians"]: "The fbr trade upon
which their colony was economically based, meant capitalizing on the hunting skills of the indigenous population
rather than cornpethg over territorial rights; coupled with the smallness of the French population, that had meant
that land had never becorne an issue in New France."; Miller, Skyscrapers, supra note 48 at 56: "A commercial
New Franoe was a cobny with low population, a colony that bore lightly on the land and its native inhabitants.";
see also MilIer, ibid. at 44.
7iT'heseroyai charters kgan with the charter issued to the Cabots,continued with those later giMn to other
expiorers such as RaIeigh and Giibert, and continued into the seventeenth centuxy with charters issued to
indntiduals and private companics, such as the charter granted by James 1 to the Virginia Company on 10 April
1606, as reproduced in Commager, supra note 7 at 8-10. This charter authorised the incorporation of the
Plymouth Company and the London Company, the latter having established the first permanent English colony in
America, compriseci of 120 settfers, on 14 May 1607.
%cluding those granted over Maryland (1632), Connecticut ( 1662). Rhode Island ( 1663). Rupen's Land
(1670), New Jersey (1674), Delaware (16741, Pennsylvania (1681), and Massachusetts Bay (1691): see KM.
Narvey, T h e Royal Proclamation of 7 ûctokr 1763, the Cornmon Law, and Native Rights to Land Within the
Temtory Granted to the Hudson's Bay Company," (1974), 38 h k . L Rev. 123 at 141.
7 3 ~ Stagg,
.
Anglo-lndian Relations in North Amerka to 1763 and an Anulysis of the Royol Procf~mationof
7 October 176.3,(Ottawa: Research Branch, ladian and Northem AEairs Canada, 1981) at 9.

verticaüy-integrated, but closed, economy in which a nation would have guaranteed supplies of
raw materiais, the means of production of finished goods, and markets for the consumption of
these goods within the confines of its own t e r r i t ~ r i e s . The
~ ~ need to develop a closed economy
sternrned from the collapse of the integrated European economy that had been characteristic of
the medieval period. Colonisation provided the only secure means of assuring the availability of
resources and markets in the wake of European competition for empire."
While Britain wanted to establish North Amencan colonies, numerous and powerfui
aboriginal nations provided signifiant potentid opposition. In order to achieve its objectives,
Britain had to enlist the assistance of the abonguial peoples. The tremendous d t a r y dispanty
between the British and abonginai peoples in the initial stages of their interaction rendered it
impossible for Britain to forcibly remove the aboriginals fkom their lands.

The early British

colonies that emerged in North America were established with the consent, if not the cooperation,
of the aboriginal p e ~ p l e s . ~ ~

The strategic importance of the aboriginal peoples in North America was a fact not lost to
Bntain and France. Meanwhile, the abonginals were well aware of the role they played. The
74~norr
explains the reason for the nse of mercantilism supra note 42 at 10 1:
In consequence of keen competition and pmtectionist practices, European markets had
become increasingly precarious and the mother country found in the "naturai" market of the
plantations (as conirasteci with the "artificialwtrade in Europe) a dependable and permanent
outlet for its manufàctures. There the metropolis would enjoy a monopolist position and could be
without fear of king undersold by rival nations. Instead of cornpethg in the contracting
European market, England wouid "createnand "maken exclusive markets overseas and in order
to get the business of "clothing new Nations" it would be expedient even to increase this colonial
market by territorial expansion.
751bid.at 127-8.
'%ee, for example, RS. Grumet, Hislariic Contact: Indian People and Colonists in Todqy 's Noriheastem
United States in the Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries, (Norman, Okia.: University of Oklahoma Press,
1995) at 443-4; M. Jackson, "The Articuiation of Native Rights in Canadian Law," (1984), 18 U.B.C. L. Reu. 255
at 257-8:

It was through the pmcess of c o n s e n d treaty-making, in which Indian tribes were
recognized as independent nations, that the terms of Euopean settlement and the tribes'
continuai occupation of their hunting temtories were mutually a m . The basic principle
which emerged was thaî, Save for lands that were unoccupied ... the consent of the Indian t r i i
was a p~requisiteto the occupation of lands used by the t n i . ... That the principle of coasent
lay at the kart both of the substance of hdian rights and the procedures by which such rights
were acquired by the European settlers is clezuly expressed in some of the later Charters of the
Engiish colonies in North America. The Rhode Island Charter of 1663 indicates that the
petitioners, upon arriMng in America, settied amidst certain indians, "who, are the most potent
princes and people of that country The petitioners are now seized and possessed, by purchase
and consent of the said natives, to their full content."

aboriginal peoples were crucial to the existence and proliferation of trade and the earIy economic
development of North Amenca.77 Indians were more than merely trappers who traded pelts with
the Europeans. They also controlled fur trade routes, acted as liaisons between Indian trappers
and European traders, supplied provisions, built canoes, acted as navigators, guides, and

interpreters, and provided transportati~n.~~
The fur trade created a situation in which both
Euopean and aboriginal became dependent upon one another thmugh a division of labour:
The Indians would not have aiioweû European fur traders to come in large numbers to
take the fiirs and process them themselves. In any event, conducting the fiir trade p ~ c i p a i l y
with European labour wouid have pmed so prohiiitively expensive îhat the comme= would
quicfdv have been abandoneci. It made much more seme, to both the indigenous hatvesters of fiu
and the foreign purchasers of peits, to practise a division of labour in the fiir uade. The Indians
~oliectedthe furs in iarge quanttities and bmught them to the Euopean The Europeans, for the
most part, purchased fiirs gathered by others and transportecl them to merseas markets. This
arrangement made the commerce in fur symbiotic: each party to the exchange of pelts needed
the ~ther.'~

The aboriginal peoples' role in the fur trade was representative of the role they played in their
other relationships with the British. Abonginal nations' positions as middlemen in trade between
other abonginal tribes and the British, particularly that of the Haudenosaunee (people of the
longhouse), also known as the Five (iater Six) Nations Confêderacy of I r o q u ~ i swas
, ~ replicated
in British-aboriginal politid and militasy relation~hips.~~

Both the British and French in North America realised that they could entrench themselves
in particular geographic areas without the necessity of continuous warfare with their European

competitors by enlisting powerfùi aboriginal d i e s occupying strategic position^.^ Early British
77Mi11er,S&scrapers, supra note 48 at 17.
'*SeeV for example, E.E. Rich, Trade Habits and Economic Motivation among the hdians of Nonh
America," in Miller, Sweet Promises, supra note 34 at 158:

... Plehind the direct contacts with Empean traders rhere spread a network of Indian
middlemen who rapidly reached across North America, taking European goods idand and
bringing fim out. To a large extent these Indian traders dictated the pattern of European
expansion into the continent, and they infïuenced the character of the European trade even when
they could not confine it.
See also Milier, Skyscrapers, supra note 48 at 36-7;H.A. b i s , The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to
Canctdian Econornics, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press* 1956); W.J.Eccles, "A Belated Review of Harold
Adams Innis's The Fur Trade in Canado," in Bumsted, supra note 13; A.1. Ray, Indians in the Fw Trade,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), R White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Ehpires, and Republics in
the Great takes Region, 1650-1815, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) at 94- 141.
%fier, Skjwrapers, supra note 48 at 3 1-2.
80Compriscdof the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Seneca, Cayuga, and, later, Tuscarora, nations.

*'&fer to the discussion in Ch. III.
White, supra note 78 at 2234.

%ee

alliances with the Iroquois were a prime exarnple of this practiice." These alliances foreshadowed
the historical tum of events that culminateci in the conques of New France by Britain in the
second haif of the eighteenth cenntry. If one European nation could establish and later strengthen
its ties with the abonginais peoples while excluding its European nvals, it could gain a position of
military and econornic supenority vis-à-vis its colonial cornpetitors."

Britain realised that aboriginal alliances - and with them the benefits of enhanced m d e as
weU as the fiirtherance of its imperialist goals - could not be aquired by force. Rather, the
British had to gain the trust and respect of the aboriginal nations. Bntain entered into agreements
with the aboriguials on terms that reinforced the relations between the groups. The alliances that
Britain forged with the aborigllials provided it with the ability to engage in profitable trade while
furthering its ambitions of empire through the establishment and maintenance of colonies in North
America These alliances also proved to be beneficial to the aboriguial peoples, enabling them to
acquire new tools and goods for a variety of pu~poses.~~
Britain's representations to the
aboriginal peoples in its early alliances with them suggests that it dealt with them as autonomous
nations.86 The terms of ffiendship and alliance giving rise to the Treaty of Albmry, 1664 bear this
0~t.87
(c)

The TreafyofAlbany, 1664

The Treaîy of Albmiy. 1664 is one of the earliest, and most noteworthy, examples of how

Bntain treated with the aboriginal peoples as autonomous nations?

At the time the treaty was

8 3 ~ Clinton,
~ .
'The Proclamation of 1763: Colonial Prelude to Two Centmies of Federal-State Conflict
Over the Management of Indian Affairs," (1 989), 69 Boston Univ. L. Rev. 329 at 33 7.
84SeeWhite, supra note 78 at 223-268; d e r also to the earlier discussion of Crown-Native trade relations
and British notions of mercantilism.
85~id<ason,"Amerindiam,"s v p note 70 at 57; Jennings, Ambiguous Iroquois Empire, supro note 1 at

80- 1.

%ee B.H.wldsxnith. Treaty Responsibilitia: A Co-Rclationai Model," (1992), U.B.C. L RN. Special
Edition on Abonginai Justice 324 at 330-1; J.Y. Henderson, "EmpoweringTreaty Federaikm," (1994), 58 Sask. L.
Rev. 241.
sï~ote,as weii, the special clause relating to vade inchdeci in the Treaty of Albany. Iroquois trade with
the Dutch had been an integrai aspect of their aJliance. For the British to engage the Iroquois' Enendship in as
h n and solemn a manner as the Dutch ha4 it was incumbent upon the British to maintain g d trade ~tations
with the Iroquois.
$*AsP.C.W
i points out in The Chain, unpublished LL-M. thesis, Osgoode Hall Law Schooi, 1982 at
13, the treaty refefs to the Indian treaty signatones as bath "princesnand "sachems".

signed, the Iroquois were more numerous and powerfûl than the British in North America.89
Previously, the Iroquois had been powerfil allies of the Dutch in New Netherland. By 1664, the
Iroquois had become catalysts in the stniggle between Britain and France for economic and
military pre-erninence in North A m e r i ~ a . When
~ ~ the Iroquois agreed to terms with Britain, the
'
Iroquois sought a continuation of the relationship they had enjoyed with the D ~ t c h . ~Under
the
terms of the Treaty of Al@,

the Iroquois were to receive "such wares and commodities nom

the English for the ftture, as heretofore they had fiom the Dutch." The treaty also provided for
separate British and Iroquois jurisdiction in criminal matten involving their own citizens and
promised British d t a r y assistance to the Iroquois a g a h t certain Indian enemies of the latter?
The written text of the Treaty of Aibany rads as follows:

ARTICLES made and agreed upon the 24& day of September

1

2.

3.

1664 in Fon
Albany between Ohgehando, Shanarage, Soachoenighta, Sachamackas of
ye Maques; Anaweed Conkeeherat Tweasserany, Aschanoondah,
Sachamakas of the Synicks, on the one part; and Colonell George
Cartwright, in the behalf of Colonell Nicolls Govemour under his Royal1
Highnesse the Duke of Yorke of all his territoryes in Amerka, on the other
part, as followeth, vizt Imprimis. It is agreed that the indian Princes above named and their
subjects, shall have ail such wares and commodities fiom the English for
the fiture, as heretofore they had from the Dutch.
That ifany English Dutch or Indian (under the proteccôn of the English) do
any wrong injury or violence to any of ye said Princes 3r their Subjects in
any sort whatever, if they cornplaine to the Govemd at New Yorke, or to
the Officer in Chiefe at Albany, if the person so offending can be
discovered, that person shall receive condigne punishmt and aii due
satisfaccôn shall be given; and the like shall be done for al1 other English
Plantations.
That if any Indian belonging to any of the Sachims doresaid do any wrong
injury or damage to the English, Dutch, or Indians under the proteccôn of
the English, if cornplaint be made to ye Sachims and the person be
discovered who did the injury, then the person so offending shall be

89~bid.
at 2 10.
Jackson, supra note 76 at 258.
91SeeTreIease, supra note 54 at 228. Iroquois' relations with the Dutch had progressed h m eary nona m o n pacts to trading nlatioaships to a mut& assistance pact: see Jennings, Ambigmus Iroquois Enrpire,
supra note 1 at 55. That is not to say that the parties regardeci each other warmly; rather they entered into this
alliance because they needed each other: see ibid.
9 2 " ~ c l ebetweui
s
Col. Cartwright and the New York Indians," 24 September 1664, as repfoduced in
NYCD, mpru note 1 Di at 67%. W
illiams.supra note 88 at 97. maka the analonalogy between the Treaty of Albany's
criminal jurisdiction pmvisions that where a citizen h m one nation harms a citizen h m the other, the
offender's citizoiship determines crimiaaljurisdiction and modern provisions for diplornatic immunity.

-

-

4.

1

2.

3.
4.

5.

punished and aii just satisfaccôn shail be given to any of His Matia subjects
in any Colony or other English Plantacôn in Amenca.
The Indians at Wamping and Espachomy and aIi below the Manhatans, as
aiso al1 those that have submitted themselves under the proteccôn of His
Matie are included in these Articles of Agreement and Peace;
In confirrnacdn whereof the partyes above rnencôned have hereunto sen
their hands the day and yeare above d e n .
GEORGE CARTWRIGHT

THESE ARTICLES foiiowing were likewise proposed by the sarne Indian
P~ce&
s consented to by Colonel Cartwright in behalle of ColoneU
Nicolis the 25th day of September 1664.
That the English do not assist the three Nations of the Ondiakes
Pinnekooks and Pacamtekookes, who murdered one of the Princes of the
Maques, when he brought ransornes & presents to them upon a treaty of
peaceThat the English do make P a c e for the Indian Princes, with the Nations
down the Rivet.
That they may have fiee trade, as fonnerly.
That they may be lodged in houses, as formerly.
That if they be beaten by the three Nations above mencôned, they may
receive accommodacôn fiom ye English.

The alliance between the nations was preserved on a wampum belt made from beads fashioned
out of sheiis, which were pierced and sewn into patterns on animal hi de^.^^ The Iroquois gave a

93ChiefJ.M. Matchewan of the M e = Lake Indian Govemment, explained îhe signifcance of wampum
in the foiiowing manner
Wampum belts were used by Indian nations in eastern North Arnerica to record
agreements and laws, long before the coming of the white man. Wampum is a cylindricai bead,
purple or white in colour, made h m the hard shell of the clam. Woven together, the wampum
form designs that symbolize actual events. It takes years to make a wampum beft and, once
made, it is handed down fiom generation to generation, dong with the memory of what it
records.
See "Mtchilaniiikonginik Algonquins of Barriere Lake: Our Long Battie to C m t e a Sustainable Future," in B.
Richardson, ed., Drumbeot: Anger and Renewaf in Indiun Country, (Toronto: Summerhili Press, 1993) at 141.
In The Quest of the Six Nations Confederacy for SeKDetermination," (1986), 44 C/.T. Fac. L. Rev. 1 at
9, D. Johnston gave the folIowing e.uplanation of the symbolism of wampum: "Each design carried with it a
universe of meaning. Wampum belrs were integrai bdth to spirinial ceremonies and council meetings. Moreover,
they were the medium of international communication." The use of wampum belts to cornmernorate the treaties
entered into between the Iroquois and Empean nations was a common practice in the seventeenth century. See
RA Williams, Jr., The Algeha of Federal Indian Law: The Hard Trail of Decolonization and Americanizing the
White Man's indian Jurisprudence," (1986), Wisc. L. Rev. 219 at 29 1 [hereuiafter "Algebra"]; Jacob, supra note
65 at 41-9.

warnpum belt to the British at the signing of the Trew of Albmy.PI The signing of the written
treaty and the presentation of the wampum belt marked the commencement of formal ailiances

between thern.95
As a result of the pattern of the wampum belt presented by the Iroquois, the Treav of

Albany became known as the Two-Row Wampum treaty. The belt showed two parallel rows of
purple wampum on a background of white warnpum. The white wampum syrnboiised the punty
of the agreement. The two purple rows denoted the spirit of the nations' ancestors and the
separate, but parallel paths that they would take in their respective vessels. One vessel a birch

bark canoe, was for the Iroquois people, their laws customs, and way of Me. The other, a ship,
was for the British and their laws, customs, and way of We.

Three beads of wampurn

-

symbolising peace, friendship, and respect - separated the two rows. The three beads iinked the
nations together, but just as their paths never cross on the warnpum belt, neither was to atternpt to
interfere with the other's affairs.96 The independence of the nations established in the Treaty of
A l b q is still cited today as an example of British recognition and atnrrnation of abonginal
aut~norny.~~
94See WiIliams, supra note 88 explains, at 277. The si@cance

of the Two-Row Wampum is outiined

below.

95Thedeaiings between the British and the Iroquois as autonomous nations was noted by Sir William
Johnson in a speech at the Onondaga Conference attended by the Five Nations in April, 1748, as reproduced in R
v. Siouî (1990)- 70 D L R (4th) 427 at 449 (S.C.C.):
Brethren of the five Nations 1 will begin upon a thing of a long standing, our first
Bmthership. My Reason for it is, 1 think there are several among you who seem to forget it; It
may seem strange to you how 1 a Foreigner should know th& But 1 tel1 you 1 found out some of
the old Wntings of our Forefathers which was thought to have k n lost and in this old valuable
Record 1 h d , that our f k t Friendship Commenced at the Amval of the first great Canoe or
Vesse1 at Albany ...
%The Two-Row Wampum is descri'bed in a numkr of sources: see, for e.xampIe- Williams, supra note 88
at 96:

The Iroquois tradition is that the Two Row Wampum Belt was made at the same time as
chis h t t e n document [Treaty of Albanyl: it provides tbat the English and the Iroquois wiU be as
two boat5 on the same river, travelling in the same direction, but parallel, so that neither
interferes with the course of the other, it provides that no person h m one nation shall cross into
the boat of the other.

See also Williams, Jr., "Algebra," supra note 93 at 291; Johnston, supra note 93 at 11.
g7~rand
C M M. Mitchell, Mohawk Council of Akwesame, "An Unbroken Assertion of Sovmignîy," in
Richardson, supra note 93 at 10%10.

Our belief and fàith that we are still an independent nation go back to the first treaîy
signed in North America, in 1664, when the original E m p n settlers came to confer with our
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As the h s t fonnal alliance between Bntain and the abonguial peoples, the Treaty of

Albany made use of fonns existing withui each culture that were duly representative of the
solemnity with which the parties pledged thek peace, niendship, and respect. The use of formdly
wrinen treaties on parchment was a practice that Britain had previously reserved for its relations
with independent, sovereign powers. MeanwhiIe, the Iroquois' representation of the agreement

on a belt of wampum, which was highly valuable and required great ski11 to make, demonstrateci
the sanctity with which they viewed their alliance with B r i t a i ~ ~The
. ~ ~use of formal agreements by

aboriginal peoples was also a practice that had been used by many of thern prior to contact with

people in Albany, New York. What came out of that was the Two Row Wampum Treaty, in
which conditions for o u collaboration were agreed to by the two sides. ...
The Europeaas at the 1664 coderence said that the3 King would be a father to us, but
the Haudenosaunee replied that ïhere is only one father for us, and we cal1 him Sonkwaiatisen,
the Creator. The iroquois said, this is how it will be: You and 1 are bmthers. We wilI not make
Iaws for yoy but we will look after you, help you settle in this land, give you the medicines you
wilI need to survive, and show you what you can plant, what animais you can hunt. and how to
use this land, ...

The original Two Row Wampum agreement stipulated that each side would refrain fiom
interference in the other's goverment. Because we feel that this agreement is still binding,
Akwesasne bas steadfastly refused to vote in Canada's eiections.
See also G. Efasmus, National Chi& Assembly of First Nations, 'Twenty Years of Disappouited Hopes," ibid. at
1-2:

Ail across North America today First Nations share a cornmon perception of what was
then agreed [in the Treaty of Albany]: we wouid ailow Europeans to stay among us and use a
certain amount of our land, while in our own Lands we would continue to exercise our own laws
and maintain our own institutionsand systems of gwernment.
9 8 ~ Jacob,
s
supra note 65 explaias, at 42:

Grains h m Delaware Indian "Pem Wampm Bel&" obtained h m the Indians by the
were a p p r o h t e i y one-fourth of an inch wide and three-eighths to one-haif inch in
depth. According to X-ray reproductions, the perforations were between one-eighth and onesixteenth of an inch in diameter. The grains were l a d together with native fiber and deerskin,
cut into nanow strips, and made into necklaas, bracelets, strings, belts, girdles, and collan.
Each grain had its known value, the bIack or purple being worth twice as much as the white.
Making of wampum beads was dinicult. For one thing, More the natives obtained awls
h m Europe, they had to bon out the shell currency with sharp stones. The English, o b s e ~ n g
the vaiue placed on wampum beads, made imitation porcelah beads, which were sold to the
Indians at what was probably a handsome profit.
Since wampum was made near the seashore, inland mbes traveled as many as six
hundred d e s to trade skins and pelts for this precious commodity.
Penn -y,
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the Europeaas.99 The combination of these practices strongly suggests the existence of a nationto-nation relationship between the parties.
The alliance between the groups that was solemnised at Albany was greater than the
representations made either in the written treaty or the Two-Row Wampum. Those indicaton
portrayed particular aspects of the alliance entered into, but did not constitute the nature of the
alliance itself The treaty and the Two-Row Wampum were merely mnemonic devices designed
~at
~ the
to assist the parties in recafling the nature of the agreement between the g r o u p ~ .Wh

treaty truiy represented, and what was more accurately depicted in the Two-Row Wampum than
in the parchment version, was an diance between independent nations.

The basis for this

suggestion wiii become clearer in the discussion of the Covenant Chain alliance below.
The aifiance between Britain and the Five Nations respected the strength and
independence of the parties; it was not intended to diminish the autonomy of either of them.Io1

- each party maintainhg its own
jurisdiction over its own citizens - and the Two-Row Wampum - each party keeping to its own
This fact was clearly indicated in both the written treaty

path. In addition to rnaintaining the status quo in this regard, the alliance between the groups was
intended to provide them with increased strength for their mutual benefit, whether that be related
to trade, relations with other autonomous nations (whether European or abonginal), or military
assistance and cooperation.

The Treup of A l b q was the precedent upon which firture

agreements between Britain and aboriginal nations, such as the Covenant Chain alliance, were

based.

Wote, for example, presontact Mi'kmaq practices, as related by the UNon of Nova Scutia Indians, T h
Mi'knzuq Treaîy Handbook, (Sydney & T m , N.S.: Native Communications Society of Nova Scotia, 1987)
Prefarx at i:
Well before the arrivai of Europeans, formal agreements equivalent to treaties were
negotiated between sovereign nations of North America. The meaning and effect of these
arrangements were not Iimited by a few words on paper as are present-day business conûacts.
Rather, these treaties were living and evolving relationships among various indigenous nations.
Like the members of a family, representatives of the nations that had entered into a treaty met
h m t h e to time to exchange gifts, forgive one another and renew their fkiendship. We, the
Mi'kmaq, related to Europeans the same way.
l-iams,
supro note 88 at 158, 165.
lolThat the Imguois were said to have plaœd themrelves under the protection of Britain accordhg to the
m e n version of the treaty does not equate to a reiinquishiag of their independent status, for there was a real guid
pro quo for Britain's promise to pmtect hem fiom their enemies.

(d)

The Covenant Chain Alliance

On the heels of the T

of Albany came the Covenant Chain, a military, political, social,

and economic alliance initiaiiy between the Dutch and River indians of the Hudson River region,

but later forged between the British and the Iroquois ConMeracy.102 The Covenant Chain was

AIthough the exact

ultimately expanded to link Britain with a host of other aboriginal

date of the commencement of the British-Iroquois Covenant Chain is uncertain, it appears that the

Treaty of Albany was at Ieast a precursor to it. This notion is supported by a statement made by
the sachems of the Iroquois Confederacy in 1737:
In Antient tMes when our forefathers fkst met at this place [Mbanyj we wiil tell you
what then happened; More there was a house in this place, when we lodged under the k v e s of
the Trees the Christians and We Entered into a Covenant of fiiendship, and the Indians loved the
Christians on Account they sold them the goods Cheap. This Gavenunent was likened unto a
Great Ship which was moared behiad a great Yper Tree [a species of elmj but because the Tree
was perishable the Anchor was LiAed up and laid behind the Great hiU at Onondage and the Six
Nations are to take Carc of that Anchor. that it be not Removed by any Enemy.

The Covenant Chain provided the foundation for the proliferation of solemn relations

between Britain and the aboriginal peoples of North Arnerica.105 It was represented by Britain as
a mutual and lasting alliance between autonomous nations.lM This representation of mutuality
rnay be seen through the foliowing exchange of promises between Sir William Johnson and the

Six Nations on 20 Febmary 1756:
This animates me with fresh pleasm and aEection, and at this important conjuncture of
afkirs to brighten and strengthen the Covenant Chain. that has so long linked us together in
mutual friendship and brother[ly] af5ection which f hope wiU continue inviolable and sacred, as
long as the Sun shines or the Rivers continue to water the earth, notwithstanding ail the intrigues
102Theorigins of the Covenant Chain between the Dutch and the aboriginals is discussed in Jennings,
.dntbiguous Iroquois Empire. supra note 1 at 47-57.
Williams. supra note 88 e'cpiains at 59, the Covenant Chain aüiance svetched fiorn the east coast of
North America to the West of Lake Superior, and fiom the coasts of James Bay to the Fiorida borders.
luAs repmduced in NYCD,supra note 1 VI at 106. See ais0 Wiliiams, supra note 88 at 109: T h e date of
the maicine of the original Chain, according to Cadwallader Colden, was 1664 the date when the British took
over New York h m the Dutch. ï h e evidence points to the Treaty of Fort Albany as a part of chat fïrst forging of
the Covenant Chah"
losSeeRA. Wiiiiams, Jr., "Linking Amis Together Multicuihual ConstitutioMLism in a North American
hdigenous Wion of Law and Peace," (1994)- 82 Colif:L Rev. 98 1 at 991 mereinafier "Linking Anns Together"],
T h e Chain's imagery and metaphors of two once-aiien groups connected in an interdependent relationship of
peace, soiidarity, and trust became the goveming legai and political language of English-Iroquois diplomacy for
most of the Encounter era, and even into the Revolutiomy era."
10bSeeJennings, Ambiguous Imgvois Empire, supra note 1 at 38: "... he kings of England who claimed
sovereignty over the Iroquois League also recognized the League as an independent entity."

-

-

-

m

of our old and perfïdious enemys. who have left no means mesqed. and espechUy at this time
to weaken and divide us that so they may in the ment mot out the remembrane of your name,
and Nations fiom the fàce of the earth.
A large Coveaant Belt.

We have now opened our min& with Freedom & sincenty and we understand each other
cieariy let us muîuaiiy remember our engagements which we have again so s o l e d y renewed
and if at any time our enemy should attack us, prove by your readiness to support & assist us, tbat
you really Iove us, and we assure you we çhall not be waning on our parts to give prooh of the
like fidelity, & fnendship.
A wt.'O7

The existence of the Covenant Chain as a nation-to-nation compact marked a continuation
of British-Iroquois relations that had been estabfished in the Treafy of A h y . As an alliance
between independent nations, the Covenant Chain was not a means by which one nation was
subordinated to the authority of another. The participants in the alliance maintained their
independence while enjoying the protection of their allies. lo8 The Covenant Chain was thus both a

mutual protectorate and an alliance.109 It did not terminate the independence of the aboriginal
peoples nor place them under the authority of Britain.l10 The symboiism of the Covenant Chain,
in which each nation places its arms in the chah's Illiks, is dernonstrative of thÏs premise. 111
The Covenant Chsiin was a concrete manifestation of the alliance between Britain and the
aboriginal peoples. It was described symbolically as a ship, representing Britain, tied to an
imrnovable object such as a great tree (the Tree of Peace) or mountain (usually at Onondaga, the
council fire of the Iroquois Confederacy). At the alliance's origins, the ship was moored with
rope. When the alliance was strengthened, the rope, which was susceptible to rotting, was
replaced by an iron chah, which was stronger and more permanent. Later, when the alliance
npmduced in MCD. supro note 1 VI1 at 59.62.
lo8SeeWilliaM, Ir.. "Linking Arms Together." supra note 105 at 990:

From both the EnWh and iroquois perspective, the Covenant Chain was a relationship
of trade and collective senuity, designe. to counter the French-based commercial and military
empire centered in Canada. But it was alsa much more than that. Grounded in Iroquois legal
and political traditions prescniing the constitutional organization of multicultd alliances, the
Cmnant Chain enabled the Iroquois to demand, and for a not inconsiderable time during the
Encaunter era to receive, reciprocal treatment and respect as mutual partuers in their diance
with the English colonies.
lO%iS is ihstrated by Jennings, Ambigrous Iroquois Empire, susvp note 1 at 38-9.
llO~illiam$
supra note 88 at 293.
l llsee the dirnisgon of this point, klow.

becarne even more firmiy entrenched, the iron chab was replaced with a silver chah that was
i m p e ~ o u to
s nist. At a General Congress at Fort Stanwix in November, 1768, the process of
replacing the ship's tether was described to Sir Wilham Johnson in the following manner:
We remember that on our first Meeting with you, when you came with your ship we
kindly received yoy entertained you, entered into aa alliance with you, though we were then
great & numemus and your people inconsiderable and week and we know chat we entered into a
Cwenant Chain with you and fhtened your ship therewith, but king apprehensive the Bark
wouid break and your ship be lost we ma& one of iron, and held it fast that it should not slip
h m us, but perceiving the former chah was liable to rust ; We made a siiver chah to guard
against it Then, Brother, you arose, renewed that chah which began to look dull, and have for
many years taken care of our aûàïn by the c o d of the Great King, & you by your labors
have poIisbed ihat chah so that it has lwked bright and is becorne known to aU Nations, for
which we &diever regard you and we are thankfiill to you in that you have taken such care of
these great afWs of which we are allways rnindfull, and we do now on ouf parts renew and
strengthen the Covenant Chaùi by which we wiU abide so long as you shall preserve it strong &
bright on your part. 1l2

The Covenant Chain symbol was used equaiiy by British and aboriginal groups to describe
the alliance between them.

For example, the Covenant Chain metaphor was used by the

Onondaga Chief Canasatego in 1744:
About two Years after the Amval of the English, an Engiish Govemor came to AIbany,
and finding what great Friendship subsisted between us and the Dutch, he approved it mightily,
and desired to make as strong a League, and to be upon as good T e m with us as the Dutch
were, with whom he was united, and to become one People wiîh us: and by his m e r Care in
looking into what had passed between us, he found that the Rope which tied the Ship to the great
Mountain was only fàstened with Wampum, which was liable to break and rot, and to pensh in a
Course of Years; he therefore told us, he would give us a Silver Chain which would be much
stronger, and woufd last for ever. This we accepted, and fastened the Ship witb it. and it bas
lasted mer since. l l3

Later, Sir William Johnson descnbed British-Native alliances in graphic terms, with the image of
the Covenant Chain thnist out prorninently:
Bretheren: A s you have now in behalfof yourselves and al1 your people laid hold of the
Cavenant Chain of peaœ and friendship with the Great King of England my master, and caiied
the Great Gud above to witness that you do sincerely intend and firmly resolve that you will
hereafter behave to a i i his subjects as fast friends and loving bretheren, into which Covenant
Chain 1 bave taken you d l , your wives and children : - Thedore lest you may forget what was
meant by the Covenant Chain in old times, 1 wili briefly remùid you of it's obligations.

-

lisAt a Generai Congres with the severai Nations at Fort Stanwix Tuesday Nov 1. 1768," as reproduced
in NYCD, supra note 1 Vm at 126 [in "Proceedings at a treaty held by Sir W. Johnson with the Six Nations, and
other Indian sibes at Fort StanwYc, in the months of October and November, to settle a boundary iine," ibid. at
L 11-135). Note also the description given by Jacobs, supra note 65 at 44.
13& quoted in F. Jennings The Founders of America: How Indians Discovered the Land. Pioneered in it.
and Created Great Clussical Civilizations: How ïïtey Were Pfunged into a Dark Age by Invasion and Conquest;
and How They Are Now Reviving, (New York: Norton, 1993) at 216. See also N.J.Fredenckson and S. Gibb, The
Covenant Chain: Indian Ceremonid und Trade Silver, (Ottawa: National Musewn of Man, National Museum of
Canada, 1990) at 11; Jennings, Ambiguous Iroquois Empire, supra note 1.

When the Indians your forefathers first made this Covenant Chain with the Englisk
both parties engaged to keep the ends of it f&t in th& bands; that they would rake great care to
keep it fiam breaking or h m geîting any rust or filth upon it; that ihey would be as one flesh and
blood, so that if any enemy shouid intend to hurt or strike one Party, the other shouid
imrnediately give him notice, rise up & help him; and that a good road should allways be kept
open between their habitations, that when they might cal1 for each others assistance, thqt could
&y and speediiy corne.l l4

The Covenant Chain was representative of the strong and lasting alliance in which the
groups treated each other as equals. The chain represented many things

respect, trust, protection, mutuality

- but

- alliance, Wendship,

its primary effect was to reidorce the relationship

between the nations. The chain and what it represented was far greater than the sum of its
constituent parts.llS When linked together, the participants in the Covenant Chah were a
formidable econornic, military, and political force. When various parties joined the Covenant
Chain, their entrance was described metaphoricdy as the placing of their amis through one of the

chah's links:
We have not much to give or say but muni our hearty thanks for the good you do us, as
we have dways been in the Covenant chaine, but of late New England, Vuginia,Maryland and
adjacent Coiionys did not put in their armes into the chah ; pray animate them to d e us
strong. and assist us accarding to Covenant made between us and altho' an angry Dog should
corne and endeavour to bitt the chaine in peices with his teeth, yet we wil keep it firme both in
peaœ and warr and do renue the Old Covenan?, that so that tree of wellfare, may flourish and
that his Roots may spread thro' aii the C~untry.~
l6

The syrnbolic effect of Bntain and the aboriginal nations placing their arms in the Covenant Chain
and grasping it tightly demonstrates that the Covenant Chain was regarded by the parties as an
alliance that existed only through the cooperation of independent nations.l17
Although the Covenant Chain was designed as a permanent alliance, it was expected that
the nations would regularly renew their respective undertakings.

This process of renewal was

lI4-Sir William Johnson's Second Speech to the aforesaid Indians: 22 April, 1757. as repmduced in
NYCD, supra note 1 VII at 25 1.
lS~illiams,
supra note 88 at 324; See also W i , Jr.. "Linking Anas Together." supra at note 108.
ll%e Maquasse profor themselves." New York Colonial ManUSCnpts, X X X M , as reproduced in
NYCD, supra note 1 iII at 779 [in response to "His ExœiiCYthe Governor's answer to the Maquasse, Oneydes,
Onnondages, Cayouges and Sinnekes and Skachkook Indians, at Albany the 4th &y of June 1691," ibid. at 778.
l 17~iiüams,supra note 88 at 61: The chah acts as a symbol which binds the nations together without
causing hem to lose their individual characters. ... It is consistent with the unity language of ail the other symbols
of the Iroquois: the bundies of arrows bound together for strength; the rope which is more powerfiil than its single
strands, and the longhouse itseif, many families under one roof." See also ibid. at 64: "The Covenant Chain is
also characteristic of Iroquois symbols in that it is designed so that no one nation has preeminenœ: each nation
with its arms in the chah is qua1 to each other. ... Though some nation might have specific functions in
maintsining or renewing the chah, the equality of the nations within it is an important part of its power and
strength."

designed to remind the parties of the solemn compact that they had entered into. W

e the Chain

was Nong when h n i y grasped by the parties. it required continuous dtivation, lest it be taken

for granted, neglected, and left to weaken:
The periodic renewal and reminder of pst agreements of unity serves to 'suengihen the
union", establishing an atmosphere in which m e r and continuecl agreement can take place. It
is alsa a practice that teaches that the peaœ and alliance must be worked at, actively maintained,
that its continueci existence cannot be taken for granted, or neglected, or it might weaken. I l g

The process of renewing the Covenant Chain alliance was often described as the polishing of the

silver chah that a e d the British ship to North America. When the chah was neglected through

a lack of renewed c o d t m e n t , it was described as "tamished or "rusted."120 An ewmple of the
renewing of the Covenant Chain may be seen in the speech of Sir William Johnson at Onondaga

Lake, 26 June 1756:
In the name of the Great King of England your Father, and my Master 1 do by this Belt
renew & brighten the anciest Covenant Chain, of mutual Peace, Fnendship and fïrm alliance
between you and your allies, and all His Majestys subjects your Bretheren upon this continent,
exhorting you by the memory of your faithfirl wise and brave fodthers, and by the sacred
engagements you yourseives have entered into that you do preserve your fideiity to the Great
King of England your father, and your union with and amchment to al1 his subjects and your
Bretheren, inviolable & lasting as the great Iights of Heaven and the immoveable Mountains ...
and 1 do at the same time assure you that ail his great men and abjects your Bretheren d l keep
this Covenant Chain bright & unbroken.
Gave the Covenant Chain Belt. lZ1
--

-

-

-

l I81bid. at 65.

1 1 9 ~ b i dat, 50.

120~n
example of this symbolisrn may be reen in the 'Report of Proceedings with the Confederate Nations
of Indians, at a Conference held at Canajohary," 4 April 1759, reproduced in NYCD,supra note 1 VI1 at 388:
1 do now thedore, in the name of the great King of England, my master & in behaff of
al1 his Subjects Your Bretheren by chis Belt renew, strengthen and brighten that Antient ~ o v '
Chain, and in his Name & on their parts, 1 do assure you it shail be held so fast & the terms of it
so punctually observeci that you shaI1 have no just cause to reproach us; The Sun now shines clear
upon us & while we hold this Cmt Chain M y in our han& â are cirefidl to keep it h m
contracthg any Rust we MI be able to drive away al1 Clouds which may attempt to corne
between us, & continue to see & srnile upon each other as Bretheren ought to do.
lZ1& reproduced in NYCD. supra note 1 W at 139. It should k noted that the use of the term "fkther" in
referring to the King of England in this quotation denotes the aboriginals*use of fitoiilid terms to descn'be their
relations, not their submission to the higher authority of the C m . See Williams, supra note 88 at 11: 'ln

receiving a European sovereign as their "father", the Iadian nations wodd believe they had someone who would
care for them and protect them h m their enemies. The British, on the other han4 thought they had arranged for
the acquisition by the King of new subjects with a duty of absolute obedience."
As Williams notes, the British made use of iroquois diplomatic practices in their rdations with the
Confederacy. Therefore, the use of the tenn Yaîhei' or "bmther" which existed in the various relations between
members of the Iroquois Coafederacy would likely have been used by the British in the manner that the term was
understd in Iroquois diplomacy. See also Jennings, Ambiguous Iroquois Empire, supra note 1, The use of terms
such as these provides a good demonstration of the need to foster contextual appraisals of abonginal rights issues

-

-

Renewing the Covenant Chain came in different fomis. At various thes, it took the fom
of the exchange of presents or belts of wampum, the restahg of the nations' solidarity, by
agreement of fbrther undertakings of union, or the extension of the alliance to include other
abonginal groups. In a speech shortly fier his appointment as Superintendent-General of Indian

A8Fairs in 1755, Sir William Johnson discussed the renewai of the Covenant Chain more than 100
years d e r its creation:

... You weii know and these Books testifie that it is now almost 100 years since your
Forefathers and ours became known to each other. That upon our tint acquaintance we s b k
han& & hding we should be useful to one another. entered into a covenant of Brotherly love
and mutual fnendship. And tho' we were at first O* tied together by a Rope, yet lest this
Rope should grow Rotten and break, we tied ourseives together by an imn Chain lest time and
accidents might rust and destmy this Chain of iron, we afterwards made one of Silver, the
strength and brightaess of which would but ejecî to no decay The ends of this Silver chain we
nxt to the immoveable mountains, and this in so fkm a m e r , that the han& of no mortal
Enemy aiight be able to remove it. AU this my Brethren you know to be Tmth; you know a h
that this Covenant Chain of love and fnendship, was the dread and envy of aii your Enemies and
ours, that by keeping it bnght and unbroken, we have never split in aager one drop of each
other's blocid to this day. You well know also that from the beginning to this t h e we have
ahost every yeat strengthened and brightened tbis Covenant Chain in the most publick &
solemn miuuier. You know that we became as one body, one blood & one people, the same King
our common Father, that your Enemies were ours, that whom you tmk into your Alliance and
allowed to put their hm& into this Covenant Chain as Brethren, we have always considered and
treated as such. 12*

-

-

-

-

-

Johnson's speech reinforces the notion that the Covenant Chain was initiated by the signing of the

Treaty of AIbcmy and continued the nation-to-nation relations established by that initial treaty.
The Covenant Chain alliance existed at the very foundation of British-aboriginal relations

in Nonh America. The notions of peace, fnendship, and respect that charactensed the Covenant

Chain spread across North Amerka in 1 directions. One of the notable Iùiks in the Covenant
Chain aiiiance is that between Britain and the aboriginal peoples living in the Maritimes, as
represented more fonnally in a number of treaties signed between 1693 and 1752. These treaties,
Iike others in the Covenant Chain, share the same basic tenets.
(e)

The Maritime Indian Treaties

Treaties between Britain and the aboriginal peoples residing in the Maritimes were, as a
-

so that more accurate and culturally-appropriate understandings may be obtained,
the Covenant Chain alliance, see also Frederickson and Gibb, supra note 113 at 11.

On the topic of the renewai of

part of the Covenant Chain, designed t o create and maintain strong and lashg alliances.1" These
treaties attempted to provide for peace and friendship between the nations in a period marred by
constant raids across what is now the eastern Canada-U.S.border. The Mi'kmaq saw the senes

of treaties and alliances they entered into with Britain as renewing the original bond made
between the groups. In this way, the Maritime treaties renewed earlier agreements in the same

manner as the Covenant Chah had renewed the initial agreement made in the Treaiy of Aibuny.124
Contemporary descriptions of the Maritime treaties by the Mi'kmaq share much in common with
the language used by abonginal nations to descnbe the Covenant Chain alliance in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries:
The eighteenth century agreements between the Mi'kmaq nation and Britain were, and
still are, regardeci by us as a form of brotherhood. When there was m e injury or îhreat of
conflia we met to exchange reassurancesand renew ow engagements. That is why, wer several
decade one nnds half a dozen or more seemingly separate treaties between the Mi'kmaq and the
British Crown The SUnrjYing documents are often incomplete summaries of meetings that
t y p i d y required many days and were repeated every few years as necessary. By thernselves, the
documents are fragments; coosidered togetherTthey constitute a great chah of agreement. In
other words, the treaty documents ... should be seen not as distinct treaties but as stages and
renewals of a îarger agreement or pact that develaped duriug the 1700s between the Mi'kmaq
and the British. 125

Research by historian William Wicken demonstrates that the contemporary understanding

of treaties held by the Mi'kmaq corresponds to historical accounts o f those treaties.126 E s
examination o f Mi'kmaq understandings of a 1752 treaty that was the subject o f the 1928 case of

R v. Syiboyl27demonstrates that the Mi'kmaq community's understanding of the treaty was
prernised upon information passed down fkom their parents, grandfathers. and community
elders.128 Oral cultures, such as the Mi'kmaq, depend on the constant repetition of important
'22~xtractedh m T h e T h e HonW William Johnson's second speech to the Sachems and Warriors of the
ConMerate Nations, Mount Johnson, 24 Iune 1755, as reproduced in MCD. supra note 1 VI at 970.
IUSeeTgenerally, J.Y.Henderson, 'Mi'kmaq Tenure in Atlantic Canada," (1995), 18Dalhousie LJ. 1%.
124SeeW.C. Wicken, '"Head It From Our Gran&thenW: Mi'kmaq Treaty Tradition and the Syliboy Case
of 1928.' (1995), 44 U.N.B.L.J. 145 [hereinafter "Mi'kmaq Treaty Tradition"]; Grand Chief D. Marshall Sr.,
Grand Captain A. Demy, Putus S. Marshall, of the Executive of the Grand Council of the Mi'kmaw Nation, T h e
Covenant Chain," in B. Richardson, d,supra note 93 at 82: "In the Mi'kmaq view, the Mi'kmaq Compact,
1752. anirmed Mikmakik and Britain as two States sharing one C m the Crown pledging to preserve and
ddend Mi'kmaq rights against settlers as much as against foreign nations." These contemporary accounts of
Mi'ianaq understandings of the nature of their relations with Britain are based on the oral history and storyteiiing
of the Mi'kmaq people; they may, therefore, be undemood to be equaily relevant to detennining how the Mi'kmaq
viewed their relations with %ritainat the tirne these treaties were signed.
12%beMi 'kmaq Treaiy Handbook, supra note 99 -ce
at i.
126~idcen,
"Mi'kmaq Treaty Tradition," supra note 124.
lZ7[1929]1 D.L.R 307 (N.S.Co. Ct.).
128~icken,
"Mi'kmaq Treaty Tradition," supra note 124 at 150.

-

events so that they are not lost over tirne. Since the treaties with Britain estaûlished the nature of
Mi'lanaq-British relations? the Mi'krnaq understanding of those treaties would have become an
integral element of Mi'kmaq oral history soon after they were signed. To assist in entrenching
this understanding, treaty negotiations and signings were attended by Mi' kmaq eiders, sakamows,
and younger men who would assume leadership p0sitions.12~ Moresver, evidence presented by

Wicken demonstrates that, at least until the 1 9 3 0 ~the
~ Mi'kmaq possessed original parchment
copies of the eighteenth century treaties they had signed with Britaid3O
Bntain's need to enter into treaties with the aborigiaal peoples of the Maritimes was
predicated upon the same basis as other aiJiances it entered into with abonginal peoples around
what are now Quebec, Ontario, Michigan, New York State, and Pemsylvania. However, the
strategic position of Acadia rendered alLiances with the aboriginal peoples of paramount
importance in the early hiaory of European battles in North Amenca:
The headwaters of the Kennebec River, which flow south through Maine to the AtlanticT
were near the headwaters of the Chaudière River, which fïows north into the St.Lawrence. This
river system provideci a direct overland invasion route between New France and New England.
Whoever controlled Nova Scotia and Cape Breton would be able to interfere with the maritime
lifelines of New France or New Engiand. Acadia acted not only as a b a e r zone and guardian of
the Gdf of St. Lawrence for New FranceTbut also as a sanctuary h m which militaq and naval
expeditions could be launched against New England in the event of war. Thus Acadia and its
peoples were to becorne paramount in the struggie between France and England for supremacy in
North America, 131

Being tremendously outnumbered by the aboriginal peoples in the Maritimes and with the serious
threat to its North Amencan presence posed by the French, Britain quickly realised the necessity

of alliance with the aboriginal peoples in the region.132 The treaties that emerged dunng the
period from the late seventeenth century until the middle of the eighteenth century are generally
described as "peace and fnendship" treaties, reflecting the parties' primary intentions in entering
into them.
These peace and fiiendship treaties provide fodder for confiision, in that they often
included references to the submission of the aboriginal peoples to the British Crown.

For

instance, the treaty of 11 August 1693 held that the abonginal signatones acknowledge "our
1291bid.at 150-1.
1301bid. at 152-4.

131W.E. Daugherty, Maritime Indim Treoties in Historical Perspective. (Ottawa: Treaties and Historical
Research Centre, Research Branch, Corporate Policy, Department of Indian and Northern Affhirs Canada, 1983) at
1.

hearty subjection and obedience unto the crown of England."l33 In the treaty of 13 July 1713, the

abonginals were held to be "lawfull abjects of our Sovereign Lady. Queen Anne*' and to have
promised their "hearty Subjection & Obediance unto the Crown of Great Britain."134

The

agreement of 15 December 1725 was described as the Subrnission and Agreement of the
Delegates of the Eastern Indians, and contained language to that effe~t.13~Meanwhile, Treaty
No. 239, dated 13 May 1728, held that the signatones:
... m n the name and bel& of the said t r i i we represent, acknowledge His said
Majesty King George's jurisdiction and dominion over the temtories of the said Province of
Nova Scotia or Acadia. and make out submkion to His said Majesty in as ample a rnanner as we
have formerly done to the Most Chnnian King l M

Attempting to reconcile the seerningly-disparate views of these treaties as peace and fiiendship
treaties or articles of submission necessitates an analysis of the relative positions of the parties at
the t h e the treaties were signed. It aiso requires that the various impediments to amiving at a

common understanding of the treaties be revealed.
Ascertainhg accurate understandings of these treaties is a complex process. It requires a
modicum of extrapolation fiom the information that was available at the t h e . The complex task
of interpreting the Maritime treaties is compounded by the si@ca.nt

barriers in language and

culture between the groups in question. These linguistic and cultural ciifferences require that the
words used in treaties be interpreted not according to literal translations, but on the basis of the
reasonable understanding of the parties at the time in light of the histoncal circumstances that
existed, such as the relative strength of those involved. In some situations, this method of
interpretation reinforces the literal wording of a treaty. For instance, the language of the Treafy
of Albany is comborated by the translation of the Two-Row Wampum that accompanied it. In

other situations, such as with the peace and Gendship treaties. it points out the discrepancy
between the words of the treaty and the understanding possessed by the aboriginal parties to it
(which were provided by the Crown's own representations). As will be discussed in p a t e r detail

1321bid.at 20. See also L.F.S. Upton, Micmacs and Colonists: Indian- White Relations in the Maritimes,
I 713-1867,(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1979) at 17I .
1 3 3 ~repmduced
s
in P.A. Cumming and N.K Midcenberg, Native Rights in Canado, Second Edition,
(Toronto: Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada, 1972) at 295-6.
134îbid.at 296-8,
135~6idat 300-2136Subsequenttreaties in 1749. 1752, and 1760-61 use similar language of submission CO the British Crown
and of the C m ' s dominion over the Maritimes.
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in Chapter W.this method of treaty interpretation is Uutituted because of the cultural barriers to
understanding the true meaning of bargains between nations with difFerent world views.
Historical research has rendered questionable whether aboriginal "subrnissions" to the
sovereignty of the British Crown under these treaties were understood as such by the abonginai
pe0ples.13~ Analysis of the historical and political contexts in which the treaties were signed
provides reasons for doubting the abonguials' idormeci consent to these tenns. For instance,
British military presence in the Maritimes at this t h e was insufncient to have co~nandedthe
marner of submission that the wording of the treaties appear to have contemplated. That is not to
suggest that Britain did not make daims to sovereignty in its dealings with the aboriginal peoples

in the Maritimes. The existence of statements made by aboriginal leaders d e r the English
conquest of Port-Royal (renamed Annapolis Royal) through to the mid-1750s
aboriginals maintained that they remaineci independent nations

- in which the

- clearly suggests that the British

did rnake claims to sovereignty over the aboriginals and their

Had Britain not made

overtures of sovereignty, whether by words or actions, there would have been no need for the
aboriginals to vociferously maintain their independence.

The historical evidence sunounding the peace and fnendship treaties indicates that the
"terms of submission" that did exist were incorrectly communicated to the aboriginai
signatories."g For example, articles read to the Indians of Panaouamské at a ratification of the

- by which they were to agree to subrnit themselves to the
British Crown and live according to English law - were translated orally to mean that the
1725 agreement at Casco Bay in 1726

Panaouamské had "come to salute the English Govemor to make peace with him and to renew the
ancient niendship which had been between them before."la

Regarding the 1725 agreement,

Upton wncluded:
This confinnecl to the lndians the ownership of what they already possessed. To the
Indians the treaty was no thmît- 'Iïme years Iater this agreement made in Boston was confirmed
in Annapolis Royd and became a peace treaty applicable to the "Indians inhabithg within His
Majestie's Province of Nova Scotia or Acadia. ..." The indians agreed to submit to His Majesty

13'See, for example, Upton, supra note 132; W.C. Wicken, "The M'kmaq and WuaStukwiuk Treaties,"
U N B.L.J. 24 1 mereinafter "Mi'kmaq and Wuastukwiuk Treaties"]; Wicken, "Mi'kmaq Treaty

(19941, 43

Tradition," supra note 124.
1 3 8 ~ i c k e"Mi'kmaq
n
and Wuamikwiuk Treaties; supra note 137 at 2JO.
1391bid.at 250- 1.
' T r a i t 6 de paix entre! les anglois et les abenakis". 1727. dans K R Casgrain, éd., Collection de
manuscrits contenants Lettres, Mémoires et autres documents historiques relatifs à la Nouvelle-France, recueillis
ata Archives de la Province de Québec ou copiés à 1 'étranger,vol. IÏI, Quebe$ 1884, aux 1345 as cited, ibid. at
25 1 .

King George II, "in as ample a manner as we have formerly done to the Most Christian King."
To the Indians this change of aiiegiance meant Little: they retained their land and were allowed to
hve as independentiy as they had under the French king.14L

This evidence suggeas that the references to aboriguial subjection to the Crown included

in the peace and Eriendship treaties is fm less clear than a literal translation of the written versions
of the treaties suggests. As iilustrated above, there are sigdicant reasons not to regard literal
translations of the treaties' terms as factual representations of the agreements between the parties.
From a legal standpoint, Britah's representations to the aboriginal peoples in the treaties are what
ought to be focused on. These representations ought to be used to uidicate the true nature of the
agreement between the parties. Ifthe Bntish misinformeci the aboriginals as to the meaning of the
treaties, then the misrepresentation that induced the aboriginals to sign ought to be binding at law.
if the written terms of a treaty contemplated the submission of the Indians to the British Crown,
but the Indians were induced to sign on the basis of a misrepresentation, the written terms of the

treaty are of questionable legal e f f i because of their fraudulent nature.
For the writîen terms of the treaties to be binding at law, there mus be an indication that
the aboriginal peoples understood and agreed to them. This would be difncult to demonstrate,
given that the aboriginals did not speak English and could not r a d .

British concepts of

sovereignty would also have been foreign to the aboriginals, j u s as the latter's notions of land use
would have been to the British. Consequently, it is logical to conclude that the language and
concepts implernented in treaties were not always understood by the aboriginal peoples in the
same manner as they rnay have been by the Crown's representaùves.142 Attempts at translation by
the Crown's representatives or persons appointed by the abonginai peoples for that task were also
affected by these problerns. Not only were the language and concepts implemented in the treaties

not always understood by the aborigllials, but the Algonquian-based languages of the Mi'kmaq
and the Wuastukwiuk (Maiiseet) contained rnany words and ideas that were not readily
translatable into English and vice

Meanwhile, the British were not always carefùl to

ensure that the terms of treaties were actualiy understood by the abonginai ~ignatories.1~~

L 4 L ~ p t osupra
n , note 132 at IO.

I42see D.N. Pad,

We Were No! the b u g e s : A Micmac Perpctive on the Collision of European and
Aboriginal Civilizations, (Halifax: Nimbus, 1993) at 70.
ld3~icken,'Mi'kmaq and Wuaaukwiuk Treaties," supra note 137 at 25 1. See dso Paul, svpm note 142 at
69:
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For these reasons, the fact that the abonginai peoples ostensibly agreed to the ternis of the
treaties by atnl<ing their marks or totems to the documents is not to be automatically taken as an
indication of their understanding and acceptance of the treaties' terms. '45 Rather, the aboriginals'
signing of treaties is to be viewed in light of the culturai and linguistic factors by which observers
may legitimately question whether the treaties were truly understood and therefore agreed to.

From what can be discemed nom the aboriginals' undentandhg of the treaties, it would appear

that they believed, or were induced to believe, that the treaties they signed continued to be based
on the principles of peace, friendship, and respect that had always governed their treaty relations
with Britain. As the following chapter will attempt to demonstrate, British representations to the

abonginal peoples after the conquest of New France continued the practices that had been
entrenched in the Trecty of Albany, Two-Row Wampum, and Covenant Chain alliance. This is
indicated in representations made by British officiais as well as in the Royal Proclmmtiion of 1763

and the Treaty of Niagara, 1764

Another major pmblem for the Micmac in the treaty process was the ianguage barrier.
The Micmac were forced to deal with two White tribes that spoke strange languages. The treaties
they entered into with the British had to be first translatai into French and then interpreted into
Micmac. To make matters worse, many French and English words have no comparable meaning
in Micmac, and the language used in the treaties can, men today. oniy be fuiiy understmd by
those well aquainted with English le@ terminology. Practicaiiy speaking, statements such as
"enter into Articles of Pacification with his Majesty's Govef~unents,"contained in the Treaty of
1725 would have been incomprehensi'ble to the Tribe.
144~ickason,
''Amerindians," svpra note 70 at 53.
14%is proposition will k examineci m e r in Chs. VI and W.

III.
-

The Formative Years of Crown-Aboriginal
Relations:
From Covenant Chain to Niagara
From the time of the &est
European explorations of the North
American continent, relations between lndians and non-Indians were sbaped by
mutual needs of self-presemtion and survival; milikuy alliance, commercial
enterprise and the disposition of land and its resources were preoccupations of
a i l participants. The relative succns of the countries which emerged in the
eighteenth century as the most persistent and prosperous New World colonizers
depended upon how weii these nations were prepared to recognized the
importance of this basic principle and to a&pt their policies and actions
accorduigiy.l

The principles of peace, fnendship, and respect that comected the parallel paths 0fBrita.h
and the Iroquois in the Two-Row Wampum in the seventeenth century continued to provide the

basis for the parties' interaction throughout the Covenant Chain alliance that remained vibrant
into the second haK of the eighteenth century. hiring this penod, Bntain's practice of entering
into alliances with the aboriginal peoples on a nation-to-nation basis had become a firrnlyentrenched aspect of Britain's New World policy.2 Not coincidentally, Britain's dependence on
its aboriginal alliances reached its zenith in this era, which was marked by continua1 battles
between Btitain and France for North Amencan supremacy until the conquest of New France in
This chapter is concemed largely with the second half of the formative years of CrownNative relations, dating from the early stages of the eighteenth century through to the Trerty of

Niagara in 1764. The primary focus of this chapter will be the latter part of this time penod, fiom
the 1750s until the early 1760s. This was a key interval for both Bntain and the aboriguial
peoples. The battle between Bntain and France for control over North American territory and
trade reached its apex in these years.

Not coincidentally, the strategic importance of the

aboriginal peoples to both of the European powers reached its height at this sarne time.

J. Stagg, AngIo-Indian Relations in Norrh America to 1763 and an Analysis ofthe Royal Proclamation of
7 October 1763,(Ottawa: Research Branch, indian and Northern ABFairs Canada, 1981) at 1.
2See Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. Treaty Making in the Spirit of Co-existence: An
Alternative to fitinguishment, (Ottawa: Minister of Suppfy and Senrices, 1995) at 23 [hereinafter "Treafy
Making"]; Rayai Commission on Abriginai Peoples, R e p w of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 5
Vols., (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1996) [hereinafter ^RCXP final Reporr"] Vol. iI,Restrucîuring
the Relutionship.
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The discussion in this chapter wili focus on the nature of Britain's relations with the
aboriginal peoples both prior to and after the conquest of New France. It will be argued that
Britain continued to represent its interaction with the aboriginal peoples as nation-to-nation
relations throughout this tirne. These representations will be shown to have taken a variety of
forms. They may be found in speeches made by British officials to the aboriginal peoples as well
as in the correspondence of those same officials. Colonial instruments and instructions also
provide evidence of the nature of Britain's representations to the abonginal peoples. Most
irnportantly, Britain's major North American policy document of the eighteenth century

- the

Royal ProcImatiion of 1763 -- and its largest-ever treaty with the aboriginal peoples - the Treaty

of Niagara

- support this characterisation of the nature of Bntish-Native relations during this

period.
Britain's representations to the aboriginal peoples that the latter would be treated as
autonomous nations wiii be argued to have been more than an exercise of political expediency.
Had Britain made these representations to the abonginal peoples only to prevent the aboriginals
from becoming allies of France, there wodd have been no need for Britain to continue making
these sarne representations after France ceased to be a major military power in North America.
The representations made by Britain to the abonginais after the conquest of New France will be
argued to constihite a continuation of the groups' early alliances. M e r the initial dependency of
British wlonias upon the aboriginals for their survival in the New World, rnilitary and political
necessity provided the impetus for nation-to-nation alliances between European nations and the

aboriginal peoples. This necessity came about as a direct result of the power and position held by
the aboriginal peoples in the early history of British-French competition for North Amencan
supremacy.
(a)

The Position of Aboriginal Peoples in the Eurooean Struaale for North America

Weii before the European would-be colonisers had established theû respective toeholds in
North Amerka in the sixteenth and d y seventeenth centuries, they had been confronted with
each other's cornpethg daims to temtory. These claims, which the Europeans initially attempted
to justifjt through the doctrines of discovery, conquest, and occupation, were not appropriate to

the situation existing in sixteenth and seventeenth century North America.3 Practical realities
soon indicated to the Europeans that their desire to engage in nade with the aborighd peoples

and to establish settlements would not be solved by abstract doctrines of international law spun in
the parlours of European statesmen. Rather, their cornpetition for trade and empire would be
resolved on the battlefields. Meanwhile, the early trade alliances that the aboriginal peoples had
entered into with Britain and France eventudy thnist them into their European allies' wam4
The aboriginal peoples had been integrally involveci in the banles between Britain and
France during the eighteenth cenhiry that led up to the latter's surrender of New France in 17601. Indeed, aboriginal groups b d been important participants on both sides of British-French

battles nom the initial stages of European-aboriginal relations in North Amenca. As a result of
their superior military strength, the aboriginal peoples were potentialiy dangerous enemies to the
Europeans as weii as much sought-after allies.s The threat of exclusive aboriginal alliances with
either Britain or France enabled the aboriginals to cornmand superior terms in their dealings with
both European powers. Britain and France were well aware of the strategic importance of the
aboriginal p e ~ p l e s . They
~
knew that their ambitions of empire in North Amenca could not be
realised without the aboriginais' cooperation. As had been the situation during the preliminary
stages of European-aboriginal interaction, the Europeans were once again heaviiy dependent on
aboriginal assistance.'
With Britain and France competing to achieve predominance in North Arnerica in the

eighteenth cenniry, the aborigïnals were able to play the two European powers off against each
other for their own benefitS8To use the terminology adopted by White, the British-French rivalry
3See the disnimon of discovery, conqua and occupation in Ch. [I; see also J. Webber, uRdations of
Forçe and Relations of Justice: The Emergenœ of Normative Community Between Colonists and Aboriginal
Peoples," (1995), 33 Osgoode Hall L.J. 623 at 633.
4 ~ . RMiUer, "Introduction," in Miller, ed. Sweet Promises: A Reader in Indian-White Relations in
Crutada, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1991) at x [hereinafter "Sweet Promises"]. See also Miiler,
Skyscrapers Hide rhe Heavem A Hisrory of lndian-Imite Relations n Canada, Revised Edition, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1991) at 79 [hereinafter uSkyscrapr~w].
s ~ r d i n to
g O.P. Didrason, "Amerindians between French and Engiish in NOMScotia 1713-1763," in
Miller, Sweet Promises, supra note 4 at 49 [hereinafler "Amerindians"], the importance of keeping the aboriginal
peoples out of aiiiances with the enemy was more important to both Britain and France tban in securing hem as

allies.

6R.v. Sioui (1990), 70 D.L.R (4th)427 at 448-9 (S.C.C.).
'Miller, Skyscrapers, supra note 1 at 79; see also Didrason, "Amerindians," supra note 5 at 62; Sioui,
supra note 6 at 449.
%ee, for example, Dickason, "Amerindians," supra note 5 at 45, 50; L.F.S. Upton, Micmacs and
Colonists: Indian-White Relations in the Mhtinres, 1713-1867, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
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in North Amerka created a "rniddie ground" on whkh the aboriginal peoples enhancexi their own

positions vis-à-vis the Europeans.9 The aboriginal peoples played a vital role in maintainhg the
delicate military balance between Britain and France. The aboriguials were shrewd negotiators
who were well aware of the strategic value of their positions in the European struggle in North
Amenca. l0 They also realised that their own interests were best served by maintaining the balance
of power between the two European nations. Maintahkg this balance ensured the abonginais'
autonomy. It also enhanced their bargaining position and necessitated that they be treated with
respect by the Europeans. This situation changed drasticaily, however, in the second hdf of the
eighteenth century.
Once France ceased to be a major power in North Amenca the pre-existing relationship
between Bntain and the Native peoples was placed in jeopardy. France's defeat entailed the end

of the middle ground that had served abonguial interests fiom the second half of the seventeenth
century.

W

The conques of New France had other equaliy significant effects upon the aboriginals.

e Britain had strengthened its position in North America by Wtue of its wars with France,

those same wars had drastically reduced the strength of the aboriginal peoples. The combined
effects of disease, lengthy wars, colonial expansion, and aboriginal dependence on European
goods rendered the abonguial peoples more heavily dependent upon Britain than they had ever
been.

The result was that British-aboriginal relations that had long been dominatecl by the

aboriginals were now tilted in favour of Britain. This view was expressed by Generai Thomas
Gage, who aated that "AU North Arnerica in the hands of a single power robs [the aboriginais] of
their Consequence, presents, & pay?

Press, 1979) at xiii; RS. Grumet, Historic Contact: Indian People and Colonists in Today 's Northemtern United
States in the Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries, (Norman,Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995) at
12.

White, The Middle Ground: Indians. Empires. and Republia in the Great Lakes Region. 165û-1815,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).
'*or an illustration of hquois' perspe*iva on negotiating with the British and French see F. Jennings,
The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenanf Chain Confederation of Indian Tribes with ffiglishColoniesfrom
its Beginnings to the Lancaster Treaîy of 1744, (New York: Norton, 1984); Jennings, Empire of Fortune:
Crowns, Colonies, and Tribes in the k e n Years' War in America, (New York: Norton, 1988); J.D. HurIey,
Chilàken or Brethren: Aboriginal Rights in Colonial Iroquois, PhD. dissertation, Cambridge University, 1985,
reprinted, (Saskatoon: University of SaskatchewanNative Law Centre, 1985).
llIt should k note& however, that the middle gmund did continue, alkit in a modined fashion. Sec the
f i e r discussion of uiis point, infra.
"AS quoted in White, supra note 9 at 256.

M e r the conquest of New France, there was a rift in British attitudes towards the
aboriginal peoples. On the one hami, military leaders such as Gage and General Jefn-ey Amherst
thought that Britain could now dictate the funire course of British-abonginai relations. As White
explains, "General Amherst's new vision of the pays d'en hart was a simple one: the British were
However, Sir William Johnson and his right-hand man,
conquerors; the Indians were s~bjects."~~

George Croghan, believed that British relations with the aboriginal peoples should continue as
they had prior to the conquest. They contended that any change in the status quo would lead to

aboriginal revolt that would be costly to Britain's colonial desires.I4 This split between Britain's
diplornatic and militq representatives in North Amenca was responsible for an inconsistency in
British attitudes towards the aboriginal peoples. This inconsistency was moa apparent in the
years between the conquest of New France and the release of the Royal Proclmation of 1763;"
it did continue, however, until the outbreak of war between Britain and her Arnerican colonies.l6
Despite the split in British diplomatic and military attitudes towards the aboriginal peoples
fiom the conquest of New France until the American Revolution, Britain's representations to the
aboriginal peoples during this period were consistent. Britain continued to indicate to the
aboriginal peoples that its relations with them were nation-to-nation relations. The new "middle
ground"17 that emerged in the aftermath of the conquest may be seen in a variety of sources.
These include the representations of British officiais, colonial instruments

- such as the Royal

Proclamations of 1761l8 and 1763' 9 and the "Plan for the Future Management of Indian AEairs"
%id. See also ibid. at 257-9.
I4See O.P. Dickason, Canada 3 First Nations: A History of Founding Peoples fiom Eariiest Times,
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992) at 182 [hereinafter"Canada's First Nations"];see also Johnson's lener to
the Lords of Trade, as reproduced, in@ note 82.
1 5 ~ S . C1985,
.
App. D, No. 1.
16During British-Amencan hostilities in North Amerka, which iasted beyond the revolutionary war until
the s i m g of the Treal)~
of Ghenf. 1814 and the Rush-Bagot Convention of 1817, British diplomatic and military
atîitudes towards the aboriginal peoples converged. Britain's need for aboriginal alliances during this the led it to
cansistently regard the aboriginals as independent actors. See Miller, Skyscrapers, supra note 4 at 87; B.
Graymont, The Iroquois in the American Revolution, (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1972); G.F.G.Stanley,
'The Indians in the War of 1812," in Miller, Sweet Promises, supra note 4 at 105..
17which was not truly a 'middle ground," but a continuation of the nature of British-abonguial relations
that had been created during the middle ground era that had existed during British-French conflict in North
America until the conquest of New France. Note the discussion in White, supra note 9, Ch. Va.
18~raflof an Instruction /or the Govemors of Nova Sfotiu. New Hmpshire. New York. firginiu. North
Carolina, South Carolinu, and Georgiuforbidding them to Grant Lands or make Settlements which may interfere
with the Indians bordering on those Colonies, issueci pursuant to the Order ofthe King in Council on a Report of
the Lorb of Trade. 2 December 1761, as reproduced in E.B O'Caiiaghan, ed., Documents Relative to the Colonial
History of the State of New York, 11 vols., (Albany: Weed, Parsons, 1853-61) VII at 478-9 mereinafter "NYCDW].
lgSupranote 15.
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of 10 July 176420 - and in instructions given to General Murray of 7 December 17632' and to
Govemor Carleton in 1768.u
This new middle ground marked the triumph of Sir William Johnson's diplomatic relations
with the aboriginal peoples over the military policy of forcible subjugation favoured by Amherst.

M e r the conquest, Amherst had ended the regular giving of presents that had been a fhdamental
element of British-Indian diplomacy. He believed that this practice promoted aboriginal laziness
and increased their dependence on the C r o m U Amhersf's cession of presents was also driven by

a desire to d u c e the financial cost of relations with the Native peoples. Rather than giving
presents to maintain the peace and fiiendship of the aboriginals, Amherst sought to coerce their
good behaviour with the threat of rnilitary force. This change in policy was unsuccessful.
The most dramatic result of
Friendly relations between Bntain and the aboriginals di~integrated.~~
this disintegration was the launch of Pontiac's Rebeiiion in 1763.
Akhough Pontiac's Rebellion was ultirnately unsuccessfiil iri its attempt to drive out the
Bntish, it had a dramatic effect on the actions that had been taken by both Britain and the
abonginals following the conquest of New France. The fact that the rebellion occurred indicated
to Britain that it was not in a position to unilaterally alter the nature of its relations with the
aboriginals f?om their pre-conquest form.

The rebellion forced Britain to realise that the

aboriginal peoples were stili a forniidable force that had to be reckoned with. Meanwhile, the
failure of the rebeilîon indicated to the aboriginals that they were no longer strong enough to
defeat the British. Once it became apparent to the abonginals that they could not overthrow the
British, the aboriginds sued for peace.
M e r Pontiac's Rebellion had ended, Bntain quickly abandoned Amherst's policy of
militas, coercion. Amherst himself returned to Britaui in November, 1763, his policies having
been condemned by the Lords of Trade.2s The aboriginals had initiated their revolt as a direct
result of Amherst's policy. Furthemore, the cost of warfare with the aboriginals ended up far

2oAsreproduced in NYCD, supra note 18 W at 637.
2 1 ~repmduced
s
in A Shortt and AG. Doughty, eds,Documents Relating to the Constitutional History of
Canada. 1759-1791, Part 1, (Ottawa: King's Priater, 19 18) at 199-200 (articles 60-62).
221bid.at 3 19-20 (articles 59-6 1).
%ee White, supra note 9 at 257-8.
24Seeibid. Chs. 6-7.
zslbid. at 289.
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p a t e r than the costs of continuhg to provide presents would have been26 Wah Arnhem's
depamire, Britain rehimed to its traditional diplornatic practices under the authonty of Sir
William Johnson and General Thomas Gage."

Thus, in spite of the change in power relations

behueen Britain and the aboriginal peoples and the bnef change in Britain's approach towards its

relations with the aboriginal peoples, the foundationd principles of peace, friendship, and respect
once again proved to be the basis upon which Britain represented its dealings to the aboriginal
peoples. h summary, Britain continued to represent to the aboriginal peoples that it regarded
those peoples as independent nations even &er the conquest of New France. While Britain
offered its protection to the aboriguial peoples and their lands in the Royal Procimation of 1763,
the terms of the document indicate that it continued to respect the aboriginals' autonomy.

(b)

The Royal Proclamation qf 1763

The Royai Proclamation of 1763 was the most prominent document pertaining to British

Indian policy in North America in the eighteenth ~ e n t u r y . While
~ ~ the Treaty of P m s , 1763

marked the formal end of substantial French influence in North American affitirs, the Proclamation
established Bntish policy for its North Amencan colonies.29 The Proclamation announced
Britain's consolidation of its previous North Amencan holdings with those that it had obtained
f?om France under the Treaîy of Pmis. The Proclamation was also a dedaration of British
suzerainty over North Arnenca to other European nations. Equally important, however, the
Proclamation was a statement of British policy vis-à-vis its North Amencan possessions.
2616id.at 290.
27~houghGage had earlier ken an alIy of Amherst's, he compromiseci his previous position in
obtain peace. See ibid. at 289-90.
28The importance of the Proclamation continues to the present &y in Canadian abonginai righu
jurisprudence. However, whîie the Proclamation has been cited in a wealth of cases since the ongins of Canadian
aboriginal rights jurisprudence and continues to be the source of contention to the present &y, it has rarely ben
cited by American courts in the context of aboriginal rights issues. See RN. Clinton, T h e Proclamation of 1763:
Colonial Prelude to Two Centuries of Federal-State Conflict Over the Management of indian AEâirs," (1989), 69
Boston CL L. Rev. 329 at 367: "In aimost two hundred years of Amencan legai history, the Proclamation has b e n
cited by the United States Supreme Court only eleven times, and u d y on@ as a passing historical reference." As
a document of British policy, it is not surprishg that the Proclamation has been cited so rarely in the United States
in cornparison to its use in Canada.
The discussion of the Proclamation herein is based on viewing the document as one that respects
abonginai rights and protects those nghts through its provisions relating to the creation of an exclusive Iadian
"Hunting Ground," the prohibition of sales of Indian lands d i d y fiom the abonginals to colonists, and the
reguiation of trade witb the Indians.
%iller, Skyscrapers, supm note 4 at 71.

addressed lands belonging to the aboriginal peoptes and established guidelines for the fùture
course of Crown-aboriginal relations.
The Proclamation was Britah's response to potential threats to its newly-acquired North
American empire emanating from the Amencan colonies' expansionist desires, the defeated
French in Quebec, and deteriorathg British-Indian relations. Indeed, in the aftermath of the
British triumph over France, relations with the Indians had become strained, to the point that wars
with them Ioomed as distinct possibilities. The Proclamation was designed to curb Amencan
temtorial expansion, establish control over the newly acquired colony of Quebec, and prevent the
outbreak of politicaliy and economically costly Indian wars.30 This was to be accomplished

through the creation of an immense Indian hunting ground. This hunting ground was bordered at
the north by Rupert's Land and rested between the thirteen American colonies to the east and the
Mississippi River to the West. Excepted from this land mass were the existing colonies of Florida,

Newfoundland, and the newly-expanded colony of Quebecm3I
Under the pretense of protecting Indian interests, the Proclamation prevented the Indian
hunting grounds fiom being trespassed upon or purchased fi-om the Indians without the express
permission of the Crown. The relevant portion of the Proclamation establishing this policy r a d s

3("This is also discussed in L.1. Ratman, Parallel Paths: Fiduciary Docirine and the Crown-Native
Relationship in Canada. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) Ch. II.
3 i ~ h e r ehave been many debates over the precise extent of the geographical boundaries of the
Proclamation: see B. Slanery, The Land Rights of lndigenous Canadian Peoples As Aflected by the Crown 's
.4cquisifion of Their Territories, D.Phil. dissertation, Oxford University, 1979, reprinted, (Saskatoon: University
of Saskatchewan Native Law Centre. 1979), at 277-81 [hereinafter "Land Rights"]; G.S. Lester, The Terriforial
Rights of the Inuit of the Northwest Territories: A Legal Argument, unpublished D.Jur. disseriation, Osgoode Hall
Law School, 1981 at 1182-6. In any event, the boundaries rnarked out by the Proclamation were later altered in the
Treaty of Stamuix, 2768, and eventuaiiy wiped out altogether by the creation of the United States of Amenca. The
T m t y of Sfmwix is reproduced in NYCD,supra note 18 VI11 at 135-7 (wiîh map attached). See also "Proceedings
of Sir WiiIiirm Johnson 4th the Indians at Fort Stanwix to settle a Boundary Line," ibid. at 1 1 1-34.
The tenns of the Proclamation itself, supru note 15 at 6, prohibit goveming officials in British North
Amenca h m granting wanants of survey or patents for any Lands:

... beyond the Heads or Sources of any of the Rivers which f d into the Atlantic Ocean
h m the West and North West,or upon any Lands whatever, which, not having been ceded to or
purchased by us as aforesaid, are reserved to the said Indians.
Meanwhile, the boundaries of the Indian hunting grounds are d e s c r i i as:

... al1 the Lands and Territories not included within the Limits of Our Said New
Goveniments, or within the Limits of the Temtory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, as
also al1 the Lands and Territories lying to the We!stward of the Sources of the Rivers which fa11
into the Sea h m the West and North West as doresaid

And whereas great Frauds and Abuses have been ammitteci in purchasing Lands of the
Indians, to the great Prejudiœ of our Interests, and to the great Dissatisfaction of the said
Indians; In order. therefore, to prevent nich Inegularities for the h u e . and to the end that the
Indians may be convinced of ouf Justice and detennined Resolution to remove aii reasonable
Cause of Disconteni, We do, with the Advice of our Privy C o m d Strict& enjoin and tequire,that
no private Penon do prempe to make any purchase h m the said Indians of any Lands reserved
to the said Indians,within those parts of our Colonies where, We have thought proper to aIiow
Settiement; but that, if any Time any of the Said Indians should be inclinai to dispose of the said
Lands, the same sMI be Purchased o d y for Us, in our Name, at some public Meeting or
Assembly of the said Indians.

Britain did not necessady want settlement of the Indian hunting grounds pennanently closed.
However, by temporarily halting senlement in the Indian hunting grounds, the Proclamation

established a b s e r zone between the Americans and Quebec, thereby q u e h g any possibility of

an alliance between them?

The ban on settlernent was consistent with Britain's pretext of

restoring order to the area in the dermath of seven years of British-French war. The temporary
nature of the ban was intended to appease the expansionist Amencan colonies that had set their
temtorial sights west of the Appalachians. Meanwhile, the Proclamation's protection of the
Indians and their lands enabled the aboriginals to continue to serve the needs of the fiir trade
rather than fighting to protect their land from usurping Amencan colonists.33
While the Proclamation ultimately failed in most of its intentions, it had a lasting effect
upon Crown-Native relations in Canada which remains to this day." It recognised and afnrmed

the existence of the special relationship between the Crown and Native peoples. Moreover, its
protection of abonginal peoples and their lands was the basic principle underlying Crown-Native
relations in Canada and the harbinger of subsequent Indian legislation in Canada." As Clinton
notes:
The Proclamation ... established the British mode1 for the management of Indian m r s
in the Amencan colonies, emphasizing three key elements: (1) œntralization of the management
of trade, diplornatic, land-cession, and other ~Iationswith the indian uibes in agents and
officiais responsible to a central government in combination with the diminution or elimlliation
of all local autbority over such maners; (2) long-term, elfeclive guarantees of indian tribaI land

32~oranother view that the Proclamation's reserved lands served as a buffer zone berneen the Thirteen
Colonies and Canada, see C.W. AIvord. The Iflinois Country, 1673-1818: The Centennial Histoty of Minois,
(Springfield: illinois Centennial Commission, 1920).
33Thksentiment is echoed by Stagg, supra note 1 at 356.
34Curiously,the printed wpy of the Royal Proclamation that has h v e d in the Public Archives of Cana&
is a copy that was given to the Algonquins and Nipissings and turneci over by them to Sir John Johnson, the son of
Su William Johnson, and bis sunrssor as Superintendent-Generaiof Indian A&ain in Canada, in 1847 in support
of a petition in which they outlined their ciaims to lands in the Ottawa River vaiiey: see P.C. Williams, The Chain,
unpublished LL.M thesis,Osgoode Hall Law School, 1982 at 76.
'%deed, the aborigtnal rights elements of the Proclamation were never altereci.

and fesources. including hunting and f i s h g nghts, and (3) protection of indian autonomy and
sovefejgaty separatecl h m local colonial authonty?

The Iasting effect of the aboriginal rights provisions of the Royal Proclamutton of 1763 is
indicated by the reference made to them in section 25 of the Constitutiort Act, 1982.3' Section 25
States that :
The guarantee! in this Charter of certain rights and fieedoms sball not be çonstnied so as
to abrogate or derogate h m any abonginai, trr=aty, or other rights or fieedoms that pertain to the
abriginai peoples of Canada including

(a) any ri*
October 7, 1763 ...

or fkedoms that have been c e c o by
~ the Royal Proclamation of

The contemplation of rights or fieedoms recognised by the Proclamation in section 25
demonstrates that the Proclamation did recognise aboriginal and treaty rights. The continuing
e f f i of the Proclamation more than 200 years afker its creation demonstrates that it is now

clearly the most important eighteenth centtiry doaiment on British aboriginal policy in North
America.

The Proclamation served a number of important functions in the creation and

implementation of British Indian poiicy in Canada. Not the l e s t of these fbnctions was the
reiteration of the special relationship between the parties that had been created by way of
numerous military, political, sociai, economic alliances fiorn the t h e of contact.
(c)

The Effects of the Rovd Pr~~Zamatroon
of 1763

The Royal Prockzma~ionof 1763 was much more than a document setting out Bntish
intentions to solide its North Amerïcan possessions. It demonstrated that Britain intended to
continue its nation-to-nation relations with the aboriginal peoples despite the removal of the
French threat to Bntish North A~nerica.~*
The document did not create any rights that were not
36Clinton.supra note 28 at 38 1.
37~nactedas Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982 (U.K.) 1982, c. 11.
j8Lis the Royal Commission on Aborignal Peoples has noted in Treaty Making, supra note 2 at 11:

... IW]hile the Royai Proclamation asserted suzerainty over Aboriginal peoples living
"under Our Protection", it also recognized that these people were "Nations" co~ectedwith the
Crown by way of treaty and alliance. ... m h e Proclamation acknowledged the retained
sovereignty of Abonginal peoples under the Crowds protection, and adopted measures to secure
and protect their TemtoriaI rights. This anangement is the historical basis of the enduring
constitutional relationship between Aboriginal nations and the Cmwn and pmvides the source of
the Crown's fiduciary duties to those nations.

already in existence;39 rather, it recognised the existing rights of the aboriginal peoples and sought
to prote* those rights, particularly land rights, by forbidding British colonias from directly

purchasing aboriginal lands or squatting upon îhem." The statements made by Secretary of State
Lord Egremont in a letter to the Lords of Trade of 5 May 1763, shortly before the Proclamation
was issued, supports this interprrtation:
The second question which relates to the security of No* America, seems to include
two objects to be pxwided for, The £ k t is the security of the whole a
m any European Power;
The next is the pre~ervationof the intenial peace & tranQuility of the Country against any Indian
distwbances. Of these two objects the latter appears to caii more immediately for such
Reguiations and Precautions as your Lordships shaii think proper to suggest &ca

Tho in order to succeed &ectually in this point it may become necessary to erect some
Forts in the Indian Country with their consent, yet his Majesty's Justice and Moderation inches
tiim to adopt the more eligible Method of conciiiating the mùids of the indians by the mildaes of
His Government, by protecting their persons & property, & securing to t h al1 the possess~~ons
righrs and Privileges they have hitherto enjoyed & are entitled to most cautiously guarded
against any Invasion or Occuparion of their hunring hn&. the psession of which is to be
acquired &yfair purchase on&, and it has been thought so highiy m e n t to give the earliest
and most convincing proof3 of his Majesty's gracious and fnendly Intentions on this heaâ, that 1
have already received and transmitted the King's commands to this purpose to the Governors of
Virginia, the two Carolinac & Georgia, & to the Agent for Indian Affairs in the Southern
--

- -

- -

-

See also the discussion of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 in Treary Making, supra note 2 at 24-5; Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peopls, Parhiers in Confideration: Aboriginal Peoples, SeljrGovernrnent. md the
Constirution, (Ottawa: Minister of Suppiy and Services, 1993)at 19:
The vision embodied in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 was coloured by the imperid
ambitions of Great Bntain, which was seeking to extend its influence and control in North
America. Nevertheles, when seen in another light, it bas certain points of correspondence with
the vaditional Iroquois image of the Tree of Peace, as expressed for example by the Onondaga
sachem, Sadeganaktie, during negotiations with the English at the city of Albany in 1698:

... a i i of us sit under the shadow of that great Tree, which is fùii of
Leaves, and whose roots and branches extend not only to the Places and Houses
where we reside, but also to the utmost limits of our geat King's dominion of
this Continent of America, which Tree is now become a Tree of WeIfare and
Peace, and otu living under it for the time to corne will make us enjoy more
ease, and Live with greater advantage than we have done for several years pst.
3 g ~ h i l the
e landmark 1888 Rivy Council judgment in S.i Catherine's Milling and Lumber Co. v. 7ke
Queen (1888), 14 App. Cas. 46 (P.C.)held that aboriginal rights were derived h m the Royal Proclamation of
1763, modem Canadian courts bave held that the Procianution did not create any rights which were not already in
existence: see, for example, R v. Koonungnak, [1963164] 45 W.W.R 282 at 302 (N-W-T. Ten. Ct.): 'This
proclamation has been spoken of as the "Charter of Indian Rights-" Like so many great charters in English
old rights. The hdians and the Eskimos had their aboriginal
histoxy, it does not create rights but rather
rights and English Iaw has always rec~gnizedthese rights.'; Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia
(1973), 34 D.L.R (3d) 145 at 200 (S.C.C.) per Hall J.; Hamlet of Baker Lake v. Mini*
ofIndian Aflairs and
Northern Development (1979), 107 D.L.R (3d) 5 13 at 54 1 (F.C.T.D.); Guerin v. R (1984), 13 D L R (4th) 32 1 at
335 (SCC.) per Dickson J.
40Th arguments in favour of constnruig the Pnx:lamation in this manner are not unique. Sunilar
arguments have been advanced by Slattery in Land Rights, supra note 3 1 and the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples in RC4P Final Report, supra note 2.

Department, as your Lordships will see M y in the inclosed copy of my QrcuIar Ietter to them on
this ~ u b j e c t . ~ ~

The prohibitions in the Proclamation regarding land were directed at the British colonists,
not the aboriginal peoples. The Proclamation's restrictions were intended to protect Britain's
aboriginal ailies 60m having their rights ignored by colonists in search of land. This protection
would help Britain maintain fnendly relations with the aboriginal peoples and preserve the delicate
balance of power it held in North Arnerica. Lord Egremont's letter supports this construction.
The terms of an earlier Royal Proclamation also indicate Britain's desire to protect aboriginal

peoples and their rights ffom British settiers for these purposes.

The Royal ProcIamaiion of 1763 foiiowed on the heels of an earlier proclamation issued
by King George III in 1761.

4

This first proclamation was made in response to a report of the

Lords of Trade dated 23 November 1761.43 This report advised George III to issue a statement
regarding the treatment of aboriginal peoples in British North America. The preamble to the
Royal Proclamation of 2 December 1761 recognised that maintaining order arnida the chaos
created by the Seven Years' War required the dtivation of peacenrl relations with the aboriginal
peoples:
WHEREAS the peaœ and s e d t y of Our Colonies and Plantations iipn the Continent
of North America does greatly depend upon the Amity and Alliance of the several Nations or
Tribes of Indians bordering upon the said Colonies and upon a just and faithfull Observance of
those Treaties and Compacts which have been heretofore solemrily entered ùito with the said
Indians by Our Royal1 Predecessors Kings & Queens of this Realm ...

In addition to cultivating fi-iendly relations with the aboriguials and requiring the faithful
observance of treaties already concluded with them, the Proclamation of 1761 denoted Britain's
intention to "support and protect the said Indians in their just Rights and Possessions." George

instmcted his colonial govemors to issue proclamations that wouid give effect to this intention.
He further ordered his govemors to ensure that such proclamations were made known to the
settlers and to the aboriginal peoples, so that "Our Royal Will and Pleasure in the Premises may
be known and that the Indians may be apprized of Our deterrnîn'd Resolution to support them in
41"LordEgremont to the Lords of Trade," 5 May 1763, as reproduced in MCD, supra note 18 W at 520-1
Fmphasis added]. See also AC. Hamilton, A New Pamership, (Ottawa: Minister of Riblic Works and
Govenunent Services Canada, 1995) at 7: "The Royal Proclamation of October 7, 1763 recited the tegal principles
of that day. It did not make new law."
4ZSupranote 18.
430rderofthe King in Corncil on a Report ofthe Lords of Tmde, 23 November 176 1. as reproduced, ibid.
at 472-6.

their jua Rights, and inviolably to observe Our Engagements with them."

These statements

appear to conform 4 t h earlier treaty patterns, such as the Trecty of A l b q and the Covenant
Chain, in which Britain recognised aboriginal autonomy. Because of its temporal proximity to the

Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the lack of indication of any change in British policy regarding
the aboriginal peoples at this the, the Royal Prociamation of 1761 is a usefùl aid in interpreting
the principles articulateci in the Royal Procimuition of 1763.
The Royal ProcIamation of 1761 was not the only document ernanating fiorn the Crown
that sheds Light on the meaning of the Royal Procimation of 1763. The royal instructions to the

various Govemors of Nova Scotia florn 1756-1773 are consistent with the notion that Britain
represented its dealùigs with the aboriginal peoples as those between autonomous nations:
And whereas we have judged it highly necessary for our service that you should cultivate
and maintain a strict fiiendship and good conespondence with the Indians inhabithg within our
said province of Nova Scotia, that rhey mny be induced by degrees nor only to be good neighbors
to oui=subjects but likewise themselves to become gmd subjects to us, you are therefore to use al1
proper means to attain those ends, to have interviews h m time to time with the several heads of
the said Indian nations or clans, to endeavour to enter into a treaty with them, promising them
ftiendship and protection on our part ...*

In addition to the terms of royal proclamations and instructions, other events in this penod
reùiforce the notion that the aboriginal peopies were treated as autonomous by Britain in her
relations with them.

Sir William Johnson's response to a treaty negotiated by Colonel John Bradstreet with a
small delegation of Shawnees, Mingos, Delawares, and Wyandots east of Presque Isle in 1764
buttresses the conclusion that the aboriginal peoples were treated as autonornous by Britain. In
the treaty' Bradstreet had asserted British sovereignty over the Indians. Johnson assumed that

there must have been some mistalce. As Johnson explained in a letter to the Lords of Trade, the
aboriginais were autonomous peoples who would not relinquish their independence by submitting
to British sovereignty:
1 have just received fiom Genl Gage a copy of a Treaty lately made at Detruit by Cou.
Bradstreet with the Hurons and some Ottawaes & Missisagaes; these people had subscribed to a
Treaty with me at Niagara in August iast, but by the present Treaty 1 find, they make expressions
of subjection, which must either have arisen h m the ignorance of the Interpreter, or ftorn some
other mistake; for 1 m weii convinced, they never mean or intend, any thing like it, and that they
can not be brought under our Laws, for some Centuries, neither have they any word which can

44L.W.Lahee, cd,Royaf Insh~ctionsto British Colonial Governors I67& 1776. (NewYork a d London,
1935) at 469,806, as reproduced in KM.Narvey, "The Royal Proclamation of 7 October 1763, the Common Law,
and Native Rights to Land Within the Territory Granted to the Hudson's Bay Company," (1974)- 38 h k , L. Rev.
123 at 177. [ E m p W added]

coavey the most distant idea of subjecîioa and shodd it be Wy explaineci to hem, and the
nature of subordination punishment ettc, denneb it might produce infinite harm, but could
answer no purpose whatever ... 1 am impatient to hear the exact particulan of the whole
transactio~and 1 dread its c o q e n c e s , as i recollect that some attempts towards Sovereignty
not long ago. was one of the principal causes of d l our troubles, and as 1 can see no motive for
proposing to them te-,
which if they attended to them, they most assuredly never meant to
observe, and 'tis out of our power to enforce, 1 am apt to think it may occasion a necessity for
king ndficiently watchfiil over their motives ...4s

Shortiy after these events, Johnson abandoned Bradstreet's ciaims of absolute British sovereignty
over the aboriginal peoples." When Johnson negotiated the Tkaty of Niagara, he retumed to the
principles that characterised the Covenant Chain alliance: British recognition of abonguial
autonomy and the desire to maintain peaceful, mutually enriching relations.47
The Royal ProcIamation of 1763 recognised that the exploitation of Indian land interests
by European settiers posed a threat to the continued good relations between the Indians and the
Crown. The Crown desperately needed to maintain these relations with the ab~riguials.~*
The
Proclamation characterised the relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples as one
between autonomous entities coexisting in a peacefbi and mutuaiiy beneficial manner.

Its

description of "the several Nations or Tnbes with whom We are connected, and who live under
Our Protection" indicates that the aboriginal peoples were not subjects of the Crown, but allied

nations.

This assertion that the Proclamation recognised the aboriginal peoples as allies rather than
subjects is also supported by British correspondence contemporaneous with the issuing of the
Proclamation. A letter from the Lords of Trade to Sir Wfliam Johnson on 5 Augua 1763
suggests that the Proclamation's description of "the several Nations or Tnbes with whom We are
connected, and who live under Our Protection" ought to be interpreted as meaning that those
aboriginal nations were sirnply living on soi1 claimed by Britain, not that they were no longer
independent:
His Majesty having been pleased upoa our report to him of the arrangements necessary
to be taken in consequence of the Cessions made to His Majesty in Arneriça by the late Definitive
4%ir William Johnson to the Lards of Trade," 30 O n o k r 1764. as reproduœd in NYCD, supro note 18
VI1 at 674.
%ee White, supra note 9 at 306.
ibid. at 307. Racr also to the discussion of the Treaty ofMagara, in*.
For fiirther discussion of
Johnson's diplornatic relations with the aboriginal peoples on the "middle ground," see White, supra note 9 at 30722, 339-56.
%. Slattery, "nie Hiddem Constitution: Aboriginal Rights in Canada," (1984). 32 Am. J. Comp. L 361 at
369; Diclcason, C m d a 's First Nations, supra note 14 at 181. Refer back to the eariier discussion of the Crown's
rationale for issuing the Proclamation.

Treaty of Peace, to direct that the Agents for Indian Affairs should correspond with USin aii
matters regardhg their departmenu. and should trammit di such idorniatom as we should
require h m then we take this opportunity of acquaintingyou with His Majesty's commands ...
A regular and constant correspondene upon these points. at aii times usefui1 and
importank is now becorne essentiaiiy necessary h m the great number of hitherto unknown tribes
and nations, which are now umier His Majesry's imrnediate protection. and the nectssity there is
of speedily h i h g upon some method of regulating the Indian commerce & policy, upon some
more general and better estabiished system than has hitherto taken place.
It is with a view to this object that we have proposed to His Majesty that a proclamation
should be issued declaratory of His Majesty's final detennination to permit no grants of lands nor
any seîîiement to be made within certain nxed bounds mder pretence of purchase or any pretext
whatever, Ieaving al1 the territory within these bunds free for the hunting grounds of the Indian
Nations ..49

This letter reveals that the Crown's protection of the aboriginal peoples did not entail their
subjection to the Crown's authority in North America. The notion of "the several Nations or
Tribes with whom We are connecteci, and who Live under our Protection" contained in the Royal

ProcImation of 1763, for example, does not require the automatic assumption of abonginai
subjection to British authority. Inaead, it suggests the existence of an diance, or "co~ection"
The
between the groups under which Bntain has agreed to protect the aboriginai~.~~
Proclamation's description of the abonginais living under the protection of the Crown denotes the
Crown's recognition of its historical commitments to protect the aboriginal peoples. In this sense,
the Proclamation is consistent with the promises of British protection of the aboriginal peoples
encompassed in the Treaty of Albany and the Covenant Chain. By simultaneously asserting
British surerainty while affirmhg the independence of the aboriginal peoples, the Proclamation

was consistent with the symbiotic nature of Crown-Native relations. The Proclamation sought to
maintain the integrity of this relationship by prohibiting the exploitation of aboriginal peoples and
their lands. The document recognised the importance of the Indian interest in land and sought to
protect the abonginais fiom being taken advantage of by the Crown's subjects as a result of the
different understandings each had with relation to the use of land.31

In addition to protecting aboriginal land interests by setting aside the Indian hunting
grounds as exclusive aboriguial temtory, the Proclamation also provided other protections for the
aboriginal peoples and their rights. It forbade colonias fiom purchashg lands directiy fiom the
49"~ordsof Trade to Sir William Johnson," 5 Au-

1763, as repmduced in NYCD,supra note 18 Vn at

535.

sOSeethe dirussion of this point in Narvey* supra note 44 at 223-5.
s l ~ h distinction
e
between aboriginal and non-aboriginal conceptions of land and land use is diswred in
Rotman, ParaIIel Paths, supra note 30 at Ch. II and in the Royal Commission on Aborigïnai Peoples' report,
Treuty Making, supra note 2 at 2,9- 14.

aboriginals. It made the Crown a requisite interrnediary in all land transactions with aboriginal
peoples.

The Proclamation dso regulated vade between British subjects and the aboriginal

peoples. The protection of aboriginal rights in the Proclamation led it to become known as the

Indian "BU of Right~."~*
The protection provided by the Royd ProcImc~tionof 1763 should be viewed as seMng
two primary purposes. It demonstrated to other European nations that Bntain intended to respect
the rights of the aboriginal peoples. The Proclamation was a declaration of the Crown's exclusive
rights vis-à-vis other European nations in North America;" this included the exclusive right to
obtain land from the aboriginal peoples at mch time as they desired to dispose of it. The

Proclamation was also a demonstration to the aboriginal peoples that the p ~ c i p l e sestablished in
the Treaty of Albany, 1664 would continue to be respected in spite of the British conquest of
New France. This latter effect becomes clear when the Proclamation is viewed in conjunction

with the Treaiy of Niagara, as discussed below.
Bntain's ability to impose restrictions on its own subjects through the Royd PrucImatiot~

of 1763 is not in question. Indeed, Lord Egremont's letter to the Lords of Trade reveals his belief
that Britain had the authonty to regulate the temtory covered by the Proclamation. Whether

Britain had the ability to make binding pronouncements on the aboriginal peoples at this time is a
separate issue that will not be examined here. By protectlng pre-existing abohginal rights,

thougb, the 1763 Proclamation continued a trend that had existeci in a formal way since the Treag

of Albany.
The Royal Procfmation of 1763 ought to be regarded as a protection of aboriginal land
interests and the abonginal peoples7 autonomy nom Britain. It, dong with its predecessor, the
Royal ProcIamation of 1761, demonstrates the sarne desire to protect the aatus quo that had
exiaed under the Covenant Chain alliance between the groups. Throughout the Covenant Chain
alliance, Britain undertook to protect aboriginal land interests as a part of the reciprocal

obligations and benefits that arose fiom the nature of their relations with the aboriginal peoples.

52See, for example, St. Catherine 'k Milling and Lamber Co. v. The Queen (188S), 10 O& 197 at 226

(Ch.), (1887). 13 S.C.R 577 at 674; R v. White and Bob (fW)
50
,D.L.R (2d) 613 at 636 (B.C.C.A.); R v.
Koonungnak, supra note 4û at 302; Calder, mpra note 4û at 203; R. v. Secretary of Srare for Foreign and
Conrntomveafth Agairs, ex parte Indian Association of Alberta and Others (the "Alberta Indian Association
Case"), [1982] 2 AI1 E R 118 at 124-5 (C.A.).
5 3 ~ i t the
h notable exception of Alazka. the French islands of St Pierre and Miquelon, and those temtones
west of the Mississippi which had been ceded to Spain by France prior to 1763.
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These reciprocal obligations and benefits included the maintenance of long-established trade
networks. They also included the parties' mutual obligations to provide rnilitary assistance to the
other against their respective enemies. Thus, when the 1763 Proclamation contemplated a
continuation of the statu quo, that ought to be understood to include the continuation of existing
praaices of Crown-abonginal alliances.

ln many respects, the Royal ProcIamation of 1763 rnay be viewed as sirnilar in intention
and e f f i to the modifieci version of the doctrine of discovery formulated by Marshall C.J.in

Johnson v. M'IntoshS4 and Worcester v. Georgu? The Proclamation provided Britain with the
exclusive nght to treat with the abonginai peoples in those new temtones claimed by it, not a
nght of sovereignty over them and their lands. If the Crown was to obtain ownership and control
over aboriginal lands, it would have to do so through the treaty-making process. The protection
of aboriginal rights in the Proclamation therefore denotes the qualifications imposed by the Crown
upon its own rights. These qualifications stem fkom the Crown's recognition and affirmation of
the autonomy of the abonginai peoples and the latter's pre-existing rights, includmg rights to land.

The Proclamation was not premised entirely upon the Crown's recognition and affirmation
of its histoncal relationship with the abonginal peoples. As discussed earlier, the protection of
aboriginal lands through the creation of the Indian hunting grounds served the Crown's own
interests as well. This is refiected in the Proclamation, which States that not only is the protection
of the aboriginai peoples and their interests "just and reasonable," but that its provisions are
"essentiai to Our Interest and the Security of Our Colonies":
And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to o w Interest, and the Security of
our Colonies, that the several Nations or Tribes of indians with whom We are connected, and
who live under our Protection, should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts
of Our Dominions and Temtories as, not having been ceded to or purchad by Us, are reserved
to them, or any of hem, as their Hunting Grounds

s48Wheat 543 ( U S . 1823). See the discwion of Johnson v. Mïntosh in Ch. II.
ss6Pet. 5 15 (US. 1832). See the discussion of Worcester in Ch. II.
s6Compare the Proclamation's statement that 3he severai Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are
comected, and who live under our Protection, should not be moIested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts
of Our Dominions and Temtories," with the declaration by Ojibway Chief Minavavana in 1761 that the British
"have venhued your life among us, in the e.vpectation that we should not molest you": see the fmtnote refermas

on this point in Ch. II.

Therefore, whiie recognising and atnrming abonginal interests, the Proclamation dso sowed the
seeds for the onslaught of colonialism that was soon to become the dominant characteristic of

Crown-Native relations.s7 As Borrows argues:
In pïacing these divergent notions within the Proclamation the British were uying to
convince Native people that there was nothing to fear h m the colonists, while at the same t h e
trying to increase political and economic power relative to F i Nations and other Empean
powers. The British perceptively realized ihat alleviating F i Nations' "Discontent" required
that Native people beiiwe that thei. jurisdiction and territory were pmtected; however, the
British a h realizeâ that the coIonial enterprise required an expansion of the Crown's
sovereignty and dominion over the "Indiann lands. Thus, while the Proclamation seemingly
reinforced Fust Nation preferenes that First Nation temitories remain fiee fiom Ewopean
settlement or imposition it also opened to door for the erosion of these same prcferences-58

Viewing the Proclamation as an affirmation of aboriginal independence, protection of pre-

existing aboriginal rights, and a dedaration of the Crown's sovereignty over its North Amencan
possessions becomes evident when the Proclamation is understood in context. The Proclamation
is only one source of idormation shedding light on the Crown's intentions for its post-conquest
~ ~achieve a contextuai and culturally-appropriate method
dealings with the aboriginai p e o p l e ~ .To
of understanding the Proclamation, aboriginal understandings of the document are equaliy
relevant to those of Britain?
The need to consider abonginal perspectives on the meaning of the Proclamation arises
from the fact that the Proclamation was used to entice the aborïginals to attend the conference

that led to the conclusion of the Treaty of Niugmff. 1 7 6 P Indeed, the Proclamation was

" ~ h ee f f m of the Pmlamation in providing the fouadation for the onset of British colonialism and the
effécts of colonialism on the aboriginai peoples is discussed in p a t e r detail in Rotman, supra note 30 Ch. 11 and
III; see also Dickason, "Canada's Rrst Nations," supra note 14 at 188-9.
5 8 ~ .Bomws, UC~nstitutional
Law From a Fint Nation Perspanive: SelfCovemment and the Royal
Proclamation," (1994), 28 U.B.C. L. Rev. 1 at 17.
59Seeibid. at 10, a 3 1: '... he words of the Royal Proclamation contain only a thin edge of information

m

for understanding the constitutional relationship with First Nations and settiers established upon contact.
Therefore, in order to understand çonstitutionally the Royal Proclamation, one mut Iook beyond the "terms of the
instrument"'
%ee ibid. at 10- 11:
Contextualuation of the Proclamation reveals that one cannot interpret its meaning
using the written words of the document alone. To interpret the principles of the Proclamation
using this procedure would conceai First Nations perspectives and inappropriateiy privilege one
culture's practice over another. F i Nations chose to chronicle their perception of the
Proclamation through other methods such as contempomeou speeches, physicai symbols, and
subsequent conduct.
611bid.at 2 1:

presented to the aboriginal peoples for their consideration at Niagara.62 If the Proclamation had
remaùied a unilateral declaration of Crown policy towards aboriginal peoples, aboriginal
understandings of the document would be rnuch less important. indeed, the aboriginal peoples
were not consulted about the terms of the Proclamation pnor to its release.

As a unilateral

document of British policy, the aboriginals would not have been consulted about the Proclamation
regardless of their status vis-à-vis Bntain. However, the subsequent use of the Proclamation at
Niagara as both the means for enticing the aboriginals to attend and the basis for the treaties
signed at that conference render aboriginal understandings of the document relevant in assessing
its meaning.
The aboriguial peoples based their understandings of the Proclamation on means other

than the written instrument. They understood it as it was represented to them by the Crown - as
a continuation of the principles of peace? fiiendship. and respect that had characterised their
formal relations tiom 1664. It is unlikely that many aboriginals would have been able to read the
Proclamation or comprehend its obtuse wording. Furthemore, it would Wrely have been dficult,
if not impossible, to translate the document into aboriginal languages and concepts. Aboriginal

understandings of the Proclamation would, therefore. have been no different than their
understandings of the treaties they entered into with the Crown. Aboriginal understandings of the
Proclamation or of treaties would not have been based solely on the Crown's translations of the
w&en

documents, though.

Rather, they would have encompassed the entirety of the

negotiations leading up to the finalisation of those document^.^^ Insofar as the Proclamation was
a unilateral declaration, the aboriginals would have understood it by coupling the Crown's
translation of the document with the circumstances in which the document was presented to them.
As discussed above, the Crown's declaration of sovereignty in the Proclamation was not

an absolute declaration, but was made subject to the pre-existing rights belonging to the
aboriginal peoples. The explicit recognition and protection of aboriginal autonomy and nghts in
the Proclamation demonstrates this point:
The people of the Algonquins and Nippising Nations met with the British
Supe~tendentof Indian Affairs at Oswegatchie and were persuaded to be messengers in imriting
other Nations to attend a peace council at Nigara in the sumrner of 1764. Representatives of
these two Nations travelled bughout the winter of 176344 with a printed copy of the Royal
Proclamation, and with various strings of wampum, in order to stunmons the various First
Nations to a council with the British.
62Referto the discussion of the Treaîy of Niagara,infia.
6 3 ~ h iidea
s is expandeci upon in the disnimon of treaties in C k VI and W.

... the m r a l Nations or Tn'bes of hdians with whom We are ca~~~ected.
and who live
under our Protection, should not be molesteci or disturbed in the Passession of such Parts of Our
Dominions and Temtones as. not having ben ceded to or purchased by Us. are reserved to them,
or any of them, as their Hunting Gmunds ..-

The reservation to the aboriginal people~of the Indian hunting grounds was not, as the wording
might indicate, an ihstration of aboriginal subjugation to Bntain. When placed within the context
of events occurring in 1763, it should be viewed as a British attempt to ensure the protection of
aboriginal land rights by preventing British subjects ffom residing upon or purchasing nonsunendered Indian lands. Prior to 1763, British subjects had squatted upon aboriginal lands and
othenvise attempted to dispossess the aboriguials. British setilers also erected housing and
cleared forests for fanNng, which had the further e f f i of scaring away wildlife that the
aboriginals depended on for their s u ~ v a l .These actions caused great resentment on the part of
the aboriginals. Pre-Proclamation treaties attempted to appease the abonginais by regulating
senler incursions into aboriginal temtones. The Proclamation's creation of the hunting grounds
similarly sought to prohibit settIer intrusions ont0 aboriginal lands.

Had the Crown's declaration of suzerainty in the Proclamation been intended to deprive
the aboriginal peoples of their autonomy and pre-existing rights, the Proclamation would not have
explicitly protected the aboriginals' rights against those of the Crown. The Crown protected
aboriginal rights fiom its own interests by declaring certain lands to be abonginal lands rather than
proclaiming those lands to be Crown lands held for the aboriginals' use. That is not to suggest
that the Proclamation did not attempt to limit pre-existing aboriginal land rights.

The

Proclamation did seek to confine the aboriginals' pre-existing rights by preventing them fkom
alienating their lands to whomever they might plea~e.6~Therefore, while the Crown's declaration

-

-

6 4 ~ o suggests
m ~ that this was a purpowhil inclusion, so that the conUadictory desires of the Crown and
the aboriginals might be recognised for the tirne being, but which also provided the Crown with the means with
which to extinguish the aboriginals*nghts at a later date. See Bonows, supra note 58 at 17-18:

The Prochmation uncomfortabIy straddled the contradictory aspirations of the Crown
and F m Nations when mgnizing Aboriginal xights to land by outlining a policy that was
designed to extinguish these rights. ... In implementing these principles an area of land was
designateci as First Nation temtory. The boundaries were detennined by past cessions and
existing First Nation passessions These principles codified pre-exkthg First Nation/colonial
pracîiœ and reflmed some F i Nation preferences in maintainhg territorial integrity and
decision making power over their lands. These principles simultaneously workeû against F i
Nation preferences by enabling the Crown to enlarge its objectives by creating a process to take
land away h m First Nations.

of suzerainty over North Arnerica in the Proclamation dÏredy af5ected the aborigllial peoples, that
assertion ought to be understood as being directed prirnarily at other European nations.
The notion that the prirnary audience for the Proclamation was other European nations

and not the aboriginal peoples is buîtressed by the Crown's subsequent actions in presenting the
Proclamation to the abonginal peoples at the Niagara ~ o n f e r e n c e .The
~ ~ Niagara conference had

been organised for the purpose of solidifjing historical alliances and creating new ones. Its
purpose was to renew and expand the existing Covenant Chain alliance. The Niagara gathering
was also intended to assure the aboriginal peoples that the defeat of France would have no effect

on long-standing Crown-Native alliances. Correspondence between British officiais suggests that
Britain felt it was necessary to conclude treaties with the aboriguials and to assure them of
Bntain's intention to respect their rights. The correspondence between General Thomas Gage

and the Earl of Halifax illustrates this point:
mer concerting with Sir W m Johnson the proper measures to be iaken in order to
conclude a peace with the Indians ... 1 have wrote to Major Gladwin, that if he fin& them
sincerely disposed to peace, in the spnng, he would give notice to the Chiefs of the severai
Nations to repair to Niagara by the end of June, where Sir W m Johnson wodd meet them in order
to cornplete the work of peace, a m b l e to their own forms and c n u n ~ n i e s . ~ ~

Britain's desire to convince the aboriguial peoples of its intentions to respect their rights
may be one reason why the Royal ProcImation of 1763 was presented to the aboriguial peoples
at Niagara

-

insofar as those intentions were explicitly included in the document.

The

Proclamation's protection of the aboriginal peoples should, therefore, be viewed as a continuation
of the principles of peace, friendship, and respect and the recognition of aboriginal autonomy first
embodied in the Treaiy of AIbmy and Two-Row Warnpum and continued through the Covenant
Chain. Whiie the Proclamation may have provided a fiarnework for the realisation of Britain's
colonialist desires, it did not ignore Britain's historical undertakings and responsibilities towards
the aboriginal peoples. Indeed, the Treay of Niagrna demonstrates this very point.

6sSeeBonows, supra note 58.

66"GeneralGage to the Eari of Halifaxw13 April 1774. as reproduced in MCD. supra note 18 W at 6 11.
See also "Sir William Johnson to the Lords of Trade," 1 1 May 1774, as reproduced, ibid. at 625: "... 1 am by the
appointment of the General to go in June to make peace with them, and the western Nations, at which time 1 shall
not omit using ail my endeavours for obtaining such concessions and tying them down in such a manner, as d l be
most condutive to the public security hereafter -2;
"Sir William Johnson to the Earl of Mm"22 May 1764,as
reproduced, ibid. at 632: Y.. 1 am the next rnonth to meet the Senecas and Western Nations at Niagara, when the
Terms entered into by the former, shall be solemnly ratifyed, and such others offered to the rest, as are best
calculateci for His Majw'l interest, and the hture weof the Colonies 2.

(d)

The Treatv of Niagara. 1764

The meeting of aboriginal nations with Sir WiUiarn Johnson in 1764 that resulted in the
Treaty of Niagara was the largest ever gathering of aboriginal nations for the purposes of treating
with the Crown. Some 2,000 aboriginal people from various nations and tribes came to Niagara

to treat with J0hnson.6~The purpose of the treaty, accordhg to Johnson, was to m a t e a "Treaty
of Offensive and Defensive AUiance." This treaty would assure the aboriginal peoples that they
would receive:
... [A] Free Fair & open trade, at the principal Posts, & a fiee intemurse, & passage
into our Country, ïbat we wili make no Settlements or Encroachments c o n t r . to Treaty, or
without their permission That we wilt bring to justice any persons who commit Robberys or
Murders on them & that we will protect & aid them againsî their & our Enemys, & duiy obsefve
our Engagements with them6*

The Treaty of Niagara sheds significant hght on the Crown's intentions for its future
relations with the aboriginal peoples that had been set out in the Royal ProcImatrQn of 1763. Su

William Johnson read aloud the terrns of the Proclamation to the assembled aboriginal
representatives at the Niagara conference. The aboriginals gave a promise of peace and set out
principles of mutual non-interferen~e.~~Presents were exchanged, including Johnson's
presentation of Covenant Chain belts to the aboriginal representatives. Johnson then made the
following statement, indicating that by the presentation of the belts, Britain and the aboriginals
were bound in peace and fiendship:
Brothers of the Western Nations, Sachems, Chiefk and Warriors; You have now been
here for several &ys, during which t h e we have fiequently met to renew and Strengthen our
Engagements and you have made so many Promises of your Fnendship and Attachment to the
Engiish tbat there now rernains for us only to exchange the great Belt of the Covenant Chain that
we may not forget our mutual Engagements.
I now therefore present you the great Belt by which 1 bind al1 your Western Nations
together with the EngIish, and 1 desire that you wiU take fast hold of the same, and never let it
slip, to which end 1 de* that after you have shewn this Belt to all Nations you will fiu one end
of it with the Chipeweighs at St. Marys ~chilirnackinac]whilst the other end cemains at my
house, and moreover 1 desire chat you wilI never Iisten to any news which cornes to any other
Qmer. If you do it, it may shake the ~ e l r - ~ *

67bbSir
William Johnson to the Lords of Trade." 30 August 1764, as repmduced ibid. W at 648. See also
"Generai Gage to the Earl of Halifax," 21 September 1764, as reproduced, ibid. at 655.
6
8 Papers
~
of Sir William Johnson, 14 Vols., (Albany: University of the State of New York, 192 145) IV
at 328 Pereinafter "Johnson Papers"].
69See D. Braider, The Niagara, (New York: Holt, Ruiehart, 1972) at 137.
70~ohnsonPapers, supra note 68 at 309- 10.

The aboriginal peoples used a two-row wampum belt, like that given to the Crown at the Treaty
of Albany, 1664, to reflect their understanding of the agreement made at Niagara and the words

of the Proclamation.71
Borrows has suggested that the Royal ProcImation of 1763 became a treaty at Niagara
"because it was presented by the colonialists for affinnation, and was accepted by the First
Nations.'=

Wheîher the Royal Proclmotion of 1763 was a treaty that cuiminated with the

agreements reached at Niagara or a unilateral declaration of Crown intentions, the Proclamation
and the Treaty of Niagara ought to be viewed as two interrelated parts of Britain's post-conquest
policy for North Amerka. The Proclamation was an officiai declaration of Britain's pre-emptive
nght to jurisdiction over its North American holdings vis-à-vis other European nations. The

Treaty of Niagara, mmeanwhile, was the meam by which the Crown communicated its intentions to
the aboriginal peoples, in accordance with treaty protocol that had been developed over the
history of Crown-Native relations.

nie oral representations made to the aboriginal peoples at Niagara and the wampum belts
that were presented elaborated upon the principles that had been referred to, either expiicitly or
implicitly, in the Proclamation. For example, the Crown's protection of the aboriginal peoples
and their lands in the Proclamation was shed in the treaties signed at Niagara. The treaty
concluded with the Seneca Indians is a case in point. The ninth article of that treaty States that the
Seneca "shall be left in the quiet and peaceable possession of al their Rights not comprised in the
foregoing articles" and that they "shd be once more admitted into the Covenant chah of
fnendship with the EngIish.""

The fact that the aboriginal peoples understood the terms of the

Proclamation by reference to the Two-Row Wampum indicates a different understanding of the
Proclamation than that historically established in the jurisprudence. The aboriginals understood
the Proclamation in wnjuncùon with the Trecty of Niagara and the representations made during
the treaty negotiations by Sir William Johnson, the Crown' s duly-authorised e m i ~ s a r y . ~As~
Borrows suggests:
7 1 ~ m
supra
~note
, 58 at 234.
%id. at 20.
n " ~ c l e sof Peace concluded with the S e n a Indians," 3 April 1764, as reproduced in NYCD, supra note
18 VI1 at 623.
74~ee
the nferences in note 67; Bomws, supra note 58 at 21: "It is signifïcant to note that S u William
Johnson, Supe~tendentof Indian Afkirs, had eariier agreed to meet with the First Nations and reassert &eu
mutual relationship through requirements prescri'bed by the Abonginai peoples, which criteria involved the giving
and receiving of wampum belts."

The evidence surroundhg the Treaty of Niagara demonsuates that the written test of the
ProcIamation, while it contains a partial understanding of the agreement at N i a m does not
f U y reflect the consensus of the parties. The concepts found in the Proclamation have dinetent
meiinings when interpreted in accord with the wampum belt. For example, the belt's denotation
of each Nation pursuing its own path while king beside one another in peace and fnendship
casts a new ligùt on the Proclamation's wording "the several Nations ... with whom we are
connected ... should not be moIested or disturbed ..." These words, read in conjunction with the
two row wampum, demonstrate that the connection between the Nations spoken of in the
Proclamation is one that mandates colonial non-interfkrence in the land use and governments of
First Nations. Therefore, First Nations regardeci the agreement, represented by the Proclamation
and the two row wampum, as one that afijnned their powers of seff-determination in, among
other things, aiiocating ~ a n b ' ~

Johnson's presentation of the Royal ProcIamation of 1763 for the aboriginals'
consideration at Niagara reinforces the notion that the Proclamation ought to be viewed in
conjunction with the Treaty of Niugma. The text of the negotiations at Niagara indicates that the
Crown's representations to the aboriginal peoples reafnrm the Crown's hiaorical undertakings
towards the aboriginal p e o p l e ~ . ~The
~ Proclamation had effectuated the same result via its
protection of aboriginal peoples and their rights. This e f f i is indicated by the foliowing passage:
... the several Nations or Tribes of fndians with whom We are cumected, and who live
under our Protection, should not be mo1ested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our

Dominions and Temtories as, not having been ceded to or purchased by Us. are reserved to k m ,
or any of them, as their Hunting Grounds ...

In summary, the Treaiy of Nicgura, in conjunction with the actions and representations of the
Crown and the aboriginal peoples dunng its negotiation, provides a contextual fiamework for
understanding Crown-Native relations at the time.

The Niagara agreements properly aiiow

appraisals of the Proclamation to account for aboriginal understandings of the document?
(e)

Contextualisina the Formative Years of Crown-Aborininal Relations

The arguments made in this dissertation for a unified, contextual appraisal of aboriginal
rights issues require the consideration of both aboriginal and British understandings of historicd
events and instruments. This applies equally to the Treufy of AIbony and the Covenant Chain
alliance discussed in Chapter II as to the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Treaty of Niagara.
- -

As the Crown's Indian AfWn agent, Johnson's representations to the abriginais are Iegaiiy binding on
the Crown.
75~rrows,
supra note 58 at 25.
'%ee, for example, M'CD, supra note 18 W at 621-756.

hcorporating abonginal understandings provides the context for culturally-appropnate appraisals
that have been absent fiom much of Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence. Canadian courts
rnust recognise the Unportance of using aboriginal understandings of documents or hiaorical
situations if they are to obtain a weU-rounded understanding of Crown-Native relations and their

effkcts on aboriginal peoples and their rights.

The creation of special

canons of aboriginal treaty interpretation that pay heed to

aboriginal understandings expressiy acknowledges that the written versions of treaties do not
encapsulate the entirety of agreements h v e d at between the Crown and the aboriginal pe0ples.~8
As the Supreme Court of Canada explained in the Simi decision, understanding the tnie nature of

an agreement between the Crown and aboriginal peoples requires ascertainhg the common
intention of the parties. A complete understanding of a treaty cannot be obtaiiied simply by
relying upon the conceptions held by one of the parties."

In the context of the Crown's poa-

conquest poiicy for Noorth Amerka, this necessitates that the Royal Prock'mnation of 1763 be
understood in conjunction with the Treaty of Niagara:
The declaration of the Proclamation was accompanied by promises made at Niagara
which both parties agreed to adhere ta. These covenants fonn a part of the ProcIamation's
meaning to First Nations. Therefore, a "naniral understanding" of t'le Proclamation by First
Nations ùicludes an interpretation that indudes the promises made at Niagara. ... This method
of interpretation does not make the technical words of the document irnimportant, it merely
means that F i Nation perspectives must form a part of the common law's understanding of the
Proclamation8*

Aithough it has been argued that the Royal Prochmution of 1763 and the subsequent
Treaty ofNiagara did not end the pattern of rnutuaiity and respect that had characterised Crown-

aboriginal relations since the Treaty of Albrnry, they did signiQ a tuniing point in North American
history.

The Proclamation marked a shift in British attitudes towards its North Amencan

interests. The Crown's actions after the Proclamation was issued demonstrate a consistent
emphasis on colonisation. Shortly &er the signing of the Treaîy of Niagara, the boundary of the
aboriginal hunting temtory established in the Royal ProcIamation of 1763 becarne the subject of
-

-

-

n g o r r o ~ supra note 58 at 40: T h e Treaty of Niagara meals what has been hidden in the
Proclamation's words because it reasserts the state of mutual non-interference that was intended when principles to
guide relationships were formalized between Native and non-Native people."
78Seethe discussion of treaties in Chs. VI and W.
79See Sioui, supra note 6 at 463. In stnving towards these common intentions, it is not sufficient to look
only for any owriap belmen Crown and aboriginal perspectives. If, for example, one party adopts a brood
understanding of a treaty and the other adopts a narmw understanding the only common elements that may exist
wouid be tantamount to adopting the narrow understanding.

negotiation between the Crown and the aboriginal peoples occupying those lands.

The

geographic extent of the Indian hunting ground had been the subject of much contention since the
reluise of the Proclamation. These negotiations led to the conclusion of the Treaty of Siamvix,
1768 and the aboriginals' cession of considerable acreage to the Crown.81 What is important to

note from this transaction is that while the Crown desired to obtain more land for the purposes of
colonisation, it did so through the treaty-making process rather than by expropriation This fact
suggests that the aboriginals continueci to be regarded as autonomous nations.
The Crown's actions in negotiatlng the Treaty of Niagara and the Treaty of Stmnuix
provide M e r proof that the Proclamation did not mark the end of the historicai Crown-Native
relationships based upon the autonomy of the parties. In fact, the opposite appears to be tme.
The representations made by Sir W~UiamJohnson and the understandings possessed by the
aboriginal peoples indicate that the Treaty of Niaguru was intendeci to serve two purposes.
Firstly, it was made to consolidate existing links in the Covenant Chain alliance. Equally
important, however, was Britain's intention to increase the chain's strength through the addition
of new Links - those abonginai nations that had either been attached to France or that had been
neutral prior to the conquest. Despite the removal of France as a serious threat to British Nonh
Amenca, Britain remaineci dependent upon the fnendship and aiiiance of the aboriginal peoples.

This fact may be discerned from the earlier discussion of Britain's retum to pre-conquest treaty

protocol in 1763. It is also evident in a letter fkom Johnson to the Lords of Trade shortly after the

Treaty of Niagma:
The Indians al1 know, we cannot be a match for them in the midst of an extensive,
woody Counuy, where, tho' we may at a large espenœ convey an -y,
we can [nlot mntinue it
there, but must leave our smai1 Posfs at the end of the Campaign, liabIe either to be blockaded,
surprised, or taken by Treachery. View dl o u attempts made to posess the interior Country, and
your lord^ will finci, we have met with the same spirit of opposition from the Indians, from
whenœ 1 infer, t b t if we are determineci to possess our Out Posts, Trade ettc. securely, it can not
be done for a Century by any other means, than that of purchasing the hvour of the numerous
Indian Inhabitants*

The continuation of the historical Crown-Native relationship through the Treaty of
Stamvx, 1768 demonstrates that, even d e r Britain had wnquered New France and desired to

establish a stronger colonial presence in North Amenca, it still required, and actively sought, the
*%rrows, supra note 58 at 42-3.
*'Sec supra note 31; see also ''Roaedings of Sir William Johnson wiîh the indians at Fort Stanwix to
settle a Boundary Line," as reproduced, ibid. at 111-34.
82uSirW i J o b n to the Lords of Trade," 30 August 1764, supra note 67 at 649-50.

cooperation of the abonginal peoples." The following exchange between the aboriginal nations

assembled at Fort Stanwix and Sir Wdliam Johnson demonstrates the continuation of the
principles of peace, fnendship, and respect that had long charactensed Crown-Native relations.

The aboriginal peoples initiated the discussion:
We are glad that you have opened the River and cleareb the Roads as it is so -n
to us both. We were pmmisd that when the w a . was over, we should have Trade in plenty, Goods
cheap and honest men to deal with us and that we shouid have proper persons to manage al1 this.
We hope that these promises WUnewer be forgot but that they wili be fiilly performed chat we
shall feel the benefits of an intercourse between us chat the Roads and waters rnay be free and
open to us ail to go to the Southward, or for our friends h m thence with whom we are now at
peace to visit us. that we may have proper persons in our Countrys to manage affairs and smiths
to mend our anus and implements and in the expectation of this, we do, now on our parts open
the Roads and waters, and promise ta assist in keeping them so.

-

-

A Beit,

Bmther

By this Belt we ad-

ourseives to the Great King of England through You our
superintendant in the Name and in behalf of ail the Six Nations Shawanese, Delawares and all
other our Friends, Allies, & Dependants, We now tell the King that we have given to him a great
and vaiuable Country, and we know that what we shall now get for it rnust be fhr short of its
value We make it a condition of this our Agreemt conceniing the Line that His Majesty will not
forget or neglect to shew us His favor or suffer the Chain to contract Rust, but that he will direct
those who have the management of ou. afWrs to be punctuai in renewing our antient
agreements."

-

Johnson responded thusly:
Brothers
The speech which you addressed pariicularly to His Màty shdl be faithfully transmitted
to him with the rest of your proceedings. 1 have attended to the whole of it & I persuade myseif
that every reasonable article will k taken proper notiœ of & that he will take such measures as to
him shall seem best for your ùenefit and for the rendering you justice 1 likewise consider your
g d intentions toivards the Traders who sustained the Iosses & your desire to fiilfi11 ai1 your
other engagements as instances of your integrity. 1 wish that you rnay on your parts carefùlly
remember & faithfirlly observe the Engagements you have now as well as formerly entered into
wiîh the English, and that you may every day grow more sensible how much it is your Interest to
do so And 1once more exhort you al1 to be strong and stedfast to keep
hold of the Covenant
Chain & never to give attention or credit to People who under the Masque of fkiendship shoud
corne amongst you with siories which may tend to weaken your attachent to us, but to keep your

-

-

8 3 ~leaa
t
their mperation in agreeing to treat with the Cmwn. The aauracy of the a;uy itself
specifïcally whether the abriginal peopfes agreed to surrender entirely the lands referred to or whether the
boundaries d e s c r i i in the treaty are accwate representations of what was agreed to during the negotiations is
another question. The issue of whether the writîen versions of treaties are accurate depictions of the nature of the
agreements reached between the Crown and aboriginal peoples will be dixussed further in Ch. VI and VU.
84"Roacdings of Sir William k b n with the indians at Fon Stanwix to senle a Boundary Line." as
reproduoed in NYCD, supra note 18 VI11 at 126-7.

-

eye stedfkdy on those whose business & inclination it is to tell you truth & make your min&
eaSy

A Belt.

Brothers the Shawanese & Delawares

... I likewise desire you to remernber all your engagements with the English to obsetve
the mty of Peace with the Cherokees, to avoid any irreguiarities on the Fmntiers & pay due
regard to the Boundaq Line now made, & to make ali your People acquainted with it, & to keep
the Roads & Waters open and free whereby you will enjoy the benefits of Peace & Commerce, the
esteern of the King of Great Bntain & the fnendship of al1 his subjects & 1 desire you will
remember & often repeat my words
A BeltBrothers the Indians of Canada
With this Belt 1 recommend it to you to remember what has been done at this & al1
former Treaties and to make the same public among all yow people on your r e m to Canada
recommending it to them to continue to promote peaœ and to discountenance al1 evil reports &
ide Stories which may be propagated by ignorant or bad men & to communicate al1 usefull
intelligence to me h m time to time as a proof of your regard for your engagements & a means of
recommending yourselves to the esteem of the King and people of England
A~ e l t . ~ ~

The Tkaty of Stmwix was not the only document at this time that suggested the
continuation of Crown-Native relations based on the principles of peace, niendship, and respect.
Various instructions given by the Crown to its representatives in Canada after the Royal

ProcIam~tiionof 1763 was released, including virtually-identical instructions given to General

Murray of 7 December 1763,86 and to Govemor Carleton in 1768," also indicate that the
8s~bid.at 13 1.

86Asreproduced in Shortt and Doughcy, supra note 21 at 199-200 (articles 6062):
60.

61.

62.

And whereas Our Prowice of Quebec is in part inhabited and possessed by severai
Nations and Tribes of Indians, with whom it is both necessary and expedient to cultivate
and maintain a stria Fnendship and good Correspondence, so that they may be induced
by Degrees, not only to be good Neighùours to Our Subjects, but Iikewise themselves to

becurne good Subjects to Us; You are therefore, as soon as you conveniently can, to
appoint a proper Person or Persons to assemble, and treat with the said Indians,
promising aad assuring them of Protection and Friendship on Our part, and delivering
them such Presents, as shall be sent to you for that purpose.
And you are to infiorm yourself with the greatest Exactness of the Number, Nature and
Disposition of the several Bodies or T n i of Indians, of the manner of their Lives, and
the Rules and Constitutions, by which they are govemed or regulated And You are
upon no Account to molest or disturb them in the Possession of such Parts of the said
Province, as they at present occupy or possess; but to use the best means You can for
conciliating their Affections, and uniting them to Our Government, reporthg to Us, by
Our Commissioners for Trade and Pbtations, whatever Infannation you can coilect
with respect to these People, and the whole of your Proceedings with thern.
Whereas We have, by Our Proclamation dated the seventh &y of ûctober in the Third
year of Our Reign, strictly forbid, on pain of Our Displeasure, ail Our Subjects h m

foundation of pre-colonial relations between the Crown and abonguial peoples continued to be

the bais for post- 1763 Crown-Native relations. Section 62 of Murray's instructions, reproduced
below. and section 61 of Carleton's instructions each provided that the govemors were to give

effect to the tenns of the Proclamation:
WhWe have, by Out ProcIamation dated the seventh day of October in the Thini
year of Our Reign, strictly forbid, on pain of Our Displeasure, al1 Our Subjects h m making any
Purchasa or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any of the Lands reserved to the
several Nations of Indians, with whom We are connecte& and who live under Our Protection.
without ûur especial Leave for that Rirpose first obtained; It is Our express Wi11 and Pleasure*
that you take the most effiectual Care that Our Royal Directions herein be punctually complied
with, and that the Trade with such of the said Indians as depend upon your Governent be
carriecl on in the Manner, and under the Regdations p r e s c r i i in Our said s oc la mat ion*^

making any Ruchases or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any of the Lands
t e ~ e ~ to
e dthe sweral Nations of Indiaas, with whom We are comecteâ, and who tive
under Our Protection, without Our especiaI Leave for thai Purpose first obtained; It is
Our express WiU and Pleasure, that you take the most efféctuai Care that ûur Royal
Directions herein be punctually complied with, and that the Trade with such of the said
Indians as depend upon your Government be carried on in the Manner, and under the
Regulations p r e s c r i i in Our said Proclamation.
87/bid. at 3 19-20 (articles 59-6 1):
And Whereas Our Province of Quebec is in part inhabited and Possessed by several
Nations and Tri- of Indians, with whom it is both necessary and E-vpedient to cultivate
and mainiain a Strict Friendship and good Correspondence, so that they may be Induced
by Degres not ody to be g d Neighbours to Our Subjects, but likewise to be good
Subjects to Us, You are therefore, as soon as You conveniently can, to appoint a proper
penon or pesons to Assemble and treat with the said Indians, promising and Assuring
them of Protection and Friendship on our part, and delivering them such presents as
shall be sent to You for that purpose
And You are to Inforrn yourself with the greatest Exactness of the Number, Nature and
Disposition of the several Bodies or Tnbes of Indians, of the manner of their Lives, and
the Mes and Constitutions by which they are govemed or reguiated, and You are upon
no Account to molest or di&
them in the possession of the said pmvince as they at
present Occupy or Possess, but to Use the best means You can for Conciliating their
Affections, and Uniting hem to Our Govemment, reporting to Us, by One of Our
principal Secremes of State, and to Ou.Cornmissioners for Trade and Plantations
whatever Information You can coliect with respect to these People, and the whole of
Your Pmcedings with ihem
Whereas We have, by Our proclamation dated the 7h &y of ûctober in the 3d Year of
Our Reign, strictly forbid. on pain of Displea~ufe,alI our Subjects from making any
purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking possession of any of the Lands reserved to
the several Nations of Indians, with whom we are counecteci, and who Live under o u
protection without our e s p d leave for that purpose first obtained It is Our Express
Wi and Pleaswe, that you take the most Effectuai Care, that Our Royai Directions
herein be puctualiy cornplied with, and chat the Trade with such of the said Indians as
depend upon Your Govemment be
on in the Manner, and under the Regulations
prescrii in Our said proclamation
88~ompare
the tex& of Munay's and Carleton's uismictions in notes 86 and 87.

-

-

-

niese same pre-colonial printiples may also be seen to have been incorporated into the
"Plan for the Future Management of Indian Affairs" of 10 Juiy 17 6 U 9 Clauses 41-3 of this

document clearly reveal the sentiment that had been estabfished by the Royal Proclamatio~~
of
1763 and continued in the Treaty of Niagrna:
4 la That no private persons, Society Corporation or Colony be capable of acquiring any
p r o m in lands belonging to the Indians either by purchase of or grant or conveyance h m the
said Indians excepting only where the lands lye within the Iimits of a q Colony the soi1 of which
has been vested in proprietors or corporations by grants from the Crown in which cases a c h
proprietaries or corporations ody shaU be capable of a c q u i ~ gsuch property by pufchase or
g a n t from the Indians.
42d That proper measures be taken with the consent and concurrence of the Indians to
ascertain and define the precise and exact boundary and Wts of the lands which it rnay be
proper to reserve to them and where no seiîlement whatever shall be allowed.
43d That no purchases of land belonging to the Indians whether in the name and for the
use of the Crown or in îhe name and for the use of proprietaries of Colonies be made but at some

general meeting at which the principal Chi& of each T n i c M g a property in such lands are
present and all Tracts so purchased shall be cegularly surveyed by a sworn surveyor in the
pxsence and with the assistance of a person deputed by the lndians to attend such survey and the
said surveyor shail make an accurate map of such Tract which rnap shall be entered upon record
with the Deed of conveyance fiom the Indians.

A letter fiom the Lords of Trade to Lieutenant-Govemor Cadwallader Colden of 10 July 1764

explained that the purpose b e b d this plan was to iiaifv hdian Affairs in British North Amenca,
as weil as to relieve the aboriginals' discontent regardiig the many fiauds and abuses in relation to

their lands:
Sir.

Having under ow consideration a plan for the future management & direction of utdian
Anairs throughout al1 North America under one uniform and general system of administration,
we herewith transmit to you the heads of this plan, desiring you will report to us, as speedily as

possible, your opinion thereupon. ...

Besides the general abuses and enonnities complained of by the Indians conceming
irregular purchases and grants of land, as stated in tbis plan, we h d by our letters h m Sir
William Johnson chat the Mohocks continue 6 1 1 to express the greatest uneasines and
dissatisfaction on account of the Kancaderosseras or Queenborough Patent, as a h that to the
Corporations of Albany at Fort Hunter. It is our duty thedore to desire you wili take the earliest
tavourable opportunity of recornmending to the Assembly to p a s a Bi11 for vacating these
Patents, in like manner as was done in 1705 in the case of the extravagant patents granted by
Govemor Fletcher?

SsSupranote 20.
mAs reproduced, ibid. at 633.

(f)

Conclusion

On the strength of the arguments made above, the second half of the formative years of
Crown-Native relations may be seen to be a continuation of the Crown-abonginal relations
discussed in Chapter II. Britain's representatioos to the aboriginal peoples up to and &er the
conquest of New France - save for the brief change in attitude during Amherst's tenure - should
be understood to continue the status quo in its relations with the aboriginals.

This

characterisation of the status of Crown-Native relations durhg this period is reinforceci by the

Royal ProcIamation o j 1763 and the declaratiow made by Sir Wfiam Johnson in subsequent
negotiations with the aboriguüils, including the Treaîy of Niagara and the Treaty of Shmvix- It is
M e r buttressed by the Crown's instructions to its colonial representatives, as indicated in the
instructions to General Murray and Govemor Carleton and the "Plan for the Future Management
of Indian Affairs7'of 10 Iuly 1764.
Insofm as the aboriginal rights provisions of the Proclamation were never repealed and
have been expressly incorporated in section 25 of the Comtitution Act. 1982, they continue to
serve as the basis for modem Crown-Native relations. The principles of peace, fnendship, and
respect on which pre-colonial Crown-Native relations were built

- as reflected primarily in the

Treaty of Albany, the Covenant Chain alliance, the Royal Proclamations of 1761 and 1763, and
the Treaty of Magma

-- shouid continue to be the basis for the contemporary understanding of

Crown-Native relations. The creation of fiduciary obligations owed by the Crown to the
aboriginal peoples as a result of the nature of their historical relationships provide the aboriginals
with another sound legal basis which entitles them to rely on the representations made by the
Crown in its treaty negotiations. The Crown's fiduciary obligation to the aboriginal peoples is the
subject of Chapters IV and V. The Crown's continued practice of entering into treaties with the
aboriginal peoples in the nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries also draws upon the nature of
historicd Crown-Native relations. Crown-Native treaty relations will be discussed in Chapters VI
and W.
The formative yean of Crown-Native relations provide the appropriate background for
ascertaining the meanhg and effects of Crown-abonginal fiduciary md treaty relationships. In the
absence of such context, it is impossible to discern the substantive basis of those relations or the
nature of the obligations existing thereunder. Thus, when seeking to understand the implications
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of Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations

- and to avoid the pÏtfàils of treating those issues

in a jurisprudential vacuum, as evidenced by the Supreme Court of Canada's decisions in Simi
and S'OW

- it is necessary to examine them within this Iarger aboriginal rights superstructure.

This method of analysis wiil begin with the fiduciary nature of Crown-aboriginal relations.

IV.
-

Understanding: Crown-Native Fiduciam Relations
At this criticai and i n t e m g conjuncture 1 am semile the utmost
attention be paid to our Indian Alliance and no measures le& unuied that may
bave the least tendancy to strengthen and ia~reaseit. Wherefore I wouid
humbiy propose a steady and unifonn method of conducî, a religious regard to
our engagements with them a more unanimous and vigorous exertion of ow
strength than hitherto, and a tender care to protect them and ail their Lands
agakt the insults and eacf~achmentsof the Common enemy as the most and
only effectuai method to attach tfiem fumiy to the British Interest, and engage
them to act heartily in our h o r at this or any other tirne.

~ughtwo of the most signincant decisions in modem Canadian aboriginal right

~ Supreme Court of Canada declared that the
jurisprudence, Guen'n v. R*and R v. S ' O W the
Crown owes fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples of Canada and entrenched those
obligations in section 35(1) of the Conrtiution Act. 1982.4 Those cases gave judicial sanction to
the description of Crown-Native relations as fiduciary and rendered fiduciary law applicable to
Crown-Native relationships generally. In so doing, the Supreme Court blazed a new path in
Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence. Yet, in describing Crown-Native relations as fiduciary,
it should be noted that the Supreme Coun did not create a relationship that did not exût

previously.
The fiduciary nature of Crown-Native relations is the result of the historical relationship
between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. The parties' reliance upon each other as a result of
theû trade, military, and political partnerships created a fiduciary relationship between them that

still exists. Thus, when the Supreme Coun of Canada held that the Crown had fiduciary
obligations to the Musquearn band in GueBn, the court merely assigned a title and method of
analysis for subsequent treatment of the historical rights, duties, and responsibiiities that aiready
existed between the groups. These rights, duties, and responsibiiities are rooted in the early
treaties between the parties, such as the Treuv of Albmy and the Covenant Chain alliance, as well

as in later documents, such as the Royal Proclmuftion of 1763 and the Treaty of Niagara. The
description of Crown-Native relations as fiduciary provided a legaliy-enforceable basis for the
l'Sir W i a m Johnson to the Lords of Trade, Fort Johason, 8 Mar. 1756," as reproduced in E.B.
O'Caüaghan, ed., DoCumenu Relative to the Colonial History ofthe State o/New York, 11 vols.. (Albany: Weed,
Parsons, 1833-186 1) VI1 at 43 [hereinafter"NYCDn].
2(~984),13 D.L.R (4th) 321 (S.C.C.).
3(1990), 70 DL.R (4th) 385 (S.C.C.).
4Enactedar Schedule B to the Cunuda Act. 1982 (U.K.) 1982, c. 11.
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aboriginal peoples of Canada to ensure that the Crown lived up to its historical obligations to
them.

The Pary interactions between Britain and the aboriginal peoples gave rise to an inchoate
fiduciary relationship between the groups. The parties' ensuing reliance upon each other for
military and political assistance, as documented in Chapters II and III, created a corresponding

vulnerability of each party at the hands of the other. The parties' power to affect each other's
interests and their respective vuinerability to that power are what created this fiduciary duty. The
fact that Bntain and the aboriginal peoples Uiitialiy engaged in these relations as relative equals
does not prevent the creation of a fiduciary relationship between them.
As WUbe demomtrated below, fiduciary relations may exist as easiiy between parties on a

more or l e s equal footing as between stronger and weaker groups. Each party's vulnerability at
the hands of the other within the scope of a particular relationship creates a power imbalance that
gives rise to fiduciary obligations. That power imbaIance does not need to be present between the
groups generally - that is, outside of the scope of their fiduciary relationship - for a fiduciary
relationship to exist between them (although it may exist nonetheless). As illustrated in Chapters
II and III, the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship developed from the tying together of the

groups' interests over many years through formai and idormal means.
(a)

Debunkina the Assumption of Inherent Ine

The idea that there mua be an inherent imbalance of power between the parties to a

fiduciary relationship is based upon the widely-held, but incorrect assumption that fiduciary
relationships exist oniy between dominant and subordinate parties.
sometimes referred to as "inequality theory."s

This understanding is

A common illustration of inequality theory's

charactensation of fiduciary relations is the relationship between guardian and ward. In this genre
of fiduciary relations, the guardian is legally responsible for the ward's interests. The ward is
incapable of assurning control over these matters as a result of a legal disability that arises either

fiom age or physical or mental incapacity. In this fiduciary relationship, power is vested entirely
'Sec the disntsson in L-1. Rotman, "The Vuinerable Position of Fiduciary Donrine in the S u p ~ m eCourt
of Canada," (1996), 24 Man. LJ.60 at 63-5 [hereinafter "Vulnerable Positionw];see also the discussion of the
inequality theory of fiduciary doctrine in Rotman, ParaIlel Paths: Fiduciary Doctrine and the Crown-Native
Relatjonship in Canada, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19%) at 167-9 (hereinafter "PmalIeI Paths"];
Rotman, 'Fiduciary Doctrine: A Concept in Need of Understanding," (19%), 34 Alfa. L. Rev. 82 1.

in the guardian. Thus. within the fiduciary relationship, the balance of power heavily favours the

guardian. This power imbalance mirrors that existing between the two individuais generally, or
outside of theù fiduciary relationship, because of the ward's Iegal incapacity.

hequality theory highlights an important characteristic of fiduciary relations

-

beneficiaries' vulnerability at the hands of their fiduciaries. The beneficiaries' vuinerability stems
nom the positions occupied by the parties relative to each other and the balance of power
distributed between them w i t h the relationship.

Yet, while vulnerability is a notable

characteristic of fiduciary relations, it is only one component of such relationships.

When

vulnerability is overemphasised. it becomes a hindrance to understanding the nature of fiduciary
relations.
Vulnerability is overemphasised when it ceases to be a characteristic endemic to fiduciary
relationships and instead becomes a detemiining factor for theù existence. When vulnerability is
overemphasised, fiduciary relations are deemed to exist only where the parties occupy
dibctively dominant and subordinate roles. Although fiduciary relations rnay exist between such

parties, the fact that one person is infenor in power to another is not a sutncient basis upon which
to ground a fiduciary relati~nship.~
Fiduciary relations are as prevalent among parties on an equal
footing - such as equal partners in a business venture or partners in a professionai services h
(i.e. law, accounting, architecture. etc.)

- as among parties who are inherentiy unequal, such as

guardian and ward. As Weimib notes:
It cannot be the sine qua non of a fiduciary obligation that the parties have disparate
bargainhg strength. ... The fiduciary relation looks to the relative position of the parties that
d t s h m the agreement rather than the relative position that precedes the agreement.'

6See the comments of Gibbs C.J. in Hospital Pmducfs Lfà. v. United States Surgcai Corp. (1 984), 55
AL.R 4 17 at 433 W C . Aust): "Another circumstaaces which it is sometimes suggested indicates the existence of
a fiduciq relationship is inequality of bargaining power, but it is cIear that such inequality alone is not enough to
create a fiduciary relationship in every case and for all purposes." See aIso P.D.F ~ MThe
,
Fiduciary Principle,"
in T.G.Youdan, ed., Equip. Fichrciaries and T m , (Toronto: Cafsweii, 1989) at 46 [hereinafter "Fiduciary
Principie"].
'E. Webb, "The Fiduciaxy Obligation," (1975), 25 U.T.U. 1 at 6. See also T. Frankei, "FiduLaw," (1983), 71 Cal- L. Rev. 795 at 810:

It is important to emphasue that the entrustor's vuinerability to abuse of power does not
result h m an initial inquality of bargainhg power between the entnistor and the fiduciary. In
no sense are fiduciary relations and the risks they mate for the entrustor simila to adhesion
contracts or &iir bargaim. The relation may expose the entrustor to risk even if he is
sophisticatex& uiformed, and able to bargain &ectively. Rather, the entrustor's vulnerabiüty
stems h m the structure and nature of the fiduciary relation.

That there is no need for the relative positions of two or more persons involved in a
fiduciary relationship to be domuiant and subordhate may be demonstrated by examuiing the
relationship of partners in a professional services fim. Suppose that two people, A and B.
possess quai quaMications and work together as partners. They share equdy in the profits and
losses of the firm and neither is othenrrise supenor or iderior to the other. However. because of
the nature of thek relationship, the actions of one partner bind the other even where the other is
unaware of the former's actions. For example, if A signs an agreement on behalf of the
partnership, B incurs responsibility and/or liability under the agreement. Consequently. B, while in
aii other respects equal, is nevertheless vulnerable to A's actions and vice versa. Because of A or

B's power to affect the other's interests and the other's resultant wlnerability to that power, the
relationship between A and B is described as fiduciary in nature.
From this illustration, it may be observeci that while the nature of any given fiduciary
~
relationship may result in an inequahy in power between the fiduciary and beneficiaq w i l h i ~tha~

relationsrhip. there is no need or requirement for any inequality to exia outside of that relationship
or prior to its f~nnation.~Thus, where a stockbroker experienced in tax planning hired a
chartered accountant to advise him in tax planning and sheitering, it was possible for the Supreme
Court of Canada to h d that the accountant owed fiduciary obligations to the stockbroker when
the investments the accountant prescribed went bad.9 As La Forest J. explaineci:

... [Wjhile the doctrine of unconscionabiiity is triggered by abuse of a pre-existing
inequality in bargaining power between the parties, such an uiequaiity is no more a necessary
element in a fiduciary relationship than factors such as trust and loyalty are neconditions
for a clah of unconscionability ...Io
Excessive judicial categorisation of inherently unequal foms of fiduciary relationships such as parent and child or guardian and ward

- and an overemphasis upon beneficiaries'

vulnerability have combined to create the mistaken impression that al1 fidunary relationships exist
between unequal parties. One such example may be seen in Follis v. Aibernarie P.,
where
McTague J.A stated that:
It seems to me ... that there must be established some inequality of footing between the
parties, either arising out of a particular relationship, as parent and child, guardian and ward,
solicitor and client, truste and cestui que nustt, principal [sic]and agent, etc., or on the other

8Where,for example, partnefs in a professional b a s f h n jointly own a cottage that does net k h g to
their firm, their relationship vis-&-vis that cottage has nothing to do with the fiduciary nature of their business
relationship. The fonner relationship is, therefore, not bound by the same requirements as the latter.
gSee Hodgkimn v. SNnmr (1994), 117 D.L.R. (4th) 161 (S.C.C.).
IOlbid.at 174.

han& that it can be established that dominion was exercised by one person mer another. no
matter how the panicuiar relatioiiship may k categofized-

As the discussion above demonstrates, this assertion is simply untrue.

The best way to understand the relative positions of the parties in fiduciary relationships
is to think of the fiduciary relationship as a W e r of powers Eorn the beneficiary, B, to the
fiduciary, F.I2 The powers transferred by B to F originaUy belonged to the former and, in fact,

still do. B has merely l m e d the powers to F w i t h the ambit of their fiduciary relationship; they
do not become F s own possession. F is duty-bound to use these powers in the sarne manner as 23
would, subject to any cunstraints B imposes on their use. F may not exceed these imposed Limits
or else be fiable for breach of duty. The purpose of F s duty is to a a w i t h the parameters
established by B through the latter's vaosfer of powers, not to exceed them.13 When the fiduciary
relationship is terminated, the powen retum to B. A s d a r method of understanding the relative
positions of fiduciaries and beneficiaries in fiduciary relationships was espoused by Justice
McLachlin in the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Nor&erg v. Wprib.14 She explained
that: "It is as though the fiduciary has taken power which righthily belongs to the beneficiary on
the condition that the fiduciary exercise the power entrusted exclusively for the good of the
beneficiary."
The inequality in the relationship between fiduciary and beneficiary results from the
transfer of powers from B to F. The inequality of this position is illustrated by the change in
power relations between B and F within the boundaries of their fiduciary relationship. Origuially
both had cornpiete and equal powers - Q. Upon the transfer of prescnbed powers, P, fiom B to

F, the fiduciary relationship carne into being. However, within that fiduciary relationship, F s
powers now amount to Q+P, whereas B oniy possesses Q-P. The result is a power inequaiity that
did not exia prior to the creation of the fiduciary relation. AIthough the beneficiary's interests are
proteaed by the law of fiduciaries, this protection serves oniy as a check on the fiduciary's ability
to abuse the power transferred from the beneficiary.
This discussion of the relative power of beneficiaries vis-à-vis their fiduciaries iiiustrates
that parties do not have to be inherently unequal to be involved in fiduciw relations. Instead, it
- -

-

l l [ M 11 1 D.L.R 178 at 181 (Ont. C A ) .
12see the dimusion in Rutman, "VulnerablePosition," mpra note 5 at 67-9.
13~ence,for example, the federd Crown's breach of fiduciary du@ in Guerin, supra note 2.
14(1992), 92 D L R (4th) 449 (S.C.C.).
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rnay be seen that the fiduciary relationship itself creates an inequality in the parties vis-à-vis each

oiher within the confines of t h t rehzfiomhip. This inequahty of the parties creates vulnerability.
Thus, the fiduciary relationship creates vulneraûility, vulnerability does not m a t e the fiduciary
relationship. Vulnerability is, therefore, a consepence, rather than a cafa&st, of fiduciary
relations. l6
To summarise, both the inequality of the parties in fiduciary relationships and wlnerability
are by-products of fiduciary relations rather than primary ingredients in their creation. While

fiduciary relationships may exia between unequal parties, the parties need not be unequal for a
fiduciary relation to arke. What should be emphasised in any examination of the fiduciary nature
of a relationship, then, is whether the nature of the parties' interaction is such that it ought to be
presumed that one or more of the parties owes obligations of a fiduciary nature to one or more
others. Pre-existing power relations are irrelevant.

Once these fundamental prernises are

estabtished and accepted, it is possible for a more complete and accurate jundical picture of
fiduciary doctrine tu corne into being.

(b)

The Onains of the Crown-Native Fiduciarv Relationship

The crystallisation of British-aboriginal relations during the formative penod discussed in
Chapters II and III solidified the inchoate fiduciary relationship that had been forged between the
groups through their seventeenth century alhances. This solidification of Crown-Native relations
formed the basis of their modem fiduciary relationship. By examining how Britain and the
aboriginal peoples respectively represented the nature of their interaction during the formative
years of their relationship, modem Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relationships may be
understood in a manner consistent with the unified, contexhial, and cuhrally-appropriate
approach to aboriginal and treaty rights issues argued for in this work.
The fact that Crown-Native relations may not have been described as fiduciary pnor to

Guem does not rnean that fiduciary or fiduciary-like obligations did not eist before that decision
was rendered. Describing a relationship as Bduciary does not change or alter its dynamics. Those

lslbid. at 501.

I6See Hon JRU Gautreau, uDemystifyug the Fiduciary Mystique," (1989), 68 Cm. Bm Rev. 1 at 5,
where he states that vuinerability "... is nothing more than a desaiption of the victim's situation when the
fiduciary can aEect bis îawfiil interests by exercising his position of power."

dynamics are what cause the relationship to be descnied as fiduciary. nius, a court's description

of a relationship as fiduciary does not aansfonn it h o something other than what it has always
ben. Rather, its effect is to fumish beneficiaies to such relationships with legal protection of
their interests. In the aftermath of the Guerin decision, in which the Supreme Court rooted the
Crown's fiduciary obligations, in part, in the Royal Prock'amatiioz of 1763, the nature of Crownabonginal relations fiom 1763 onward is legitimately described as fiduciary.17 However, on the
bais of the assertion made in Chapter III that the Proclamation merely a f n d pre-existing
Crown-Native relations, the fiduciary nature of the parties' interaction rnay be traced back to the
origins of those relations.

The fiduciary nature of Crown-Native relations has continued fiom the origins of those
relations to the present day in spite of the various changes in the hiaory of Crown-Native
interaction. Initially, the aboriginal peoples were the dominant party in their interaction with
Bntain. They were the primary carriers of fiduciary responsibifity d u ~ the
g early years of
Crown-aboriginal intercourse because of their ability to affect Bntain's interests. Britain's ability
to affect the Native peoples' interests at that tirne was minimal. The power relations between the
groups gradually evened out, placing the parties on a relatively equal footing. At this point, both
parties owed similar fiduciary obligations and were owed like fiduciary benefits.

With the

conquest of New France in 1760-1 and the ascendancy of Bntain as the most powerful European
nation in North America, Bntain took on increased fiduciary responsibility towards the aboriginal
peoples. Meanwhile, the aboriginals' fiduciary obligations to Britain decreased proportionately
with their ability to influence British interests.18 In the present day, the aboriginal peoples'

inability to signifiwitly affect the Crown's interests renders their continuing fiduciary obligations
to the Crown of minimal significance. This situation may change, of course, as the relationship
between the parties continues to evolve.

17While Guerin did not discuss the existence of the Crowri's general fiduciary obligations to the
aboriginal penples, it will be argued, infia, that that is preckly the implication of the Guerin decision. As will be
illustrateci f i e r , this interpretation of Guerin is supported by the decisions of the Federai Court of Appeal in
Kruger v. R. (1985), 17 D.L.R (4th) 591 (F.C.A.) and the Supreme Court of Canada in Sparrow, supra note 3 and
M i t c M v. Peguis Indian Band ( 1 WO), 7 1 D.L.R (4th) 193 (S.C.C.). See also the discussion at the beginning of
C h V.
18Tbat is not to say fhat the aboriginal peoples did not continue to owe fiduciary obligations to the Crown
at this tirne. Indeed, the aboriginals continued to have fiduciary obligations to respect the peace and fnendship
between the groups.
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nie Crown's fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples necessitate that the Crown act
seMessly. with honesty, integrity, and the utmoa g w d f&

in the best interests of the abonginal

peoples. The Crown's duty aiso entails that it m u a avoid placing itself or being placed in
situations that would compromise the aboriginal peoples' interests. That is not to suggest that the
Crown does not have other responsibilities that wmpete with its duties to the aboriginal peoples.

This issue will be considered in the section entitied "The Crown's Duty and Conflict of Interest"
in Chapter V. While the extent of the Crown's fiduciary duty has not yet been judicially
considered, it arguably permeates most aspects of Crown-Native relations.19
When considering the fiduciary element of Crown-Native relations, it is vital to recognise
that it remains iinked to historical events and practices. The change of circurnstances which
enabled the Crown to impose its ambitions of empire upon the aboriginal peoples in the nineteenth
century cannot ignore the more than two hundred years of relations between the groups that
enabled the Crown to implement its colonialist policies. As will be discussed later, fiduciary law
prohibits fiduciaries fiom repudiating their duties to their beneficiaries at any time during their
fiduciary relationship.

More importantly, without the assistance of the aboriginal peoples

descnbed in previous chapters, Britain would not have achieved the power that eventually enabled
it to subjugate them. Retracing the process by which Britain obtained its position of power in
North Arnenca demonstrates the extent to which Britain owes that position to its historical
relationships with the abonginal peoples.
Britain's victory in the European cornpetition for empire in North America necessitated
the stringing together of a number of events that wuld not possibly have been envisaged when
Henry W granted his charter to John Cabot in 1496. Initially, Britain had to establish a colonial

presence in North America. This meant that she had to attain some degree of self-sufnciency. As
disaissed in Chapter II, the first British settlers relied wholeheartedly on the aboriginal peoples to
teach them how to cope in nirroundings that they were completely unfamiliar with. They relied
upon the benevolence of the aboriguial peoples for their very survival. Had the aboriginals not
provided the British with food and other assistance, early British attempts at colonisation would
have quickiy resulted in disaster.
Once Britain had established a toehold in North Amerka, it had to vie with other
European nations for the Native peoples' favour. Wlthout seniring alliances with powerfiil
'%r greater dûcnsion of this point, see Roiman, Pmuiief Path, supra note 5.

aboriginal nations, Britain wodd have been unable to maintain ifs presence in North Ameriq
either militarily or economically. The abonguial peoples were the moa powemil rnilitary force on
the continent for some two hundred years after contact. Their military might made them essential
for trade. The aboriginal peoples were successfiil trappen who knew the topography of the land

far better than the European h v a l s . Moreover. the most powerfid aboriginal nations controlled
trade routes, thereby necessitahg the creation of European-aborigllial alliances. Bntain therefore
had to secure alliances with enough powerful aboriginal nations to resist the military and
econornic might of rival European nations and thek aboriginal allies, or that of politically-neutral
nations such as the Iroquois Confederacy.
In addition, Britain had to anticipate the devastating effects that disease would have upon
the aboriginal peopIes.20 Disease drastically reduced aboriginal populations, thereby rendering
them far less of an opposition to Bntain's ambitions of empire. Britain wouid also have had to
foresee the aboriginal reliance on European manufactured goods that increased abonginai
dependence on Bntain.

While disease and war had imevocably devastated the aboriginal

population, the aboriginals' reliance on manufactured goods rendered them ultimately dependent
upon the British. Over the course of many yean, aboriginal reliance on European manufactured
goods led them to lose the skiils necessary to produce their own implements. This, in tum,
manifested their need to acquire European tools which meant focusing their attention on
European trade relations:
Even those who did not participate directly in the fur trade obtained European gaods
h m indian middlemen, while those Indians who did participate, blending a subsistence living
with the pursuit of fws for trade, became particuiariy dependent upon European goods: guns,
ammunition, trapr, hardware of al1 sorts, and manufactured cloth. One Indian, while e.qressing
antipathy towards the Hudson's Bay Company, said that the indians would die if the Company
went away.21

FinalIy, Britain had to expect that none of its European competitors would have been
equaiiy able to rely upon these same events for their own benefit or to end up in a better position
than Bntain. Had this chain of evems not occurred, each building upon the other in Bntain's
favour, Bntain may not have achieved its ultimate place in North Amencan &airs in the second
haif of the eighteenth century. As this fantastic chah of events indicates, Bntain codd not
20Se+ generaiiy, GE. Sioui. For on Amerindian Autohistory: An EsSay on the Fmdations o j a Social
Ethic, S. Fischman, tr., (Montreal: McGiii-Queen's University Press, 1992).
2 1 ~ . Taylor,
~.
"Two Views on the Meaning of Treatties Six and Seven," in R Priœ, ed. The Spirit ofthe
Afberta Indian Treaties, (Edmonton: Pica Pica Press, 1987) at 1 1.
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possiily have predicted the outcome of its North Amencan endeavours, nor could it have planneci

each event in the chah to have occurred in precisely the fashion that they did.
While Bntain may not have been able to predict this sequence of events, it shodd have
anticipated that its relations with the aboriginal peoples carrieci with them obligations of a binding
nature. As with the specific alliances it had entered into with the aboriginal peoples, these
relations were designed to be perpetual.

Indeed, both Bntain and the aboriginal peoples

represented their diances as perpetual - as seen, for example, in the Covenant Chain and in more
modem treaties between the groups that will be discussed in Chapters VI and W. Thus, the
fiduciary obligations that Britain had undenaken throughout the many years of its interaction with
the abonginal peoples could not be repudiated once Bntain no longer required the abonginal
peoples in the same fashion that it had previously.

As discussed below, fiduciary doctrine

prohibits the Crown fiom abandonhg its fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples that were
created and solidified over the course of this foundational penod.

It prescribes onerous

obligations on the Crown whiie providing the aboriginal peoples with legally enforceable means to
ensure that the Crown lîves up to its duties.
(c)

Judicial Recognition of Crown-Native Fiduciary Relations

In spite of the entrencbment of fiduciary doctrine as an essential element of Crown-Native
relations, Canadian courts have been reluctant to consider the implications of the Crown-Native
fiduciary relationship for the parties involved. Nevertheless, the use of fiduciary rhetonc in

Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence has becorne axiomatic. In fact, the application of
fiduciary doctrine to Crown-Native relations is now prenimed to exist as a selcevident truth
without ever having been subjected to a thorough analysis of its applicability or appropriateness to
those relations.22 This has occurred despite the fact that the judiciary has not addressed such
fundamental questions as which emanations of "the Crown" owe fiduciary obligations to the

22See, for example, P d v. Conodan Pacijc Ltd (1%9), 53 D.L.R (4th) 487 at 504 (S.C.C.); Roberts v.
Canada (1989), 57 D.L.R (4th) 197 at 208 (S.C.C.); Spnrrow, supra note 3 at 408; Bruno v. C m d a (Uinister of
indian Aflairs und Norihem Development), [I991] 2 C.N.L.R 22 at 27 (F.C.T.D.);
Cree Regional Authariiy v.
Robinson, [1991] 4 C.N.L.R 84 at 99 (F.C.T.D.); O ~ i (Attorney-Genero()
o
v. Benr Island Foundation (1991),
83 D.L.R (4th) 381 at 384 (S.C.C.); Quebec (Aîtomey-Generoi') v. Cmada (National Energy Board), El9941 1
S.CR 159 at 182-5.

aboriginal peoples of Canada?

While contemporary Canadian courts may feel obliged to make

use of Educiary rhetoric in their aboriginal rights decisions, their sense of obligation a p p m to
begin and end at recognising the Crown's duty and its incorporation in section 35(1) of the

Constitution Act. 1982.24The ment Supreme Court of Canada decisions in R v. Badge+ and

R v. V m der PeeP are clear examples of this phen~rnenon.~~
Iffiduciary principles are to be used to characterise the interaction between the Crown and
aboriginal peoples, the courts must provide guidance for their application. To truly understand
fiduciary doctrine's application to Crown-Native relations, it is necessary to possess adequate
understandings of fiduciary doctrine and the nature of Crown-Native relations individually before
considering the effects of the former on the latter. The fact that fiduciary law has enjoyed its
position as one of the most significant facets of Canadian abonginal rights law for more than a
decade without any detailed analysis or elaboration is indicative of the segmented and disjointed
aboriginal right s jurisprudence iilustrated by the Simi/Sparrav dichotomy highlighted in Chapter
Stating that a fiduciay relationship exists or that it has been breached without illustrating
what the relationship encompasses or the ramifications of such a breach is of limited utility.28
uideed, the portraya1 of a relationship as fiduciary is only an initiai step; the explanation of the
resultant obligations arising by vimie of the relationship's existence requires more work.29 As
Mr. Justice Felix Frankfurter explained in Semrities & Exchange Commis.siun v. Chenery Corp.:
... fTlo say that a man is a fiduc- ody begins anaiysis; it gives direction to a M e r
inquiry. To whom is he a fiduciary? What obligations does he owe as a fiduciary? In what
respect bas he fàüed to discharge these obligations? And what are the consequena of his
deviation h m duty-O

-

2 3 ~ h question
e
of which exnanations of the Cmwn British, &or Canadian (federal andior provincial)
Crowns, or some combination thereof hold fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples of Canada is canvassed
in greater detail in Rotman, Parailel Paths, supra note 5. See aIso Rotman, "Provincial Fiduciary Obligations to
First Nations: The Nexus Between Govermental Power and Responsibility," (1994), 32 Osgoode HaII L.J. 735.
2%e judiciary's obligation in this limited regard is mandateci by the Spuwow decision, supm note 3 at

-

406-8.

ls(19%), 133 D.L.R (4th) 324 (S.C.C.).
26[1996] 4 C.N.L.R 177 (S.C.C.).
27See the discussion of this point in L.I. Rotman, "Hunting for Aoswers in a Strange Kettle of Fih:
Unilateralism, Pateraalism, and Fiduciary Rhetoric in Badger and Van der Peet," (1997), 8(2) Constitutional
Forum 40.
2 * ~ aP.D.F i Fiduciary Obfigations. (Sydney: The Law Book Company, 1977) at 1 Freinfier
"Fiducias, Obligations"].
29SeeR Flannigan, 7'he Fiduciary Obligation," (1989), 9 Ox. J. kg.Stud 285 at 3 10.
30318 U.S.80 at 85-6 (1943).

Fiduciary law has its ongins in public policy, specincally the desire to protect certain types
of relationships that are deemed to be socially valuable or necessary.31 The common elements to
those relationships which corne under the auspices of fiduciary doctrine are the trust and
confidence reposed by one party in another within a given context. This reposing of m a and
confidence by one party in the honesty, integrity, and fidelity of another, as weil as the former's
reliance upon the latter's care of that trust, is the bais for the creation of fiduciary doctrine.)*
Yet, whereas the policy underlying fiduciary doctrine is rooted in a desire to preserve and protect
the integrity of socially valuable or necessary relationships which arise due to human
interdependency, the basis of fiduciary l a d s application centres on the characteristics of actual
relationships between parties.
The specific nature of a relationship and the circumstances under which it germinated
render the interaction between parties fiduciary, aot the people involved or whether their
interaction fits into an eaabiished category of fiduciary relations?

No type of relationship may

be precluded from being classified as fiduciary simply because it has not previously been
recognised as fiduciary or because the parties to the relationship are not traditionally associated
with fiduciary relations."

As Sir Eric Sachs J. explained in Lloyd's Bank v. Bundy, "the

relationships which result in such a duty must not be circumscnbed by reference to defined
li~nits."3~For this reason, fiduciary doctrine is ben described as situation-speczfzc. Fiduciary
doctrine's ernphasis on context insists that tiduciary principles be applied only where the nature of
a particular relationship warrants their appli~ation.~~
Yet, even in situations where fiduciary
doctrine ought to be applied to a relationship, only those principles of fiduciary doctrine that are
relevant to the relationship in question are to be applied.
-

-

"&e
3
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-

P. F i "The Fiduciary Pruiciple," supra note 6 at 26; W e i ~ bsupra
,
note 7 at 11.
v. Ashburton. [19 141 A.C. 932 at 963 (HL.); Canson Enterprises v. Boughfon & Co. (199l),

2 Nocton
~

85 D.L.R (4th) 129 at 154 (S.C.C.).

33~ickson
I. explicitly acknowledged this point in Guenn,supra note 2 at 341.
34See Tate v. WiIZiamson (1866), 2 L-R C h App. 55 at 60-1 (Ch.). The openendedness of fiduciary
categorisation is also weii-recogniseà in Canadianjurispnidence. See, for example, h k i n v. Bache & Co. (1971),
23 D.L.R (3d) 385 at 342 (Ont. C.A.); Canadian Aero Service Ltd v. O 'MaZIey (1973), 40 D.L.R (3rd) 37 1 at
383 (S.C.C.); Guerin, supra note 2 at 341; Infernatimal Corono Lfd v. Lac Minerals Lrd (1988), 62 0.R (2d) 1
at 44,46 (Ont. C.k);M.(K) V . ~ ( H(1992),%D.L.R
.)
(4th)289 at 326 (S.C.C.).
35[ 19751 1 Q.B. 326 at 34 1 (C.A.). See also U V . Ellis, Fiducary Dulies in Canada,(Toronto: De Bao,
1988) at 1-7; L.S. Sealy, "Some Pnnciples of Fiduciary Obligation.," [1%3] Cm&. LJ. 1 19 at 135; Weinni.
supra note 7 at 7; JRF. Lehane, "Fiduciaria in a Cornmerciai Context," in P.D.Fi- ed. Essays in Equity,
(Sydney: The Law Book Company, 1985) at 96; Sir A Mason, "Themes and Prospects," in Finn, ibid. at 246;
Gautreau, supra note 16 at 8.
36See, for example, H y m d v. Bank of Nova Scotia (1984). 7 D.L.R (4th) 135 at 142 (Ont. KC.).

The fact that the Canadian judiciary has not engaged in contextual analysis of fiduciary
doctrine and its application to Crown-Native relations is rooted in the judiciary's generd
unwillingness to engage in contextual analysis of aboriginal rights issues, not because fiduciary
doctrine ought not be applied to Crown-Native relations in Canada. Indeed, fiduciary doctrine is

an appropriate vehicle to govem Crown-Native relations because of its significant emphasis on
wntext. That aspect of fiduciary doctrine alone renders it a more valuable and suitable approach
to Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence than the judiciary's present method. However, there
are additional rasons why fiduciary law is an appropnate means by which to understand CrownNative relations.
Although early cases dealing with the issue of Crown obligations to the aboriginal peoples
focused on the existence of a tmst relationship between the

fiduciary doctrine is a much

more appropnate vehicle to descnbe Crown-Native relations. Tbis is because it transcends
situations involving property. For example, the Crown's obligations to abon@

peoples may be

seen to encompass not oniy aboriginal lands, as in Guerin,38 but also the protection of aboriginal
practices, such as the right to hunt, trap, and fish. Whereas fiduciary law is not dependent on the
existence of a legally recognisable property interest to take effect-39 trust law requires that there
be a sufficient property interest to constitute the corpus, or res, of a vus." This prerequisite
creates particular problems in applying trust law to aboriginal and treaty rights. For example, in
.

-

37~ote,for exampie, Heny v. Tho King ( 1905), 9 E x C.R 4 17; Dreaver v. nie King (1935). 3 C.N.L.C.
92 (Exch.); Chisholm v. The King, El9481 3 D.L.R. 797 (Exch.); Miller v. The King, [1948] Ex. C.R 372, rev'd
[1950] 1 D.L.R 5 13 (S.C.C.); St. Ann 's Island Shooting and Fishing Club v. The King, [1949] 2 D.L.R.17
(Exch.), a£fd [1950] 2 D.L.R 225 (S.C.C.) [hereinafter "St- Ann's Islanfl]. The cases are discussed in greater
detail in Rotman, Parallel Paths, supra note 5 Ch. IV.
38Seethe m e r discussion of the Crown's fiduciary obligation in Guerin, infia.
39See,for example, Rotman, Paralfef Paths, supra note 5 at 165-6; Mwre v. Ro-val T h s t Co.. [1956]
S.C.R 880; Standard lnvestmen~Ltcf v. C.I.B.C. (1985), 22 D.L.R (4th) 410 (Ont.C.A.); Canson E'ntetprises,
supra note 19 at 146; P.D.Maddaugh, "Definition of Fiduciary Duty," in Fiduciaty Duties, Law Society of Upper
Canada Special Lectures, 1990, (Toronto: De Boo, 1991) at 17; L.S. Sealy, "Fiduciary Relationships," [1%21
Camb. LJ.69 at 76; Finn, "Fiduciary Principle," supra note 6 at 37.
*O
m a t e a Iegally-vaiid txust, three essential chaiacteristics, known as the three ccrtainties, must exist.
The subject matter of the tnist, also known as the corpus or res, must be cIearly and readily identifiable and
legay-recognisabie as property. Additionaily, the shares in the trust property which the benefrcianes of the trust
are to be entitled to must be unequivocal (Le. the benefit to be obtained h m the property by each beneficiary must
be ascertained). This is known as the certainy of mbject. The person who seeks to establish the trust the setrior
must use explkit language in creating the trust so that there is no doubt as to the purpose or fiinction of the trust.
This is known as the certainty of object. Finally, the intention of the settlor to establish the trust must itself be
beyond question. This is known as the cerfainty ofintent. For a more detailed discussion of the basic legal
requirements for the establishment of a trust, see D.W.M. Waters, Law of Trusts in Canada, Second Edition,
(Toronto: Carswell, 1984) Chapter 5 mefeinafter -Law of Tmstf]; G. Williams, "The Three Certainties," (1940),
4 Mod t.Rev. 20.

-

-

Pawis v. R, the Federai Court, Trial Division held that aboriginal hunting and fishing rights could
not be the subject of a mn because they did not consthte a trust rex4l Since fiduciary law does
not require the existence of a legally recogniseable property interest there is no inherent diffidty

in having aboriginal hunting, tnipping, or fishing nghts be the subject of a Crown fiduciary
obligation to an aboriginal group.
Fiduciary law also avoids the difficulties of engaging judicial debate as to whether
aboriginal rights in land are beneficial or non-beneficial in nature and therefore capable or
incapable of constituting the res of a trust. The discussion of whether the relationship between
the Crown and the Musqueam band existed within the r e a h of trust or fiduciary law was a
sigdcant aspect of the G e r i n decision. While Justice Dickson, as he then was, found the
requirement that aboriginal peoples surrender their land interests to the Crown before alienating it
was the key ingredient for the existence of the Crown's fiduciary obligation, Justice Wilson found

that that same element created a trust relationship in Guerin.42 The reason for the differences in
their concIusions is directly traceable to their different methods of examining the nature of
aboriginal title.
Dickson J. suggested that the nature of Indian titie is not accurately described by comrnon
law conceptions of property, but is a sui generis interest. He explained that abonginal title does
not, strictly speaking, amount to beneficial ownership, but that it is not entirely caught by the
concept of a personal nght either." Its vitai characteristics are: its existence independent of any
treaty, executive order, or Iegislative enactment" its generai i~~alienability;~~
and that, upon its
41Pawi~
V. R. (1979). 102 D L R (3d) 602 at 6 13-14 (F.C.T.D.).
42~ilson
J. did find, however, that a fidureiationship exisced generally ktween the Crown and
aboriginai peoples. See the discussion of this point, infra,
43Guerin,supra note 2 at 339. While Did<son J. explained that the nature of aboriginal title does not
"strictly speaking, amount to a kneficiai interest, neither is its nature compfeteiy exhausteci by the concept of a
personal rightn his statement does not, ipso facto, render the Indian interest in land non-benefkial. The point that
Dickson J. atternpts to emphasise in his judgment is that the exact nature of aboriginal title cannot k conclusiveiy
detennined by anaiogy with common Iaw concepts of property, but is sui generis. As he stated, ibid. at 339, "... in
descn'bing what constitutes a unique interest in land the courts have almost inevitabIy found themselves applying a
somewhat inappropriate terminology drawn h m generat property law."
This same view was expressed over skty years earlier by V i u n t Haldane in Amodu Tijani v. The
Secretary, S o u t h Nigeria, [1921] 2 A C . 399 at 403 (P.C.),where, in discussing the nature of aboriginal title,
he stated that:

There is a tendency, operating at times uncansciousiy, to render that title çonceptually in
terms which are appropriate oniy to systems which have &romup under English law. But this
tendency has to be held in check cIosely.
%uerin, supra note 2 at 336.

surrender, the Crown is under an obligation to deal with the land on the Indians' behalf" He

deemed anythmg beyond these

features to be unnecessary and potentiaUy misleading.

Justice Dickson's determination that the M a n interest in land was not beneficial in nature meant
that it was insdEcient to constitute the res of a t n i s t 4 8 He found that the bais of the fiduciary
relationship in Guerin was the Crown's duty to act in the bea interests of the Musqueam band in
the leasing of the surrendered reserve lands. The legaiiy enforceable nature of the duty regulated

the manner in which the Crown exercised its discretion over the surrendered Musqueam land
pursuant to the surrender requirements contained in the I n d m Act.
Justice Dickson based his conclusion largely upon the Supreme Court of Canada's

decision in Smith v. R,in which the Indian interest in land was characterised as a right which
disappeared upon surrender and couid not be transferred to a grantee, whether the Crown or a
private in~iividual.~~
As he explained in Guerin:
As the Smith decision, supra, makes clear, upon unconditional surrender the indians'
right in the land disappears. No property interest is transferred which could mnsiitute the trust

45~ndianlands are inahenable except to the Crown or through the Crown as an intermediaxy in deaiings
with third parties, as indicated in the Royal Procfmation of 1763. The custorn of allowing surrenders of Indian
reserve lands only through the Crown is a longstanding practice of the Crown which dates back to the early
colonisation of North America. This practice also existeci in other parts of the British Empire: see. for example, R.
v. Symondr, [1847] N.Z.P.C.C.387 at 391 (N.Z.S.C.).Cunentiy, the relevant provisions concerning the susrender
of reserve lands are contained within d o n s 18(1) and 3 7 4 1 of the Indiun Act, RS-C. 1985, c. 1-5, S. 37. For
m e r discussion and analysis of the surrender requirements contained within the Indiun Act, see J.P. Salembier,
"How Many Sheep Make A Fiock? An Anaiysis of the Surrender Provisions of the Indian Act," [1992] 1 C.N.L.R
14.

46Guerirr, supra note 2 at 339.
47~though
Dickson I. tqressly stated, ibid. at 339, that then are oniy two essential features of abonginai
M e its general inalienability and the Crown's obligation to deai with !and on the Indians' behalf upon its
surrender implicit in this statement is the fact that aboriginal titIe is a pre-existing, legal right to property which
is not dependent upon any action of the Crown but is "derived h m the Indians' historie occupation and possession
of their t n ï lands": ibid. at 335. Mer to his commentary on this latter issue, ibid. at 335-9.
48~bid.at 342. However, Didrson J.'s characterisation of the nature of the indian titie was ultimately
irrelevant to bis decision because of his reliance on the precedent established in Smith v. R. (1983), 147 D.L.R
(3d) 237 (S.C.C. ), the implications of which are discussed below. Note that Diclson 3. 's conclusion that the nonbeneficiai nature of aboriginal titie renders it incapable of constituting the res of a trust is disputeci by D. Waters in
"New Directions in the Employment of Equitable Doctrines: The Canadian Expenence," in Youdan, supra note
18 at 423, where he suggested that:

-

-

... [A] personal interest, less than an equitable estate, is an acceptable bendicial interest
for the purposes of a trust. In Moore v. Royd Trust Co., a mere personal Liceme to live in a
particdar houe was accepted by the Supreme Court of Canada as a valid beneficial interest.
See Moore v. Royal TM

Co., supra note 39.
4g~rnith,supra note 48 at 250. See also the commentary on thû point in I.D.Hurîey, "The Cmwn's
Fiduciary Duty and Indian Title: GuerÏn v. The Queen,"(1985), 30 Md3ilI LJ.559 at 572-6; RH,Bartiett, "The
Fiduciary Obiigation of the Crown to the Indi-"
(1989), 53 SdlFk L. Rev. 301 at 3 18-19.

res, so that even if the 0 t h indicia of an express or Unpfied trust couid be made out, the basic
requirement of a salement of pmperty bas not been met Accordingly, although the nature of
Indian title coupIed with the discretion vested in the Crown are sufiicient to give rise to a
fiduciary obligation, nexther an express nor an implied min arises upon surrenderdersO

It should be noted, however, that the characterisation of aboriginal titie in Smirh is both
inconsistent with Dickson Je's own definition in Guenn and contrary to precedent.

If, as in

Guerzn, a band surrenders its interest in land for leasing purposes with the intention to have the
land revert back it at the conclusion of the lease?how is it possible for the band to regain the land

if its interest vanished upon sumender? Surely, the band must retain a reversionary interest in land
that it surrenders for lease.

In Corporation of Surrey v. Peace Arch Enterprises Ltd, the British Columbia Court of
Appeal found that a surrender of Indian lands to the Crown for leasing purposes was not final and
complete, but conditiona1.J' The court held that lands surrendered under such circumstances did
not case to be lands held by the Crown for the benefit of the band. Moreover, in St. Am's

I s h d Shooting and Fishing Club v. The King, Rand J. held that the surrender of lands by the
Chippewa and Pottawatomie Indians of Walpole Island to the Crown for leasing purposes was not

an absolute and final surrender by the band of its interests in the land:
1 find myself unable to agree that there was a total and definite surrender. What was
intended was a sunenâer SufIicient to enable a valid Ietting to be made to the trustees "for such
term and on such conditions" as the Superintendent Generai might approve. It was at most a
surrender to permit such leasing to them as might be made and continued, even though subject to
the approval of the Superintendent General, by those having authority to do so. It was not a nnal

and irrevocabfe cornmitment of the Iand to leasing for the benefit of the Indians, and much Iess to
a leasing in perpetuiîy or in the judgment of the Superintendent Generai to the Club. To the
Council, the Superintendent General stood for the Governent of which he was the
representative. Upon the expiration of the holding by the Club, the reversion of the original
privileges of the Indiansfifl in ro possession. j2 @mphasis addeci]
.

-

.
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soGuerin,supra note 2 at 342.
"(1970), 74 W.W.R 380 at 3 8 5 4 (B.C.C.A.). This fact was qlicitly recognised by the Suprerne Court
in Smith, supra note 48 at 247-8.
5ZSt.Ann 's Island, supra note 37 at 23 1. See a h , ibid.: 'That there c m be a partial sumnder of
"personai and usufhctuary rightsn which the M a n s enjoy is confimed by St. Catherine 'k Milling & U r . Co. v.
The Queen (1888), 14 App. Cas. 46, in which there was retained the privilege of hunting and fïshing ...* Compare
this last statement with that made by Estey J. in Smith, supra note 48 at 250: '... it shodd be noted that the reIease
in the St. Catherine 3 case was conditionai but in a more direct sense. The releasors ... retained the right to "hunt
and £ishthroughout the surrendered temtoIy". Nevertheles, it was determined that the release was absolute and
relieved the provincial title of the burden of the Indian rights under S. 9 f (N).'
There is a considerable Merence between St. Catherine 'sMilling and Smith, on the one hand, and Surrey
v. Peuce Arch, St. Ann 's Isfmd,and Guerin on the other. The former invoIve the surrender of abriginai lands for
sale, whereas the latter are concemed with sutrenders for lease purposes only. This hct was recogaised by Estey J.
in Smith, supra note 48 at 249:

Although Estey J. did distinguish between surrenders for the purpose of sale and those for
lease purposes in S d ,he fded to deal with the implications of bis characterisation of the nature
of aboriginal title. Not only does the Smith precedent create a problem upon the termination of a

lease of abonginal lands, but it makes redundant the treaty-making process between the Crown
and aboriginal peoples. If the lndian interest in land vanishes upon surrender and is not capable of
being transferred, then how may the Crown acquire that interest by way of treaty? If the Crown's

titie to Canadian soi1 wuld not have been obtained from the aboriguial peoples

- since their

interest is incapable of being transferred - then that title mua have been original. English land
law insias that title to land, unless it is an original title, mua necessarily be denvative?

Logically, the Crown's titie to Canada could not be original, since the aboriginal peoples were in
occupancy and possession of the land pnor to the Crown's arrival. The question of how the

Crown obtained its title when that title cannot be justifieci under the o d y two methods of
acquisition contemplated by English land law thus remains as long as the precedent in Smith is
authoritative.

Justice Wilson held that finding that aboriginal bands have a beneficiai interest in their
reserve lands was merely an acknowledgment of an hiaorical reality? She determined, however,
that the aboriginals did not hold the fee to resewe lands, but a more limited interest." Wilson J.
found that the Crown does not generally hold reserve lands in trust for bands under section 18 of

In these proceedings, however, the court is not d e d upon to decide if such a leasing
arrangement or leasing mechanics amount to another form of "use" or "bene&itWto the Indians.
Here the retease of the right of occupancy is unfettered and absolute. The provisions of S. 53(1)
[of the lndian Act, RS-C. 1970, c. 1-61 are not here applicable. The consequenœ in law of the
surrender of 1895 is that described in the Sr. Catherine S case. The rights of the s u r r e n d e ~ g
party were thereby terminateci.
It would appear, therefore, that Dickson J. was at fault in Guerin for overextending the precedent created in Smith
by not recognising that Estey J.'s judgment in Smith was not intended to apply to situations involving lands
surrendered for leasing purposesurposes
in fàirness to Dickson J., however, the wording of the Smith decision regardhg
the S e c t of a surrender does not suggest that the j u m e n t ought to be limitai to surrenders for the purposes of
sale oniy. Further, where abonginai peoples do retain hunting and fishing rights when surrendering laad, there
ought to be a continuhg obligation on the part of the Crown to protect those interests which survive the surrender
process. However, according to the Smith decision, and as discusseâ in the fhst paragraph of this note there
would be no continuhg aboriginal interest in the land, and thetefore no Crown obligation.
s 3 ~ oar more detailed discussion on this latter point and how it relates to the title of aboriginal poples, sa
K. McNeil, Common Law Aboriginal Title, (Mord: CIarendon Press, 1989).
s4Guerin,supm note 2 at 356-7.
s51bid.

-
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the Indian Act as a result of the band's lirnited interests in that land.56 Nevertheless, she held that
a band's interest in its reserve lands was d c i e n t to constitute the res of a trust in a situation
where a band surrenders land to the Crown on specified tenns for the purpose of dienation to a
third party:
It seems to me that S. 18 presents no barrier to a finding that the Crown became a f f l blown trustee by virtue of the surrentier. The susrender prevails over the S. 18 duty but in this
case there is no iucompatiibility between them Raiher the fiduciary duty which existed at large
under the section to hold the land in reserve for the use and benefit of the band crystaflized upon
the m n d e r into an orpress trust of spcific land for a specific purpose?

In the absence of such a sunender, Wilson J. dedared that the nature of the Indian interest in

reseme lands combines with the Crown's duty to protect that interest to create a fiduciary
relationship.
The judgments of Dickson and Wilson JJ. in Guerin support the generai notion that the
Crown possesses fiduciary obligations to abonguial peoples with respect to aboriginal lands held
by the Crown on the aboriginais' behaK The prirnary significance of Guerin lies in its recognition
of the legal nature of the Crown's duty and the obligations which ernanate fiom it. Upon a
judicial determination that the Crown owes an aboriginal group an obligation to act in the latter's
best interests, it is immaterial fiom a remedial perspective whether those obligations are derived

£kom fiduciary or trust I ~ W . ' ~ From an evidentiary point of view, however, the distinction
between classifjmg the Crown as a fiduciw, as opposed to a trustee, is quite sigdicant.
The evidentiary requirements for demonstrating a fiduciary relationship are substantially

less than those necessary to prove a trust. There are no "certainties" in fiduciary law as there are
in trust law.60 Moreover, as explained earlier, the existence of a fiduciary relationship is not
dependent upon the existence of a property interest, or res, as is a t m a relation~hip.~'The nature

561bid.
j71bid. at 360-1.
38~bid.at 357.
59Seethe comments by Dickson J. in Guerin, supra note 2 at 334:

In my view, the nature of Indian tiile and the framework of the statutory scheme
established for disposing of Indian land places upon the Crown an equirable obligation,
enforceable by the courts, to deal with the land for the benefit of the Indians. This obligation
does not amount to a trust in the private law sense. It is rather a fiduciary duty. Lf, however, the
Crown breaches this fiduciary duty it will be liable to the Indians in the same way and to the
same extent as if such a trust were in &kt
60Fiduciary law is thus more flexible in its application than Trust Law.
61Thatis not to suggest, however, that a property interest cannot be the subject of a fiduciaxy relationship.

and scope of a relationship is what renders it fiduciary, not the acton involved or the subscription
to p a r t i d a . d e s or regulations.62 In spite of these procedurai advantages over trust law, it oflen
remains difncult for beneficiaries to demonstrate the existence of a breach of duty by their
fiduciaries. These difnculties arise by vimie of the power imbalance between beneficiaries and
their fiduciaries within the confines of their fiduciary relationships63 and the latter's control over
the former's &airs. These fktors often enable unscrupulous fiduciaries to conceai the existence
of a breach of duty or evidence relating to a breach. To deviate this situation, fiduciary doctrine
prenimes the existence of the fiduciary's breach of duty upon its allegation by a cesnri que trust,
thereby r e q u i ~ gthe fiduciary to demonstrate that there was, in fact, no breach of duty. This
reverse onus was described by Lord Penzance in Erlmiger v. New Sombrero Phosphates Ltd
The relations of principal and agent, trustee and cesrui que Inrst.
parent and chil4 guardian and ward, priest and penitent, al1 funiish instances
in which the Courts of Equity have given protection and reîief against the
pressure of unf'air advantage resulting fiom the relation and muhial position of
the parties, whether in matters of contract or giA; and this relationship and
position of unfair advantage once made apparent, the Courts have always cast
upon him who holds that (fiduciary] position, the burden of shewing that he has
not used it to his own benefit?

Because of this reverse onus provision, beneficiaries need only demonstrate, prima facie,
the existence of a fiduciary relationship between the parties and that it has been breached. Once a

court accepts that a relationship is fiduciary and that a breach may have occurred, the burden of
proof shifts to the fiduciary to disprove the existence of a breach.65 Fiduciaries may only rebuE
degations of breach by demonstrating that they did not act contrary to the best interests of their
beneficiaries. Fiduciaries may not satisQ the reverse onus by iUustrating that their actions also
benefited their beneficiaries.66
The notion that fiduciaries may oniy disprove an allegation of breach by demonstrating
their fidelity to their beneficiaries' interests holds true regardless of whether the actions were

62Guerin. supm note 2 at 341. per D i c b n J.

63Thknotion wili be discussed in greater detail. inta.
64[1877-78] 3 AC. 1218 at 1230 (HL.). Sec also Aifcardv.Skinner (l887), [1886-901 Al1 E-R Rcp. 90 at
93 (C.
A); Zamet v. Hyman, (1961) 3 Al1 E.R 933 at 938 (C.A.); Ellis, supra note 35 at 1-3 to 1-4; J.C.Shepherd,
The Law of Fiduchies, (Toronto: Carswell, 1981) at 126-7; Gau~eaysupra note 16 at 26-7; RG. Slaght,
Tmving a Breach of Fiduciary Duty," in Fîduciary Duties. supra note 39 at 42-3.
65See R Cooter and B.I. Frcedman, "The Fiduciaxy Relatioaship: Its Economic Character and Legal
Consequences," (1 99 1). 66 N.Y. II. L. Rev. 1045. at 1048; see also Slaght, supm note 64 at 42-3.

"~llis,s u p note 35 at 1-3.

entered into in good or bad fa.ki1.6~ As long as fiduciaries place their interests before or on par
with those of their beneficiaries, they may be found fiable for breaching their fiduciary duties.68

Fiduciaries may also not be relieved of liability for breaching their duties by demonstrating that

any loss suffered by their beneficiafies would have occurred notwithstanding the former's
wrongfd actions.69 The Supreme Court's characterisation of the Crown's duty as fiduciary rather
than trust-like in Guerin therefore imposes the strict demands of a trustee's duties upon the
Crown without exacting the onerous task of establishing the existence or maintenance of a trust
upon the aboriginal peoples. Although none of the three judgments rendered in Guerin gamered
the support of a rnajority of the eight participating judgesV7Othe judgments of Dickson and Wilson
JJ. both support the principle of a general Crown fiduciary obligation towards aboriginal
pe~ples.~l

The Guerin decision dealt only with the fiduciary obligation of the federal Crown in the
context of land surrenders because of the faas in the case, not as a result of the Iimited scope of
the Crown's duty to aboriginal peoples. Justice Dickson expressly contextualised the h t e d
scope of his examination of the Crown's duty in Guenn by stating that the relevance of the
Crown's fiduciary duty 'in the present appeal ... is based on the requirement of a "surrender"
before uidian land can be aiienated.'n Had he wanted to indicate that the Crown only possessed
6
7 position
~
is expressed in the legal maxim quod ab initio non valet in tractu tentporis non
comalescet, "That which is bad in its commencement improves not by the lape of time." See Black's Lrnv
Dictionary, Fifth Edition, (St. Paul, Mirrn,: West, 1979) at 1126. See aiso Parfitt v. Lawless (1872), 2 L.R P. &
D. 462 at 468; E. Vinter, A Treutise on the History und Law of Fiduciary Relationships and Resulting Tnrsts.
Third Edition, (Cambridge: W. Heffer, 1955) at 11; Ellis, supra note 35 at 1-3.
6 8 ~ h inotion
s
was appmved by the House of Lords in Regai (Hosings) Ltd v. Gulfiver, [1942] 1 AU ER
378 at 381,386 (H.L.).
69~ee
EUS, supra note 35 at 2-20.3, 2-21; Island Realty Investments Lfd v. Douglas (1985), 19 E.TR 56
(B.C.S.C.).
7DThe Guerin case was acnially heard by the ni11panel of the Supnme C o r n however Chief Justice Bora
Laskin died prior to the rendering of judgment. The Guerin judgment was rendered by the rernaining eight
justices. Upon Laskin C.J.C.'s death, his position as Chief Justice was filled by Dickson I. and, ironically, the
vacancy on the Supreme Court was filied by Le Dain J., the judge who, in the Federal Court of Appeal's
disposition of Guerin, found that the Crown's obligation to the Musqueam band was ody a plitical trust that was
unenforceable in the courts: see (19831 143 D.L.R (3d) 416 at 469,470-1 (F.C.A.).
71See the discussion on this point klow and at the beginning of Ch. V. Justice Wilson's finding that a
tmst relationship existecl in Guerin was the result of the unique fact situation in Guerin. See Guerin, supra note 2
at 360-1. The generdy-applicable portion of her judgment holds that the Cmwn has a fiduciaty obligation
towards Indian bands which arose pursuant to the restrictions imposed on its dienation ôy the aboriginais and the
Crown's dkmtion under section 18 of the Indiun Act. See ibid. at 356-9.
%uerin, supra note 2 at 339. Note aiso ibid. at 34 1-2, where Justice Didrson stated 'When, as here, an
Indian band surrienders its interest to the Crown, a fiduciary obligation takes hold to reguiate the rnanner in which
the Crown exercises its discretion in dealing with the land on the Indiaas' behaKn

fiduciary obligations to Native peoples w i t k the confines of land surrenders, he wodd have
specifically limited the application of the Crown's obligations to that context. The Federal Coun

of Appeal's decision in h g e r v. R,fJwhich was released shortly after Guerin, affinned this
interpretation of the Guerin decision. As Heald J.A explained:
1 do not thhic, ho-,
that what was said by Mr Justice Dickson

dative to the
flduciary reiationship ex&ing between the Crown and the Inni=in.c [in Guerin] can be construed
in such a way as to be authority for the proposition generaliy that the fiduciary relatiouship arises
only where there is a surrender of Indians [sic) laad to the Crowm It is conect to note, as did
Mr.Justice Urie, that those comments were made by the leamed justice in the çontext of the facts
of thar case

The Sparrow decision ended debate over the extent of the Crown's fiduciary duties by
determining that the Supreme Court's findings in Guerin encompassed Crown-Native relations
generally.7s Later, in Mitchell v. Peguis I d a n Band, Chief Justice Dickson echoed the point
made by Justice Heald in Kruger, when he explained that: "On its facts, Guerin o d y d d t with

the obligations of the federal Crown arising upon surrender of land by Indians ...""

The use of fiduciary doctrine in the context of Crown-Native relations is a valuable tool to
ensure that the Crown lives up to the historical obligations it owes to the aboriginal peoples.
Fiduciary law monitors the intercourse between those who give their t m a and those who care for
that trust?

It ensures that fiduciaries live up to the lofty expectations demanded of them by

requiring them to carry out their duties of utmost good faith, or ~ b e ~ r n u a f i d eto
s,~
a ~hi&
-

73Supranote 17.
74fbid.at 597. See also ibid. at 646 (per Une LA).
75Sparr0w, supra note 3 at 408.
76S~pru
note 17 at 209.
nSee Finn, "Fiduciay Principle," mpm note 6 at 2.
78Thenecessity of uberrima Jdes, or utmost good Wth, is the foundatioa of fiduciary doctrine. It is not
ody the fundamental premise amund which fiduciary law is built; it is the hallmark of the fiduciary relation. in
order to allow the proper fùnctioning of the fiduciaxy relation, the utmost good faith of the parties, in particuiar
that of the fiduciary,must be svictly obsemed.
The le@ concept of ubewim/ides possesses an entirely separate existence fiom the concept of good faith
in law in that it is an equitable rather than common law duty. That is not to say that uberrima $des is not a
legaiiyenforceableduty, since the once-separate jurisdictions belonging to îaw and equity were merged over 100
years ago by way of the British Judicature Ac& of 1873 and 1875: Judicature Act, 1873 (U.K.),36 & 37 V i n c.
66; Judicahre Act. 1875 (U.K), 38 & 39 Via, c. 77. The distinction between ~ b e ~ m a f i d and
e s good fàith is
made herein because the former is much more onerous than the cornmon law's duty of good hith and riequires
greater fidelity of a fiduciary to a beneficiary than if ordinary good ath at common Iaw was applicable. Good
%th is defineci in Bfack'sLaw Dictionary, supra note 67 at 623 as:
An honest intention to abstain fiom taking any unconscientious aâvantage of another,
even through technidities of law, together with absence of ai1 information, notice, or benefit or
belief of facts which render transaction [sic]unconscientious.

objective standard?

Fiduciary law provides beneficiaries with the means to enforce their

fiduciaries' duties. It also imposes remedies where fiduciaries fail to discharge their obligations.

h dl, fiduciary law seeks to ensure the equitableness of dealllrgs between parties to relationships
which, by their nature, are particularly susceptible to hud, undue influence, and other activities
which

nin

afoul of public policy.80 In the context of Crown-Native relations, fiduciary law is

rigorous in its demands of the Crown and protecting of the interests of the aboriginal peoples.

Finally, as part of the common law, fiduciary doctrine is binding upon the Crown and enforceable
in Canadian courts.
The inherent flexibility of fiduciary doctrine renders it appropriate to monitor the sui
generis nature of Crown-Native relations. The situation-specific nature of fiduciary doctrine

stresses that fiduciary law is not capable of being boiled d o m h t o a simplifieci theory which is
capable of precise and identical application to ail relation~hips.~'To do so would eliminate the
flexibility that is one of fiduciary theory's most valuable attributesS2 The situation-specific nature

of fiduciary doctrine therefore allows it to be tailored to the specific requirements of various
incarnations of Crown-Native fiduciary relations while maintabhg the ability of the aboriginal
peoples to enforce the obligations owed to them by the Crown.
UbewimaJides, on the other hami, is not mereiy good faith, but good faith ma&nifkd to its highest extreme
the utmost good faiîh. It is characterisecl, ibid. at 1363, as:

- i.e.

The most abundant good faith; absolute and perfect candor or openness and honesry; the
absence of any concealment or deception, however slight.
Since fiduciary law is equitable in its origins, the more onerous duty of uberrima fides is applicable rather
than good faith at cornmon law. In short, uberrima/ides is an Iegaily-enforceable duty whose origins stem from
the jurisdiction originally belonging to Equity and is both binding upon fiduciaries and enforceable in a court of
law. An example of ~ b e ~ m a f i d may
e s be seen in insurance contracts, where a continuing duty of the utmost
good =th exists beîween the insurer and i
d because of the nature of insurance contracts and the possibiiities
which exist therein for mala /ide activity. See, for example, Carter v. Boehm (1 766)-[lSS8-17741 AU E X Rep.
183 (KB.). The seminai case on insurance contracts in Canada is Fine's Fiowers Ltd. v. General Accident
Assurance Co. (1974), 5 0.R (2d) 137 (H.C.), affd (1977), 81 D.L.R (3d) 139 (Ont. C.A.), where the Ontario
High Court of Justice, at 139, described the relationship between insurer and insured as ^a close and contuiuing
relationship."
79This Standard is objective in tbat it is determined by the judiciary and is not tailorrd to the requirements
of particular relationships as are many other kcets of fiduciary doctrine. See Franke1, supra note 7 at 821-4, 8301;Finn, Fîducimy Obfigations,supra note 28 at 16.
*%ee the nm*usentiments in Fiannigan supra note 29 at 321-2; Vinter, supra note 67 at 2.
81SeeLloyd's Bank v. Bundy, supra note 35 at 341; Re Crnig, [1971] Ch. 95 at 104. The situationspecincity of fiduciary docîrine was descn'bed by Maâdaugh, supra note 39 at 30, in relation to ascertaining the
scope and intensity of particuiar fiduciary duties owed in specific situations, in the foliowing manner: "No single
test or set of tests wiil su8Sice. As in the case of identifjing a fiduciary in the first place we must look to the
particular relationship that exks between the parties."
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The Crown-Native fiduciary relationship discussed herein is actuaiiy wmprised of two
distinct types, or genres, of fiduciary relationships. One is a general duty, while the other is a
spec@c duty.

The Crown owes a generai, overarching fiduciary duty to the aborigllial peoples as

a r e d t of the parties' bistoncal relationship fiom the time of contact. The key characteristics of
this relationship are bilateral needs, respect, trust, and the mutuaily recognised and respected
independence of both European and aboriginal nations during the formative years of the
relationship. In addition to the Crown's general due, the Crown also owes specific fiduciary
duties or obligations to particular Native groups stemmhg fiom its relationships with those
groups. These specific duties arise ftom individual treaties, agreements, or alliances, as well as
fiom govenunent initiatives such as the federal Indm Act. It is possible for the Crown to owe
both a geneml and one or more specific fiduciary duties to an abonginal nation a result of its
intercourse with those people. Since the Crown's fiduciary obligation may be recognised either in
the totality of its relationships with abonguial peoples or in specific events or circumstances, an

aboriginai nation's clairn against the Crown for a breach of fiduciary obligation may be based
either on the totality of the events giWig rise to the Crown's general fiduciary duty or on specific
Crown obligations arising out of a particular event or occurrence.
(d)

The Two Planes of Fiduciaq Relations

In addition to generating general and specific duties, fiduciary relationships may be seen to
exist on two independent, but htercomected planes - the legal and the extra-legai. These two
planes respectively include what will be described as "applied" and "pure" fiduciary relationships.
The legai plane of fiduciary relationships includes aii relationships which are recognised by law as
fiduciary, or have had fiduciary law "applied" to them. This plane includes relations that are
declared to be fiduciary in accordance with fiduciary doctrine as well as those judicially deemed to
be fiduciary without any demonstration of their fiduciary nature or adherence to the dictates of
fiduciary law. The extra-legal plane, in contrast, is comprised only of relationships that may be
designated as "pure" fiduciary relationships. A pure fiduciary relationship is one that adheres to
the essential characteristics of fiduciary theory.

These pure fiduciary relationships include

relationships which have properly been recognised at law as fiduciary, as well as other
s ? ~ .DeMott,
~ .

"Beyond Metaphor: An Analysis of Fiduciary Obligation," (1988), 5 Duke LJ.879 at 9 10.

relationships which ought to be Iegaiiy recognised as fiduciary because of their facts and
circumstances, but have not been.

The distinction between "pure" and "applied" fiduciary

relationships is not always detected. Only the former are appropriately classified as fiduciary.
The latter, meanwhile, are largely responsible for much of the confusion which presently
surrounds fiduciary doctrine.
One ofthe most notorious examples of applied fiduciary relationships causing confusion in
fiduciary jurisprudence occurred in Chase Manhattan Bank v. lwael British Bank?

In that case,

the plaintiff had t d e r r e d two million dollars to the defendant's account. Because of a clerÏcal

error, a second payment in the same amount was made by the plaintiff to the defendant that sarne
day. Upon discoverkg its error, the plaintif€gave instnictions to stop the second payment, but
the instructions were not received in d c i e n t time to prevent the defendant fiom receiving the
funds. The defendant bank was put into receivenhip shortly thereafter.

In finding for the plaintitf: Justice Goulding held that a fiduciary relationship exiaed
between the parties as a result of the second transfer. Before the mistaken payment, there had
been no existing fiduciary relationship between the parties. However, since the plaintifYs money
was indistinguishable fiom the other moneys belonging to the defendant, the only way to recover

it was via equitable tracing. Unlike tracing at cornmon law, under which title to the property
being foiiowed must be readily

tracing in Equity places a charge upon the asset,

thereby allowing a clairnant to foUow it into a mixed f i ~ n d .This
~ ~ enabled the court to segregate
the money attributed to the second transfer fiom the remainder of the defendant's funds. Thus,
the fiduciary relationship found to exia in Chase Mmihcuian was imposed not because of the
nature of the relationship between the parties, but to deny the defendant the benefit of the
plaintiff s error.

The danger of a Chase Mmhottlan-type result has been lessened in Canada since the
Supreme Court of Canada's recognition of unjust enrichment as an independent head of equitable

~ the tirne of the Chase Monhatan decision, unjust e ~ c h m e n t
action in Pettkus v. B e ~ k e r .At

was not recognised as a cause of action in English law. Had it been recognised, there would have
*3[1981]

Ch. 105.

84See Waters, Law of T m & supra note 40 at 1036.
85~bid.
at 1037.
as(198~).117 DL.R (3d) 257 (S.C.C.). On unjust enrichmuu generally, see M.M. Litman, "The
Emergence of Unjust Enrichment as a Cause of Action and the Remedy of Coostructive Trust,"(1988)' 26 Alra. L
Rev. 407.
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been no need to demonstrate the existence of a fiduciary relationship between the parties. While
the Chare Mahaîtan decision rnay have provided a just and equitable result, the mcthod it used
to facilitate that result was an inappropriate application of fiduciary law. However noble the
intentions of the court may have been to rectify an obvious wrong, such misapplication of
fiduciary iaw clouds the understanding of what ought and what ought not be characterized as
fiduciary relationships.
The independence of the two planes of fiduciary relationships is reflected in the fact that
some relationships which are fiduciary on one plane rnay not be fiduciary on the other.
relationship which is wrongfully characterised by law as fiducias,

- for

A

example, merely to

faciltate equitable tracing, but with no fiduciaq qualities or characteristicsg7- exists only on the
legal plane as an applied fiduciary relation. A relationship which, by its nature and circumstances,
is fiduciary, but has yet to be recognised as such by law

pnor to the Guerin decision

- such as the Crown-Native relationship

- exists only on the extra-legal plane.

It is entirely possible,

however, for a relationship to exist simuitaneously on both planes. That is what happened to the
Crown-Native relationship in the aftermath of Guerin. M e r the Guerin decision, the CrownNative relationship, which previously ought to have been recognised by law as fiduciary on the
basis of historical Crown-Native interaction, was given legal recognition and became also an
applied fiduciary relation. In accordance with this understanding, it may be seen that the fiduciary
relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples was not "created" by the Supreme Court

of Canada in Guerin. Guerin only marked the first judicial recognition and protection of this
historical relationship. It is the contention here that the common law ought to have recognised
the Crown's fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples long before Guerin,since those duties
were created by the history of Crown-Native relations.
While Canadian jurisprudence ought to have recognised the Crown's fiduciary obligations
long before the Guerin decision, having Crown-Native interaction be governed by fiduciary law
should not be viewed as accepting the legitimacy of coloniaiïsm in Canada and its creation of
hierarchical Crown-Native relations. Such an assertion would appear to be based on the inconect
assumption that fiduciary relationships exist oniy between dominant and subordhate parties. As

"such as in the cases of Reading v. A ttomepGenerai, [1949] 2 K.B.232 (C.A.), aBd [l95 11 A.C. 507
(H.L.),Chase Manhattan Bank v. Israel British Bank* supra note 83, and Goodbotjr v. Bank of Montreal (1974),
47 D L R (3d) 335 (Ont, H.C.).
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demonstrated earlier in t h û chapter, fiduciary relations are just as prevaient among parties on an
q u a i footing as among parties who are Uiherently unequal.
Fiduciary law therefore does not govem Crown-Native relations because the aboriginal
peoples are inherently unequal vis-à-vis the Crown Rather, fiduciary law governs those relations
because the rigorom, yet malleable principles of fiduciary doctrine are contextuaiiy appropriate to
monitor the special needs of the nri generis situation created by the interaction of the Crown and
aboriginal peoples over the course of more dian three hundred years. The relationship between
the Crown and aboriginal peoples in Canada is fiduciary as a remit of the historical interaction and

alliances between the parries dating back to the tirne of contact. By recopising that the
relationships fkom which the Crown's fiduciary obligations onghate pre-date judicial recognition

of the fiduciary nature of Crown-Native relations, the Supreme Court in Guerin implicitly
acknowledged that Guerin did not create a f o m of Crown-Native relationship that did not exist
previously."
(e)

Summary

The fiduciary character of the Crown-Native relationship has its ongins in the formative
years of Crown-Native interaction. Elements of the general fiduciary nature of the relationship
may be seen in documents ranging from the Treav of Albany, 1661 through to the Covenant

Chain alliance, the Royal ProcIamatim of 1763, the T

w of Niugaru. 1764, and beyond.

Owing to its basis in the formative years of their relationship, the existence of the Crown-Native
fiduciary relation ought not be dependent upon the continued recognition of aboriginal
sovereignty by Britain or any change in the structure or intent of Indian treaties. Fiduciary law's
concem with these events lies solely in determining whether these changes are consistent with the
fulfïllment of fiduciaxy obligations by the Crown, specifically whether they constitute a breach of
the Crown's duties to Native peoples.

If the Crown entered into these solernn alliances with the Native peoples, but did not, in
fact, recognise the aboriginal peoples' independent status, it would stiii be bound by these sarne
fiduciary obligations. The content and context of Crown-Native relations from the tirne of
contact demonstrate that, even if the Crown did not accept the notion of aboriginal autonomy, its
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representations of acknowledging that status are sutFcient to render it a fiduciary of the Native
peoples. The intention, or iack thereoc of a fiduciary (or beneficiq, for that matter) to enter into
a fiduciary relationship is irrelevant to the ultimate determination of whether or not a fiduciary

relationship exists.*

Fiduciaries need not voluntady assume these obligations to their

beneficiaries in order for them to

In fact, a fiducïary relationship may arise by the

unilateral actions of a would-be fidu~iary;~~
by voluntary and mutual arrangements;fl as a resdt of
the nature of the intercourse between parties;93 or by its imposition by the courts. In addition, a

- -

$*Se, for example, Guerin, supra note 2 at 334, 340 (per Didrson J.), and at 356 (per Wilson J.): Roberts.
supra note 22 at 210.
%ga.rding this important point, the existence of a background document on the history of Canadian
Indian policy taken from the offiœ of the Assistant Depuîy Minister of Indian Afl'airs during an aboriginal
occupation of the Indian Affairs building in Onawa in 1974, discussed in P.Ct WiUiams, The Chain, unpublished
LM.thesis, Osgoode Hall Law School, 1982 at 308, is particularly inviguing. Under the heading entitled
"Responsiii1it.yfor a People," the document reads as foIiows:
As long as the white population remaineci smaii and hence dependent on the natives,
relations between Indian and white seerned to be betwen sovereign powers although al1 colonial
and European governments held to the prinuple that natives were, in fact, subject peuples, a
principle that govemed their colonial policies in many other parts of the world.
As the number of colonists increaseâ, this assertion of Empean sovereignty over the
Indians becarne overt, and graduaily the technological superiority of the Eutopeans, both as a
coercive force and as the source of increasing Indian material dependency, enabIed them to make
good this c m .

If the intent of the parties is irrelevant to the detennination of whether a reiationship is fiduciary, then the
fact that the Crown never intended their relations with the aboriginal peoples to be fiduciary in nahue or that "al1
colonial and European goveniments held to the principle that natives were, in fact, subject p p l e s " is completely
irrelevaot to the issue of whether the Crown is bound by fiduciary duties to Native peoples. Curioiisly, if ali
colonial and European governments held that Natives were subject peoples, why would the relationships between
Europeans and Natives appear as sovereign in their makeup, as the background papa suggests, if they were not so?
goSee Hufl v. Price (1990), 76 D.L.R (4th) 138 at 17 1 (B.C.C.A.), where it was held that in a situation
where no previous fiduciaxy relationship had existe& a fiduciary relationship "grew out of particular elements of
the way the structure was managed and rnanipulated"
91~hm,
Fiduciury Obligations, supra note 28 at 201; A.W. Scott, "The Fiduciary Principle." (1949), 37
Calif:L. Rev. 539 at 540. It should be noted, however, that fiduciary refationships a h aise in the absence of any
unilateral undertaking by a would-be fiduciary: see M . K ) v. M.(H.)supra
,
note 34 at 324.
In this situation, the method of understanding the relative positions of the parties in fiduciary
relationships d e s c r i i earlier would have to be altered by substituting the ~rmsferof a beneficiary's powers to a
fiduciary with the arstcmption of the beneticiary's powers by the fiduciary. Therefore, instead of the beneficiary
loaning powers, the fiduciary has taken them subject to the qualincation that the fiduciary use them only in the
beneficiary's kst interests, as required by the courts. The riemaining implications discussed in that example apply
equaiiy to this context.
"Such as entering into a contract or other arrangement or, in the Native law context, the si@ng of a Veaty
between the Crown and Native peoples.
93See note 90.

gratuitous undertaking is enforceable under fiduciary I ~ WwMe
, ~ a~fiduciary relationship may be
found to exkt where neither party intended to m a t e such a relationship.gs

The important

consideration to be weighed is whether the nature of the parties interaction is d c i e n t to render

their relationship a fiduciary one.

The Crown's general fiduciary duty is derived from a nurnber of bistoncal, political, social,
and legal events dating fiom the tirne of contact. This duty is rooted prunarily in the fonnative

years of Crown-Native relations, but hovers over the totality of Crown-aboriginal relations. The
Crown's general duty may also be accounted for in a number of documentable events. These
events include: the reciprocally-enriching, interdependent relationship between the Crown and
aborigllial peoples characterised by the recognised independence of its actors, mutual respect,
need, and politicai expediency;" the military and political alliances forged between the Crown and
aboriginal peoples; the ongoing process of treaty negotiations and ratifications; the Royal

ProcIcanutio~tof 17619' and the Royal ProcIamation of 1763, which reflect the Crown's
recognition and afiïrmation of its fiduciary responsibility towards the Native peoples; the fùrther
assertion of this fiduciary responsibility in section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867; the
promulgation of specific legislation to govem aboriginal peoples, which eventuaily became
consolidated as the Indian Act in 1876) and section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982.

The Crown's fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples have continued to exist
throughout the changes in the nature of their relationship.

It is the product of historical

94See Scott, supra note 91 at 540; Seaiy, *Fîâuciary Relationships," supra note 39 at 76; FrankeI, supra
note 7 at 820-1; Lyell v. Kennedy (1889). 14 A C . 437 at 463 (ELL.).
95~canke1,
supra note 7 at 82 1.
%Thre are a wealth of sources which document in detail the interâependency of the British-Native
rdationship in North America. One fine, legdly-based account which fupon the relztionship of the iroquois
with the British and French h m contact to the mid-eighteenth œntury is J.D.Hurley, Chifdren or Brethren:
Aboriginal Rights in Colonial iroqzioia, PhD. dissertation, Cambridge University, 1985, reprinted, Saskatoon:
University of Saskatchewan Native Law Cenue, 1985. A useful historiai ammpaniment to Hurley's thesis is F.
Jeaaings, The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenant Chain Confederution of indian Tribes with English
Colonies pom its Beginnings to the Lancaster Treary of 1744, (New York: Norton, 1984). See also D M
Johnston, "A Theory of C m Trust Towarâs Aboriginal feoples," (1986), 30 Ottawa L. Rev. 307 at 308.
Repfoductions of some accounts of particular historical events may be seen in V.I. Voger, ed, This
Counby Was Ours: A Documentary History of the American indian, (New York: Harper & Row, 1972). See also
B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rights," (1987),66 Can. Bar R w - 727 at 753-5;Slattery, "First Nations
and the Constitution: A Question of Trust," ( 1992), 71 Con. Bar Rev. 26 1 at 27 1-2 [hereinafter "First Nations and
the Constitutionn].
97~ruftof an Insi.mctin /or the Govemors of Nova Scotiu, New Hampshire. New York, Yirgnia. North
Carofina.Sbulh Curolina, and Georgiafirbidding hem tu Grmt Lands or moke Settfementswhich may interfire
with the Indians bordering on those Colonies, issued pursuant to the Order of the King in Council on a Report of
the Lordic of T d e , 2 December 1761, as repduced in NYCD, supra note 1 VI1 at 478-9.
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relationships, the actions of the Crown and its representatives, British and Canadian govemmental
practice, treaties, and Iegislative recognition?

Since the early stages of the twentieth century, the

aboriginal peoples have become more dependent upon the Crown's fiifUment of its duty than at

any stage of their relatiowhip. It is arguable that the Crown's obligations have become even more
s t ~ g e nbecause
t
of the ascent of the Crown in the political and economic structure of Canada at
the expense of the abonginal peoples and in direct contravention of its fiduciary duty to them.Im

On this basis, it is critical to inquire fiirther into the legal ramificatiow of the Crown-Native
fiduciary relationship for the parties involved.

98S.C., 1876, c. 18.
%ee Slattexy, "Fint Nations and the Constitution," supra note 96 at 271-2.
l-or instance, the Crown's subjugation of the aboriginal peoples wodd not appear to be consistent with

its undertaking to protect the rights and interwts of the aboriginal peoples, as outlined in the Royal ProcIamation
of 1763.

The Legal Implications of Crown-Native FiduciaryRelations
... mn ail questions between Her Majesty and "Her hithfiil indian
allies" there must be on her part, and on the part of those who represent her,
not only good hith, but more, there must not only k justice, but generosity.

The characterisation of Crown-Native relations as fiduciary in the Guerin case had a
tremendous impact on Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence.2 It required a major shift in
judicial thinking about the nature of the Crown's obligations t o the aboriginal peoples. Whereas

the judiciary had previously viewed Crown-Native relations as giving rise only to moral
obligation^,^ those same obligations were, after Guerin' legdy binding and exacted a high
standard of care fiom the Crown.
The previous chapter examined the bais of Crown-Native fiduciq relations and the
application of fiduciary law to them. This chapter will focus on the legal implications of
characterishg those relations as fiduciary. A number of issues wiil be addressed, such as whether
the Crown-Native fiduciaxy relationship may be terminated and if the Crown's fiduciary duty may
be reduced in swpe. ûther points to be covered are the Crown's exercise of its fiduciary
obligations to the abonginal peoples

- namely,

is it a pro-active or passive duty

- and the

potential for confikt of interest between those obligations and the Crown's ofien-cornpethg
duties to the public at large. The chapter will conclude with an examination of the contemporary
implications of Crown-Native fiduciary relations.
It should be asked why many of these fundamental questions remah unanswered by the
judiciary more than a decade after the Guerin decision was released. The general nature of the

'Province of Canada v. Dominion of Canada und Province of Quebec: In re Indian Ciaims (the
"Robinson Treaties Annuities Casen), [18%] 25 S.C.R 434 at 535 per Sedgewick J.
2Guerin v. R. (I984),13 D.L.R (4th) 321 (S.C.C.).
3The following amment by Justice Taschereau in the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Sr.
Catherine 's Milfing and Lumber Co. v. The Queen (1887), 13 S.C.R 577 at 649, while made during the nineteenth
century, remained indicative of judicial attitudes towards the Crown's obligations to aboriginal peaples up to the
Guerin decision:
The Indians must in the fiiture ... be treated with the same consideration for their just
daims and demands that they have received in the p s t , but, as in the pst, it wiil not be because
of any kgal obligation to do so, but as a sacreci phtical obligation, in the execution of which the
state must be fiee h m judicial control.

Crown's duty was emphasised shortly after the Guerin decision in figer v. R4 and became an
undisputed fact following the Sparraw decision? Meanwhile, the number of post-Guerin cases
released by the Suprerne Court of Canada which accept the general fiduciary nature of CrownNative relations has increased substantidly since

The answer is traceable to the

judiciary's treatment of Guenn in the years following its release.
Although a strict interpretation of Guerin entails that the Crown owes fiduciary
obligations to aboriginal peoples ody with regard to the latter's surrender of land,' as the
previous chapter has argued, the Guerin decision should be read to stand for much more. Guerit~
provided the initial judicial authority for the proposition that the Crown piays the role of fiduciary
to Native peoples in a wide variety of situations. The hding of a fiduciary obligation in Guerit~
arose out of the history of Crown-Native relati~ns.~
The surrender requirement in issue in the
case stemmed fiom those historical relations. Thus, the surrender requirement did not create the
fiduciary relationship, but was a creation of that relationship.
Because of the limited s a p e of the facts in issue in Guenn, the Court did not establish
guidelines for the application of a general Crown fiduciary duty to the abonginai peoples.
Subsequent courts have cited the Guerzn decision for the proposition that the Crown owes
fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples without expanding upon its iimited discussion. Those
courts have relied upon the Guerin precedent as if it provided the necessary guidance for a proper
examination of the application of fiduciary principles to Crown-Native relations generdy when
the Court in Guerin did not address that larger question. This latter judicial practice b a r s

prirnary responsibility for the confused status of Crown-Native fiduciary relations that currently

4(1985), 17 D.L.R (4th)591 (F.C.A.).
S ~ V.
. Sparrow (1990). 70 D.L.R (4th) 385 (S.C.C.).
%ee Paul v. Canadian Pacifc Limited ( 1989). 53 DL.R (4th)487 (S.C.C.); Roberts v. Canada ( 1989),
57 D.L.R (4th) 197 (S.C.C.); S'rrow, supra note 5; Mitchell v. Peguis Indian Band (1990), 71 D.L.R (4th) 193
(S.CC); Ontario flttorneyGenera0 v. Bear Island Foundat~on(1991). 83 D.LR (4th) 38 1 (S.C.C.); Quebec
(Attorney-Generao v. Canada (National E n e w Board), 119941 1 S.C.R 159; Bluebeny River Indian Band v.
Canada (Depriment of Indian A n i r s and Norrhern Developmenr) (1995), 130 D.L.R (4th) 193 (S.C.C.); R v.
Badger (19%), 133 D.L.R (4th) 324 (S.C.C.); R v. Lewis (l9%), 133 D.L.R (4th) 700 (S.C.C.); R. v. Van der
Peet, [19%] 4 C.NL.R 177 (S.C.C.); R. v. Gladstone, [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.); R. v. N.T.C. Smokehouse,
[1996] 4 C.N.L.R 130 (S.C.C.); R. v. Parnajewon, (19961 4 C.N.L.R 164 (S.C.C.); R. v. Adams, 119961 4
C.N.L.R 1 (S.C.C.); RIv. Coté, [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 26 (S.C.C.).
or greater discussion of the implications of a strict interpretation of the Guerin decinon, see L.I.
Rotman, Parallel Paths: Fiducary Doctrine and the Crown-Native Relationship in Canada, (Tomnto: University
of Toronto Press, 19%) [hereinafter"Parallei Paths"] Ch.V.
Slbid.
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exists. To eliminate some of this confuuon, this chapter seeks to illustrate some implications of
characterising those relations as fiduciary.
(a)

Temiinatina the Crown-Native Fiduciarv Relationshi~

The ability of the Crown or the aboriginal peoples to tenninate their fiduciary relationship

has become an important topic in light of ~e~government
agreements, the federal governrnent's
in the failed Charlottetown Accord?
proposal to rempise the aboriginal right to ~e~government
and the initial and h a l reports of the Royal Commission on Abonginal Pe~pIes.~O
A number of

issues surround any discussion of whether the Crown's fiduciary duty to Native peoples may be
terminated. It must initiaily be asked if the Crown's generai fiduciary duty to aboriguial peoples is
a permanent one. If that duty is deemed to be permanent, the question then becomes whether it
may be contracted out of by either the Crown or the abonguial peoples.

The Sparrow case provides some insight h o this question. In Sporrow, the Supreme
Court of Canada found that the Crown's fiduciary obligations to Native peoples were
constitutiondy entrenched in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982.

While the Sparow

case indicates that the Crown's duty is constitutional in status, that does not answer whether that
duty is permanent. Constitutions can be amended. An amendment to section 35(1) would be
quite difncult. It would be subject to the onerous amending procedure outlined in section 38 that
requires resolutions of the Senate, House of Comrnons, and of the legislative assemblies of at least
two-thirds of the provinces that aggregately have at least nfty per cent of the population of ail the
provinces for a constitutional amendment. The less stringent amending procedure in section 43 -which requires resolutions of the Senate, House of Commons, and the legislative assembly of each
province to which the amendment appiies

- cannot be used since aboriginal and treaty rights

pertain to al1 provinces and temtories. albeit to varying degrees. The section 43 procedure

gThe a m r d was defkated by derendum on October 26, 1992. The federal goveniment's ~ e ~ g o v e m m e n t
proposais may be seen in Shaping Canada's Future Together, (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada,

September, 199 1 ) .
l * ~ h eRight of Aboriginal SeljGvemment and the Constihrlion: A Commentary by the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, (Ottawa: Febniary, 1992); Report o f the Royal Comission on Aboriginal
Peoples, 5 VOIS.,(Ottawa: Minister of Supply and SeMces Canada, 19%).
llSupm note 5 at 408-9. The Sporrow decision also iadicates, at 417, that the Crown has an obligation to
consuit with the aboriginal peoples about their rights.

applies only to amendhg constitutional provisions which appiy to one or more, but not aII, of the
provinces. l2
Even if it was possible to obtain a constitutional amendment removing the Crown's
fiduciary duties to Native peoples fiom section 35(1), that would not automaticaiiy terminate the
Crown's duty. As discussed in Chapter IV, the Crown's duty predates the enactment of the

C o ~ - h c t i oAct.
n 1982 and is entrenched in a number of other sources. For insuince, Guenn
judiciaily sanctioned the existence of the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship in the absence of
any consideration of the effects of section 35(1) - since the ConstifutionAct. 1982 did not exist
at the time the action was cornmenced. If the Guerin precedent was ovemirneci, thereby
removing the Crown's fiduciw duty fiom the comrnon law, that o c m e n c e would still not end
the Crown's duty. Even in the absence of any positive legal bases upon which to ground the

Crown's fiduciary obligation, the Crown's duty nonetheless exists on the extra-legal plane, jua as
it exïsted prior to its judicial recognition in Guerin.13 Since the Native peoples are the sole
beneficiaries of the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship, they alone possess the ability to terminate
it. Their ability to end their fiduciary relationship with the Crown exists independently of their
ability to contract out of their rights contained within section 35(1).14 By combining the sole

ability of Native peoples to terminate the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship at will with the
Crown's concomitant inability to escape its fiducial obligations, the Crown-Native relationship
rnay be seen to exist at the pleanire of the aboriginal peoples.
(b)

Reducin~the Scor>eof the Crown's Fiduci-

Obligations

Although oniy the aboriginal peoples may terminate the Crown-Native fiduciary
relationship, any continuation of the Crown's fiduciw responsibilities in the presence of the push

a second set of issues. Does the transfer of Crown
towards aboriginal ~ e ~ g o v e m m e nraises
t
powers or their voiuntary relinquishment to the abonginal peoples reduce the scope of the

I21n the absence of constitutional amendment the only other way to teminate the Crown's duty is by
obtaining aboriginal consent. Because of the nature and history of the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship, it
wodd be unseemly to aiiow the C m to unilaterally e.vtricate itseif fiom its obligations ta the ahriginai peoples
without finding itself in breach of its duîy.
l3seediscussion of the two planes of fiduciary doctrine in C h W.
14Seai0nU ( 1 ) d
y rewgnises and protects nghts, it does not force their acceptace by the aboriginal
peoples. Accordingiy, aboriginal peoples possss the ability to contract out of d o n 35(1) nghts if they choose to
do so.
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Crown's fiduciary obligations? If the Crown may, in fact, d e r or rehquish powers over

Indian &airs directiy to Native peoples, does the Crown retain fiduciary obligations to ensure the
smooth transition of those powers? Moreover, would the trader of powers fiom the Crown to
the aboriginal peoples amount to a breach of those obligations or would it absolve the Crown of a

part of its fiduciary obligations?
Seif+govemmentmay exist in a vari*

of forms. Aboriginal self-governent m y be

conceived of as being as limiteci as the ability of abonginal peoples to determine the composition
of their own band lists or as expansive as cornplete govermental powers over aboriginal peoples,
reserves, money, or other rnatters. Because of this wide range of possibilities, it would appear
likely that different effects wouid result from a limited transfer of govenvnental powers - such as
those seen in sections 10(1), 60(1), and 69(1) of the Indm AcP

- versus a wholesale transfer of

powers fkom the Crown to the aboriginal peoples.

The questions which arise from this issue are vital to the determination of the Crown's
role and responsibiiities in the face of aboriginal self-goverment. If the Crown's tnuisfer of
powers over aboriginal peoples, as under a self-government agreement, terminates the Crown's
fiduciary obligations, when is the Crown's duty terminated? Does the duty end when seif"
governent is &st implemented or only after it has been soiidly entrenched? 1s the answer to this
question different if the Crown is relinquishing or vacating its jurisdiction over a previouslycontroiled area to aIiow for the exercise of inherent aboriginal powers, such as the federal
Crown's phasing out of the Department of indian Mairs in Manitoba? Finally, if the Crown
transfers powers, whether on a limited or absolute basis, does it retain a duty to ensure that those
powers are adequately exercised?

The Crown's fiduciary obligation mandates that it act in the best interests of the Native
peoples. However, for fiduciaries to act in their beneficiaries' best interests, the fiduciaries must

first determine what those interests are. This entds that the fiduciaries must take aU necessary
steps to inform themselves as to their beneficiaries' best interests, including direct consultation
with their beneficiaries. The Crown must then act to M e r those interests. The return of
legislative or governing powers to aboriginal peoples or the vacating of a jurisdictionai area to
allow for the aboriginal exercise of inherent powers would, prima facie, appear to be in the
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aboriginals' best interests. Consequentiy, such an action would sati* the Crown's fiduciary
duty.

The current Indiw Act provides for the limited transfer of previously Crown-controiled
activities to Indian bands.

Section 10(1) dlows a band to assume control over its own

membership list as long as it adheres to certain criteria!

Under section 60(1), the Govemor in

Council, upon request by a band, may gant the band the ability to control and manage its own
reserve lands. 1' Sunilarly, section 69(1) provides for the ability of a band to control, manage, and
expend its own revenue moneys.l8 The transfer of these powers by the Crown to the bands to
exercise on their own behalf may not completely relieve the Crown of its fiduciary obligations.
Similady, the return of powers by the Crown to the aborigllials or the vacating of a jurisdictional
area to afiow for the aboriginal exercise of inherent powers, though fulfilling the Crown's
fiduciary obligations, may not end those obligations. By Mmie of the length of time that the
Crown has assumed jurisdiction and responsibity for Indian @airs while simultaneously
preventing the Native peoples from exercising self-detemination, it would be unconscionable to

allow the Crown to be instantaneously free of its fiducid respoasibilities without providing for a
period of adjustment.
The history of Crown-Native relation saw the Crown render the aboriginal peoples
dependent through colonialist legislation such as the indan Act.19 Because of its histoncal
actions, the Crown ought to be seen to possess continuing fiduciary obligations to faciiitate the
transfer of control over certain powen to the aboriginal peoples and to provide aid to them where
required. This aid rnay take a variety of forms. It may be acivisory or supportive in nature,
financial, or a combination of these. This period of transition is not required because of a need for

continued Crown paternalism. Rather, it is necessary because it would be inequitable to lave the
aboriginal peoples on their own afler years of forced dependence and the Crown's elimination of
their ability to be self-sacient. The Crown has a responsibility to ensure that the aboriginal
peoples overcome the dependence that was created by the Crown and which occurred in breach

of the Crown's fiduciary obligations to the aborigïnals.
I6The band m m esîabiish d e s for the regulation of the LiR in accordance with the Act anâ, once it has
indicated its intent to assume controI wer its membership List, receix the consent of a majority of its electors.
17~lthoughrights granted under section 60(1) are subject to revocation at any time by the Governor in
Councii via section 60(2).
%ither in whole, or in part, subject to the Govemor in Couocil's appmval.
the dirussion in Rotman, Parallel Paths, supra note 7 Ch. III.

12.3

Shce no two aborigllial nations are aUe, the duration of this transitional penod, and the

amount of Crown aid required, may only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Moreover. since
the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship exists at the pleasure of the aboriginal peoples, the

Crown's transitional duties may only be tenninated by an explicit and infomied release by the
aboriginal beneficiaries or by decree of a court.2o This unilateral ability of an aboriginal nation to
terminate the Crown's transitional duties ought to apply regardless of the scope of the transferred
powers. Should the Crown fail to penorm this supervisory d e , it ought to be held liable for a
breach of its fiduciary duty to the same extent and in the sarne fashion as if' it had fded to
positively exercise the transferred powers pnor to their trader. Ln properly discharging this
supervisory role and rernoving the possibility of a finding of breach of duty against it, though, the
Crown must know whether its fiduciary duty to the abonginal peoples is purposive or passive.
(c)

The hiroosive Nature of the Crown's Fiduci-

Duty

The Supreme Court of Canada indicated in the Sparrow decision that

the Crown's

nduciary obligation to Native peoples shouid be purposively applied.21 The Federal Court of
Appeal adopted this same attitude in Easbnain Band v. Canada (Federuî A d m i n i s t r a t ~ t ) .More
~~

recently, the Supreme Coun of Canada afnrmed its earlier findings in Sparrow ui its decisions in

R v. Vm der PeeP and R v.

C0té.2~ In none of these cases did the courts explain what this

finding of a purposive fiduciary obligation entails. They did not suggest whether the purposive
nature of the Crown's duty requires it to act positively to further the aboriginal peoples' best

interests or act only when it is expressly required to, such as where a band wishes to surrender
land. Without knowing how it m u a act in order to fulfill its fiduciary obligations, the Crown may
unlaiowingly be found in breach of its duty by fàiling to live up to the purposive standard
mandated by the courts.
2 0 ~ eiîher
n
of these situations, the Crown's MnstioBal duties are deemed to have end& either by way of
aboriginal consent or a court declaration. The Crown cannot unilateraily deem its duties to be at an end without
risking king fomd in breach of duty if a court determines that those duties stiH exist. If the Crown beiieves that
its duties ought to be deemed completai, the Crown may make an application to the courts to be relieved of any
continuing transitionai duties. Such an adon is quite consistent with a fiduciary's ability to bring a reference as to
the flllnllment of its duties before the courts.
21Supmnote 5 .
22[1993]3 C.NL.R 55 (F.C.A.) [hereinaf€er"Eastmain. C4"].
%rupro note 6 at 407.
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If the purposive nature of the Crown's duty requires positive activity to promote the

Native peoples' best inter-

this renders the Crown's duty prescriptive. A presaiptive duty

places an onus upon the Crown, under the watchfbl eye of fiduciary law, to positively determine
what is in the aboriginals' best interests and to act accordingly.

on the other hand, the Crown

is not required to actively promote abonginal interests, the Crown's duty may be descnbed as

proscnptive. This would entai1 having the courts determine, &er the fact, whether partinilar
Crown actions or inactions demonstrateci fidelity to the aboriginals' best interests.

The

prescriptive vision may, therefore, be seen as being pro-active, whereas the proscriptive view is

passive.
Fiduciary doctrine is premised upon the notion that fiduciaries rnust act selflessly and in
the best interests of their beneficiaries. These fiduciary requirements apply in situations where
fiduciaries are expressly required to act and where fiduciaries have the discretion to act. Because
fiduciary doctrine looks at fiduciaries' action and inaction to determine whether they are
consistent with their beneficiaries' interests a fiduciary's duty ought to be regarded as
prescnptive. If fiduciaries were bound only to consider whether to exercise their fiduciary
powers, they could breach their duties by choosing not to act where they have a discretion and
stiil escape liability for such a breach. Where, for example, a fiduciary does not purchase certain

property for a beneficiary when it would be in the latter's interests for the fiduciary to make the
purchase, the fiduciary ought to be found in breach of duty for failing to act.
A fiduciary's consideration of whether or not to exercise certain powers must be

subordinated to the general prernise that fiduciaries must act in their beneficiaries' best interests.
Not only must fiduciaries positively exercise a power where its exercise is in their beneficiaries'
best interests, fiduciaries are equally bound not to exercise certain powers where their exercise
would contravene their beneficiaries' interests. This understanding of fiduciary doctrine shares
much in common with the rule against conflict of interest. Fiduciaries are in conflict of interest
where they take positive action that contravenes their beneficiaries' best interests, such as where
fiduciaies accept bribes in exchange for s e h g their beneficiaries' property at prices lower than
market value. Fiduciaries are aiso in confiict of interest where they possess the ability to facilitate
their beneficiaries' best interests but fail to act. An example of such fiiilure to act would be a
24Sup note 6. Note also New Zeafmd Maori CouncifV. Attorney-Generd, [ 19871 1 N.2.L.R 64 1 at 664

(C.A.).

situation where fiduciaries are paid by third parties to not exercise options to purchase valuable
property on behalf of their beneficiaries in order to aiiow third parties to exercise those options
for their own benefit.
The purposive method of interpreting section 35(1) of the Corzstifution Act. 1982
mandated by

S'uw does not apply oniy to the Crown's fiduciary duty. It pertains equdy to

the other abonguial and treaty nghts coatained within that section? The purposive nature of the
Crown's fiduciary duty in Sporrow therefore should be seen to require the active promotion and
ftrtherance of those rights through direct consultation with the aboriginal peoples. The potential
breadth of this prescriptive duty presents the possibility of numerous confkts of interest arising
between the Crown's duty to the abonguial peoples and its other responsibilities. This possibility
is discussed below.

(d)

The Crown's Due and Confiict of Interest

The potential for the Crown to find itself in conflict of interest vis-à-vis its obligations to
the aboriginal peoples is a sigrilficant factor to account for in any discussion of the Crown's
fiduciary duty to Native peoples. Fiduciary doctrine's rule against conûict of hterest holds that
fiduciaries must not let their personal interests, or those of other parties, affect the fiilliument of

their fiduciary obligations. Fiduciaries must not benefit from their positions as fiduciaries.26 niey
may also not benefit a third party at the direct expense or in lieu of their beneficiaries' interests.2'
2%s
is. of course, subject to the justificatory test for legislative initiatives formulateci by the Supreme
Court in Sparrow, supra note 5. Note also the commentary by W.I.C. Binnie in "The Spamw Doctrine:
Beginning of the End or End of the Beginning?" (1990), 15 Queen 's L.J. 2 17 at 220:

Equally serious for govemment is at Ieast the possi'bility that the fiduciary duty places on
Parijament a positive duty to act under section 9 I(X) of the Constitution Act, 1867 in relation to
Indians and lands resemed for the Indians. It will be argued on behalf of Abonginal
organizations that Parliament no longer has a mere legislaive power. It may now have a power
coupled with a duty.
As to whether the Sparrow justificatory test ought to apply equaliy to aboriginal and treaty rights, sec the
discussion in L.I. Rotman, "Definhg Parameters: Aboriginal Rights, Treaty Rights, and the Spurrow Iustificatory
Tesî," (1997)- 36 Alta- L Rev, 149.
26~ee
the disaission on this point in Royal Cornmimon on Abonginal Peoples. Treory Making in the Spirit
of Coexistence: An Alternative to Extinguishment, (ûttawa: Minister of Supply and Services* 1995) [hereinaAer
"Treav Mokingw]. See, more generally, Aberdeen Ruihvay Co. v. BIaikie Brothers (1854), [l843-18601 AU E-R
Rep. 249 at 252 (H.L.);Davis v. Kerr (1890), 17 S.C.R 235 at 246.
2 7 ~ as~ in~Reading
h
v. AttornepGeneral, [1949] 2 KB. 232 (CA),aBd [1951] AC. 507 (HL.),where
Reading, a British Army sergeant in Egypt during WorId War U, assisted smugglers in tramporthg illicit alcohol
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The prohibition against p e m d gain dso a p p k t o situations where

there is an opportunity for

personal gain or third party gain? Fiduciaries must also provide fbli disclosure of theu actions

while in their fiduciaiy ~ a p a c i t i e s . Fiduciaries
~~
rnay be found in conflict of interest even in the
absence of malevolent actions merely by deviating

fiorn the fiduciary standard of conduct

prescribed by law?

h iight of these onerous duties imposed upon fiduciaries by the d e against conflict of
interest, it must be asked how the Crown may maintain fidelity to its fiduciary obligations to
Native people while many of its other interests may be served by not acting in the latter's best
interests.

Whiie the reconciling of fiduciary duties is not unique t o the Crown," the a d v i t i e s and

considerations that the Crown

is confronteci with are unique.

Aithough there are other

circumstances where fiducianes may find it difncult to adhere to their duties t o their beneficiaries,

by riduig in their civilian vehide in military uniform to avoid inspection by the police. In this situation, not oniy
did Reading benefit fmm his breach of du@. but so did the smuggiers that he was assisting. Although the courts
held that Reading was a fiduciary of the British Crown under these circumstances, this case is one example of
"applied" fiduciaq relationships discussed in Ch IV.
2 8 ~ eKeech
e
v. Sandfird (1726), 25 E.R 223 (Ch.); Canadian Aero Services Lld. v. O 'Moiley (1973). 40
D.L-R (3rd) 371 (S.C.C.); LAC Minerals v. International Corona Resources Ltd (1989). 61 D.L.R (4th) 14
(S.C.C.); Regai (Hastings) Ltd. v. Gulliver, (19421 1 AI1 E.R 378 (H.L.).
2 g ~ o tHarrison
e
v. Harrison (1868). 14 Gr. 586 (P.C.).
%ee U V . Ellis. Fidvciary Duties in Cmada. (Toronto: De Boo. 1988) at 1-2 to 1-3:
It is the fàct of a departwe h m adherence to the beneficiary's best interests, rather than
an evduation of the fiduciary's motive in the departure, that constitutes a breach of fiduciary
duty. It is in this sense that the absence of d i c e will not validate a repugnant act. ...

Even where the fiduciary acts in good fhith and in fact reaps a profit for the beneficiary,
then, his actions will constitute a breach of fiduciary duty where he places his own interests
ahead of, or equal to, the part. to whom he owes the duty. The single-rnindedness of his
intentions must be directed toward the benefïciaq to the detriment of his own sesinterest.
See aiso Regd (Hastings) ttd v. Gulliver, [19423 1 ALI E.R 378 at 381, 386 (H.L.).

311ndeed,a corporate W o r posxsss various fiduciary duties to the corporation, its employees, and to its
various classes of shareholders which must be reconciled with daily operational decisions. The faîter assertion,
whiIe more contmversial than the former two, is nevertheles a fiuidamental aspect of a corporate director's
fiduciary obligations: see P.L. Davies, "Directors' Fiduciary Duties and Individual Shareholders," in E.
McKendrick, ed,CommercialAspect. of Tmsts and Fiduciary Obligations, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). at
û4; EUS, supra note 30 at 15-24; Coleman v. Myers, [[1977 2 N.2.L-R 255 (C.A.); Goldex Mines Ltd. v. Revill
(1975), 7 0.R (2d) 216 (CA); Greenholgh v. Ardeme Cinemas Ltd, [1950] 2 Ail E.R 1120 (C.A.); J.C.
Shepherd The Law of Fiduciaries, (Toronto: Carsweli, 1981) at 35 1-6; J.G.McIntosh, "Corporations," in
Fiducias, Duties, Law Society of Upper Canada Special Lectures, 1990, (Toronto: De Boo, 1991) at 207.

or where they may be tempted to act in conflict of interest, the Crown's fiduciary responsibilities
to the aboriginal peoples are sui generis.32
The constitutional negotiations surrounding the f d e d Charlottetown Accord illustrate the
unique position of the Crown as fiduciary. Durllig the negotiation process, a number of issues
that touched on various Crown responsibilities were discussed. In addition to the recognition of
aboriguial self-government, the issues of Senate reform and Quebec sovereignty. among others,
were raised. Indeed, the respective concems of the aboriginal peoples and province of Quebec
carried a fair measure of contlia between them. Another unique characteristic of the Crown as
fiduciq is the various personifications and understandings of the Crown and their ability to
change over time because of historicai and political events. Because of the number of unique
situations which arise as a result of the Crown's role as fiduciary to aboriginal peoples, the
potential for conflict of interest is high.
The potential for conflict of interest on the part of the Crown is repticated in a number of

areas. One of the most conspicuous of these is the Mian land claims process. in both the
Specific and Comprehensive Claims processes,33 the federal Crown, through its Department of
Justice and Department of Indian Aaairs, is the appraiser of a clalln's merit as well as its arbiter of

faa. The Department of Indian Affiairs and the Department of Justice are appendages of the
federai Crown responsible for discharging the latter's duties and obligations. The Department of
Indian Affairs is responsible for administenng the Indm Act, the federal Crown's own legislation
which has historically destroyed aboriginal govemments and infiastructures while forcing them to

becorne increasingly dependent upon the C r ~ w n Meanwhile.
.~~
the Department of Justice, as the
legai representative of the federal Crown, is bound, first and foremost, to represent and protect
32ThefoUowing diswsion of the unique nature of the Crown's rde as fiduciary to abonginal peoples is not
intended to contradia the situation-spificity of fiduciiary doctrine, which emphasises that al1 fiduciary
relationships are sui generis and must be treated accordingly. Rather, it is intended for iîlustrative purposes oniy.
33TheCrown's dennition of Specific and Comprehensive Claims, as outlined in the Depanment of indian
A&in and Northern Development's booklet entitled Outstanding Business A Native Ciaims Policy, (Ottawa:
Queen's hinter, 1982). is as follows:

-

The term "comprehensive claimsn is used to designate daims which are based on
traditionai Native use and occupanq of land Such claims normally involve a group of bands or
Native communities within a geographic area and are comprehensive in their scope including, for
example, land, hunting, nshing and trapping rights and other economic and social bendts.
...The term "specific claims" ... &ers to those claims which relate to the administration
of land and other Indian assets and to the fulfihent of treaties.
"Sec the discussion of the effects of the Indian Act on aboriginal peoples in Rotman, Pwuflel PuthsTsupra
note 7 Ch. ïïï.

the federai Crown's interests. Consequently, it is not possible for these deparfments to ùnpartially
decide upon the ments of Indian claims that seek to reclaim revenue-generating lands from the

federal Crown. Additionaliy, the position of the Crown during treaty negotiations with aboriginal
peoples also places it in a potential eonflicî of i n t e r e ~ t . ~ ~
Another potential confiict of interest exists with regard to Indian moneys held in m s t by
the Crown and the Crown's obligations to Native peoples under treaties or other agreements.
Under section 61(1) of the Indim Act,36 the Govemor in Council has complete discretion to
detemine how to use Indian rnoneys.J7 The Crown's fiduciary obligation requires that where the
Crown is obliged to provide enumerated services to a band by Whie of a treaty or agreement, the
Crown must use its own fùnds, not those of the Indians, or those paid to the Indians under the
treaty or agreement. Perhaps the ultimate conflict of interest on the part of the Crown arose from

the inclusion of section 149A to the Indian Act in 1927?* which made the raising of b d s for the
purposes of commencing legal action against the Crown an offence. This section effectively
prevented legal action from being taken against the Crown by Indian bands without any
determination of whether they possessed just claims.
The spectre of confiict of interest is also raised by the Crown's duty to promote and
protect the Native peoples' interests while sirnultaneously seeking to obtain surrenders of t heir
lands at the lowest possible cost - whether for its own purposes or on behalf of pnvate parties.

This scenario is also a part of the larger rule which forbids fiduciaries from purchasing property
under their control £iom their beneficiaries? Over time, the rigidity with which this rule has been
enforced by the judiciary has weakened. It has been made subject to certain exceptions, such as
where a tnistee purchases trust property under the terms of a will, al1 of which seek to ensure the
3 s ~ e HOIL
e
AC. Hamilton A N m Partnership, (Ottawa: Minûter of Public Worlcs and b e r n e n t
SeMces Canada, 1995) at 96-7:

The problem facing the Govenunent in the treaty-making process is how to give &kt to
the fiduciary relationship with the Ahriginai party. A complicating factor is that govermnent
negotiators, during treaty negotiations, are also expected to protect the interests of the general
public and third parties who may have received title, teases, pennits or other benefits in the
tenitory and may want access to the land and resources in the treaty area in the future.
)%uPra note 15.
3 7 ~ n l a of
g course. the authority ova Induui mon- is manageci by a band for itself under section 69(1).
3q~
1906,
.~
c. 8.1, as amended by seciion 6 of An Ac! to Amend the Indian Act, S.C. 1926-27, c. 32.
3g~ee,
for example, Ex pmre Lucey (1802), 3 1 E.R 1228 (Ch);Er pmre James (1803). 32 ER 385 (Ch-).
Note also Ellis, supra note 30 at 2-9: "... mhe Court enforces such a prohibition on the express premise that
public policy seeks to enjoin a person in a position of utmost trust and confidence fiom foiiowing his naturally
occuniagseFinterest, a temptation that mua be overcome by operation of a nüe of law."

fair treatment of the beneficiary by the purchashg fiduciary. However, the conflict aemming
from the Crown's purchase of Indian lands is arguably more deeply rooted in the hart of the
Crown-Native relationship than other fiduciaries' purchases of beneficiaries' property interests.

The general principle that fiducianes must not purchase property nom their benefickies

appears to place the Crown in breach of its fiduciary responsibilities to the aboriginal peoples
where it obtains Indian lands for its own use? A simila. situlition is created under section 37 of
the Indian Act, which prevents Indian reserve lands fkom being aiienated without fïrst being

surrendered to the Crown. The act of surrender, under curent jurisprudence, removes the Indian
interest in land, 1 e . g the land subject only to the Crown's complete, perfêcted ti~ie.~'
Therefore, even ifonly temporady, the Crown acquires the full interest in Indian lands as won as
it accepts a surrender. To deterrnine whether the Crown is in breach of its fiduciary duty by
requiring the surrender of abonginal title before Indian lands may be sold or leased, one must
consider the reason for this surrender requirement. Does it exist because of a desire to protect the
aboriginals nom exploitation of their land interests or is it simply a mechanism to ensure that the
Crown retains control over aboriginal lands?
If' the Crown carmot obtain such a surrender without breacbing its fiduciary duties, does
that entail that aboriginal peoples may not alienate their lands at al1 or does it merely render the
operation of section 37 void? And what of the requirement that aboriginal peoples surrender their
rights to the federal Crown under existing federal Comprehensive Clairns p~licy?~*
It has been
suggested that as a result of these problems, this principle of fiduciaq doctrine cannot apply to
reserve land~.~3
Another suggestion has been to exclude the rule against codict of interest fiom
Crown-Native fiduciary relations altogether." Neither of these suggestions are vafid solutions to
the problem arising as a result of the sui generis nature of Crown-Native relations.

40Whi~his diflrerent than the Crown's position as a requisite intermediary in the alienation of Indian lands
to a third party, as required by the indim Ac[.

See Smith v. R (1983), 147 D.L.R (3d) 237 (S.C.C.). See also the discussion of Smith in Ch. IV.
'*Sa the discussion of this in Hamilton, supra note 35.
"D.R Lowry, Native Trtlsts: The Position of the Govemment of Canada as Trusiee for Indians, A
Prelin~inaryrlnalyss. Unpublisbed report prepared for the Indian CIaims Commission and the Union of Nova
Scotia Mans, 1973 at 38.
«M.J. Bryant, 'Crown-Aboriginal Rclationships in Canada: The Phantom of Fiduciary Law," (1993), 27
U.B.C. L. Rev. 19 at 43-4, although Bryant concludes, at 44, that: "the conflicts nile in the Crown-aboriginal
context shouid be modified so as to serve the purpose of the imposition of the due: the safeguarding of abonginal
titie and ammpanying rights."
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The nile agaiost conflia of interest is a fbndamental principle of fiduciary doctrine. It
maintains the integrity of fiducial relations by deterring fiduciaries who may be tempted to act
indecorously. However, it, like al1 other fiduciary principles, is susceptible to adaptation to the
requirements of specific situations. One such instance may occur where the Crown has a valid
and demonstrated need to obtain Indian lands. Another possible example is where the Crown

seeh to regulate aboriginal and treaty rights.
The pennissible range of exceptions under any justificatory test must be consistent with
the theoretical basis of the confiict of interest d e . The Sparrw justificatory test, for example,
insists that valid limitations to section 35(1) rightgS may arise only in ciraunstances in which they
are absohteb necessary. The cornplex regdatory scheme fashioned by the Supreme Court in
Spa71'ow

was designed to d o w only vitaüy important limitations to section 35(1) rights to

successfully navigate through the Sprrow test's requirements-a Moreover, as the Sparrow test
recognises, any limitation on aboriginal nghts must remah faitfil to the nature of the Crown's
fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal p e ~ p l e s .While
~ ~ the Sparraw test is a valid exception to
the contlia of interest rule, the courts ought not expand that exception beyond reasonable limits.
The Supreme Court of Canada's ment decision in R v. GICIaStone may have stretched the
Sparrow test too far to allow it to continue as an exception to the conflict

In Gladstone, the regulatory scheme under consideration went beyond the conservation
objective estabiïshed in Spcarow. It included not only the quantity of 6sh to be harvested, but
how that dock would be allocated

- in

particular, to which groups it would be docated.

Furthemore, rather than havhg the Crown's legislative objectives be "necessary" in order to

i&ge

upon aboriginal rights, as in S p ~ l r o win~ Chief Justice Lamer's majonty decision in

Gia-e, the Crown's objectives only had to be "compehg and s~bstantial."~~
The Court's

majority decision held that the maintenance of social hamony

- by

restricting the aboriginal

commercial fishing nght and extending the rights of non-aboriginal fishermen - was a "compelling
-

-

4'Ine Sparrow t a is diruncd in relation to d o n 35(1) nghts because the test hm been held to apply to
both abonginai and treaty rights, most recently and conciusively in the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R
v. Coté, supra note 6. Sec the discussion in Rotman, ''Definhg Parameters," supra note 25.
'~hether the Sprrow test is able to aaomplish iîs stated intention is an entuely dinerent matter which
temains to be seen through its friture application.
47~parrow,
supra note 5 at 413: "The special tmst relationship and the responsi'bility of the govenunent
vis-&vis abriginaïs must be the 6rst consideration in determinhg whether the legiskition or action in question
can bejustified."
48S~pra
note 6.
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and substantial" objective that warranted the infhgement of the aboriginai right in question. As

the Chief Justice explaineci:
Although by no means making a definitive statement on this issue, 1 wouid suggest that
with regards to the distniution of the nsheries fesource after conservation goals have been met,
objectives such as the pursuit of economic and regional fairnessT and the reoognitiori of the
historical reliance upon, and participation in, the fishery by non-aboriginal groups, are the type
of objectives which can (at least in the right circumstances) s
a
w this standard. In the right
cimmsmces, such objectives are in the interest of a i l Canadians and, more importantly, the
reconciliation of aboriginal societies with the rest of Canadian Society may weil depend on their
successfirl attainmea~~~

The conclusion to be garnered from the majority's decision in Glodsune is that vague and
undefined interests of Canadian society as a whole are sufncient to trump section 35(1) rights.

This finding stands in marked contrast to the Sparrow decision. In Sparraw, the court stated that
j u s w n g infringements of aboriginal rights on the basis of "public interest" was so vague as to
provide no meanin@ guidance and so broad that it was untenable as a test for justifjing
Limitations on aboriginal r i g h t ~ .As
~ ~McNeiI has comrnented, the majonty judgment in Gladstone
allows aboriginal rights to be overridden "on broad policy grounds relating to economic and
regional fainiess, and even to support the economic interests of particular groups such as
commercial fishers whose historic use of the fishery may weii have been a violation of Aboriginal
rights al1 dong.""
The G I ' t o n e ruhg essentially justifies the Crown7sbreach of its fiduciary duty to the

aboriginal peoples via its extension of the Sprrow test. The justificatory test articulated in

Sparrow qualined as an exception to the general rule againn conflict of interest because it allowed
only necessary limitations on abonginal rights in situations where no acceptable alternatives
existed. The test was consistent with the notion that rights in a democratic society are not
absolute and must be balanceci with competing interests. However, the majonty decision in

GIadrone stretches the S$wrow test beyond acceptable limits. Applying the Sparrow test in this
manner is inconsistent with the Crown7sfiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples and should
not insulate the Crown from iiability based on codict of interest.

-

-

-

--

491bid. at 96.
so~bid.at 98.
SISpurrow,supra note 5 at 412.

McNeii, "How Can W g e m e n t s of the Constihitiond Rights of Aboriginal Peoples be Justi£ïeQU
(1997), 8(2) ConsritutionalForum 33 at 39.
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Although there are tremendous difficulties in reconcihg the Crown's fidueary duty to the
aboriginal peoples with its other responsibilities, the d e against conflict of interest should not be
rendered inapplicable to specific facets of Crown-Native fiduciary relationships or removed from
that relationship altogether. In appropriate situations, such as with the Sparrow justificatory test
prior to its modification in G l d o n e , the conflict rule rnay be modified to allow for legitimate
exceptions. The malieability of fiduciary doctrine d o w s its general precepts to be modiied to the
needs of individual fiduciary relationships. While fiduciary d e s may be modified in appropriate
circumstances, the integrity of fiduciary relationships must be maintained. Consequently, the test
for ailowing a modification or exception to the general d e against conflict of interest must be
whether allowing such a change would destroy the integrity of those relationships.
(e)

Reconciline the Crown's Com~eting
Obii~ations

The Crown, as a fiduciary, must make all attempts to avoid placing itself in conflict of
interest situations and reduce existing confiicts as much as possible. As the United States Court
of CIaims explained in Three Aflliated Tnbes of Fort BerthoId Reservafion v. United States - a

case where Congress sought to act as a fiduciary for aboriginal peoples and exercise its power of
eminent domain to enable it to take aboriginal property
cannot Wear them both at the same tirne?

- "Congress cm own two hats, but it

To deal with this situation, the Court of Claims

developed the "good faith effort" test, which holds that there is no breach of govemmental duty
where Congress exercises good faith in its dealings with the aboriginal peoples in question and
provides adequate compensation for the taking of abonginal lands. This test was later endorsed
by the United States Supreme Court in UhitedStates v. S

.Nation of lndm.54

The "good faith effort" test appears to be a reasonable method of reconciling the Crown's
fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples with its other responsibilities where one must be
compromised to another. If Canadian law adopted the "'good faith effort" test, that would not
eliminate Crown confiicts of interest. It would simply mandate a remedy to a wronged beneficiary
for the Crown's confiict. In this way, it could be seen to be similar to the effects of the S p m
justifkatory test, at least pnor to its modification in Glaaktone.
53390 F.2d 686 at 691 (U.S. CL Cl. 1968).
'"448 U.S.371 (1980). For further disussion of the Fort Berthold test, see J.D. Hurley. "Aboriginal
Rights in Modem American Case Law," [1983] 2 C.N.L.R 9 at 37.
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How is the Crown to act where its fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples conflicts with
its other responsibilities? I$ for example, the Crown wants to expropriate aboriginal land for use

as an airport during wartime, is it subordinating its fiduaary duty to the aboriginal peoples in
favour of its obligations to protect the country or to fulfill its international obligations? The
simple answer is yes. However, that does not necessarily entai1 that the Crown has acted in
breach of its duty to the aboriginais. The Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples does
not mean that the Crown must place aboriginal peoples' concems above al1 others. Rather, it
requires that the Crown act with the utrnost good faith towards its aboriginal beneficiaries' best
interestS.
In the hypothetical situation presented, the Crown would be required to act with honesty
and integrîty towards the aboriginal peoples in question The Crown would be obliged to weigh
its need to expropriate the land against the anticipated effects that taking the land would have on
the aboriginals. A carefûl consideration of the wmpeting costs and interests involved
manner similar to the requirements outlined in the S'@mm justifkatory test

- in a

- would deterrnine

whether the land was absolutely needed. This wouid involve c o n s i d e ~ gthe need to build the
airport, to build it in that vicinityyand whether it had to be built on the aboriginal land in question.

The Crown would be bound to consider the avaiiabiiity and suitability of alternative sites before it
could take the abongllials' land. The greater the potential detriment to the abonginai peoples
frorn the taking of their land, the greater the onus that would be placed on the Crown to
demonstrate its need to take the land.

If it was ultimately deemed necessaq to use the aboriginals' land, the Crown's fiduciary
obligations would require that it avoid or minimise the detrimentai effects that taking away the
land would have on its beneficihes. The Crown would have to consult with the abonginal
peoples in question to determine what these detrimental effects, if any, would be. Fialiy, the
Crown wodd be bound to adequately and expeditiously compensate the people. The cost of
compensation ought to reflect fair value or otherwise be proportionate to the importance of the
project.
As a result of its fiduciary obligations to the abonguial peoples, the Crown must avoid

conflict of interest situations or else risk being found in breach of its duty. Where past confiicts of
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interest have occuned that m o t be made subject to exceptioqfi the Crown rnay be found liable
for a breach of duty. Where codict of interest situations continue to exist and there is no
legitimate basis for claiming an exception fiom the conflict rule, the Crown mua act to eliminate

such contlicts by changing the dynamics giving rise to the conflia. The Crown would thus be
required to arnend its Specific and Comprehensive Claims processes or substitute new procedures.
Another way for the Crown to remove a conflict situation is to eliminate the requirement
that a band must make a surrender to the Crown in order to seIl or lease its interest in land. By

requiring aboriginal peoples to surrender lands to the Crown before they rnay sel1 or lease them to

third parties, the Crown is, prima fucie, in conflict of interest. The restriction on the abonginal
peoples' fhe alienation of their lands rnay have been a valid attempt to protect abonginai peoples

£?ombeing exploiteci by land speculaton around the time of the Royal Prociamatzon of 1763. If,
however, such a restriction on alienation is no longer necessary, then it no longer qualifies as an
exception to the conflict d e . The Crown may still make itself a requisite intermediary in the
alienation of Indian land interests without the necessity of mender. For example, it could

require that a band wishing to enter into a sale or lease agreement with a private party submit any

such agreement to the Minister for approvd. More fundarnentally, the need for the Crown to
continue as a go-between in land transactions between aboriginal peoples and private parties
might be reconsidered altogether, insofa as it provides no tangible benefits to the aboriginal
peoples and is inconsistent with the current aatus of Crown-Native relations.

(f)

The Contem~orarvImplications of Crown-Native Fiduciary Relations

Wïth the promulgation of the Comtz~utionAct, 1982, the Canadian federal and provinciai
govenunerts now have a constitutional responsibiiity to act in a manner consistent with the
recognition and protection of aboriginal and treaty rights in section 35(1).s6 As described earlier,

this responsibitity is purposive. The purposive nature of the Crown's duty does not require the
"Such as the Crown's traditional p m c e of ushg moneys denved fiom the d e or Ieas of ~ m n d e r e d
lands to pay its own expenses relating to Indian affairs, including paying the saiaries of Indian agents: see D.C.
Nahwegahbow, M. W.Posluns, D. Allen, and D. Sanders, The first Nations and the C m : A Study of Trust
Relationships, unpublished research report prepared for The Special Cornmittee of the House of Cornmons on
Indian S e I f ' r n m e n î , 1983 at 290- 1.
%ee, for example, Rotman, ParaIIel Paths. supm note 7; Rotman, "Provincial Fiduciary Obligations to
First Nations: The Nexus Between Govemmentai Power and Responsiiility," ( l994), 32 Osgoode Hall L.J. 735;
Rayai Commission on Atmriginai Peoples, Treary Making,supra note 26 at 7.

Crown t o seek prior court approval of legislative or policy initiatives that affect Indians qua

Indians. Rather, it requires that the Canadian federai and provincial Crowns must act, without the
need for fûrther judicial direction, where their action is necessary or appropriate to the fiilfiUment
of their fiduciary obligations. Situations where Crown action is necessary or appropnate to the
fulfillment of their fiduciary obligations indudes the need to enhance or fûrther section 35(1)
rights:
... mnitiatives by provincial governments to fiiifil their fiduciary obligations need not
await the elaboration of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 into a kind of master treaty
framework that will structure F i Nations' space in the Constitution. To the extent tbat
provinciai goveniments are in a position to respect and secwe existing abonginai rights, the law
declared in S p m w rrquirsthem to do ~ 0 . ~ ~

Ifprovinces are unsure whether they mua act in a specific instance, the purposive nature of their
fiduciary duties requires them to make appropnate inquiries." This same premise holds tme of
the federal Crown. Above ail, the purposive nature of the federal and provincial Crowns'
fiduciary duties to Native peoples insists that, in light of the historical relationship between the
Crown and aboriginal peoples, the Crown must maintain its honour, integrity, and avoid sharp
practice in al1 of its dealings with them.59

Because of the existence of both general and specific Crown-Native fiduciary relations, it
is impossible to precisely delineate the totality of obligations which may arise under the rubric of
the Crown's fiduciary obligations to the abonginai peoples. What may be d e i y asserted, though,
is that the Crown's fiduciary obligations to Native peoples encompass the range of areas in which
the Crown has had and continues to have contact with Native peoples. Although the special
relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples in Canada has been recognised for quite
some time, its precise nature and legal ramifications are o d y beginning to be understood. The
Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginai peoples is a long-standing duty as well as a contiming
one?

That duty applies to Crown-Native relations generally and is not restricted to situations

involving the surrender of aboriginal lands.
s 7 ~ .Lyon, Aboriginal Peoples and Constitutional Rejornt in the 903, (Background Sîudy No. 7,
Constitutional Reform Project, Centre for Pubiic Law and Public Policy, York University, 1991) at 9.
j81bid.: "if there is genuine doubt as to whether aboriginal righu do exist, each proviacial government has
direct access to its court of appeal, on a reference, for a judiciai detexmination of the matter." Ln addition,
fiduciaries' responsi'bitities to act in their beneficiaries' best interests requires them to inform thernselves as to
what those best interests are, which includes a requinment to c o d t with their benefkiaries.
s%
is empharisd thmugh the Spmn>w anut's reiiance upon the pnadent established in R v. T ' o r
and Wiliiams (198 l), 62 C.C.C. (2d) 227 (Ont, C.A.).
60Refer back to the discussion in Chs. II and m.
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While the Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples is not restricted to aboriginal
lands, it does apply to them. ïhis includes traditional lands, reserve lands (even in situations
where a band manages its reserve lands in accordance with section 60(1) ofthe Indian Act), treaty
land entitlements, and lands surrenderd for leasing purposes. The Crown's duty applies also to
aboriginal moneys. The Crown's duty in this regard extends to the management of Indian band
fùnds and rnay also apply to situations where a band manages its own f h d s in accordance with
section 69(1) of the Indian Act. In addition, the Crown's duty applies to the realisation of
abonginal ~e~government.This may Uiclude the Crown's obligation to provide çiding,
e transition to self-government.
administrative services, and s u p e ~ s the
The preservation of aboriginal customs. languages. and cultures may be grouped together
with the issue of self-government and may include the requirement that the Crown provide

fiuiding in conjunction with the protection of these rights under various treaties and agreements.
ûther matters associated with aboriginal rights of selfigovenunent include Native heaith, welfàre,
and education. The Crown's obligations in this regard incorporate promises made under treaties
and may include: the building of schoolhouses and/or provision of teachers; the provision of
hospitais, medical semices or medicines in accordance with treaty medicine chea clauses or other
provisions; and the provision of adequate housing, sewage, and other waste disposal systems.
Abonginal economic self-sufficiency and development is also pertinent to this discussion of the
extent of the Crown's fiduciary duty. This aspect of the Crown's duty may include obligations
arising fiom its acquisition of lands, resources, and rninerals at the direct expense of its aboriginal
beneficiaries, under the terms of treaties whereby the Crown agreed to provide money, tools,
livestock, f m implements, etc. to the aboriginal signatories, or nom the requirements necessary
for the transition to Native seKgovernment.
The Crown's fiduciary duty also extends to the protection of aboriginal hunting, fishing7
trapping, and agricultural rights. This includes wild rice harvesting and may also include the
commercial nght to hunt and fish. Although aboriginal commercial rights of trapping and
agriculture are not a disputed matter, commercial hunting and fishing are more controversiai.61
Because of the nature of historical Crown-Native relations, the Crown holds fiduciary duties
-

-

61Therebave been fmer cases on Indian commercial hunting rights than on commercial 6shing ri@&.
One of the most important recent cases addressing indian commercial hunting is R. v. Horseman, (19901 1 S.C.R
901. C h the question ofhdian commercial fishing rights, see R-v. A g m (1988), 65 0.R (2nd) 505 (C.A.);R v.
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relating to the resolution of outstanding Native rights daims.

This includes the Crown's

negotiation of such issues (pertaihg to both aboriginal and treaty rights) in good faith, avoiding
existing and h r e conflict of interest situations, providing h d i n g for aborigihal rights litigation,

and creating and/or fùnding impartial dispute resolution mechanisrns.

The imposition of the federal Indan Act also resuits in Crown fiduciary responsibilities.
The Indm Act is an extension of the Crown's legislative responsibility for "Indians, and Lands
reserved for the Indians" under section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867. The Indian Act was

held to cod@ some of the Crown's fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples in cases nich as
Guerint62 Roberts v. CPMda,,Qand Mitchell v. Peguis Indian B

d - M

Thus the range of issues

- incfuding Indian band lias resemes, surrenders, wills and estates,
mental incompetents, minors, and the management of Indian lands and moneys - may give rise to

wvered by the Indm Act

Crown fiduciary obligations.

F i d y , the Crown may hold fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal peoples ae&g

from

any other rights which rnay exist by way of treaty, agreement, statute, constitutional enactrnent or
amendment, Crown practice, or that may be found to exia by the courts. For instance, in
Easnnain Bmd v. Robinson>65 the Crown's fiduciary duty was found to include a duty to follow
the Emironmentd Assesment and Review Process Guidelines Order C'EARP Guidelines")."
Upon appeai, however, the trial decision, including the duty to follow the EARP Guidelines, was
reversed?'
While these suggestions as to the extent of the Crown's fiduciary obligations are only
speculative, they are premised upon the history of Crown-Native relations. What is needed is a
clear judicial pronouncement on the extent of the Crown's fiduciary obligations. However, the
Supreme Court of Canada's post-Guerin considerations of the Crown's fiduciary duty provide
Iittle guidance for ascertainhg the extent of that duty. The judiciary's handihg of the fiduciary
question within the field of Native law and the impact of its judgments have been twofold. The
Bombay, 119931 1 C.N.L.R, 92 (Ont.C.A.); R. v. Jones (1993), 14 0.R (3d) 421 (Ont, P m . Div.); Gladstone,
supra note 6; N.TC.Smokehouse Ltd. supra note 6; Van der Peet, supra note 6.
62Supranote 2 at 340,356-7.
63Supronote 6 at 208.
64S~pra
note 6 at 209.
6s[1992] 1 C.N.L.R 90 (F.C.T.D.).
%.O.R 84-467.
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most obvious eE'& has been to entrench fiduciary law as a vital element of Canadian aboriginal

rights jurisprudence. Second, in securing a place for fiduciary law in the law of aboriginal rights,
the judiciary has managed to add an additional, unexplained piece to the puzzle. The judiciary's
unwillingness to elaboraie upon the implications of the Guerin decision has created a signifiant
problem which it has thus far been reluctant to address. The judiciary's insular treatxnent of the
Crown's fiduciary duty to the aborigioal peoples has not been singled out for special treatment in

this regard, though. A similar situation has aiso arisen within the context of judicial analyses of
Crown-aboriginal treaties and treaty relationships. The next two chapters will focus their
attention on Crown-Native treaties and the negotiations giving rise to them.

6 7 ~ ~ t m a iCA,
n , supra note 22. For M e r discussion, see N. Kleer and L. Rotman, "EmRronmental
Protection and First Nations: Changing the Status Quo," unpublished paper, Canadian Insritute Conférence

"Doing Business with First Nations," 1 and 2 March 1993.

VI.
-

Conce~tualisingCrown-Native Treaty Relations
In the name of the Great King of Engiand your Father, and my Master
1 do by this M t renew & bnghten the ancient Covenant Chain, of muhial
Peace, Friendship and firm alliance between you and your allies, and al1 His
Majestys subjects your Bretheren upan thk continent, exhorting you by ?he
memory of your hithfiil wise and b m fomfhthers, and by the sacred
engagements you youfseives have entercd into that you do preserve your fidelity
to the Great King of EngIand your father, and your union with and attachment
to ail bis subjects and your Bretheren, inviolable & Iasting as the great lights of
Heaven and the irnmoveable Mountains ...and 1do at the same t h e assure you
that all his great mean and subjects your Bretheren will keep tbis Covenant
Chain bright & unbrokea

'

The commissioners bring a paper conîahing what they wish already
written out. It is not what the Indians want but what the commissioners want.
All they have to do is to get the signatures of the Indians. Sometimes the
commissioners sriy they compromise, but they never change the document.*

'"Sir William Johnson, Speech, camp at Ononciaga Lake, 26 June 1756," as reproduced in E.B.
O'îaliaghan, ed., Documents Relative to the Colonial Histoty of the State of hrew York, 11 vols., (AIbany: Weed,
Parsons, 18% 1861) VI1 at 139 [hereinafter "MCO"].
2Sitting Bull, Dakota Chief, 1888, as quoted in V.J. Voger, ed., This Counfry War Ours, (New York:
Harper & Row, 1972) at 181. Note also the following speech by Chief Sitting Bull at the council of the SiIent
Eaters (described by Voger as "a sort of ninner club of Hunkpapa Sioux warriors, of which Sitting Bdl was a
leading member"), in 1889, ibid. at 181-2:
Fnends and Relatives: Our min& are again disturbed by the Great Father's
representatives, the Lndian Agent, the squaw-men, the mixed-bloods, the interpreters and the
favorite ration-chiefk. What is it they want of us at this tirne? They want us to give up another
chunk of our t n i land. This is not the nrst time or the last tirne. They will try to gain
possession of the 1 s t piece of ground we possess. They are again telling us what they intend to
do if we agree to their wishes. Have we ever set a price on our land and received such value?
No, we never did What we got under the former tteaties were promises of al1 sorts. Tbey
promiseci how we are going to live peaceably on the land we stili own and how they are going to
show us the new ways of Living even told us how we can go to heaven when we die, but al1 that
we d i z e d out of the agreements with the Great Father was, we are dying off in evpectation of
getang things promised us.
One thing 1 wish to state at this time is, something tells me that the Great Father's
representatives have again brought with them a well-worded paper, containing just what they
want but i g n o ~ our
g wishes in the matter. It is this that they are atternpting to drive us to. Our
people are blindly deceiveci Sorne are in favor of the proposition, but we who realize that our
children and grandchikiren may live a iittie longer, must necessarily look ahead and flatly reject
the proposition I, for one, am bitterly opposed to it. The Great Father has proven himseif an
unktomi [trickster] in our past dealings.
When the White People invaded our Black Hills country our treaty agreements were still
in force but the Great Father has ignored it pretending to keep out the intruders through
militaq forœ, and at last Ming to keep them out they had to let them corne in and take
possession of our best part of our m'balpossession, Yet the Great Father maintains a very large
standing army that cm stop anything.
Therefore 1 do not wish to consider any pmposition to d e any portion of o u . tribal
holdings to the Great Father. if 1 agree to dispose of any part of our land to the white people I

-

-

Treaty relations between the Crown and aboriginal peoples in North America have been a

fundamental aspect of the interaction between the groups fiom earliest times. Treaties are
foundational documents in the history of Crown-Native relations. INtially, they established
parameters for peaceflll intercourse. Later, they served as the basis for the parties' renewal of

their historical commitments to each other. As negotiated documents between separate entities,
the treaties provide valuable insight into the nature of historical Crown-Native relations. They
were the primary means by which diplornatic relations were conducteci between the groups.
However, the often-divergent manner in which the treaties have been regarded by the Crown and
the aboriginal peoples also demonstrates the signifiant differences between the parties'
conceptualisations of the treaties. Thus, when ewnining Crown-Native treaties, it is necessary to
account for the parties' respective understandings of their purpose and intent.

The following two chapters examine separate aspects of Crown-Native treaties and their
interpretation. This chapter focuses on the understanding of treaties held by the Crown and the
abonginai peoples. It aims to enhance existhg understandings of treaties by placing them in
historical context. This will be accomplished, in part, through an examination of treaty protocol
that developed between the groups. This chapter looks to the historicd basis for the signing of
the treaties and the dBerent firnctions that treaties have served.

Crown and aboriginal

understandings of the nature and purpose of treaties will also be examined to facilitate a more
cuituraiiy-sensitive method of d y s i s .

Ln arguing in favour of a more weil-rounded

understanding of treaties, this chapter builds on the historical background discussed in Chapters II
and iII. Meanwhile, Chapter W concentrates on the canons of treaty interpretation that govem

the contemporary judicial interpretation of treaties and the dinerent functions those canons
perfonn.
Treaties signed between the Crown and abonginal peoples took a variety of

For

example, not ail treaties involved the cession of land. Some involved the perpetual payment of

would feel guilty of taking food away fiam our children's mouths, and 1 do not wish to be that
mean There are things they tell us sound good to hear, but when they have accomplished their
purpose they will go home and will not try to fiilnI1 our agreements with them.
My friends and relatives, let us stand as one M y , as we did before the white people
led us astray.
'Sec D. Opekokew and A Pratt, "The Treaty Right CO Education in Saskatchewan," (1992), 12 Windsor
Y.B. Accesr Just. 3 at 8: "As a class, Indian treaties are recognizeâ by the courts as a unique or sui generis type of
document, but it is still true that within that class there are enormous variations,"

annuities while others provided for one-tirne payments. What the treaties did share in commoR
though, was their creation or maintenance of mutually-beneficial relationships between the Crown
and aboriginal peoples. They emerged as the resdt of negotiations between the parties, not out of

d a t e r d action:

... [T)he aboriginai parties to treaties were considered to be distinct, seKgoveniing
nations, capable of making collective decisions, of establishing c o - q d relationships
("aUanœsn) and of controiiing k i r own afiiâirs. Thq. bad the capacity to negotiate witfi the
Crown, and to voluntarily agree or withhold consent. The Crown approached the aboriginai
societies on the basis that problems were to be solved through coqmation, negotiation and quid
pro quo bargaining, rather than unilateral imposition-4
h the process of establishing the respective rights of the parties, the treaties would recognise the
independence of the European and aboriguial nations that signed them.5
The treaties solidifieci the relationship between the Crown and abonginal peoples at
strategic points in North American history6 In addition to the muhial benefits received fiom
trade, politicai, and miIitary alliances, each side obtained valuable consideration from the other.

This consideration came at a pnce, however. It

was obtained only after giving up something

equally desired by the other side.' The f o m of consideration exchanged included tangibles 4
~ Wildsmith,
.
~
Treaty Responsibilities: A Co-Relatiooal Model," (19921, U.B.C. L. Rev. Special
Edition on Abonginai Justice 324 at 33 1. See also ibid., at 330; M. Jackson, T h e Articulation of Native Rights in
Canadian Law," (1984), 18 U.B.C. L. Rev. 255 at 257; R v. Sioui (1990), 70 D.L.R (4th) 427 at 437 (S.C.C.):"...
fR]elatioas with Indian tnbes feli somewhere between the kind of reiations amducteci between sovereign states and
the relations that such states had with th& own citizens"; ibid. at 448: ".. . p]oth Great Britain and France felt
that the Indian nations had suffiCient independence and played a Iarge enough foie in North America for it to be
good policy to maintain relations witû them very close to those maintaineci between sovereign nations,"; and ibid.
"... Indian nations were regardeci in their dations with the European nations which oclcupied North America as
independent nations."
%ee P. Mackiem, "Normative Dimensions of an Abonginal Right of Seif-Government," (1995), 21
Queen 'sLJ. 173 at 197:

... [Tlhe proçess of negotiating treaties serves as evidenœ that the Crown historically
treated Aboriginal nations a s sufficiently autonomous to warrant treaties. Moreover, the process
suggests that the Crown viewed mties as neciessary or desirable agreements to &tain prior to
subjecting Aboriginai peoples to foreign law. In other words, the treaty-making process is
evidentiaxy support of the fact that Aboriginal nations were (and were regarded by the Crown as)
~ e ~ g o v e n i i ncommunities,
g
and entitled to govem themselves until they suggest an intent to the
mntrary.
6See B. Slattery,'Abonginal Sovereignty and Imperial Claims," (199 l), 29 Osgoode Hall L.J. 681 at 684:

... [Tlhe nwnerous treaties concludeci between First Nations and colonial govemments
played an essentid role in deteminhg the various parties' expectations and actions, and
moulding their understanding (and misunderstanding) of the other parties. These treaties
necessariiy figure prorninently in any historical account of Aboriginal-European relations.
'Sec C. Winson and LM.Vo"Judicial Review of Indian Treaty Abrogation: "As Long as Water
Flows, or Grass Grows Upon the Earth" - How Long a Time 1s That?,' (1975). 63 Cali$ L,Rev. 601 at 603: 'It is
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sufh as lands, goods, and moneys - and intangibles - guarantees of rights, or promises of peace,
protection, or non-interference with another's afic'airs. Therefore, the treaties should be viewed as
negotiated documents in which each side was guaranteed certain benefits by the other. The
Crown obtained the right to use certain lands and to have aboriginal guarantees of noninterference with British settlement. The abonginal peoples received assurances that they would
not be disturbed in the possession of their lands or have their traditional ways of Me disrupted by
the British presence.

In contemporary considerations of treaties, the benefits received by the Crown are
generally not brought into issue. The modem focus when examining treaty rights is the promises
made to the abonginal peoples. This understanding of the treaties is skewed, insofar as the treaty
rights guaranteed to aboriginal peoples are the result of consensual negotiations and an agreedupon exchange of benefits. This compted understanding of treaties also affects the respect given
to the treaty promises made to the aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal treaty rights have not been
given the respect that their incorporation in treaties should dictate. This becomes apparent when
the enforcernent of the aboriginal peoples' treaty nghts is contrasted with the enforcement of
those belonging to the Crown. The Crown's rights under the veaties are glossed over in treaty
analysis, being regarded as self-evident truths. Meanwhile, aboriginal treaty rights have often
been viewed as existing at the pleasun of the Crowq or emanating from the Crown's
benevolence. Such understandings will be demonstrated to be entiely faise.
It will be argued that treaties between the Crown and aboriginal peoples in Canada ought
to be viewed as relations between nations as opposed to individual or isolated agreements
between parties. Regarding treaties as individual agreements provides a static representation of
what were, and still are, essential ingredients of evolving politicai and legal relationships. For this
reason, such a vision of treaties ought to be rejected. The process of renewal and afEmation of
treaties, as iilustrated by the Covenant Chain alliance, ought to be seen to indicate the larger
irnporiance of Crown-Native treaties as continuhg and evolving relations between nations. This
larger aspect of treaties is one element of what is generally referred to as the "spirit and intent7'of
treaties. The notion of treaties as more than simple agreements is aiso consistent with the earlier

important to recognize that the American Indian's treaty rights are not "giftsn or "granîs." indians fought hani,
bargained extensively, and made major concessions in return for such rights.'

assertion that the agreements, compacts, and alliances entered into between the Crown and
aborigid peoples were greater than their representations on parchment or warnpum belts.8

Since the treaties were negotiated and ratifieci in a consensual process, neither party ought
to be able to alter the promises made therein without the free and informed consent of the other.
ùisofar as the Crown pledged its honour to the aboriginal peoples in the treaties and made solemn
promises to them therein, it would be unseemly to d o w the Crown to unilaterally alter its

histoncal treaty commitments. In fact, it could be rnaintaùied that by signing the treaties, the
Crown bound itself as to the manner and form of any fùture laws that had the potential to i&ge
upon treaty rights. This "manner and f o d 7would apply equdy to legislation or constitutional
enactments, but would not be unlimited. Its effe* wodd be restncted to procedure and could not
affect content, substance, or p o l i ~ y . Requiring
~
aboriginal consent pnor to enacting laws that

wodd m g e upon treaty promises is arguabiy a procedural, as opposed to substantive,
requirement.
It may legitimately be argueci that a legislative body may bind itself proceduraiiy to a

particular manner and form notwithstand'mg the d o c t ~ eof parliarnentary ~upremacy.~~
While
this notion is not universally held, there would appear to be a sound bais for it. As Hogg
There is still a school of thought that holds that even a manner and fonn restriction
cannot bind a "sovereign" legislatute. The &éct of this school of thought is to deny to a
legislative body the power to change its traditional forms and structures: this wouid invalidate
such things as special-majority niles, the abolition or creation of upper houses, and the addition
of referenda to the legislative proces. It seems imphusible that a le-tive
body shouid be
disabled h m making changes to its present structure and procedures. Moreover, the case-law,
wbile not concIusive, tends to support the validity of self-imposed manner and form
requirements.

8Rcfcr back to Ch. U, n. LOO and its accornpanying text, where it is suggested îhat the parchment or
wampum versions of treaties are not the treaties themselves, but mnemonic devices intended to assist in recailing
what was agreed to between the parties.
9SeeP. Hogg, Constitutioncil Lmv ofCanuda* 1997 Studmt Edition, (Toronto: Carsweii* 1997) at 276; R
Elliot, "Rethinking Manner and Form: From Parliamentary Savereignty to Constitutional Values," (1991), 29
Osgoode Hall LUI, 2 15, esp. at 218; W. Friedmann,Trethowau's Case, ParIianientary Sovereignty, and the Limits
of kgal Change," (1950-5 l), 24 Amt- LJ.103.
IoS& Hogg, ibid. at 276-81; R v. Mercure, [1988] 1 S.C.R 234. The classic fomuiatiom of
parliamentary ç u p r e ~ ~ csuch
y , as that by AV. Dicey, focus primarily on substance rather thanprocethrre, thereby
entailing that limiting the manner and fonn restriction to procedural rnatters would stiil be consistent with such
formulationsof par lia men^ supremacy.
"Hogg, ibid. at 278.

One example of the use of such marner and fonn restrictions is the C ' i c u t Bill of Rights.12
Section 2 of the Bill of Righs provides that it is supreme over other federai statutes udess the
other statutes in question expressly declare that they operate notwithstanding the Bill. The
Suprerne Court of Canada has held that this primacy clause effectively binds subsequent statutes,
notwithstanding the doctrine of implied repealJ3 Consequently, the Bill of Righs rnay be seen to
bind subsequent legislation in manner and form unless the latter expressly exercise the

notwithstanding clause in section 2.

The notion that a legislative body rnay bhd itself procedurally to a particular manner and
form of lawmakhg does not mean that it may never pass legislation that f i g e s upon, as
opposed to extinguishes, treaty rights. Following the constitutional entrenchment of treaty rights
in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982,14Parliament rnay not extinguish "existing" treaty

rights absent constitutional amendment. The provincial legislatures were never competent to
extinguish treaty nghts."

However, either of these bodies rnay infnnge upon treaty rights,

subject to the justificatory requirements established in the Spamow test,I6 if they enact legislation
that is either consistent with the imposed manner and form requirements or if those requirements
are first repealed.17 Therefore, manner and fom restrictions do not entail that a legislative body

rnay never i n f i g e upon treaty rights, only that it is restrïcted in its ability to do so.
In the situation of treaty rights, however, it could be argued that if the Crown has bound

itselfto e n s u ~ that
g the manner and form of subsequent laws is consistent with promises made in
the treaties, the only way that the Crown rnay repeal these restrictions is to obtain the consent of
-

12S.C. 1960, c. 44.
I3see, for example, R. v. Drybones, [I970]S.C.R 282. The doctrine of implied repeai, which is based
upon the notion of parliamentazy supremacy, holds that a sovereign parliament may be seen to have repealed an
earlier, inconsistent statute through a subsequent, contrary statutory enactrnent.
I4ScheduIeB to the Canada Act, 1982 (U.K.) 1982, c. 11.
lSSince the only valid provincial legislation that could affect uIndians, and Lands resewed for the
Indians* are laws of general application whether they are laws that do not affect "Lndianness" and therefore
apply ex proprio vigore (of their own efféct), or laws that affect, but do not go to the core of, Indianness, which are
derentially incorporated into federal law via section 88 of the Indian Act, RS.C. 1985, c. 1-5 they are incapable

-

-

of satisfjing the Wear and plain" intent test for e.utinguishing aborigrnal or treaty rights expressed by the Supreme
Court of Canada in cases such as Colder v. Artmey-Generaf of British Columbia (1973) 34 D.L.R (3d) 145
(S.C.C).
16R.v. Sparrow (1990), 70 D.L.R (4th) 385 (SCC). Note that this test has since been modined by R v.
Gladsrone, [1996] 4 C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.).
l'Set EUiok supra note 9 at 245. As H o a s u p note 9 explains, at 278, n. 37, The manner and fonn
law could itself be directiy repeaied in the ordinary way, but it muld not be disregardecl. Direct repeal can be
guarded against by entrenching the entrenching provision, i.e., by stipuiatiag that the new rnanner and form
pmcedure is also applicable to the repeal or amendment of the entrenching provision itself."
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the aboriginal peoples concemed. As discussed earlier, because of the consensuai nature of the
treaties, which are what bind the Crown to this rnanner and fom requirement, treaty rights ought

to be capable of being infiringed upon by legislation or constitutional enactment only with the
consent of the aboriginal signatories This requirement of consent is consistent with a procedural
restriction such as that suggested above. This argument may be circumvented, of course, through
a constitutional amendment to section 35(1), although the sarne principles disaissed above would
render such an action repugnant to the solemn nature of treaties.
The Crown's binding of its fiiture lawmakhg ability through the treaties may be seen as
part of the treaty "exchange" between the Crown and the aboriguial peoples described exlier.

Following the signing of treaties, the Crown could no longer enact laws that were inconsistent
with the p ~ c i p l e sof peace, friendship, and respect established therein. Promdgating laws that
would unüateraüy f i g e upon treaty nghts would be incompatible with these foundational
principles. This argument is consistent with the understanding of treaties put forward herein - as
forging relationships between nations and establishing parameters for the parties' fiiture
interaction. If the Crown could unilateraiiy ovemde its treaty promises through legislation or
constitutional enactment, these parameters would be rendered meaningless as the Crown could
alter them at will.
In spite of the importance of Crown-aboriginal treaties and the relationships that were

spawned fiom the treaty-making process, Canadian courts have generally ignored the history of
Crown-Native relations when engaging in treaty interpretation and anaiysis. While Canadian
aboriginal rights jurisprudence has fomdated some guidelines for what constitutes a treaty, as
well as principles of treaty interpretation, the courts have not placed sufficient emphasis on the

need for contextual appraisals of treaties. Such appraisals are fundamental to determining these
issues within the larger Crown-Native superstructure. By not placing their analyses of treaties
into their larger hiaorical context, the couns have arrived at inappropriate results that ignore the
sanctity and solemnity with which the treaties were negotiated and signed.

Until rather recently, the courts interpreted treaties according to their written versions or
by use of records p e ~ e d
by the Crown's representatives. To rectify the imbalance in perspective

created by these practices, treaties must be examined in a manner that accounts for both Crown

and aboriginal perspectives and under~tan~ngs,
as wel as the histoncal contexts within which
they originated. Treaties entered into between aboriginal nations and the Crown are not identical
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to other f o m of agreement, such as domestic contraas or intemational treaties. Rather, they are
sui generis.18 Therefore, the interpretation of Crown-Native treaties is not bound by the domestic

law of contracts nor the tenets associated with international treaties. As the Supreme Court
explained in the Simon case, principles applicable to domestic contracts or international
agreements are applicable oniy by analogy to Crown-Native treaties. 19

The unique nature of Crown-Native treaties is reflected in the combination of factors
giving rise to their existence. These factors are the documents themselves, as contained in written
versions, on wampum belts, and the records of the negotiations surroundhg them. Records of
treaty negotiations may be discovered in a variety of places. They may be found in the oral

histories of the aboriginal peoples. They are also contauid in the written records of treaty
negotiators. In addition, accounts of ueaty negotiatiow exist in correspondence between the
Crown's representatives in Canada and those in Bntain.

Finally, information about treaty

negotiations is revealed through oral exchanges between the aboriginal peoples and the Crown's
representatives that have been documented in aboriginal oral histones and in written forrr1s.2~
Although Crown-Native treaties are unique agreements, their uniqueness should not be
understood to detract from the solemnity with which they are to observed. As the Supreme Court
of Canada held in R v. Siari, "It must be remembered that a treaty is a solemn agreement
between the Crown and the Indians, an agreement the nature of which is sacred."21 While the

nature and history of Crown-Native relations, including treaty relations, in Canada has been the
topic of earlier chapters, Crown-Native treaties and treaty relations will be examined nom both
Crown and abonginal perspectives to provide insight into the way that those agreements should
be considered in a modem setting.

18SeeSinon v. R (1984), 24 D.L.R (4th) 390 at 404 (S.C.C.). The unique nature of aborigmai tmties
may ais0 be seen, for example, in Francis v. The Queen (1956). 3 D.L.R (2d) 641 at 652 (SC.C.); R. v. White and
Bo6 (1964), 50 D.L.R (2d) 613 at 617-18 (B.C.C.A.); Pawis v. The Queen, (1979), 102 D.L.R (3d) 602 at 607
(F.C.T.D.);
Sioui, supra note 4 at 437.
I9See Simon, supra note 18 at 404. See the m e r discussion of the canons of abonginai treaty
construction in C h VII.
2oSome of these materiais have ken compiled and published, while others are found in archivai storage.
Two usefiil accounts of treaty negotiations are NYCD, note 1, supra, and A Monis, The Treaties of Canada wirh
The Indians ofMmitobu and the North-West Tewitories, including the Negotiations on Which They Were Base4
and Other Information Relating Thereto, (Toronto: M o r d s , Clarke, 1880).
21Sioui,supra note 4 at 456, citing Simon, supm note 18 and White und Bob, supra note 18.

British and Aboiginal Understandinas of Treaties and Treatv Relations

(a)

When the Crown initiaiiy entered into treaties with aboriginal nations, it did so on a
nation-to-nation basis.22 The Crown represented those treaties as being solemn agreements that
respected the autonomy of the aboriginal peoples while keeping them secure in their lands and
rights?

The "separate house" image conveyed in the foliowing statement made by Sir William

Johnson at Niagara in 1764 is a clear example of such representations:
Brothers of the Western Nations, Sachems, Chi& and Warriors; You have now been
here for severai days, duRng which thne we have kquently met to renew and Strengthen our
Engagements and you have made so many Promises of your Friendship and Attachment to the
English that there now remains for us ody to exchange the great Belt of the Covenant Chain that
we may not forget our mutual Engagements.
1 now therefore present you the great BeIt by which 1 bind al1 your Western Nations
together with the English, and 1 desire that you will take fast hold of the same, and never let it
slip, to which end 1desire that after you have shewn this Belt to al1 Nations you wiil fix one end
of it with the Chipeweighs at St Marys ~ciiilimackinac]whilst the other end remains at my
house. and moreover 1 desire that you will never Men to any news which cornes to any other
Quarrer. ifyou do it, it may shake the el^^^

Similar representations will be shown to have continued into the twentieth century. In spite of
continuing to make these representations, the Crown did not always live up to them.z5 In a
variety of situations, the Crown regarded treaties only as means to acquire land for settlement,
maintain administrative control over the aboriginal peoples and promote aboriginal a~similation.2~
The aboriginal peoples on the other hand, viewed treaties with the Crown as
opportunities to solide their relationships with the Europeans. The treaties were also used, from
their standpoint, tO entrench their rights vis-à-vis the E~ropeans.2~The aboriginals saw the
treaties as h a h g three primary functions. InitialIy, the treaties established a nation-to-nation

-

-

22Seethe discussion in Chs. II and III.

=Sec J.Y. Henderson, "Empowering Treaty Federalism," (1994), 58 Sask. L. Rev. 241 at 296.
24As reproduced in The Papers of Sir lvilliam Johnson, 14 Vols., (Aibany: University of the State of New
York, 192145) IV at 309-10.
2sSee the discusgon of judiciai understandings of treaties in Ch. W.
?%ee L.1. Rotman, Purullel P a t k fiduciary Doctrine and the Crown-Native Relationship in Canada,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19%) at 52; Letter h m Sir J- Kempt to Lt.-Gov. J. Colborne, 16 May
1829,as quoted in J.R Miller, Skyscruprs Hide the Heavens: A History ofIndian-White Relations in Canada,
Revised Edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991) at 99; Royal Commission on Abriginai Peoples,
Treaty Making in the Spirit of Co-existence: An Alternative to Ektinguishment, (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and
Services, 1995) at 28-9 [hereinafter "TreutyMaking"].
27See also D. Opkokew, nte Political and LegaI Inequities Among Aboriginal Peoples in Canada,
(Kingston: Institute of intergovernmental Relations, Background Paper No. 14, 1987) at 24.

relationship between the g r o u p ~ .Secondly,
~~
the treaties established a framework for the parties'
continued interaction and the sharing of resources. Finally, the t e m of the treaties indicated the
Crown's intention to respect aboriginal rights.
The conques of New France and the release of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 were
nuning points in the nature of Crown-aboriginal relation^.^ However, it was not until after the

American Revolution that any tangible effects of that change becarne evident in Crown-Native
treaty relati0ns.3~ The Amencan Revolution caused

Canada?

an tremendous infiux of new settlers into

These settlers came north because they were either forced out of the United States or

had remained loyal to the Crown. This new wave of immigration greatiy increased the population

of Quebec and Nova Scotia. Evemally the population surge created by this immigration resulted
in the formation of New Brunswick and the division of Quebec into Upper and Lower Canada.
The migration f?om the United States created settler demands for land. Ln response to these
demands, Britain initiated negotiations with aboriginal nations for the surrender of their lands
through treat~.~'
The Crown was able to obtain surrenders of aboriginal lands under treaties, at least from
its perspective7in exchange for promises of reserves, money. annuities, and other goods. As will
be iilustrated, the aboriginais did not always share this understanding of the so-called "land
surrender" treaties. Generdy, the money required to pay for the treaty promises came from the
sale of much of the surrendered lands to private interests." Once the Crown realised that it could
obtain great tracts of land without having to spend much, if' any, money, it fostered the use of
2%pekokewand Pratt, supra note 3 at 8: "Generally, when the First Nations refer io veaty rights, they do
not distinguish between the political and legal content of those rights. They have historicaily considered the
treaties to be -..politid and legal agreements between sovereign govemment orders."
29Thisis diSCUSSd in -ter
detail in Ch. III. See also infra note 40.
3%s
is dixussd briefly in Ch. UI.
"Sec O.P. Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A History of Founding Peoples /mm Eerfiest Times,
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992) at 224: "Settler expansion was ciramatic the population rose thredold
h m appro.sirnately 750,000 in 1821 to 2.3 million by 1851; in Upper Canada aione it rose by a factor of ten, to
reach 952,000."
)%at is not to suggest that the= were no previous treaties in Canada which sought the sunender of
aborigid lands. While s x h treaties did e i s t prior to the nineteenth century, they were less prevalent than peace
and fiiendship treaties or other treaties of alliance. See the cornmentary in Treuty Making, supra note 26 at 17:
"... IT)reaty objectives on the part of Crown representatives alone variai sig"f1cantiy ... and were influenced by a
broad range of factors, includiag the immediate agenda of the govemment of the &y and the particuIar mandate of
the negotiators." The situation in the American colonies was dinerent: refer back to the discussion of the
geographid limitationsof this work in Chapter 1.
33SeeDickasan, supra note 3 1 at 225; Miller, supra note 26 at 93: "... m h e indians indirectiy fbnded
most of the pufchase prie of their Land uirough insialment payments made fiom menues derived h m that land."

-

treaties to open up land for new settiement. The use of coercion by the Crown to obtain these
surrenders was not unusud. In 1836, the Chippewas of Saugeen and Nawash surrendered 1.5
milfion acres of land to the Crown in exchange for a reserve of 450,000 acres under Treaty 45h.
The treaty stipulated that the reserve was to be protected from non-aboriginal encroachment.
Shortiy after signing the treaty, the Chippewas began complaining to the Crown that their reserve
was being occupied by squatters and that timber was being cut d o m and removed. No action

was taken by the Crown regarding the wmplaints. However, in 1854, the Crown sou& a further
surrender of land £?om the Chippewas. They were informed by Supe~tendentof Indian AfEairs
T.G. Anderson that unless they surrendered some of the lands that had been reserved for them
under the 1836 treaty, the Crown would not protect those lands âorn non-abonginal
encroachment as the treaty had ~ r o m i s e d : ~
You cornplain that the whites not ody cut and take timber from your lands but that they
are commencing to settle upon it and you can't prewent them, and 1 certainly do not think the
Govenunent will take the trouble to help you while you rernain thus opposed to your own interest
the Govenunent as your guardian have the power to act as it pleases with your reserve ... if it is
not sold the vees and the land will be taken h m you by your white neighbours and your chiidren
will then be Ieft without res~urçe.~~

-

Some two weeks after sending the above letter, Anderson forwarded another letter to the
Chippewas that expressed a sirnilar sentiment. It stated that ''emigrants are coming so thick that 1
do not believe that the Govermnent wîil be able to retain for you al1 your reser~es."3~As a result

of these letters, the Chippewas agreed to surrender much of their remaining reserve land to the
Crown under Treaty No. 72 in 1854. It would appear, however, that the Crown's failwe to
protect the Chippewas' lands was based more on its unwillingness rather than any inability to do
so. Immediately afker the conclusion of Treaty No. 72, Anderson issued a notice waniing
squatters not to trespass on the newly-surrendered lands. He also enlisted the assistance of the
local sheriff to police the area and enforce the Crown's exclusive right to the lands. No such
actions had been taken prior to the signing of the second treaty3' The use of coercion by the
34See J.J. Bomws, "A Genealogy of Law: Inherent Sovereigaty and F i Nations SeIf'venunent,"
(1992), 30 Osgoode Hall L.J. 291 at 323 [hereinafter "Geneaiogy of Law"].
35Letter h m T.G. Anderson, Superintendent of Indian Anain, 2 August 1854 to the Owen Sound and
Saugeen Indians: see PAC RG 10, Vol. 213 at 126356; Bomws, "Genealogy of Law," supra note 34 at 322.
3 6 ~quotecl
s
in Borrows, 'Genealogy of Law," supra note 34 at 323.
3 7 ~ h discussion
e
in this section has been summarised from information containeci in the Public Archives of
Canada regarding Treaty No. 72. See, for example, the Report on Negotiation Proceedings Regarding Surrender
of the SPugeen Tract from Superintendent General of Indian Main L. Oliphant to Lard Elgin, Govemor-General
of Canada, PAC RG 10, Vol. 117.

Crown to entice the signing of treaties may also be seen in the negotiation of Treaties 1 and 2, as
recounted in a letter written by Lieutenant-Gov. Adams G. Archibald:
We told them that whether they wished it or not, immigrants would come in and fill up
the country; that every year h m this one twice as rnany in number as their whole people there
assembleci would pour into the Pnwince, and in a little whiIe would spread al1 over it, and that
now was the time for them ta corne to an arrangement tbat would secure homes and annWties for
themselves and their ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ~

Over t h e , the Crown began to view treaties with the aboriginal peoples exclusively as
agreements concluded to obtain surrenders of aboriginal lands?

Yet, whiie the Crown's regard

for treaties began to change after 1763," the Crown's representations to the aboriginal peoples in
treaty negotiations did not. In its post-1763 treaties, the Crown failed to distinguish between

treaties which preceded this change and those which arose subsequent to it. Consequently, the
aboriginal signatories to these later treaties viewed them in the same manner as treaties siped
prior to 1763. Political changes after 1763 had, however, altered power relations between the
Crown and the aboriginal peoples so that the latter were not in a position to enforce their
understandings of the treaties.
The 1836 Manitoulin Island treaty provides a good illustration of how the Crown
continued to represent nineteenth century treaties as following the pattern of pre-1763 treaties.
The treaty was negotiated by the Lieutenant-Govemor of Upper Canada, Sir Francis Bond Head.
Bond Head believed that the Indians were destined for extinction.*l Furthemore, he viewed them
38~etter
h m Lieutenant-Gov. Adams G. Archibald to the Secretary of State for the Provinces,dated July
29, 1871, as detailed in Morris, supra note 20 at 34. See also the discussion of the Crown's treaty negotiations
with the Chippewas of Saugeen and Nawash in Bomws, "Genealogy of Law," supra note 34; Rotman, supra note
26 Ch. XVI.
3 9 ~ Dickasoa
s
explains,supru note 3 1 at 273, by Confederation 123 m t i e s and land surrenders had been
negotiated. Of the 483 treaties listed in Canada, Indion Treaties and Surrenders from 1680 to 1902, 3 Vols.,
(Ottawa:Brown Chamberlin, 1891 1912), the majority involve land surrenders.
The idea that ueaties with aboriginal peoples were designed for the sole purpose of obtaining surrenders
of land may be seen, for example, in Justice Hail's judgment in Calder, supra note 12 at 202: "Surely the
Canadian treaties, made with much solemnity on behalf of the Crown, were intended to extinguish the Indian titie.
What other purpose did they s e ~ e ?If they were not intended to extinguish t&e Indian right, they were a gross
fraud and that is not to be assumed." While Hall J.*scomments were made for the purpose of demonstrating that
the Indian title to lands in British Columbia b d not been exthguished prior to the province entering
Codederation in 1871, his generalisation about the purpose of treaties is illustrative of a generally-held vision of
Crown-Native treaties.
%idcason, supa note 31 at 188-9: "After the 1763 Pmclamation, treaties and administration tmk on a
dinerent character, a developrnent that wodd find its continuity in Upper Canada- Priorities changed instead of
k i n g primarily cancemed with peaœ and secundarily (if at all) with land issues, treaties now f o d primarily on
land, secondarily on peace and fnendship."
*II. Borrows, "Negotiating Treaties and Land Claims: The Impact of Diversity Within Fim Nations
Properîy interests," (1992), 12 Winakor Y. B. Access Jmî. 179 at 189 [hereinafter "Negotiating Treaties"].

-

-

as an impedhent to increased senlement in Upper Canada. He regarded the 1836 treaty as a

means to rernove ail Indians in Canada to Manitoulin Island, where they could live out their
existence without hindering non-aboriginal ~ettlernent.~*
However, Bond Head's representations
to the aboiguial peoples did not mesh with the manner in which he regarded the treaty. Bond
Head was unequivocal in his representations to the aboriginal peoples that the 1836 treaty was an
m a t i o n of the T m . y ofNiugara. 1764. As he explained: "Several snow seasons have now
passed since we met council at the crooked place (Niagara) at which time and place your Great
Father the King and the Indians of North America tied their hands together by the Wampum of
friend~hip."~~
Bond Head also attached wampum to the 1836 treaty. By linking the Manitoulin
Island treaty with the Treaty of Niagara and attachhg wampum to it, the aboriginal peoples
would have been led to believe that the 1836 treaty was a nation-to-nation agreement just as the

Treaty of Niagara had been."

This understanding of the 1836 treaty continued well afler the

Manitoulin Island treaty had been ~ i g n e d . ~ ~
Relatively few large land cession treaties were signed in the eighteenth century &er the

Treaty of S t m i x in 1768. Things began to change in the early stages of the nineteenth century,
which saw the beglluiings of the Crown's new policy of aboriginal a~sidation.~6
Treaties played
a major role in the implementation of this policy. They were the vehicles whereby aboriginal land
interests were, fiom the Crown' s perspective, extinguished and the aboriginal peoples placed on
reserves. Placing Native peoples on reserves was intended to curtail their traditional activities and
d o w them to be more closely monitored by the C r ~ w n . ~ 'If the Crown had not aiready
abandoned the principles of reciprocity that characterised the Treaty of Albany, the Covenant

Chain, and the Maritime treaties in its nineteenth century treaties after the Treaty of S t m ~ i x , ~itg
certainly would appear to have done so once it adopted this assimilationist policy.
-

- -

-

42~bid.
at 193.
43~bid.
441bid.at 193-4. As the discussion of the Treaty of Niagma in Ch. iIï illustrates, that treaty was
represented by Sir William Johnson as a continuation of the Covenant Chain aIliance that dated back to the Treafy
ofAlbany in 1664.
4S~bid.
at 194: UFuhue generations of First Nations people would take Bond Head's a p m e n t at Eaa
vaiue and c l a h their ownership of land on Manitouün lsland to the exclusion of non-Native people."
461he efkcts of colonialism on the abonginai poples is discuDed in Rounap supra note 26 Ch- III.
47Seenote 26 and its accompanying tcxt
48~hisis disputeci by the Six Nations Imquois, as explaineci in Opekokew, supra note 27 at 24, who
maintain that the 1784 Haldimand Proclamation and the 1793 SiPatent, two of the more prominent ueaties
at the end of the eighteenth entury, CO&
their independence or sovereignty as allies. As noted, ibid. at 5 1 , the

Aithough the Crovm apparently had, by the early nineteenth century, no longer regarded
the aboriginal peoples as autonomous but as subjects who needed to be civiliseci and assimilated,

it continued to treat with the Native peoples as it always had. As Henderson notes, "Crown
negotiators ofken emphasized that the treaties were foundationai agreements, establishing or
cudirrning the basic and enduring t e m of the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the

C r o ~ n . " This
~ ~ sentiment is echoed by the authors of B e Tme Spirit md Original Itztetrt cf

Treug 7, who explain that:
The Aboriginal leaders were Nowed to feel that they were negotiating as equals, but the
EurOICananians did not respect their culture and they saw their nations as Merior. The
Aboriginal leaders could hardly be expected to h o w that these men they were bargaining with in
good Mth bad Little cesolution to take seriously the discussions that the Aboriginal leadership
solemnued by smoking the pipe.50

Hamilton has explained the Crown's actions in the foliowing manner: "The basis upon which the
Govemment acted, which was to run the lives of these people until they could be assimiiated into

Canadian society, is not reflected in the treaties. It hardly accords with the promises that were
made by the Queen's representatives ..."SI

Thus, while the Crown continued to represent to the

abonginais that their independence would be respeaed and their rights protected from unwanted
incursions, these representations were inconsistent with the Crown's regard for the aboriginal
peoples.J2

Wdimand Proclamation states "1 have, at the earnest Desire of many of, these His Majesty's faithful Allies,
purchased a Tract of Land ..." while the Simcoe Patent rea&:

... Whereas the attachment and fidelity of the Chi&, Warriors and people of the SLY
Nations to Us and our Govemment has been made manifest ... by the bravery of their conduct- ...
We king desirous of showing ouf approbation of the same and in recompense of the losses they
may have sustained ... confirming ... the fiill and entire possession ... of the said District or
Tenitory to be held and enjoyed by them Ui the most ftee and ample mannet and according fo
the sweral customs and usages of them ..." prnphasis added]
4%enderxin, supra note 23 at 2%.
'qreaty 7 Elciers and T n i Council, with W. Hildebrandt, S. Carter, and D. First Rider, The True Spirit
and Original Intent of Treaty 7, (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996) at 198
[hereinafier "The True Spirit and Original Inlent of Treaty Tl. See aIso J-M Blaut, The Colonizer 's Model of the
WorM Geographical Difltsionism and Eurocentric History, (New York: Guildford Press, 1993).
5 1 ~ o nA.C.
.
Hamilton, A lVew Partnership, (Ottawa: Minisiter of Public Works and Govenunent Services
Canada, 1995) at 9; see also Treav Making, supra note 26 at 29.
52Seeûpekokew and Pratt,supra note 3 at 9:
In the Commissioners' reports of the treaty assemblies pnor to the indian people signing
the Treaties, we repeatedly hear that the Indians were desirom of niaintaining their way of life,
and such assurances were given to the Indian signatories tbat the treaties were given in addition
to or in fiirtheranœ of their right to maintain their way of Me.

As treaties between the Crown and Native peoples became more m u e n t during the

nineteenth and eady twentieth centuries, the Crown continued to assure the aboriginals that they
would be able to continue their traditional ways of life.

In this respect, the Crown's

representations to the aboriginal peoples had remained relatively unchanged fiom the t h e of the

T r e w of Afbrmy in 1664. The representations made by Alexander Morris, the Crown's chief
negotiator for many of the early post-Confiederation numbered treaties and Lieutenant-Govemor
of Manitoba and the North-West Temtones, are indicative of this continuityS3 During
negotiations for Treaty No. 3 in 1873, Morris stated that the aboriginal peoples would have the
exclusive use of certain lands for farrns and reserves.

As for the lands that were to be

surrendered, Moms explained that "It may be a long time before the other lands are wanted, and
in the meantirne you will be permitteci to fish and hunt over thern?

When this statement is read

in conjunction with the declarations made by the gathered chiefs the foliowing day in which they
clearly and repeatedly expressed that the land in question belonged to thenQ5it would appear that
the abonginals' believed that they were only sharing their lands with the Crown and would
continue their traditional ways of We. Moreover, they were not discouraged fkom maintainhg
such beliefs by the Crown's representatives.
During negotiations for Treaty No. 6 in 1876, Moms was more explicit about not having
the treaty interfere with the abonguials' traditional lifestyles. Initially, he explained that "What 1
have offered does not take away your living, you will have it then as you have now, and what 1
offer now is put on top of it."s6 Later in the negotiations, he reiterated the same point, stating
that "1 want the Indians to understand that al1 that has been offered is a gift, and they stiii have the
same mode of living as before?

Morris then explained that "we do not want to take away the

means of living that you have now, we do not want to tie you down."s* Once the treaty had been
agreed to, Morris recounted the effects that the treaty would have on the aboriginals: "The
53!keHamilton, supra note 5 1 at 7-8:

Their belief is that earlier treaties were intended to -tee
the right of Abonginai
peoples to live as they did prior to treaties being signai. This belief fin& support in such works
as The Honourable Alexander Morris' The Treafies of Canada with indians of Manitoba und
Northwest Territories i d u d i n g the Negoriafions on m i c h They Were Based and in letters and
other documents showing comments and promises made by the f e r a l negotiators of the day.
s4Moms,supra note 20 at 58.
55ibid.at 59,6Q,6 1,62,63.
561bid.at 2 1 1.
571bid.at 22 1.

Govemment wiii aot interfere with the Indians' daily life, they will not bhd him. They will only
help hlln to make a living on the r e m e s ..?

The sarne sentiments that had been expressed by M o m s in Treaties 3 and 6 may be s e m
again in Treaty No. 7 in 1877. Once the Blackfeet had agreed to conclude the treaty, the
assembled chiefs gave an address to the two Treaty Commissioners

- Lieutenant-Colonel James

F. McLeod and David Laird, the successor to Moms as Lieutenant-Govemor of the North-West
Temtories

- in which they expressed their understanding of the treaty's

tems. In response,

McLeod said "The Chiefs al1 here know what I said to them tbree years ago, when the Police fist
came to the country - that nothing would be taken away nom them without their own c ~ n s e n t . " ~
The orai history of the Treaty No. 7 bands61 indicates that the leaders who agreed to the treaty

believed that it was a peace treaty in which they agreed to end hostilities among themselves and
According to the elden'
not interfere with the peaceful settlement of fanners in the regi~n.~*
account of the treaty, nothing was said about havhg the peace of the treaty being linked to a
surrender of land.63
By the tirne Treaty No. 7 was negotiated, the Blackfoot chiefs were already familiar with
the Crown's treaty process. A number of the Blackfoot chiefs had signed the Lame Bull Treaty of
1855 that had allowed development in the Amencan West in exchange for peace and the promise

of payments to the signatory tribes. This treaty had also been understood by the Blackfoot to be a
peace treaty rather than a land m e n d e r ~ e a t y .Therefore,
~~
the chiefs' understanding of the
purpose of Treaty No. 7 would have been the same as the 1855 treaty in the absence of an
indication to the contrary by the treaty cornmissioners. According to evidence provided by Peter
Wesley, a Stoney Indian whose Cree-speaking mother was present at Blackfoot Crossing where
Treaty No. 7 was negotiated, no such contrary intention was ever indicated:
On the morrow the Chief asked him [Lieutenant-Govemor Laird] what was the real
meaning of this proposal? The m e r was. T o make peace between us. We will have
fnendship when and where we ever meet I am asking you to put your rifle down in exchange for
a peaœ treaty. The money 1 am just about to give you is for this purpose. Not to kill each other.
And fiirthennore, 1 am not going to take over your land, but 1 am willing to pay you money if you
put down your rifle and make peace with me, this is what I mean-" This was the answer aven by
j8ibid. at 233.
S9~bid.
at 24 1.
601bid.at 274-5.
61See The T m Spirit and Original inlent of Treaîy 7. supra note 50.
62ibid.at 1 1 1-12.
63ibid. at 11 2.
6sibid.

the Lieutenant Governor. So tbat was how peace was made and that is the way it was. Nothing
besides peace-making was taiked about. The Chief had been toId that he could stilI use his land
in the same manner as More and there wouid be no interruption either, these were the finai
words put forth by the Govenior thfough the interpreter. My mother talked and understood Cree
very WU. That was why my mother understood al1 the conversations held between the Govemor
and the

The transmission of Crown treaty protocol and representations from aboriginal groups
that had signeci treaties to others that wodd sign treaties some years later had a signincant effect

on the latter's understanding of the treaty-making proceu. The dissemination of such information
was not uncornmon, insofar as treaty imerpreters were ofien Métis traders and trappers who
migrated from place to place in British North Amenca. Communication between aboriginal

groups afso took place during east-west and north-south trade between aboriginal nations that
was a fbndamental element of the British fur trade. By the middle of the eighteenth century, the

fur trade had traveled as far as the Athabasca River and Peace River country because of Cree
migration fiom Ontario and the western journeys of the French explorer Pierre Gaultier de
Varennes, Sieur de La Vérendrye.66
It was also not uncornmon for European explorers to hear the aboriginal peoples talk
about other white men and their practices even in situations where no other white men had
previously infiltrated those temtones. One such example occurred in the late 1720s when La
Vérendrye met two Cree near the Lake of the Woods. They told him of white men to the
southwest who sawed wood into boards and used boats. Those white men lived in a land fiill of
strange trees and animais. La Vérendrye concluded that the Cree were referring to the Spanish
colonies rather than the English at Hudson Bay and James Bay, since the Spanish were located in
the southwest and the Cree would have been famiiiar with the trees and animals in the Hudson
Bay/James Bay area.G7 If the Cree had visited the Spanish, they would have encountered many
other aboriginal groups dong the way. Aitematively, they could have heard stories about the
Spanish if they belonged to a geographically spread out information network. As Ray explains,
"the Native people in the hean of the continent were receiving news and circulating stones about
of miles away on unknown shores."@
events that were o c c u ~ thousands
g

6sibid.at 3 17.
"A.J. Ray, I Have Lived Here f i c e the IVorld Begon, (Toronto: Lester, 1996) at 78-9.
67ibid.at 43.
68~bid.
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The presence of such fonns of communication provides a basis for understanding the
existence of relatively udorm concerns arnong the aboriginal peoples in the later postConfiederation treaties, such as Treaty No. 8 and onwards.

In these treaties, the treaty

commissionen were uniformly bombarded with aboriginal concerns that the treaties were the
method by which the Crown would remove their lands and rights and co&e them to r e s e r ~ e s . ~ ~
These same concems were voiced whether the treaties were signed in the West or in the East.

The negotiations surrounding Treaty No. 9

- signed with the aboriginal peoples Living in the

James Bay area - demonstrate the unifonnity of these concems. Some of this communication
may be found in a variety of sources, including treaty commissioners' reports and provincial
archives.

In the report of the commissioners for Treaty No. 9, signed in 1905 and 1906, there was
discussion of an aboriginal ~ m e d"Yesno"

- so-cded

language consisted only of the words "yes" and "no"

because his knowledge of the English

- encountered during treaty negotiations at

Fort Hope.7o Yesno infomed the gathered indians that they should receive cattle, implements,
seed-grain, and tools for signing a treaty with the Crown. As the commissioners' report indicates:
Yesno had evidentiy traveiied, and had gathered an erroneous and exaggerated idea of
what the goverrunent was doiag for Indians in other parts of the country,but, as the undersigned
wished to guard careNiy against any misconception or apsiinst making any promises which were
not writîen in the treaty itself: it was e x p h e d that none of these issues were to be made, as the
band codd not hop to depend upon agriculture as a means of suhstence; that hunting and
fishing, in which occupations they were not to be interfered with, should for very many years
pme lucrative sources of revenue.71

An examination of the promises made to the aboriginal peoples in other post-Confederation

numbered treaties indicates that Yesno's idormation was correct. While the Treaty No. 9 a r a
was generally unfit for agriculture, it appears that rather than infomiing the assemblai Indians of

this fact as a reason for not including such promises, the commissioners avoided the issue by
maintainhg the Yesno was wrong. Meanwhile, the cornmissionen' statement that they wanted to
"guard carefully against ... makhg any promises which were not written in the treaty itself"

69Thisis diSWSed in the illustrations of treaty negotiations klow.
7oS&The James Bay Treaty, Treaîy No. 9 Mude in 1905 md 1906) and Adhesions Made in 1929 and
1930 at 6.
''lbid.

suggests that the treaty had already been drafted prior to these negotiations taking place? Treaty
No. 9 is discussed in greater detail below.
The wide-scale dissemination of idonnation about treaties to aboriginal groups is also
indicated by Hamar Foster's relation of a story that occurred Ui 1887, when a delegation of
aboriginals from the Naas and Skeena Riven went to Victoria to demand an agreement Iike those
that had been made with tribes east of the R o c b Mountains. When the delegation made its

demands to the Premier of British Columbia, W i a m Smithe, Nisga'a member John Wesley was
asked to explain precisely what was being requested. Wesley replied that the delegation wanted a
law "such as the law of England and the Dominion Government which made a treaty with the
Indians."

When Smithe inquked where Wesley had obtained his informatioa the foliowing

exchange occurred:
WESLEY:

It is in the iaw books.

S

Who told you so?

m

:

WESLEY:

There are a good many Indians who cari read and write, and they are the ones
who say this ...

SMITHE:

And they told you this. âid they?

WESLEY:

Yes.

S

Well, 1 should like them to produce the book that they read this in. 1 have
never seen that book.

m

:

WESLEY:

We could not teil you the book jus now but we can probabiy End it for you if
you really want to see it.

SMITHE:

There is no such law either English or Dominion that I know of, and the
Indians or their fnend have been misied?

As Foster has surmiseci, the book referred to by Wesley was most likely Alexander Morris' n e
Treatzes of Canada wirh the Indm of Mmitobu md the N d - W e s t T e r n ' t o r ~ e s 'which
~ ~ had

been published in 1880.7s As Foster explains, Indian Superintendent Powell who was present at
nThe notion that treaties were soinethes drafted More treaty negotiations had commenced, thereby
rendering those negotiations merely symbolic, is discussed in Ch. m.
Sessional Papt-s 1887 at 255-7 (Report of Conferences between the provincial Goventmenf and
Indian Delegatesfiom Fort Simpson and Naes River), as reproduced in H. Foster, "Lettiag Go the Bone: The Idea
of indian Title in British Columbia, 1849-1927," in H. Foster and J. McLaren, eds., b o y s in the Nistory of
Canadian Law. Vol. VI, British Columbia cutd the Yukon, (Toronto: The Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal
HÏstory and University of Toronto Press, 1995) at 47.
74Supra note 20.
7 5 ~ u p rnote
a 73 at 47-8.

the meeting of the delegates with the Premier, knew that missionary WllIiarn Duncan had been
reading to the Tsimshian fiom a "law book?
The Crown's representations to the aboriginal peoples that their traditionai ways of life
would not be affecteci by the s i m g of treaties continueci in Treaty No. 8, which was concluded
in 1899. Such assurances are rife in the treaty commissioners' report of 22 September 1899.n
Initially, the report states that the commissioners pointed out to the aboriginal signatories "that
the same means of earning a livelihood wodd continue after the treaty as existed before it."78 The
report also details the course of action taken when the aboriginals expressed concem that their

hunting and fishhg priviieges would be curtailed:
The provision in the treaty under which ammunition and twine is to be furnished went
far in the diredon of quiethg the fears of the Indians, for they admitted that it wodd be
unreasonable to funiish the means of hunting and fkbhg if kiws were to be enacted which would
make hunting and W n g so resîxicted as to render it impossible to make a livelihood by such
pursuits. But over and above the provision, we had to çolemnly assure them that only such laws
as to hunting and fishing as were in the interest of the Indians and were found necessary in order
to protect the fish and fur-bearing aaimals would k made, and that tbey would be as fke to hunt
and M after the treaty as they would k if thy never entered into it?

The commissioners' report illustrates that the aboriginals were assured one fbrther time that "the
treaty would not lead to any forced interference with their mode of life."*O The repeated
assurances made by the treaty cornmissioners came in response to the fact that there was
significant aboriginal apprehension in signing the treaty81

In addition to demonstrating that the commissioners assured the aboriginal signatories that
their traditional lifestyles would remah unaffecteci by their signing of the treaty, the
commissioners' report clearly illustrates the distinction between the Crown's intentions and the
representations made to the aboriginal peoples.

hdeed, the cornmissioners note that their

duplicity was necessary to entice the aboriginals to sign the treaty. As they stated with regard to

the question of Indian reserves:
It wodd have k n impossible to have made a treaty if we had not assured them that
there was no intention of confinhg them to reserves. We had to very ctearly explain to them that

76~bid.
at 48. Foster also notes that when reserve commissioner Peter O'Reilly visitai the Tsimshian and
the Nisga'a at Port Simpson the foiiowing year, they had oôtained a copy of a book which containeci the tex& of the
Douglas treaties signeci with aboriginal groups on Vancouver Wand in the 1850s.
n~reatyNo. 8 Made June 21. 1899 andAdhesions, Reports, Etc.. (ûitawa: Queen's Printer. 1966).
78ibid.at 5.
Ts~bid.
at 6.

8Oibid.
ibid. at 5.

the provision for reservcs and ailotments of fandwm made for their proteaion. and to saure to
them in perpetuity a fair portion of the faad d e 4 in the event of settlement advancinggm

Meanwhile, the Order in Council that set up the commission for Treaty No. 8 demonstrated that
the Crown's intent was to eventually confine the aboriginals to the reserves set aside for them."
Any other effect would have been inconsistent with the Order in Council's stated goal that "the

country to be treated for should be thrown open to development.""
Treaty No. 9, concludeci with various aboriginal groups in Northem Ontario, followed a
similar pattern to Treaty No. 8. The report of the Treaty No. 9 commissioners indicates that the
abonguial peoples in the treaty area were also concerned that if they signed the treaty, they would
be forced to live on reserves and be deprived of their traditional practices of hunting and fishing.
The commissioners infomed the aboriginals that "their fears in regard to both these matters were
groundless, as their present rnanner of making their livelihood would in no way be interfered
with."*s

Another interesthg aspect of the commissioners' report is its indication that the

commissioners "carefuliy guarded against making any promises over and above those written in
the treaty which rnight dterwards cause embarrassement [sic]to the governrnents c~ncerned."~~
This inclusion would seem to indicate the cornmissioners' knowledge that previous treaty
cornmissioners had made promises over and above those contained in the written agreements.
Treaty No. 10, signed in 1906 with Chipewyan, Cree, and other Indians situated in parts
of Saskatchewan and Alberta not already covered by other treaties, continued the trend initiated
by other post-Confederation treaties. Commissioner J.A. McKema's report indicated that there
had been an influence among the treaty Indians ''which tended to make them regard the treaty as a

means of enslaving them."" They were concemed that signing the treaty would result in the
curtailment of their hunting and fishing privileges. Consequentiy, they requested that the Iakes
and nvers not be monopolised or depleted by non-aboriginal commercial fishinga8*McKema told

them that "the same means of eaniing a livelihood would continue after the treaty was made as
existed before it" and that "the treaty would not lead to any forced interference with their mode of

821bid.at 7.
"P.C. No. 2749. as reproduced, ibid. at 3 4 .

841bid.at 4.
85Supranote 70 at 5.
861bid. at 10-11. M e r back to the quoted materiai in note 7 1.
87TreatyNo. I O and Reports of Commksioners, (Onawa: Queen's Priater, 1966) at 5.
881bid.at 6.

life."89 Cornmissioner McKema dso indicated that to the aboriginals that they would not be
confineci tu their r e ~ e r v e s . ~
The last of the post-Codederation numbered treaties, Treaty No. 11, was si@

in

1921.91 Again, the aboriginals voiced concems about i h g e m e n t s on their liberty to hunt, fish,
and trap to the treaty commissioner. Commissioner H.A. Conroy assured the aboriginds that

their rights would not be so Iimited. In doing this, he stressed that greater quantities of twine for
nets and more ammunition were provided for in Treaty No. 11 than under any preceding treaty.

This fact, he explained, "went a long way to d

m their fears?

When the aboriginals expressed

concerns that signing the treaty would confine them to reserves and make then liable for miiitary
service, they were told that they were exempt from the latter and that they would be able to
choose their own reserves, which would be "for their own use. and not for the white people, and
that they would be free to come and go as they p l e a ~ e d . ' Commissioner
~~
Conroy explained that
the aboriginais were satisfied with these answers and agreed to sign the treaty.
What may be gathered from the foregoing illustrations of post-Codederation treaty
representations is that the Crown's commissionen uniformiy represented that these treaties would
not interfere with the aboriginals' previous ways of life. The aboriginals were told that they
would be able to hunt and fish as usud. They were also told that they would have reserves for
their exclusive use set aside for them, but that they would not be confined to those reserves.
Other benefits promised in the treaties were represented as being given in exchange for their peace
and ftiendship.94 From the aboriginals' perspective, it would have been logical for them to have
presurned that if the treaties would not interfere with their previous lifestyles, the Crown's treaties
respected their autonomy. This inference would have been reinforced by the promises of an
exclusion fiom taxation in Treaty No. 8 and of rnilitary s e ~ c exemptions
e
in Treaties 8 and I I ,
89~bid.
at 7 .
90~bid.
at 8.
91~re~
No.
t y I I (June 27. 1921) ond Adhesim (lu& 17. 1923 wirh Reprts. Etc. (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 1957).
921biti.at 3.
93~bid.
9 4 ~ exception
n
to this did exin in Treaty No. 9 negotiations, where Moonias, one of the most influenthi
chi&, said that h m the time he was very Young, he had never been given something for nothing and that the
treaty commissioners "corne to us fiom the King offering to give us benefits for which we can rnake no r e m .
How is this?" Moonias was answered by Father F X Fafard of the Roman Catholic mission at Albany, who
explained that under the treaty, "the Indians were @ng
their fait. and aiiegiance to the King, and for giving up
their titie to a large area of land of which they could make no use, they received benefits that served to balance
anything that they were giving." See supra note 70 at 6.

insofar as compulsory military s e ~ c eand the payment of taxes would have been viewed by the
aboriginals as demonstrative of their lack of autonomy, and hence subservience, to the Crown's
authority .
From these illustrations, it rnay be concludeci that the aboriginal peoples' understanding of
treaties, which was based on the Crown's representations therein, was that they conhued to be
compacts made on a nation-to-nation ba~is.~'The treaties were viewed as agreements that arose
out of negotiations between the Crown and the aboriginal peoples, not as a result of the former's

munificence. As Squamish Chief Dan George explained:
Lest no one forget it ... we are a people with special rights guaranteed to us by promises
and treaties. We do not beg for these rights, nor do we thank you ... because we paid for them ...
and God help us the pnct we paid was exorbitant We paid for them with our dm, our
digaity and sehqxa.
We paid and paid and paid until we became a beaten race, poverty
stricken and conquered.%

The aboriginal peoples continued to regard the treaties as creating or s o t i d ~ galliances that
would be wntinuous and everlasting. The obligations arising by way of these agreements were to

Descriptions of treaties lashg "as long as the sun rises over our head and as long as the
water n i n ~ , "or
~ ~being "inviolable & lasting as the great lights of Heaven and the imrnoveable
by both the Crown's representativesIw and the aboriginai peopleslO1 suppon the
Mountain~''~~
--

9

5

-

Wildsmith,
~
mpro note 4 at 330- 1,335; Heuderson, supra note 23 at 236:

From the beginning of treaties with the First Nations, the European Crowns recognized
the First Nations' autonomy. From the Eurocentric viewpoint, the European Crowns recognizeû
the sovereignty of the First Nations; however, h m a F m Nations' perspective, the European
Crowns recognized the inherent selfaetennination of Aborignal peoples.
See also Henderson, ibid., at 248-9,250.
96~romWaubageshig, ed.. The Only Good Indian: h a y s by Cancrdian Indians. (Toronto: New Press,
1970), as quoted in AD. McMillan, Notive Peaples and Cultures of Canada: An Anthropological Overview,
(Vancouver Douglas & Mchtyre, 1988) at 293-5.
9 7 ~ h Covenant
e
Chain alliance and the written tex& of the treaîies corroborates this understanding. See
the discussion of the Covenant Chain in Ch. II; Dickason, i n f a note 102.
980Jïbway Chief Mawedopenais to Lieutenant-Govemor Mo& at the negotiations surrounding Treaty No.
3 in Morris, supra note 20 at 73. Sec also the promise made by Lieutenant-Governor Momk to Chief
Mawedopenais at the signing of Treaty No. 3 , ibid. at 75: "1 accept your hand and with it the lands, and wili keep
ail my promises, in the firrn belief that the treaty now to be signecl will bind the red man and the white together as

fiiends for ever-"
-rom William Johnson's speech at Onondaga Lake, 26 June 1756, in NYCD, supra note 1 MI, at 13 9.
100~ieutenant-Gclvemor
Morris at Treaiy No. 4, in Morris,supra note 20 at 96:
1 told my fnends yesterday that things chaaged here, that we are here to-day and that in
a few years it may be we w i i l not be here, but after us will corne our children. The Queen thinks

aboriginals' understanding of the documents as solemn and continuous agreements. Furthemore.
as Dickason has stated, 'The phrase "as long as the sun shines and the water flows" was

introduced by the whites; once it became part of the treaty language, however, Natives expected
whites to live up to their word.'l02 Because of these representations, the aboriginal peoples
believe that the obligations undertaken by the Crown in the context of treaties mua ail1 be
fdfilled.103 Hamilton's consultations with the aboriginal peoples led him to conclude that "For

Abonginal people, the histoncd significance and their understanding of treaties and of treaty
making is that they represent an on-going relationship between two or more peoples bound by
honour and tr~st."10~
One of the primary purposes of the treaties, fiom the aboriginal peoples' point of view,
was to protect theu

survival as distinct peoples. This included the protection of their traditional

practices of hunting, fishing, and trapping.105 Treaties were viewed by the aboriginal peoples as
concrete guarantees of their rights through the preservation of their cultures and traditional

of the children yet unborn 1 kaow that there are srne red men as weii as white men who think
only of to-day and never think of to-morrow. The Queen has to think of what will corne long
after to-day. Therefore, the promises we have to make to you are not for to-day only but for tomorrow, not only for you but for your children born and unbom, and the promises we make will
be carried out as long as the sun shines above and the water flows in the ocean.
'O ~ h i e~is-tah-wah-sis
f
to Lieutenant-GovernorMorris at Treaty No. 6, ibid., at 2 13: "What we speak of
and do now WU
last as long as the suri shines and the river nins, we are looking fonvard to our children's children,
for we are old and have but few days to iive."
102Dickason,supra note 3 1 at 275.
lo3See Indian Chi& of AlbeCitizens Plus, (Edmonton: Indian Association of Alberta, 1970). at 7-8
[hereinafter "CitizensPlus"]:
The Governrnent must admit its mistakes and recognize that the treaties are historie,
moral and le@ obligations. The redmen Ugned them in good faith, and Lived up to the treaties.
The treaties were solemn agreements. Indian lands were exchanged for the promises of the
Indian Commissioners who represented the Queen Many missionaries of many faiths brought
the authority and prestige of whiteman's rdigion in encouraging Indians to sign.
lO4Hamilton,supra note 5 1 at 6.
loSSee, for example, Morris, supra note 20, at 236, 240, 272; J.E. Foster, "The Saulteaux md the
Numbered Treaties: An Abonginal Rights Position?" in R Price, ed., The Spirit of the Albert Indian Treaties.
(Edmonton: Pica Pica Press, 1987) at 1634; Re Pauiette and Registrar of Titles (No. 2), (1973). 42 D.L.R (3d) 8
at 33 (N-W.T.S.C.):

-

Thughout the hearings More me there was a cornmon thread in the testimony that
the Indians were repeatedly assured they were not to be deprived of their hunting, fishing and
trapping rights. To me, hearing the witnesses at fitst band ... many of whom were there at the
signing, some of them having b e n directly involved in the treaty making, it is almost
unbelievable that the Govenunent party could have ever retumed h m their efforts with any
impression but that they had given an assufance in perpetuity to the Indians in the temtories that
their traditionai use of the Iands was not afliected.

ways.106 The treaties continueci to be viewed this way weli into the second half of the twentieth
century. As the Indian Chiefs of Aiberta explained in Citizem Plus. "The only way to maintain
Our culture is for us to remain as indians. To preserve Our culture it is necessary to presewe Our
aatus, rights, lands and traditions. Our treaties are the bases of our rights."lo7
Aside Eom the t e m of the treaties relating to the surrender of aboriginal lands to the
Crown, treaties in the second half of the nineteenth centwy and into the early twentieth century
almost inevitably addressed aboriginal rights to use the lands that were the subject of the treaties
for traditional practices, such as hunting, fishing, and trapping. Most of these treaties expressiy
included these rights in the written version of the documents.~08However, even where aboriginal
rights such as these were contained in the treaties, they were generally not respected by the
Crown.log Meanwhile, other treaty promises, such as the provision of f m implements and grain,

and sometimes even the setiing aside of reserves and the payment of annuities, remained
dbifiiled.

l

The distinction between the Crown's vision of the purpose of treaties and that held by the

aboriginal peoples may be illustrated by looking at treaty negotiations between the groups. For
instance, the background to the signhg of Treaty No. 3, also known as the North-West Angle
Treaty, indicates the cross-purposes that the Crown and the aboriginal peoples operated under
10dSeeDickason, supra note 3 1 at 275: "In [the aboriginal peoples'] view, treaties were a means by which
they would be able to adapt to the demands of the contemporary world within the framework of their own
traditions."
lo7CitirensPlus, supra note 103 at 5.
lo8Whereasthe C m recorded its understanding of treaties on parcbmenf the aboriginal peoples made
use of the spoken word, wampum belts, and the exchange of presents: see Bomws, "Negotiating Treaties," supra
note 41 at 191-2.
l o g ~ h eactions of the Crown in fading to live up to its treaty obligations indude ifs failure to set aside
resewes or provide annuititis promised under the ireaties or ifs enactment of legislation that e.upressly repudiateci
treaty guarantees. A s Dickason explains, supra note 3 1 at 253, during S u Francis Bond Head's brief tenure as
Lieutenant-Govemor of Upper Canada h m 1836-8, he did not always honour the land provisions for the Indians
inchdeci in the treaties he negotiated with them. M e r back to the discussion of Bond Head's representations in
the 1836 Manitoulin lsland treaty,supra; see a h B o r n , "Negotiating Treaties," supra note 4 1 at 188-94- More
generaiiy, see D.N. Sprague, "Canada's Tmties with Aboriginal Peoples," (1996), 23 Man- LJ.341 at 346, who
notes that many Indian bands did not receive treaty land entitlemenîs cornmensurate with what had b e n promised
to them in the treaties,
The Crown's failure to respect treaty promises is aiso profoundly illustrated in the Crown's promulgation
of the Narural Resource TrmsferAgreements, 1930, S.C. 1930, c. 3, 29, and 41, which were incorporated into the
British North America Act, 1930 (UK),20-21 Geo. V., c. 26. These agreements directly afXécted treaty rights
contained in Treaty Nos. 1 and 2 and 4 through 8 without any prior consultation with the aboriginal peoples
afkcted- See the discussion of these agreements in Ch.VLII.
ll%any of these unhilnlled promises, as with those discussed in note 109, are the subje* of aboriginal
ciaims under the federal Specific Claims Process, See also Sprague, supra note 109 at 348-9.

during their negotiations. Treaty No. 3 was signed on 3 Oaober 1873 between the Crown and

the Saulteaux band of Ojibway Indians at the North-West Angle of the Lake of the Woods. This

treaty is signifiant in a number of respects. Most irnportantly, it created the need for fùture
treaties by opening a passage to the West through Saulteaux temtory. The gateway created by
Treaty No. 3 allowed for the continuation of the transnational raihoad and the spread of white
settlers. The terms and conditions of Treaty No. 3 also shaped the content of hture treaties.

l

By 1869, the Dominion governrnent had cornrnenced building a transnational railroad to

facilitate settlement in the Canadian West. The admission of Manitoba and British Columbia into
Codederation in 1870 and 187 1 respectively provided an even greater impetus for the Crown to
faciltate the completion of a fixed iink between those provinces and the rest of Canada.
However, the route chosen for the transcontinental railroad proceeded through Saulteaux
territory. The Saulteaux had previously sought compensation from the Crown for the latter's
taking of trees and its use, without permission, of Saulteaux temtory for construction of the
railway. The Saulteaux were willing to negotiate terms under which the Crown would receive a
nght-of-way through their temtory. They did not, however, want to surrender their land. These
intentions were indicated by their chief speaker, Mawedopenais:
... [Wle are willing to ailow the Queen's subjects the nght to p a s through our lands, to
build and nin steamers, build canals and railroads and to take up sufncient land for buildings for
Govenunent use but we will not allow h e r s to setîle on our lands. l2

-

'

In spite of the Saulteaux's intentions, the Crown nevertheless proceeded to negotiate with the

Saulteaw with the intention of obtaining a full and complete surrender of their lands. Il3
During the treaty negotiations, the Saulteaux maintained that the temitory belon@ to
We th& it a great thing to meet you here. ... AU this is our property where you have
corne. ... the Great Spint has planted us on this ground where we are, as you were where you

lSee ~ickason,supra note 3 1 at 280.
l12w.~.
Daugherty, Treay Research Report, Treaty #3, (Ottawa: Treatia and Hûtorïcal Research Centre,
Department of Indian A f E h and Northem Development, 1987) at 7. See also ibid., at 8-9:
l

The SauIteaw were quite prepared to sign an agreement which would aüow for a rightof-way tiuough their temtory and permit the govenunent to undertake certain activities, for
wbich the indians were to be compensated Thus, in their view, a treaîy was defined as those
specific items thq. were willing to grant. The fact that they fiatiy stated they would not "allow
fimners to settle on their land" indicates clearly that they were not prepared to cede title to theu
land.
13As Mdenced by the correspondence of Indian Cornmimoners Wemya M. Simpson, Simon J. Dawson,
and Lieutenant-Governor Adams G. Archibald, as reproduced, ibid. at 7-20 and in Moms, supra note 20 at 44.

'

came hm,We think where we are is our property. 1 will tell you what he said to us when he he
[sic] plaated us here; the niles we should follow
us Indians He has given us d e s that we
should follow to govem os rightl~."~

-

-

In response, Lieutenant-Govemor Moms attempted to shame the Saulteaw into surrendering
their lands:
if we do not shake han& and d e our Treaty to-day, I do not know when it wiii be
done, as the Queen's Government will think you do not wish to treat with her. ... 1 am sorry to
see that your bands were very wide open when you gave me this paper- 1 thought what 1
promise. you was just, kind and fàir between the Qeeen [sic] and you It is now three years we
have been trying to settie this matter. If we do not succeed today 1 shall go away feeling sorry
for you and for your chilchfi that you muld wt see what was good for you and for them.

When this tactic failed, he tried to intimidate the Saulteaux into accepting a surrender of their
lands: "I am very sorry; you know it takes two to make a bargain ... I have to go away and report
that 1 have to go without making terms with you. 1 doubt if the Commissioners will be sent again

to assemble this
The Saulteaux eventudy signed Treaty No. 3. Under the written terms of the treaty. they

agreed to, "cede, release, surrender and yield up to the Government of the Dominion of Canada
for Her Majesty the Queen and Her Successors forever, all ... rights, titles and privileges
whatsoever, to the lands included within the foliowing limits ..."l17 However, the statement made
by Chief Sakatcheway (aiso known as Kakatcheway)
his own Mattawan and English River band

- representing the Lac Seul band as well as

- strongly suggests that his acceptance of the treaty

did not contemplate the absolute sunender of land, but a shming of the parties' resources,
including cattle, water, fish, knowledge, or land:
1 understand the matter that he asks; if he puts a question to me as well as to others, 1
say so as well as the rat, We are the f h t that were planted here; we would ask you to askt us
with every kind of implement to use for our benefit, to enable us to perforrn our work, a Little of
everything and money. We would borrow your cattle; we ask you this for our support; 1 WUfind
whereon to f d them. The waters out of wbich you sometimes take food for yourselves, we will
/end you in r e m . ... If you give what 1 ask the time may corne when 1 will ask you to lend me
one of your daughters and one of your sons to live with us; and in retum 1 will lend you one of
my daughters and one of my sons for you to teach what is good, and after they have learned, to
teach us. If you gant us what 1 ask, although 1 do not know you, I wi11 shake han& with you.

This is all I have to say.IL8

14~0rris,
supra note 20 at 59.
i15ibid.
at 60-1.
H6ibid.at 6 1.
"'lbid. at 322.
l8i6id.at 63 pmpbasis added].

Treaty No. 3 was not the only treaty in which the written terms did not accord with
aboriginal understandings. The written version of Treaty No. 6, negotiated three years later,
contained identical terms regarding the absolute nature of the aboriginals' surrender of their
temtory. '19 However, a staternent made by Chief Crowfoot during the treaty negotiations reveals
that he, iike Sakatcheway, had a far different understanding of the treaty:
Our land is more valuable than your money. It wiil last forever. It will not perish as
long as the sua shines and the waters flow, and through all the years it wiii give Life to men and
beasts.
We canxot sel1 the Iives of men and animais and therefore, we cannot sel1 the land. It
was put here by the Great Spirit and we cannot seii it, because it d o a not really belong to us.
You can count your money and burn it with the nod of a bdfido's head, but only the Great Spirit
can count the grains of sand and the blades of grass on these plains. As a present to you, we will
give you anythuig we have that you can take with you, but the land we cannot give.120

The use of aii-inclusive language regarding the aboriguial surrender of their land interests

in Treaties 3 and 6, which was also used in many other treaties, iikely did not mean the same thing
to the Crown's representatives as it did to the abonginal peoples. To the Crown, the language
used indicated the completeness of the surrender, l e h g no residual interest to the aboriginal
peoples.121 It is uncertain exactly what effect the use of such Ianguage had upon the aboriginal
signatories. Given the tremendous dflerences in aboriginal and non-abonginal conceptions of
land and its use, it is uniikely that the aboriginal peoples would have shared the Crown's
understanding. In contrast with comrnon Iaw conceptions of land ownership, the aboriginals
~ ~anthropologist Dr.
viewed land as something that could be used and cared for, but not s 0 1 d . ~As
June Helm explained in her testimony in the Re Parlette case:
-

1916id. at 352.
"*As reproduced in D. Opkokew, The Rrst Nations: Indian Goventment and the Canadion
Confederation, (Saskatoon: Federation of Saskatchewan indians, 1980) at 12.
1211n The Spirit and Terms of Treaty Eight," in Rice, supra note 105 at 95. Daniel offers the foliowing
explanation of why treaty commissioners did not explain the use of such all-inclusive language in treaties:

It is Iikely that the commissioners felt that it was a mere formality h m the
gwemmental point of view. The govemment had aIready made some laws applicable in the area
and fuily intended to establish further control. Fmm their point of view, they already owned the
land; so the treaty was merely a means of exringuishing the vague aboriginal rights and placating
the native people by offering the advanrages of a treaty.
122Seethe discussion in Rotman, supra note 26. Chapter U; Treaty Making, note 26, supm,at 9-14; Daniel.
supra note 121 at 95-6.
It shouId be noted, as well, that there is no reason to suggest Chat a surrender of land under the terms of a
treaty need necessarily be viewed only as an absolute tramfier of al1 rights h m the abonginaï peoples to the
Crown, in accordance with common Iaw understandings and conceptualisations of what constitutes a summder of
h d As Macklem suggests in "First Nations S e I f ' e n u f l e t and the Borders of the Canadian Le@
Imagination," (1991), 36 McGilI U.382 at 427 [hereiaafter " F i Nations SeK-Goveniment"]:

How could aaybody put in the Athapadcan language through a Métis interpreter to
monolingual Athapaskan hearers the concept of relinquishing ownefship of land 1 don't know.
of people who have never conceived of a bounded property which can be M e r r e d h m one
p u p to another. 1 don't know how t h q wouid be able to comprehend the import transiiited
h m English into a language which dms not have those concepts. and cein any sense that
Angla-Sxon jurisprudence would understand So this is an anthropological opinion and it has
continueci to puzzle me how any of them could posi'bly have understood tbis. 1 don3 thbk they
could have.*=

Insofar as the Crown and the aboriginal peoples may have had completely different
understandings of what was wntained in their treaties, there is reason to suggest that the treaties
were not m e compactdM Instead, what happened in practice is that the Crown's superior

power enabled it to implement its understanding of the treaties whiie simultaneously insulating it

From liability for fading to discharge its treaty obligations.12'

The act of surrender ... need not be interpreted by reference to traditional AngloCanadian understandings of titie trangers. A surrender need not be read as conveyhg an
absolute right of exclusion and as automatically stripping native people of continuai use and
enjoyment of the land in question. Instead, a surrender couid be viewed as the granting of
consent to a system of priority of use, whereby native people, in retum for benefits provided by
the Crown, agree either that nonnative use or native use will have pnority in the event of conflict
between uses. When there is no conflict in use, namely, where one party can engage in activity
that does not W t e n the use put to the land by the other Party enjoying pnority, the act of
surrender need not forecfosenative use and enjayment,
IaTestimony of Dr. J. Helm, at 33-4, as reproduced in Daniel, supra note 121 at 95. Note aiso the report of
the Nelson Committee in 1959 - Report of the Cornn~isionAppointed ro Investigufe the Unfuul/illed Provisions of
Treoties 8 and I I as They Applv to the Indians of the Mackenzie District 1959, reprinted (Toronto: Indian-Eskimo
Association of Canada, 1970) - as reproduced, ibid. at 9 5 4 :
Very few of the aduits had received an eiementary education and c~nsequentlywere not
able to appreciate ihe legal implications of the Treaties. Indeed some bands expressed the view
that since they had the right to hunt, fish and trap over ail of the land in the Northwest
Territones, the land beionged to the Indians. The Commission found it impossible to make the
Indians understand that it is possible to separate mineral rights or hunting rights from actual
ownership of land.
12%e The True Spirit and Original Intent of Treoîy 7, supra note 50 at 195:
WhiIe there can be unanirnity on the meaning of certain clauses, in general the texts of
treaties can be interpreted in a variety of ways. It is questionable whether a "mutually understood
agreement" was ever arrived at between a people representing a written culture on the one hand
and a people representing an essentially oral culture on the other.
lZ5Seeaiso ibid.:

The expansion of these nation-states saw the subordination of classes, ethnic groups, and
races to a dominant class or r a d group. The interests of one parti&
class or group were
pnviieged at the expense of the interests of the others. What emerged in each instance was a sod e d national culture that in fact was little more than the culture favoured by those who made
up the dominant group or class.
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Aside fiom this fundamental problem of a lack of "meeting of the mindsn in treaty
negotiations, there is another major distinction between the British and aboriginal understandings
of treaties. The Crown tended to view its compacts with the aboriginal peoples exclusively in
light of the written documents that were signed by the parties. However, the aboriginal peoples
viewed their agreements with the Crown as being comprised of the entire treaty-making
p r o c e ~ s .Th
~is
~ included
~
oral promises made during treaty negotiations or contained within the
agreements thern~elves.12~Therefore, while to the Crown the parchment handed over to the

abonginal peoples comtituted the entirety of the treaty, to the aboriginal peoples, the parchment
copy of the treaty was sirnply one aspect of the larger treaty-making process.I2* This larger

treaty-making process is what is commonly refemed to as the "spirit and intent" of the agreement.
This spirit and intent encompassed the relationship between the Crown and the abonginal
p e o p l e ~and
l ~ ~the relationship of individual treaties to existing and future agreements.

12%ee Hamilton, supra note 51 at 7: 'During my meetings with t h e n many Aboriginal people ...
persistently asserted that the written versions of the treaties do not contain the whole of the agreements that were
discussed and do not reflect the spirit and intent of the parties."
12?SeeCitizens Plus,supra note 103 a< 8
12*Ibid.at 26; see a h Jackson, supra note 4 at 262.
Iz9See ûpekokew and Ebtt, supra note 3 at 34-5:

It has ofken been said that to the Indian peoples, the treaties are sacred and have a quasiconstitutional characier, in that the m t i e s are meant to define the relationship of the Crown
with the First Peoples. To the lndian people, the tenns of the treaties include much more than
the literal words indicate. It was the Crowtr's negotiaton who drafted the document which was
to become the forrnal "treaty", but it took bah parties to create the "relationship" which the
Indians came to rely on and which the f o d document embodied.
See also Grand Chief D. MarshaIl Sr., Grand Captain A. Demy, Putus S. Marshall, of the Executive of the Grand
Council of the Mi'kmaw Nation, T h e Covenant Chain," in B. Richardson, ed., Dmbeat: Anger and Renewal in
Indian Counfry,(Toronto: Summerhill Press, 1993) at 75:

Treaties are spirituai as well as political compacts that confer solemn and binding
obligations on the signatories The spiritual bais of the treaties is crucial to an understanding of
their meaning, since it represents an effort to clevate the treaties, and relations among peoples,
beyond the vagaries of political opportunism and expediency. They are intended to dwelop
through t h e to keep pace with events, while still p r e s e ~ n gthe original intentions and rights of
the parties.
130seeWildsrnith, supra note 4 at 332; Bomws, "Negotiating Treaties," supro note 4 1 at 191-2:
RenewaI and re-interpretation were practised to bring past agreements into harmony
with changing circumstances. First Nations preferred this articulation of treaty-making to
e~ercisetheir powers of self-government because it was consistent with their oral tradition. The
idea of the principles of a treaty being "hzen* through terms written on paper was an &en
concept to the ûdawa.

Because the Crown and the aboriginal peoples held Merent understandings of what
constituted a treaty, they also had different understandings of their agreernents.131 For instance,
when the written tenns of a treaty fded to include a subaantive guarantee that had been

- such as the recognition and protection of aboriginal
hunhg and f i s h g rights "as carried on formerly" - the Crown did not consider it to exist as a
promiseci in the scope of negotiations

part of the treaty. The aboriginal signatoties, meanwhile, viewed those promises as being as
integral to the nature of the agreement between the groups as the parchment version of the treaty.
Not surprisingly, when disputes of this nature ocairred, the Crown would inevitably look to the
written treaty, whereas the aboriginal signatories would recount the scope of the negotiations
between the parties. Combining the competing Crown and Native conceptions of the witten
treaties with questions over whether the treaties may be treated as compacts at dl eEectively
prevented the appropriate resolution of treaty disputes until these dineremes in understanding
were recognised and respectecl by the judiciary. 132
Until quite recently, aboriginal understandings of treaties were generaily not accounted for
by the judiciary in its analysis of aboriginal treatie~."~More recent judiciai considerations of

treaties have, however, attempted to reconcile the competing views of treaties held by the Crown
and the aboriginals.134 The fïrst step in this process was the judiciary's willingness to look beyond
the four corners of the written treaties to their spirit and intent. In New Z e a M Maori CounciI v.
A d . of New ZeaIlxnd, Lord Wooifs statement about the approach to be taken towards the 1840

Treaty of Waitmgi encapsulates more recent judicial attitudes towards interpreting Crownaboriginal treaties:
Both the Act of 1975 and the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986 d e r to the "principles"
of the Treaty. In their tordships' opinion the "principles" are the underlying mutual obligations
and responsibilities which the Treaty places on the parties. They reflect the intent of the Treaty
as a whole and include, but are not confineci to, the express tenns of the Treaty. (Bearing in
mind the period of time which has elapsed since the date of the Treaty and the very dinerent
circumstances to which it now applies, it is not surprising that the Acts do not refer to the terms
of the Treaty). With the passage of time,the "principles" which underlie the Treaty have becorne
much more important thaa its prrcise

I3lSeefienderson, supra note 23 ai 254-5.
la2Therecognition of the difEerent understandingsof the nature of treaties held by the Crown and aboriginal
peoples evenWy Ied to the use of extriasic evidence in appraising the content of Crown-aboriginal treaty
agreements. See the discussion in Ch. Vn.
lS3SeeHendemn, supra note 23 at 265.
la4SeeMacklem, " F M Nations SeW-Govemment,"supra note 122 at 442-3.
135(1994]1 A.C. 466 at 475 (P.C.).
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The transformation of judicial understandings of treaties is a relatively recent phenornenon. The
change in judiciai approach to treaties in Canada came about fiom the judiciary's adoption of
canons of treaty interpretation that had been developed in American aboriginal rights

jurisprudence in the nineteenth century. These canons of treaty interpretation and thek legai
implications are discussed in Chapter W.

The Canons of Aboriginal Treaty Intemretation and

VII.
-

The language used in treaties with the Indians should never be
constnied to their prejudice. if words be made use of which are susceptible of a
more extendeci meaning than their plain import, as connected with the tenor of
the treaty, they shouid be considered as used only in the latter seose. ... How
the words of the treaty were understood by this unlettered people, rather thirn
their critical meaning, shouid fom the d e ofconstniction.

'

As discussed in the previous chapter, treaties between the Crown and aboriginal peoples

are not always understood in the same way by the parties signing them. OAen one party puts
forward one construction of a treaty and another party suggests an opposite interpretation.
Inevitably, each has evidence to support the interpretation it has proffered. These divergent
understandings are based, in part, on their diflFerent expectations and world views. However, as
the foregoing discussion of Crown-abonginai treaties illustrates, the representations of the groups

and their subsequent actions are highiy relevant in eaablishing the true meaning of a treaty.
This chapter examines judicial attempts at reconciling Crown and aboriginal methods of

understanding treaties.

The focus in this chapter is on the canons of aboriginal treaty

interpretation that govern the contemporary judicial interpretation of treaties. Each of the canons

will be examinai individudy to illustrate the different tasks that they are intended to carry out.
While the individual treaty canons perform slightiy different roles they are also part of a grander
scheme of establishing a more weU-rounded, contextuai, and culturally-appropriate understanding

of the treaties.

In this sense, they have overcome the problems associated with so-calleci

c'traditional"methods of treaty interpretation that were prevalent in Canada until the latter half of
the twentieth century.

(a)

The Problems Associated With "Traditional" Methods of Treatv Intemretation

The important statu that treaties now enjoy in Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence is
the result of a lengthy process of piecemeal judicial recognition of the unique nature of treaties.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, treaty rights belonging to the aboriginal
-

--

'

- --

- --

orc ces ter v. State of Georgiu, 6 Pet. 5 15 (US. 1832) at 582. per M'Lean I. On the canons of treaty
interpretation generally, see LI- Rotman, Taking A h at the Canons of Treaty hterpretation in Canadian
Aboriginal Rights Jurisprudence," (1997), 46 U.N.B.LJ. I l .
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peoples of Canada were viewed quite differently by the courts. Treaties were regarded as simple
promises existing at the sufferance of the Crown. As Lord Watson commented in the Privy

Their Lordships have had no di&culty in coming to the conclusion that. under the
ueaties, the Indians obtained no right to theu annuities ... beyond a promise and agreement,
which was nothiag more (han a personal obligation by its govanor ...2

By not regarding treaties as binding documents that vested legaliy enforceable rights in the
aboriginal peoples, the Crown could readily ignore the terms of treaties, either by failhg to
perform the obligations it undertook, or by passing contrary legislation that was deemed to
supersede the promises that had been made.
Another problem with the interpretation of treaties at this t h e was that the preponderance

of judicial interpretations of Crown-abo riginal treaties concemeci themselves primarily with the
literal wording of the documents. By interpreting treaties according to their Literal translations,
Canadian courts focused solely on the Crown's understandimg of the events.

The primary

evidence that was received by the courts at this time was the written copies of the treaties

On occasion, evidence obtained fiom written notes, diaries, and official

themselves.

correspondence of British treaty delegates and other governmental officids would also be

The courts generally paid little or no attention to the aboriginal peoples'

introduced.

comprehension of the agreements, as recorded prirnarily in aboriginal oral histones.
The problem with this approach is that these "traditional" interpretations of the parchment
versions of the treaties did not yield a full and accurate account of what actually transpired during
treaty negotiation~.~
These written copies of the treaties were authored entirely by the Crown's
representatives and written in English. Where translations were provided to the aboriginal
peoples, those translations were usually given by the Crown's representatives or by penons that
the representatives had appointed for that task, such as clergymen or Métis trappers. Even where
the courts did look to contemporary evidence fiom governmental officids or treaty
- -

-

-

-

-

2[1897] A.C. 199 at 213 (P.C.). Lord Watson's remark was explicitly nferred to in at Ieast two
subsequent treaty cases- See R. v. Wesley, 119321 4 D.L.R 774 at 788 (Alta. C.A.): "In Canada the Indian treaties
appear to have been judicially interpreted as king mere promises and agreements. See A&. Cam v. A.G. Ont.
(Indian Annuities case), [189q AC. 199, at 213."; R v. Sikyea (1964), 43 D.L.R (2d) 150 at 154 (N.W.T.C.A),
per Johnson J.A: "While this [Lord Watson's statement] refers only to the annuities payable under the treaties, it
is ditIicuit to see that the other covenants in the treaties, Uicluding the one we are here concerned with, can stand
on any higher footing."

representatives, these did not account for aboriginal understandings of the bargains made. This
method of treaty interpretation also ignored the fact that treaties were agreements made between
the Crown and the aboriginal peoples. The rights guaranteed to aboriginal peoples in the treaties

were the result of consensual negotiations between the parties; they were not arbitrarily
d e t e d e d or unilaterally imposed by the Crown.

By failing to account for abonginal

perspectives on the rneaning of the treaties, the courts ignored the fundamentai nature of the
dynamic that gave rise to the treaties.

Other factors in the treaty making process also worked to the detriment of abonginal

peoples. In some instances, after negotiations had been concluded and treaty terms were agreed
upon, the abonginal peoples were made to fi thek signatures to blank pieces of paper upon

which the treaty's terms were to be fled in laterm4Thus, the aboriginals' "agreement" to such a
treaty with the Crown was susceptible to taking any form that the Crown later deemed

appropriate. In other situations, treaties were written up pnor to negotiations between the parties
and agreed upon points that had not been included were simply left out so that new documents
--

-

- .

- --

--

-

-

-.

--

-

3See the discussion in the section entitled "Large, Liberal, and Generous Interpretationwinfia.
4See H. Foster, "Letting Go the Bone: The Idea of Indian Title in British Columbia 1849-1927," in H.
Foster and J. McLaren, eds-, Essays in the Histoty of Canadian Law, Vol. U,British Columbia and the Yukon,
(Toronto: The Osgoode Society for Canadian Legai History and University of Toronto Press, 1995) at 41; R v.
White and Bob (1964), 50 D.L.R (2d) 613 at 651 (B.C.C.A.), per Norris I.A., where the reply of Govemor
Douglas to the ColoniaI Secretaq on May 16, 1850 shows how the treaty was completed:
1 attached the signatures of the native Chiefs and others who subscribed the deed of
purchase to a blank sheet on which will be copieci the contract or Deed of conveyance, as soon as
we receive a proper form, which 1 beg may be sent out by return Post. The other matters referred
to in your letter d l be duly attend& to.

See aiso the dissenthgjudgment of Sheppard I.A.. in CYnite and Bob, ibid. at 622:

The practice was to pay the Indians the purchase price against their signature by mark
on blank paper to be filled in later as a deed. In 1854 the Saalequun tribe so sunendered their
lands on Commerciai Inlet, 12 miles up the Nanaimo River. For that surrender no deed was
made up but the signatures or marks were obtained on biank paper against payment (ex. 8).

Refer as well to R v. Bartlema. (1984). 12 DLR (4th) 73 at 80 (B.C.C.A.): "It is particularly noteworthy that
[James]Douglas said that he attached the signatures of the native chi& and others who subscn'bed the deed of
purchase to a blank sheet The wrinm words were to be added later, as mon as the proper form was sent out h m
London" See a h , ibid. at 8 1:

... mt is readily apparent h m the spacing of the te-, in relation to the location of the
names, in both of the Febnrary, 1852, Saanich purchases, that the names of the heads of families
who were parties to the agreement were recorde& with the crosses opposite theü names, before
the texts of the documents were written in.
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would not have to be prepared.5 In these latter circumstances, the aboriginal signatories were
fdsely assured that the written treaty presented for signing was, in facf representative of the
agreement that had been reached. The fact that the aboriginals often could not read English or
comprehend the technical Ianguage of treaties rendered them entirely dependent upon the
Crown's representations.
The written versions of Crown-Native treaties sometimes omjtted significant points of

One prominent
agreement between the Crown's representatives and the aboriginal ~ignatories.~
example of this occurred at the s i m g of Treaties 1 and 2. These treaties were signed between
the Crown and the Chippewa and Swampy Cree Indians in 1871. However, the written version of
the treaties ratified by the Privy Council did not include certain terms that had been agreed upon
during the negotiations. The Crown's representatives had made promises in addition to what had

been included in Treaty One and attached a memorandum indicating these additionai promises to
the treaty. This fact was later corroborated by Alexander Morris, the Crown's chief negotiator,
who noted that the memo had been signed by Cornmissioner Simpson, Govemor Archibald, Mr.
St. John and Mr. McKay.' When the abonginal signatories repeatedly asserted that the Crown

had made promises in addition to those recorded in the treaty, a revision of the treaties

incorporating some of these additional tems was prepared and signed in 1875.*

%ee the discussion of the statements made by the Treaty No. 9 commissioners to the aboriginal "Yesno"
in C h VI; R. v. Taylor and Williams (1979), 55 C.C.C. (2d) 172 at 178 (Ont. Div. Ci.) [hereinafter " T M and
CVillianrs, Div. Cr."]. Note dso the contents of a letter h m S.J. Dawson, who had been commissioned to negotiate
Treaty No. 3 and acted in a similar capacity in many other treaty negotiations, to H. Reed, Deputy Minister of
Indian Anairs in 1895, Public Archives of Canada, RGlO, Vol. 3800, file 48, 542, as quoted in W.E. Daugherty,
Treaty Research Report, Treaty #3, (Treaties and Histoncai Research Centre, indian and Northern Affairs,
Canada, 198 1) at 64:

1 was one of the commissioners appointed by the Goveniment to negotiate a Treaty with
the Saulteaux t n i of the Ojl'bbeway hdians and as such was associateci with Mr. W.M. Simpson
in 1872, and subsequentiy acted in the same capacity with Lieut- Govemor Morris and Mr.
Prwencher in 1873. The Treaty was practically completed by myseif and Mr.Simpson in 1872,
and it was the draft we then made that was finally adopted and signed at the Northwest Angle of
the Lake of the Woods in 1873.
P.A Cumming and N.H. Mickenberg Native Rights in Canada, Second Edition, (Toronto: Indianh o c b t i o n of Canada, 1972) at 62.
'Sec A Mo* m e T m i e s of Canada with lno Indians of Manitoba and the North-West Territories.
Including the Negotiations on Which They Were Based, and Other Informatior~Relating Thereto, (Toronto:
BeLfords, Clarke, 1880) at 126.
*Set Morris' urplanation for the revision of Treaties One and Two relatulg to the nced for mrising the
terms of the onginai treaties, ibid. at 31: "in coIlSequence of misunderstandings having arisen, owing to the
Indians aiieging that certain promises had been made to hem which were not specified in these treaties, a revision
of them became necessary, and was &ected in 1875 ..."

What is interesthg about the revision to these treaties is that while the Crown aeadfastly
denied that the aboriginal signatories could clairn anphing outside of the te=

of the onginal

treaties, the first clause of the treaty revisio~reproduced below, adopted the tems of the
memorandum as if they were a part of the treaties. Note also the second clause of the treaty
revision, in which the Crown steadfastly maintained that its agreement to incorporate the
memorandum was based entirely upon its benevolence d e r than out of any binding obligation to
do so:
1st. That the written memorandum attached to Treaty Number One be considered as
part of that Treaty and of Treaty Number Two, and that the indian Commissioner be instnicted to
carry out the promises therein contained in so fhr as they have not yet been cimieci out, and that
the Commissioner be a
M to idonn the Indians h t he has been authorized so to do.

2nd. That the indian Commissioner be instructed to inform the Indians, parties to
Treaties Numbers One and Two, that, whiie the Governent cannot admit their daim to
anything which is not set forth in the treaq and in the memorandum attached thereto, which
treaty is binding alike upon the Govenunent and upon the Indianç. yet. as there seems to have
been some misunderstanding between the Indian Commissioner and the Indians ... the
Governent out of good feeling to the indians and as a matter of benevolence, is willing to raise
the annual payment to each Inriinn under Treaties Nmbers One and Two h m three dollars to
five dollars per w u m and make payment over and above such sum of f i e doüars, of twenty
dollars each and every year to each Chief, and a suit of dothing every three years to each Chief
and each head man ... on the express understanding, however, that each Chief or other Indian
who shall receive such increased annuity or annual payment shall be held to abandon al1 claim
whatever again the Govenunent in connection with the so called "outside promises" other than
those contained in the memorandum attached to the treatyeg

The attachent of the memorandum to Treaties One and Two appears to indicate that these
treaties had also been prepared prior to the negotiations with the Chippewa and Swampy Cree
representatives.

If Treaties One and Two had been written up after the conclusion of

91bid.at 339. The memotandun had inchdeci the following provisions:

For eacb Chiefthat signed the treaty, a dress distinguishing hm as Chef.
For braves and for councillors of each Chief, a dress: it king supposeci that the braves
and counciiiors wiii be two for each Chief.
For each Chi& except Yellow Quill, a buggy.
For the braves and councillors of each chief, except YeUow Quill, a buggy.
In lieu of a yoke of oxen for each reserve, a buIl for each, and a cow for each Chi& a
boar for each reserve, and a sow for each Chief, and a male and female of each kind of animal
raised by f m e r s ; these when the Indians are prepared to receive them.
A plow and a hamw for each settler cultivating the ground.
These animais and their issue to be Governent property, but to be allowed for the use
of the indians, under the superintendance and cunirol of the Indian Commissioaer.
The buggies to be the property of the Indians to whom they are given.
The above contains an kentory of the t e m concluded with the indians.

negotiations, then the memorandum containing the understanding of the Crown's representatives
as to the terms of the treaties ought to have been incorporated into the written versions.

In addition to these problems with the text of written treaties, problems of interpretation
abounded.

The English language and concepts implemented in treaties were not always

understood by the aboriginal peoples. Where they were understood, they were not necessarily
understood by the aboriginals in the same manner that they were by the Crown's representatives.
Attempts at translation by the Crown's representatives were also afEeaed by these problems. The
peace and friendship treaties of the Maritimes from the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

are profound examples of the effects of such a lack of common understanding.1° These problems
inherent in traditional interpretations of treaties are what created the need for the creation of the
canons of treaty interpretation that exist today.
@)

The Evolution of the Canons of Aborininal Treatv Interpretation

The origins of the canons of treaty interpretation may be traced to the United States
Supreme Court's decision in Worcester v. Georgia in 1832. l While these principles had become
M

y entrenched in American jurisprudence prior to the end of the nineteenth century, they did

not achieve the same recognition in Canada for almost 150 years.
This traditional approach to interpreting treaties began to change in the second haif of the
twentieth century. W~ththe inclusion of section 87 of the Indian Act in 195 1, l2 treaties became
paramount over provincial legislation. Then, in 1964, an 1854 treaty between the Saalequun tribe
and Governor James Douglas of British Columbia was recognised as a solemn c o d t m e n t that
carried binding obligations in the British Columbia Coun of Appeal's decision in R v. White and

loSee the discussion in Ch. II; see also W.C. Wicken, '"Heard It From Our Grandfathers": Mi'kmaq
Treaty Tradition and the Syliboy Case of f 928,' (1995), 44 U.N.B.LJ. 145; Wicken, "The Mi'kmaq and
Wuastukwiuk Treaties," (1994), 43 CLN.B.L.J. 241 mereinafier "The Mi'kmaq and Wuastukwiuk Treaties,"]; D.N.
Paul, We Were Nor the Savages: A Micmac Perspective on the Collision of European and Aboriginal
Civilizations, (HaWk: Nimbus, 1993).
l'Supra note 1.
12S.C. 195 1 , c.29. Section 87 of the 195 1 Act is now section 88 of the current Act, RS-C. 1985, c. 1-5.
Under section 88, provincial laws of general application that affect "Indiannessn are rendered applicable to
abonginai peoples by referential incorporation, subject to the terms of treaties and federal legislation deaiing with
the same subject matter. Provincial laws of general application that do not affect "Innisnness*apply to abonginai
peoples ex pmprio vigore (of their own force) and are subject only to normal paramountcy niles. See Dick v. R
(1985), 23 D . L R (4th) 33 (S.C.C.).

Bob. 13 The White and Bob decision was a major advance in treaty jurisprudence, especially since
the treaty in question did not conform to formai treaty-mahg practices.
Findy, through the decisions in R v. Tqior and Willms14 and Nowegjick v. RI5 the
treaty canons were articulated and embraced by the Canadian judiciary. The adoption of these
principles marked an end to the "traditionai" method of treaty interpretation employed in the
majority of previous Canadian judicial pronouncements on the nature of Indian treaties.16 The
subsequent cozlstitutional entrenchment of treaty rights in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act.
19821' meant that treaties were finally afforded the same solemn recognition at law that they had

received during the formative years of Crown-Native relations.
Whiie Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence had haltingîy recognised the sui getzeris

nature of treaties pnor to Taylor and

the Ontario Divisional Court's judgment in that

case marked the initial elucidation of the canons of treaty interpretation in Canada. As Justice
In interpreting the treaty, as hvourably as possi'ble to the Indians,these considerations
should have been followed:
(1)

The words used shouid be given their widest meaning in fàvour of the hnians.

(2)

Any ambiguity is to be consuued in hvour of the Indians.

(3)

Treaties should be canstnied and interpreted so as to avoid bringing dishonour to the
Governent and Crown.I9

Upon further apped of the w e to the Ontario Court of Appeal, MacKimon AC.J.0.
afnnned these principles of treaty interpretation.

In addition, the Associate Chief Justice

emphasised the importance of contextual appraisals of the treaties:
Cases on Indian or aboriginal tights can never be detennined in a vacuum, It is of
importance to consider the history and oraI ttaditions of the tribes conœmed, and the

l3SuPranote 4.
i 4 S ~ pnote
r ~ 5, var'd (1981)-62 C.C.C. (2d) 228 (Ont.C.A.) [hereinafter "Tqfor and WiIIiams, CA"]
ls(1983), 144 D.L.R (3d) 193 (S.C.C.).
161n cases nich as Sibea. supra note 2, afTd [1964] S.C.R 642, it was held that general federal legislation
could remove aboriginal hunting and W
g rights even in the absence of a demonstrated intention by Pariiament
to do s a See also RI v. George (1966), 55 D.L.R (2d) 386 (S.C.C.); Daniels v. R , (19681 S.CR 5 17; R. v.
Derrihan (1976), 71 DLR (3d) 159 (S.C.C.).
'7Schedule B to the Cmada Act, I98t (U.K.) 1982, c- 1 1.
18SeeFrancis v. The Queen (1956). 3 DLR (2d) 641 at 652 (S.C.C.); Whire and Bob, supra note 4 at 61718; P w i s v. The Queen (1979), 102 D.L.R (3d) 602 at 607 (F.C.T.D.).
19~aylor
and Williams,Div. Ct, supra note 6.

sumunding circunistancesat the time of the ueaty. relied on by both parties. in detennining the
treaty's e f f ' e ~ t . ~ ~

Shortly thereafter, in the N'egijzck case, Justice Dickson, as he then was, sanctioned the main
thrus of the findings in Tqlor and Williams by holding that "treaties and statutes relating to

Indians should be liberally consvued and doubtttl expressions resolved in favour of the uidian."21

The adoption of the canons of treaty interpretation in the Taylor und WiIIiams and
Nowegiij-ick decisions significantly improved the judiciary's abiiity to achieve contextual and
culturdy-appropriate understandings of the agreements between the Crown and the aboriginal
peoples.

By providing a more expansive approach to interpreting the treaties, the canons

facilitated a more accurate portrayal of them as negotiated compacts. This, in hm, enhanced the
recognition and edorceability of promises made therein The interpretive canons formed the basis
of a new regime of treaty interpretation. They provided that treaties are to be given large, liberal.
and generous interpretations in favour of the abonguial peoples; ambiguities in treaties are to be
resolved in favour of the aboriginais; treaties ought to be constmed as the aboriginal signatones
understood them; treaties are to be interpreted in a flexible mannec and that evidence beyond the
written terrns of the treaties should be used to determine the documents' meaning and intent.
Achieving contextual and culturally-appropnate understandings of Crown-Native treaty
negotiations is facilitated by providing large, liberal, and generous interpretations of aboriginal
treaties. This interpretive p ~ c i p l eis the overarching theme that unites the various canons of
abonginal treaty interpretation that have been developed.
(c)

Large. Liberal. and Generous Interpretation

The need for the judiciary to provide large, liberal, and generous interpretations of
aboriginal treaties stems f?om its recognition that literal readings of the treaties do not always
provide accurate accounts of the agreements between the parties. A variety of factors influence
the determination of what the aboriginal signatories to the treaties understood when they &xed
their marks to the parchment presented to them. These factors will be discussed in greater detail
in the specinc canons of interpretation that exist under the umbrella of "large, liberal, and
generous interpretation."
20Taylorand Williams. C A , supra note 14 at 232.
Nowegijick, supra note 15 at 198.

*

The large, hierai, and generous interpretation of treaties requires that courts be t l d l e in
their approach to interpreting treaties. It is the antithesis of the traditional method of interpreting
treaties that had exiaed previously. Rather than focusing only on the literal interpretation of a
treaty, this approach seeks to place the treaty in the context in which it was signed. Without
placing the treaty in an appropriate context, it is difncult to ascertain whether the treaties were
t d y understood and therefore agreed to at the time they were concluded.22

Under a large, liberal, and generous interpretation, the written version of a treaty is no
longer the only important element of a court's consideration. It is simply one aspect of the
judiciary's investigation. In addition to looking at the written treaty, it is equally important to
ascertain the parties' reasons for entering into the agreement as well as their condua dunng the
treaty negotiations and immediately thereafter.

This entails the reception of evidence that

provides insight into the understandings possessed by the Crown's representatives and the
aboriginai peoples involved. Such evidence may include the understandings of the parties at the
tirne the treaty was signed, as documented by written or oral accounts.*

It may also include

representations made by the parties during the course of those negotiations.
Until the recognition that treaties were to be given large, liberal, and generous
interpretations the different interpretations of treaties held by the Crown and aboriginal peoples
rarely entered into judicial considerations.

Justice Sedgewick's judgment in the Robimm

TreatiesAnmities case was an early and notable recognition of the need for contextual appraisals

of treaties:

-

Had the rights of the Indians been in question here were their daims to the increased
annuities disputed did that depend upon some difncuit question of constniction or upon some
ambiguity of language courts should make every possible intendment in their favour and to that
end. They wouId with the consent of the Crown and of ail of our govenunents strain to their
utmost limit al1 ordinary rules of construction or principies of law the goveming motive king
that in al1 questions between Her Majesty and "Her fithfiil Indian allies" there m u s be on her
part, and on the part of those who represent her, not only good faith, but more, there must not
ody be justice, but generosity. The wards of the nation must have the fullest benefit of every
possible

--

-

**Sec R v. Horseman. (19901 1 S.C.R 901 at 907. per Wilson J., as cited infra note 45.
%s long as evidence relating to these representations is both namary and reliable, it ought not matter
whether it conforms to the common iaw's traditionai evidentiary requiremenîs. See R v. Fintu (1994), 112 D.L.R
(4th)513 (S.C.C.); R. v. B. (K.G.)(1993),79 C.C.C. (3d) 257 (S.C.C.); R. v. Smith (1992), 94 D.L.R (4th) 590
(S.C.C.);R v. m a n (1990), 59 C.C.C. (3d) 92 (S.C.C.).Note also the discussion of receiving evidence relating to
the identification of aboriginaI rights in Lamer C.J.C.*sjudgment in R. v. Van der Peet, [1996] 4 C.N.L.R 177
(S.C.C.).
24~rovince
of Canada v. Dominion o / c a n ~ d aand Province of Quebec: In re Indian Cfaims, [1896] 25
S.C.R 434 at 535 [hereinafter "Robinson Treaties Annuifies. SCC"]. See also Attomeflenera! of Ontario v.

Much later, in While mzd Bob, Noms J.k held that an aboriginal treaty 4Loughtto be aven its
widest meaning in favour of the Indians" as a result of the treaty negotiation process and the
different understandings of the treaties by abonginal and non-abonguial parties?
These early statements may be seen to have been the forenimer of the large, liberal, and
generous interpretations of aboriginal treaties cwrently used in Canadian aboriginal rights
jurisprudence. Along with the development of this interpretive canon came the articulation of
related canons, such as the resolution of arnbiguities in favour of the abonginal peoples, that fa11
under the general rubric of "large, liberal and generous interpretation."
(d)

Ambiguities to be Resolved in Favour of Abonpinal Peo~Ies

One of the key aspects of the large, liberal, and generous interpretation of aboriginal
treaties is that where arnbiguities exist, they are to be resolved in favour of the aboriginal peoples.

The bais of this canon of construction is similar to the rationale underlying the use of the conna
proferenlem rule in contract law.Z6 The Crown drew up the treaties in its own Ianguage whiie
making use of concepts peculiar to its culture and in accordance with its Iegal ~ y s t e r n .This
~~
interpretive canon prevents the Crown fiom relying upon an ambiguity to its advantage since it

--

-

--

-

-

-

--

Francis (1889), [1870-189012 C.N.L.C.6 (Ont. Ch.); R. v. Padjena and Quesawa (1930), Cl911-19301 4 C.N.L.C.
411 at 412-3 (Ont. Div. Ct.); R. v. Cooper (1%8), 1 D.L.R (3D) 113 (B.C.S.C.) at 115; R. v. George, supra note
16 at 396-7, per Cartwright I.:
We should, 1 thuik, endeavour to construe the m t y of 1827 and those Acts of
Parliament which bear upon the question before us in such m e r tbat the honour of the
Sovereign may be upheld and Parliament not made subject to the reproach of having taken away
by unilaterai action and without consideration the rights solemnly assured to the Indians and
their posterity by treaty.
See a h the findings of Ciiiliton C.J.S.in R. v. Johnston (1966), 56 D.L.R (2d) 749 at 752 (Sask. C.A):

in the interpreîation of the clauses of a treaty, one must first look to the words used and
give to those words the ordinary meaning that would be attributed to them at the time the treaty
was made. To do so, too, it is proper and a-bie
to have murse to whatever authoritative
record rnay be available of the discussions munding the execution of the treaty.
25Supranote 4 at 65 1.
26See S.M. Waddarns, n e Law of Contracts, Second Edition, (Toronto: Canada Law Book, 1984) at 34561.

the Rfennœ to Jones v. Meehun. 175 U.S. 1 (1899) injro note 52.
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had opportunities to provide nitncient clarity when it drafted the treaties.Z8 The fact that the
majority of evidence pertaining to treaties that has been accepted by the courts is denved fiom the

Crown and its representativesw lends m e r suppon to the use of this interpretive canon.
The use of this interpretive principle in practice is illustrated by the facts in Tqhr m d

Wil[ams. In that case, members of the Mississauga tribe had been convicted of taking buiifkogs
fi-om unoccupied Crown land during closed season contrary to section 74 of the Ontario Gmne
and Fish Act?

The a p p e h t s ' tribe had signed a treaty with the Crown, comprisecl of a

provisional agreement and minutes, in 1818. The agreement had provideci for the Crown's
purchase of land, but did not refer to a release of the tribe's hunting and fishing nghts:
And the said Buckquaquet, Pishikinse, Pahtosh, C a h w , Cahgagewin and
Pininse, as weii for themselves as for the Chippewa Nation inhabithg and cisiming the said tract
of land as above d e S c n i do freely, M y and voluntarily surrender and convey the same to His
Majesty without cesenfation or limitation in pexpetuityM

The tnbe's oral tradition held that there was no restriction on their right to hunt and fish within
the area covered by the 1818 agreement. As a consequence, the tribe continued to exercise those
rights after the treaty was signed. This assertion was not disputed by the Crown. Furthemore,

when Chief Bucquaquet expressed to the Superintendent General of Indian M a i n that he did not

2 8 ~ o tthe
e statement made in Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. Herbst, 334 F. Supp. IO01 at IO05
@. Minn, 1971).
29See, for example, Wicken, T h e Mi'kmaq and WuaStukwiuk Treaties-" supra note 10 at 249-50:
Generally, Europeans were not privy to discussions among sakamows and elders, and
thus would not have known of commwiity debates which preceded and foiiowed a treaty signing.
... Because of this lack of interaction between the Mi'kmaq and European colonial officials, we
do not know what Mi'kmaq and Wuastukwiuk delegates were told by English officials about the
treav. This in turn forces reliance upon European documentation and European interpretations
to understand the treaty's meaning. Indeai, researchers have tended to accept that the EngIish

versions of tmties reflect how the Mi'kmaq and Wuastukwiuk understood them. As research on
late 19th œntury treaties signed between Westem Native people and the Canadian goverment
has shown, however, the= could be a simiificant dinerence between the written English
document and how Native negotiators understood it.
See also R Price, ed., The Spirit of the Alberta Indion Treaties, (Edmonton: Pica Pica Press, 1987); R Furnoleau,
M Last, (Toronto: McCleUand & Stewart, 1986); Daugherty, supra note 23 at 64. On
the use of F i Nations*oral evidence, sez C. McLeod, "The Oral Histories of Canada's Northem People, Angle
Canadian Evidence Law,and Canada's Fiduciary Duty to First Nations: Breaking Dom the Barriers of the Past,"
(1992), 30Alfa. L Rev. 1276.

As Lang As This Land S

30R~.0.
1970, c. l86.
~uylormd Wilficuns,C4.supro note 14 at 230.

wish to sumender his people's hunting and fishing nghts, the Superintendent replied "The Rivers

are open to al1 & you have an equal right to fish and hunt on them."32
The surrender contemplated by the 1818 agreement did not specify whether the aboriginal
peoples were to have continued access to the lands in question or if their right to hunt and fish on
those lands ceased upon the surrender.

Justice Trainor's analysis of the trraty and the

negotiations surrounding it Ied him to h d that the ?reatydid not include a surrender of the tribe's
hunting and fishing rights. As he explained:
In my view, baving regard to the following matters: the circumstances of îhe parties at
the time of the execution of the provisional agreement; the aboriginal righis of the Indians and
the Royal Prodamation of 1763; the tradition of the appeUants; the use of the iartds by the
appellants prior to and subsequent to the provisional agreement; the niles of construction with
respect to Indian treaties, including the heavy onus on the Crown; and the fact that a s p d c
reserve was not created, the treaty, king comprised of the provisionai agreement and the
minutes, specincaiiy reserved to the appellants their rights to hunt and fish on unoccupied Crown
lands of the ared3

In addition to finding that the treaty's silence on huntuig and fishing rights ought not be read to
remove those rights, Trainor I. held that the Superintendent's assurance to Chief Bucquaquet that
"pu have an equd right to fish and hunt" did not specify which of the various chefs and tribes
the Superintendent was referring to. Consequentiy, he determined that the ambiguous t e m ought

to be interpreted in the aboriginals' favour. This finding entailed that the rights were to apply to
ail the treaty ~ignatories.~~
At the Ontario Court of Appeal, Associate Chief Justice MacKinnon

explained the basis for this finding in the following manner:
From the treaty it can be seen that there was no reservation established for the Indians.
It is clear, on the other band, that both parties evpected the Indians to remain on the iands
conveyed ... if the Indians were to remain in the area one wonders how they were to survive if
their ancieut right to hunt and Eish for food was not c~ntinueti.~~

The notion of resolving treaty ambiguities in favour of the aboriginal peoples led both
courts in Tayior and WiIZiums to make use of the reserved rights doctrine. This doctrine is
premised upon the assumption that treaties did not grant rights to aboriginal peoples, but merely
recognised and afnrmed pre-existing r i g h t ~ .Based
~ ~ upon this hdarnental premise, the reserved
32~9ylor
and Wiffiams.Div. Cf..supra note 5 at 178.
331bid.
341bid. at 178-9.
3s~<iylr
and WiIIiarns, C4,supra note 14 at 235.
3 6 ~ for
. example, United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 37 1 (1905). The Royal Proclamation of 1763,
RS-C. 1985, App.
No. 1, which states that the aboriginal interests in all lands "not having been ceded to, or
purchased by Us," remain the possession of the aboriginal peoples until such time as they may be intecested in

n,
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rights doctrine holds that any aboriginal rights which were not s p d c a l l y extinguished by treaty
remain in full force. This entails that rights which were not wntemplated by a treaty were also
not extinguished by it. The reserved rights d o c t ~ has
e been described by the Amencan scholar
Felix Cohen as 'perhaps the most basic principle of all Indian la^.'"^ It may thus be seen as a
cousin both of the interpretive canon requiring treaty ambiguities to be resolved in favour of the
Indian parties and the contraproferentem d e .

Another close relative of these doctrines is the "clear and plain" test for extinguishhg
aboriginal and treaty rights. The Supreme Court of Canada has held that for abonguial and treaty
rights to be extinguished, there mua be a clear and plain intention of the Crown to extinguish
those rights.38 The onus of proof rests with the party claimhg the e~tinguishment.3~
The nature
of the Crown's position vis-à-vis the aboriginal peoples requires that Crown contentions of
extinguishment be put to a s t r i a test.

Consequently, there must be a clear and precise

understanding of what is to be included in a treaty?what is not to be included, and what is to be
extinguished. If no such precise understanding exists, the margin for error tilts in favour of the
aboriginal peoples because of the historical relationship between the groups.

The relative

positions of the Crown and the aboriginal peoples also requires that treaties be construed as the
aboriginals understood them.

surrendering those interests, is a clear example of the pracîical application of the reserved rights doctrine and the
Crown's recognition of it. The reserved rights doctrine is also consistent with the common law doctrine of
continuity under which local Iaw and p r e d n g rights of a "canquered" or "settIedn people are presumed to
continue in the absence of any acts to the contrary by a comptent authority in that where the aboriginal peoples
did not expressly rehquish their rights through the signing of treaties, those rights remain in existence. On this
latter point,see J.Y.Henderson, "Empowenng Treaty Federalism," (I994), 58 Sark,L Rev. 241 at 267-8.
37F.S. Cohen, Handbook of Federaf Indian Law,(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 197 1) at
122:

-

-

Perhaps the most basic principle of all indian law, supportecl by a host of decisions ... is
the principIe that those powers which are ImJuIly vested in an Indian tribe are not, in general,
defegatedpowers granted by express acts of Congres, but rather inherent powers of a Iintited
sovereignty which has never been extinguished. Each Indian t n i begins its rdationship with
the Fecieral Govenunent as a sovereign power, mgnized as such in treaty and legislation. ...
What is not expressly iimited remains within the domain of tribal sovereignty.
388see, for example, Calder v. Attorney-Generai of British Columbia (1973).34 D . L R (3d) 145 at 210
(S.C.C. ); R v. S r o w (1990), 70 D.L.R (4th) 385 at 401 (S.C.C.).
39Seethe diswsion in Sporrow, supra note 38.

(e)

Treaties Construed as the Aboriginal Peoples Understood Them

It is beyond dispute that aboriginal treaties were not only written in a language that was
foreign to abonginal peoples in Canada, but that they were authored entirely by the Crown's
representatives. The nuances of language and the different cultural understandings of land use
and "ownership" included in treaties should raise caution flags to those interpreting these
documents. As a result, there is a prima facie inférence that the subtieties of language and the
cultural subjectivity of interpretation may have resulted in Werent understandings of what had
been agreed to by the parties during their negotiations."
Contemporary evidence indicates that treaties which made use of tenns such as
L'ownership" or "surrender" rnay not have been adequately understood by the abonginal p e ~ p l e s . ~ ~
Therefore, while the aboriginal peoples ostensibly agreed to the terms of the treaties by afnxing
their marks or totems to the documents, those signatures aione are not sufficient indications that
the aboriginals understood the treaties' ter~ns.~'The fact that treaties were sometimes prepared in
advance and later not altered to reflect changes made during negotiations dso supports this
c0nclusion.~3It should be noted that some wampum belts prepared by aboriginal peoples and
presented at treaty negotiations were also prepared in advance of the final agreements being
reached.

Ofken, though, new warnpum belts were presented at the conclusion of treaty

negotiations to iliustrate the nature of the agreement reached.

To combat these problems and those arising fiom the vague language and references used
in aboriginal treaties," the interpretive principle that treaties are to be construed as the aboriginal
peoples understood them was developed. This canon of construction does not mean that only
%ee B. Slattery, "Understanding Abonginal Rights," (1987), 66 Con. Bor Rev. 727 at 730 [hereinafter
"Undemandiag Aboriginal Rightsn]; M. Jackson, "The Articulation of Native Rights in Canadian Law," (1984),
18 U.B.C. L. Rev. 255, esp. at 262-3.
41A case in point is Re Pmlette and Registrar of Titles (No. 2). (1973), 42 D.L.R (3d) 8 at 33
(N.W.T.
S.C.); see also ibid. at 14-17 . See also the discussion of the Maritime treaties in Ch. II.
42See Hon. A.C. Hamilton, A Nav Partnership, (Ottawa: Minister of Public Works and Government
Services of Canada,, 1995) at 52: 'People explained that there are no words in their Aboriginal languages to
convey foreign concepts like C1extinguishmentn
or "surrender." They said they had to use words at the tirne of
ratification that d d b e d a concept of surrendering one's very king, one's identity. It is hard to quanel with
that.'
"Sec supra notes 4 6 .
44Note the wmments made in AttomeyGeneral ofOntario v. Francis, supra note 24 at 9, where the tenns
of the Robinson-Huron Treaty of 1850 held that a reserve was to be estabIished for "Shawenakishick and his band,
a tract of land now occupied by them and contained between two rivers, called Whitcfish and Wanabitaseke, seven
miles i d a d " See the discussion of Francis, i n i a note 55.
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abonginal understandings of a ueaty are relevant in ascertainhg its meaning. Rather, this canon
recognises that aboriginal understandings, which have long been neglected in treaty interpretation,
play a vital role in obtaùiing a weii-rounded, contextuai undentandimg of treaties. Such an
endeavow necessitates the reception of evidence beyond the written text of the treaties. As
Justice Wdson explained in R v. Horsemaz:
These treaties were the pduct of negotiation between very dinerent cultures and the
ianguage used in them probably does not reflect, and should not be expected to rdect, with total
accuracy each party's understanding of theu &kt at the time they were entered into. This is
why the courts m u t be especiaily sensitive to the broades historicai cantext in which such treaties
were negotiated. They must be prepareâ to look at that historical conte,. in order to ensure that
they reach a proper understanding of the meaning that particular treaties held for their
signatories at the

Interpreting treaties as the aboriginal peoples understood them also requires that the treaty not be
interpreted in a technical or 1egalist.i~manner that would tend to benefit the Crown. As the
Report of the Select Cornmittee on Aborigines. 1837 concluded, "a ready pretext for cornplaint
wiU be found in the ambiguity of the language in which their agreements must be drawn up, and in

the supenor sagacity which the European will exercise in fiaming, in interpreting, and in evading
them."45

The idea that abonginai treaties ought to be construed as the abonginal peoples
understood them was developed to recti& judiciai bias in favour of written evidence relating to
the treaties. This evidence, written by the Crown's representatives, oniy refiected the Crown's
understanding of the treaties.

Providing greater balance to Crown and aboriginal

conceptualisations of the treaties is consistent with the notion that treaties, as mutual compacts
between the Crown and aboriginai peoples, ought to be interpreted in a manner that is consistent

with the understandings of al1 the parties at the time the treaty was signed. As indicated in the
Sioui decision, when interpreting the nature of an agreement between the Crown and aboriginal

peoples, it is necessary to strive towards the common intention of the parties and not rely upon
the understandings possessed by one of the g r o u p ~ . ~In~ stnving towards these common
intentions, it is not sufFcient to look only for overlap between Crown and aboriginal perspectives.
If that was the case, where one party adopted a broad understanding of a treaty and the other
.

- -

45Horseman.supra note 22 at 907. This topic will be discussed M e r in the section entitled "The U s of
Extrinsic Evidence" infia.
*Reprt O/ the &tecf Cornmittee on Aborigines. 1837, Vol. 1, Part U, (Imperia1 Blue Bcdq 1837 N W.
425, Facsimile Reprint, C. Struik (Pty) Ltd., Cape Town, 1966) at 80.
4 7 S e e v.
~ Sioui (1990). 70 D.L.R (4th) 427 at 463 (S.C.C.).

adopted a narrow one, finding overlap would be tantamount to adopting the narrow
understanding. This result is not in keeping with the desire to achieve an accurate representation
of the parties' understandings of their agreements.

The construction of treaties in a technid manner founded solely in European-based law
cannot be said to have been a part of this wmmon understanding either."

Since the aboriginal

peoples often could not read or wrïte English, using the written tenns of treaties improperly

favours the Crown's understandings over those of the aborigînals.49 In order to achieve a more
equitable understanding of what was communicated by the Crown and what the aboriginals
understood, the courts have recently looked to the content of treaty negotiations, as well as

histoncal records and oral evidence documenthg the aboriginal peoples' understanding of the
words or concepts used in the treaties.

The notion that technical constructions of aboriginal treaties should not be used to the
disadvantage of abonginai peoples was fkst articulated by the United States Supreme Coun in
Worcester v. Georgu. As Chief Justice Marshall explained in relation to the Treaty of Hopewell

between the United States and the Cherokee nation:
1s it reasonable to suppose that the Indians, who could not write, and most probably
d not read, who certainly were not critical judges of our language should distinguish the
word "allotted" fiom the words "marked out." ... mt may very well be supposed that they might
not understand the term employed, as indicating that, instead of granting, they were receiving
lands. if the term wodd admit of no other signification, which is not conceded, its king

d

48For this reason, the courts have rejected such interpretations as inappropriate and inconsinent with
maintaining the honour of the Crown. See Simon v. R (1985), 24 D.L.R (4th) 390 at 4û2 (S-CC,); R. v. Balise
(1978)- 84 D.L.R (3d) 377 at 383 (Ont. D.C.); R. v. Ireland, [1991] 2 C.N.L.R 120 at 128 (Ont. Gen. Div.):
It is clear that treaties with Indians should be given a Iiberal interpretation in favour of
the Indians. Treaty provisions should not be whittled down by technical excuses; the honour of
the C m is at stake. They are to be constnied "not according to the technical meaning of the
words, but in the sense that they would naturally be undentood by the indians": Simon,supra, at
p.402.
4 9 ~ Opekokew
.
and k Pratt,"The Treaty Right to Education in Saskatchewan," (1992), 12 Windsor Y.B.
Acces JUSL3 at 28.

For the Indian parties who did not have the ability to read and write, the real treaty must
have been the oral agreement. The paper document may have b n perceived as having qua1

importance to the Crown's representatives as the ceremonid exchanges of warnpum or the
smoking of tobacco to signify the salemnity and finality of the agreement; but it could not have
been considered as the agreement itself.
See dso Slattery, "Understanding Ahriginai Rights," supra note 40 at 734-5 n. 27: The written texts of these
treaties must be read with a critical eye. USually, thq. were accompanied by extensive oral exchmges, which may
have çonstituted the ûue agreement, The written version was transIated orally to the Indians in a process that
allowed ample opportunity for misunderstanding and distortion."

misunderstood is so apparent, results so necessady h m the whole transaction; tbat it mut.. we
be taken in the sense in wbidi it was most obviously usedM

th&

In his concurring judgment, M'Lean J. held that the interpretation of treaties must be consistent
with the aboriginal peoples' understanding of their terms? Later, in Jones v. Meehan, the United
States Supreme Court elaborated upon this principle by stating that:

In coIistnllng any treaty between the United States and an Indian tribe, it must aiways be
borne in mind that the negotiations for the treaty are conducteü, on the part of the United States,
an enlightened and powerfiil nation, by repre~entatives
skilled in diplomacy, masters of a wrinen
language, understanding the modes and forms of creating the various technical estates knom to
their iaw, and assisteci by an interpreter employed by themse1ves; that the treaty is drawn up by
them and in their own language; that the Indians, on the other han& are a weak and dependent
people, who have no written Ianguage and are wholly unfamiliar with aii the fonns of legal
expression, and whose ody knowledge of the terms in which the treaty is fhmed is that imparted
to them by the interpreter empfoyed by the United States; ... [Tlhe treaty must thedore be
construed, not according to the technid meaning of its words to Ieamed lawyers, but in the
sense in which they would naturaïIy be understd by the Indians?

In Canada, the statement made in Worcester v. Georga was cited, with approval, by Noms J.A.
in Whire mtdBob.s3 The analysis in Jones v. Meehm has been afnrmed in a nurnber of Canadian
cases.34
The interpretation of treaties as the aboriginal peoples understood them has played an
important role in the resolution of many cases. This is particularly tme where vagueness exists.
In Attorney-Generuf ojOntario v. Frmcts,J~the main point in dispute was the precise location of

a resewe established under the Robinson-Huron Treaty of 1850. The treaty set aside the reserve
in the following manner: "Sixth, Shawenakishick and his band, a tract of land now occupied by
them and contained between two nvers, calied Whitefish and Wanabitaseke, seven d e s inland."s6
The vagueness of this provision was specifically noted by Ferguson H.C.J.,who explained the
difficulty of dedaring the boundaries of the reserve, as the plaintiff had requested:
The words in the schedde of the treaty are certainly vev rneagre for this purpose. I may
first dispose of the conciuding words "seven miles inland" by saying that &ter hearing the
evidence that was given in regard to the Indians' understanding, or rather want of understanding,
5oSupranote 1 at 552-3. See also ibid. at 553-4.
"As ülustrated in the introductory quote to this artide. NprU note 1.
s2Supra note 27 at 11.
53Supranote 4 at 652.
s4See. for example, Robinson Treaties Annuities. SCC, supra note 24 at 535; Poojena and Q u e m a , supra
note 24 at 4 12-13; Cooper, supro note 24 at 115; Nowegijick, supra note 15 at 198; Mitchell v. Peguis Indian Band
(1990). 7 1 DLR (4th) 193 at 20 1 (S.C.C.);Sioui, supra note 47 at 435. See also M i e l s v. R,supra note 16 at
14; Johnston, supra note 24 at 752.
5sSupra note 44.
S61bid.at 9.

of the meaning of the word "mile" ... and the evidence as to the word in their ianguage used by
them indisc~iminatel~
to sithe measure or distance or any other measure such, for haance.
as a bushel; counsel very properly, 1 think, abandoneci any contention resting upon the use of
th- ~ 0 r d s . 5 ~

Since the treaty was vague about the location of the reserve and the abonginal peoples in question
did not understand irnperial measurement~,~~
the court's determination of the reserve boundaries
was established by the aboriginals' understanding of where the reserve was to be located:
... 1 find that it is shown by the evidence, that the band at the thne of the ueaty were in
occupation ... of the parœt of land embraced by the nine marks immovabie marks mentioned
by the witness Mongowin the present chief ... and afler hearing ail that was said by the witness,
and ail the remarks of counsei, one m o t entertain any doubt but that this tract of land was what
these Indians honestly thought they were getting as their reserve, and in my opinion the evidence
shows that it is the tract of land they did get as their rese~ve.~~

-

-

Similady, in R v. BClltIeman,60the question arose as to the area upon which the Saanich
tribe was aliowed to hunt under the te=

of the North Saanich Indian Treaty of 1852. The

accused was a member of the Tsartlip Band and a descendant of at l e s t one of the 1852 treaty
signatories. He had been wnvicted for unlawftiiy using rim-fired ammunition when hunting for
big game, contrary to provincial game legislation. At trial, and upon initial appeal, it was
determinecl that the accused was hunting on lands outside the geographicd Iimits of the treaty.
Moreover, the courts held that the area where he had shot a deer was not unoccupied land within
the meaning of the treaty. The accused was unaware that the property he was hunting on was
privately owned. There had been no signs posted on the land to indicate that he was on pnvate

property or that hunting was prohibited.

Bartleman maintaineci that the Nonh Saanich Treaty aiiowed him to hunt on unoccupied
Crown lands. The treaty stated that the Saanich people were to have continued access to hunt on
unoccupied lands and to carry on their fishenes as they had previously.

Furthermore,

correspondence between James Douglas, chief factor of the Hudson's Bay Company at Fort
Victoria, and Archibald Barclay, the Company's secretasy, indicated that treaties with the

aboriginal peoples on Vancouver Island were to presewe their ability to hunt on unoccupied lands
and to fish "with the same fkeedom as when they were the sole occupants of the country."61 The
s7hid. at 13.
58~bid.at 17-18: They did not and do not know what is meant by a mile, or a leagw, or the merence
betweea the two measures, nor indeedany measue that to us would be a measuse at ali-"
5916id.at 16-17.

60Supru note 22.
611bid. at 79.
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land upon which Bartleman shot the deer was admitted by the Crown to be within traditiod
Saanich hunting grounds. The Crown aiso accepted the validity of Saanich oral tradition which
held that the 1852 treaty bestowed a right to hunt on unoccupied lands in ail their traditional

hunting locations. Because of that beliec the Saanich people had continueci to hunt on their
traditional hunting grounds after 1852.
Lambert I.A. aiiowed the apped and set aside Bartleman's conviction. In doing so, he
His judgment was dso consistent
foliowed the method of analysis used in Taylor md Willcrm~~

with the reserved rights doctrine. This is indicated by his statement that: "... [ q h e treaty itself
confirmeci ail the traditional hunting rights; and ... did not set aside the hunting nghts outside the
ceded land, leaving them to be dealt with at some other tirne, in some other ~ a y . "WhiIe
~ ~ Justice
Lambert found that there were a number of possible interpretations of the treaty, he adhered to

the one that was consistent with Saaoich oral tradition and the Saanich peoples' understanding of
the treaty at the time it was signed. As he explained:
None of the ceded lands, with the possi'bte exception of North Saanich and Sooke, in the
11 Fort Victoria treaties, was itseifbig enough to sustain a hunting or foraging ezonomy for even
a comparatively malt number of people. Every tribe hunted over the land of other tri%. Every
tribe knew that every other t n i was making a similar treaty. ... [TJhere wodd have been no

protection at ail for a hunting and fishing economy for any t n i if its rights to hunt and fish over
the neighbowing land of the other tribes were ail king extinguished. ... mt is almost
inconceivable that Douglas wuid have explainad to the indians that d l theù nghts to hunt and
fish wouid continue as before, and that rights to hunt in the particuIar treaty area would be
guaranteed by the treaty, but that rights to hunt outside that area would not be gusantexxi but
wouid depend on what the hture held in store. And it is equally inconceivable that the Indians
would have willingly accepted such an agreement63

From these cases, it may be seen that a d h e ~ gto aboriginal understandings of treaties
neither compts the nature of the agreements entered into nor resuits in an unacceptabiy biased
vision of those treaties. Rather, looking to aboriginai understandings of the treaties in addition to
those held by the Crown provides a reliable and accurate method by lvhich the judiciary may

conceptualise the agreements made between the parties in their proper context?

As the

Bademan case indicates, in ascertaining the meanhg and intent of treaties, the aboriginal
understanding must also hclude the reasonable expectations of the aboriginal peoples in hght of
existing histoncal, politicai, social, and econornic factors when the treaties were signed. Such an
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analysis must not, however, allow treaty promises or rights to be fioren in time or restriaed to
the manner in which they existeci when the treaties were signed. Judicial analysis of aboriginal
understandings and expectations must remain flexible enough to reflect the changing
circu~~l~tances
under which the treaties continue to operate. It mua also provide for the evolution
of treaty r i g h t ~ . ~ ~

(f)

Treaties Intemreted in a Flexible Manner

Treaties are living, evolving agreements. Consequently, the Supreme Court of Canada has
held that treaties should "be interpreted in a flexible way that is sensitive to the evolution of
changes."66 Both the rights and obligations existing under treaties are also of a continuing
nature?

The continued existence of treaty nghts does not mean, however, that they are

restriaed to the manner or method in which they were exercised when the treaty was signed. For
exarnple, where hunting practices recognised by treaty may have been exercised only with a bow
and arrow when the treaty was signed, that does not preclude the contemporary use of a shotgun
or other weapon in the exercise of those same rights. The notion that treaty rights may be
exercised only in the manner in which they existed at the time of the treaty is what is known as
"fiozen rights" theory. This theory has been expressly rejected on a number of occasions, but

moa strikingly by the Supreme Court of Canada in the S-OW

case?*

In Sparrm, the Supreme Court rejected previous analysis of the meaning of section 35(1)
of the ConsfiturionAct, 1982 and its protecting of "existing" aboriginal and treaty rights. The
Court did not fkd that the word "existing" meant existing in the form they took on 17 April 1982.
Instead, the Court's unanimous decision held that the concept of "existing" aboriginal and treaty
rights excluded rights which had been extinguished pnor to that date, but included al1 other rights

%ee also the debate over resolving ambiguities in tîvour of aborigiaal understandings in Mitchell, supra
note 54, and the discussion of the case in L.I. Rotman, Parallef Pathx Fiduciary Doctrine and the Crown-Native
Relationship in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19%) Ch.XiII [hereinafter" P a d e l Pathsw].
%ee the principles of treaty interpretation enunciated by the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Badger
(1996). 133 D.L.R (4th)324 (S.C.C.). See also the method of anaiysis in Sioui, supra note 47, where the Supreme
Court paid particular attention to the context in which the treaty in question was signeci in order to ascertain its
status in law and subsequent &&S.
%iman, supra note 48 at 403.
6 7 ~ o w of
n Hay River v. R (1979). 101 D.L.R (3d) 184 at 186 (F.C.T.D.).
68S~Pra
note 38.

in their full and original form.69 This entails that rights which had not been exthguished prior to
17 April 1982, including those rights which had been heady regulated, were given constitutional

affirmation and protection in their fonn prior to their regulation. The constitutional guarantee in
section 35(1) protects aboriginal and treaty nghts, not their rewlation-7O

The Supreme Court's decision in Sparrow does not mean that existing abonginai and
treaty rights that were regulated prior to 17 A p d 1982 reverted to their unregulated form on that

date. It simply States that any regulation of an existing aboriginal or treaty ~ g hprior
t
to 17 April

1982 does not receive the benefit of the protection given to that right by section 35(1).

In

imparting protection to abonginal and ueaty nghts, section 3S(l) severs any existing regulation of
those rights from the rights themselves. The regulation may, however, be deemed to be valid

under the Sparow justificatory test." The Supreme Court's rejection of fiozen rights theory in
Sparrow was based, in part, on Slattery's observation that 'the word "existing" ... suggests that
the nghts in question are atfirmed in a contemporary form rather than in their primeval simplicity

and vigour?

The Court's adoption of Slattery's approach suggests its agreement with the

protection of aboriginal rights rather than their regdation." As the Spcarow coun explained, 'Par

from being defined according to the regdatory scheme in place in 1982, the phrase "existing
abonginal rights" must be interpreted flexibly so as to permit their evolution over tirne.'"

The Sparrow judgment recognises that temporal considerations should not be the sole
determinants of abonginal and treaty nghts. Judicial understandings of abonginal and treaty
rights based on the length of tirne they have been practiced

European contact

-- or whether they existed pnor to

-- are incapable of recognising rights that are no less important than long-

practiced nghts, but which are of newer genesis. As dynarnic, evolving nghts, aboriginal and

treaty nghts ought not be restncted to their "primeval simplicity and vigour." Rather, they rnust
-

--

-

691bid.at 396-7.
'(%. Slattery, "The CoMitutional Guarantee of Abonginai and Treaty Rights," (1982-3), 8 Queen's U.
232 at 243,264.

71Foran aaalysis of the Sponow junificatory test and how it has been modined by rmnt Supreme Court of
Canada decisions, such as R. v. Gladstone, 11996) 4 C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.), see EL McNeil, "How Can
Infnngements of the Constitutioaal Rights of Abonginai Peoples be Justifieci?" (1997), 8(2) Consfitutional Fonrm
33.

nSlattery, uUnderstanding Abriginai Rights," supo note 40 at 782.
n&e S , w , supra note 38 at 397: 'Clearly, then, an approach to the constitutional guarantee embodied
in S. 35(1) which would incorporate "fiozen rights" must be cejected.' Indeed, the guarantee in section 35(1) refers
to abriginal and treaty nghts themselves, not their regdation.
741bid.,at 397.
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be dowed to adapt to changhg circumstances. This fact was ignored by the majority decision of
the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Van der Peet?
V m der Peet was an abonginal fishing rights case in which the appeiiant, a member of the

Sto:lo nation, was charged with selling ten salmon for $50 while fishing under the authonty of an
Indian food fishing licence. The appellant claimed an abonginai right to sell fish In establishing
the fhmework for the analysis of the right claimed by the appellant, Chief Justice Larner, for the

majority, emphasised the importance of adopting a purposive approach to section 35(1).

This

purposive approach entailed giving section 35(1) a generous and liberal interpretation in favour of
the aboriginal peoples, which he found aemmed f?om the fiduciary nature of Crown-Native
relations. Thus, any doubt or ambiguity as to what ought to f
d within section 35(1) was to be
resolved in favour of the aboriginal p e o p l e ~ .The
~ ~ Chief Justice's decision in Van der Peet may
clearly be seen to bring the canons of treaty interpretation into the aboriginal rights realm.
Lamer C.I.C.'s judgrnent held that an aboriginal activity could only be considered to be an
abonginal right if it was an element of a practice, tradition, or custom integral to the distinctive
culture of the aboriginal group claiming the right that couid be traced to pre-contact practices?
However, this conclusion is inconsistent both with the generous and liberal interpretation of rights
endorsed by the Chief Justice and the fiduciary nature of Crown-Native relations. If the fact of
European settlement created the cultural and physical need for the Sto:lo people to engage in the
sale or barter of fish, then that activity ought to be recognised as a protected aboriginal right

regardless of whether it was induced by European influences.

The notion that treaties mua be interpreted in a flexible marner should apply equally to
the continuation of rights, as discussed in Van der Peer.

A contextually-appropriate

understanding of aboriginal or treaty nghts, such as fishing rights, must include the means
necessary for the realisation of those nghts. Where an aboriginal group has a recognised right to
fish, protecting that right would necessitate, for example, preventing the building of a marina
upstream from where those fishing rights are exercised that destroys the fishing stock?

TO hold

otherwise would render any protection of the nght in question meaningless.
75[1996]4 C.N.L.R 177 (S.C.C.).
76ï&id.at 192.

nïbid. at 209.
'%ee Saanichton M a Lfd v. Clmron (1989),36 B.CL.R (2d) 79 (C.A.). For an informative
commenmy on this case, see H.Foster, "The Saanichton Bay Marine Case: Imperia1 Law, Colonial History, and
Cornpethg Theories of Aboriginal Title," (1989),23 U.B.C. L-Rev. 629.

In V m der Peet, Chief Justice Lamer canvassed this issue in relation to aboriginal fishing
rights.

He disthguished between "pnmary" and "incidentai" aboriginal rights, holding that

incidental rights that "piggyback" on primary rights are not desenhg of wnstitutionai
protection?

However, Lamer C.J.C.3 analysis of "incidental" rights in Vol der Peel appears to

contradict the Supreme Couri's unanimous judgment in Simotz v. RS0 In Simon, the court held
that the treaty right of an aboriginal person to hunt included the ability to engage in "those

activities reasonably incidental to the act of hunWg itsell; an example of which is travelling with
the requisite hunting equipment to the hunting grounds."*I

The flexible interpretation of treaties articulated by the Supreme Court in cases such as

Simon, or, for that matter, the generous and liberal interpretation of aboriginal rights argued for
by Chief Justice Lamer in Van der Peet," requires that so-called "incidental" rights be protected
because they are vital to the exercise of the rights that are explicitly protected. Where seemingiy
extraneous matters are vital to the adequate exercise of aboriginal or treaty rights, they must be
included as parts of those rights. These sentiments would appear to accord with Larner C.J.C.'s
professed adherence to giving section 35(1) a generous and liberal interpretation in favour of
aboriginal peoples in Vmz der Peet. Aithough a strict interpretation of aboriginal treatiss wouid
ostensibly preclude such incidental rights from receiving constitutional protection, allowing for the
flexible interpretation of aboriginal treaties articulated by the Supreme Court requires that these
rights be aEorded the same protection where they are necessary to the exercise of the rights that

are explicitly deait with in the treaties. To ascertain whether there is a need to provide protection
to these incidental rights, it is necessary to discover their connection to the tights describeci in the

79~ccurdùig
to the Chief Justice, "primary" ci@& are those rights that are essential elements of a practice?
tradition, or custom integrai to the distinctive culture of the aboriginal group claiming the rights. "Incidental"
rights m y be practices associateci with the primaq rights (although they need not be), but are neither a part of
them nor are they otherwïse integral to the distinctive culture of the aboriginal group exercising the right.
The judiciary's compartmentalisationof aboriginal practices into "integral" rights and "incidental" rights
demonstrates a profound inability or reluctance to recognise that aboriginal rights ought to be understood as broad,
theoreticai consûucts. This notion is recognised in L'Heureux-Dube J.'s dissenring judgment in Van der Peet,
supra note 75 at 232, where she States that abriginai rights are notionaliy incapable of king encapsulateci by
particular practices, traditions, or customs, but are more absuact and profound concepts h m which specific
practices, traditions, or customs are derived. The comparunentalisation of aboriginal rights in the mamer
exhiiited by the majorityjudgment in Km der Peet d&ects attention away £hmwhat ought to be the tme issue at
hanci, ~liimetythe ability of abonginal peoples to determine the precise methods by which they will make use of or
implement theu larger, abstract righîs.
80Supra note 48.
811bid.at 403.
*Supra note 75 at 192,
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treaties. Otten, this requires the reception of evidence extrinsic to the written terms of the treaties
themselves.
(g)

The Use of Extrinsic Evidence

The use of extrinsic evidence in the interpretation of aboriginal treaties is prernised entirely
upon the notion that the written version of treaties are generally unable to provide a contextual
understanding of the agreement between the parties.

The problems associated with relying

exclusively upon the written text of these treaties has been iilustrated throughout this chapter.

Using extrinsic evidence in judicid considerations aiiows the courts to obtain information relating
to the context of treaty negotiations through abonginal oral history, written accounts by treaty
negotiators, and other material. Cases such as Taylor d Wi1Ziam.sand BartIeman demonstrate

the usefulness of extrinsic evidence in the judicial interpretation of aboriginal treaties.
Aithough it is generaily accepted that the use of extrinsic evidence is dowable, and even
necessary, to provide an appropriate understanding of the background to the treaty, the case of R
v. Horsem marked a notable limitation to this general practice. The accused in Horse were treaty
Indians who had been charged with using a spotlight for the purposes of hunting wildlife. The use
of spotlights when hunting wntravened section 37 of the Saskatchewan WMVe Act.

The

accused had been hunting on private f m lands without permission from the owners at the time

h Treaty No. 6 allowed them to hunt for food on pnvate land
they were charged. They claimed t
without permission. Furthemiore, they maintained that they were allowed to hunt over lands
taken up for settlement under a "joint use concept" by which settled lands were to be used jointly
by the settlers and the abonginal treaty signatories. In support of their contentions, the accused

relied upon the record of Treaty No. 6 negotiations chronicled by the Crown's chief negotiator,
Alexander Morris." They relied, in parllcular, upon the foliowing passage:
[Chief Tee-Tee-Quay-Say said at 2191 "... We want to be at likrty to hunt on any place

as usuaI ..."

[Lieutenant Governor Moms replied at 2181 "Youwant to be at liberty to bunt as before.
1 told you we did not waat to take that means of living h m you, you have it the same as before,
only this, if a man, whether Indian or Half-breed, had a good field of grain, you would not
datroy it with your hunt ..."8s

"(1988). 47 D.L.R (4th) 526 (S.C.C.).
"Sec M o & ,supra note 7.
85Supranote 83 at 536-7.

The Crown, rneanwhiie, relied upon the wrinen version of Treaty No. 6 itse'f. The treaty stated
that "the said Indians s h d have the right to pursue their avocations of hunting and fishing
throughout the tract surrendered ... saving and excepting such tracts as may fiom time to tirne be
required or taken up for ~ettiement."~~
Justice Estey, delivering the judgment for the court, expressed reservations about the
accused's use of the Moms record in interpreting the treaty." He held that the treaty was not
arnbiguous as to where the aboriginals could hunt. Rather, he found that the treaty expressly
forbade hunting on lands "taken up for senlement.""

Consequently, Justice Estey held that

extruisic evidence was not to be used where an ambiguity did not exist in a treaty or where the
effect of including such extrinsic evidence would alter the terms of a treaty by addition or
deleti0n.8~ In reaching this conclusion he distinguished the earlier Supreme Court of Canada
precedents in Nmegijick and Simon.
Estey J.'s limitation of the use of e h n s i c evidence was premised upon his exclusive
reliance on common law interpretations of abonginal treaties and treaty nghts.

His ngid

adherence to cornmon law-based methods of treaty interpretation is evidenced by his invocation

of the par01 evidence rule and a major text on the common law of evidence in support of his
assertions. Justice Estey's judgment in Horse ais0 demonstrates his willingness to accept the
written ternis of treaties at face value without considering the speciai circumstances under which
treaties were negotiated.

He dismisseci Merences in power, language, culture, and their

associated conceptualisations as having any effect upon the accuracy of the written documents."
For the reasons discussed earlier, such an assertion simply cannot be a~cepted.~'
Retreating fiom the tenor of judgments such as Horse requires the judiciary to accept,
without reservation, the need to look beyond the written text of treaties in favour of a contextual

8 6 ~ ~supra
m ~note
, 7 at 353.
*fiorse, supra note 83 at 537.
881bid.
*16id.
-bly.
and incredibly, Estey J.3 niiance upon the written versions of the treaties also appiiexi to
treaties whose terms were written in d e r the aboriginal signatories had anixed their marks to blank pages.
glCuriously, Estey J. did not adhere to his own exhortation about the use of d a s i c evidence in Horse.
m e r deciaring that such widence was to be used oniy where there was an ambiguity in the treaty of which he
declared that no such ambiguity &ed in Treaty No. 6 he cited the Monis text and its discussion of treaties
other than Treaty No. 6 to support his notion that the treaty did not provide the appellants with the nghts they had
clairned See Horse, supra note 83 at 542.

-

-
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appraid of their meaning. This necessitates the reception of evidence of treaty negotiations and
the parties' understandings of those negotiations. To arrive at an accurate picture of what
transpired during treaty negotiations also requires that where extrinsic evidence is used it be
critidy appraised. What have traditionally been described as "secondary" sources by the

courts,gZ namely governmental records and the correspondence of govenunental officials are
plagued by a variety of problems. Their fiindon was to report on the success or lack thereof of
govemmentai endeavours to wnclude the treaties. They did not try to understand aboriginal
perspectives on what transpired d u ~ treaîy
g
negotiations. Furthemore, the characterisations of
aboriginal societies in these sources were generally penneated with European value-Iaded biases.
To arrive at a more weil-romdeci, contextual, and culturaliy-appropriate understanding of
aboriginal treaties, it is irnperative to understand the limitations inherent in these sources as well

as the courts' traditional bias against evidence generated by aboriginal peoples. Govermental
records, correspondence, and aboriginal oral evidence ought to be a o r d e d the same stature as
the d e n versions of the treaties. Moreover, written accounts of treaties and negotiations
should not be favoured over oral accounts, as the law of evidence is wont to do. Such an exercise
of cultural relativism

nins

contrary to the canons of treaty interpretaîion discussed herein.

Furthemore, it is based upon the misconceived notion that written sources are inherently more
accurate or reliable than oral accounts. Obtaining a more weli-rounded and accurate pichire of
what transpired during treaty negotiations simply cannot be achieved without the reception of
evidence fiom the descendants of the aboriginal peoples who were party to those treaties. The
Supreme Court of Canada's recent decision in Ba@

explicitly recognises the importance of

using extrinsic evidence to achieve a well-rounded understanding of Indian treaties.93

in Badgr, three Treaty No. 8 tndians were charged under the Alberta WiIdIfe A d whiie
hunting moose on privately owned land within the boundaries of lands that had been surrendered
under the treaty. The treaty, signed in 1899, provided for the right to hunt over the tenitories
surrendered, save for lands that had been taken up for settlement, rnining, lumbering, trading, or
other purposes. However, in 1930, the federal government promulgated the Alberta Naiurcil

92~hesesources have generally been distinguished by the judiciaxy h m wbat it has traditionally
considered to be primary sources, namely the written treaties themse1ves. It is suggested here that these other
sources, which aiso include aboriginal accounts and understandings, ought to be considered to have the same
stature and importance as the written versions of the treaties.
93Supranote 65.
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Resource TrmsJer Agreement, 1930 (hereinafier "NRTA"),94 whose terms overtapped with the
parantees made in Treaty No. 8. In addition to tramferring authority over lands and resources
fiom the federai government to the province. the NRTA provided for the application of provincial

game laws to the abonginal peoplesgJ The NRTA allowed for the exercise of aboriginal hunting
for food during all seasons on al1 unoccupied Crown lands and any other lands to which the
aboriginal peoples had a right of access. The key question before the Coun in Bodgr was
whether the appellants had a right of access to the private lands they were hunting on when they
were charged. More specificaily. the Court had to deterrnine whether the lands were "taken up"
in the manner contemplated by the treaty.
To ascertain whether the lands on which the appellants had been hunting were, in fact,
"taken up," the Court held that it had to account for the perspective of the aboriginal signatories
at the time of the treaty. The mere fact that the lands were privately owned was not sufncient to

deem them off-limts for aboriginal hunting. Justice Cory found that evidence Ied at trial indicated
that in 1899, the Treaty No. 8 Indians would have understood that land was "taken up" when it
was put to a use that was incompatible with hunting. While they would not have understood the
concept of private ownership, they would have understood that lands were "taken up" when
buildings or fences were erected, or the lands were Msibly being used as farrns. The presence of
abandoned buildings would not necessarily signify that lands were 'taken up" so as to prohibit the
exercise of treaty hunting rights."

Justice Cory also found that the oral history of the Treaty No.

8 Indians revealed a similar understanding of the treaty and its promises.97 Thus, he concluded

that interpreting the treaty according to the aborigllials' understanding of its tems entaiied that
the geographical limitation to be imposed on treaty hunting rights was to be based on the concept

of "visible, incompatibIe land ~ s e . " ~ 8
In addition to looking to aboriginal understandings to ascertain what lands treaty hunting
rights could not be exercised on, Justice Cory also considered aboriginal understandings of
conservation in his judgment. He cited such understandings in existence at the time Treaty No. 8
was signed to buttress his concIusion that the aboriginals would have understood and accepted the

94S.C. 1930, c. 3.
951bid.S. 12.
%~adger,
susupra note 65 at 345.
9716id.at 347-8.

9816id.at 345.
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fom of regulation on their hunting rights that was imposed by the Alberta WiIdIve Act and

rendered applicable by section 12 of the NRTA99 The Court in Bodger may, therefore, be seen
to have found that any limitations on the promises contahed in Treaty No. 8 had to be understood
in conjunction with the aboriginal peoples' understanding of the treaty. In so doing, the Supreme

Court appean to have quieted the argument against using extrinsic evidence made in Horse.
More importantly, the Badgr decisim indicates the Supreme Court's afknation of the canons of
aboriginal treaty interpretation discussed herein. lW

This chapter has attempted to elucidate the canons of aboriginal treaty interpretation and
provide them with more substance to secure their role as vital elements of Canadian aboriginal
rights jurisprudence. It has attempted to illustrate that they exkt to rectify difficulties in arriving
at culturally-appropnate understandings of Crown-Native treaties. These canons build upon the

parties' attitudes towards treaty-making and the negotiation process. They also build upon the
parties' interpretations of these agreements once they had been conciuded.
Treaties are time- and context-specific entities that must be examined in light of the
circumstances under which they arose and the parties' respective understandings of their terms.
The canons of treaty interpretation acknowledge the importance of context in treaty analysis by
emphasising the need to look beyond the written versions of treaties to their spirit and intent. By
looking at the underlying bases of these interpretive canons, theu presence in contemporary
jurisprudence may be more M y appreciated.
Recognising these interpretive principles as p e m e n t and vital fixtures in Canadian treaty
jurisprudence is consistent with the important place of Crown-Native treaties within Canadian
Iaw. The lofty status of treaties has been recognised by the inclusion of treaty rights in section
991bid. at 352. It is suggested, though, that determining, on the one han& that the abonginai signatories
understood that conservation was a legitimate basis for Iimiting treaty hunting rights and concIudùig, on the other,
that implementing Crown lemation for that purpose wouid be understaai as an instrument of conservationist
purposes by the a b o r i m s is a more complicated Link that Cory J. suggests in Badger and requires more evidençe
than that provided in his judgment.
'OOThe Badger decision û also noteworthy for the majority decision's reversai of thc precedent established
in the Norseman case, supra note 22, where it was held that the NRTA extinguished or replaced Treaty No. 8
hunting rights. Rather than fïnding that the NRTA's contemplation of aboriginal hunting rights supersedeci those
inTreaty No. 8. the majority judgment determined that the NRTA only modined the treaty rights where they came
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35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982. Understanding these canons as integral elements of treaty

jurisprudence requires, however, that the judiciary give more than token attention to them. While
it is important to articulate these principles, they must be properly applied if they are to have any

meaningful effect. To simply pay iip-service to them while rendering decisiow that ignore their
theoretical premises or abandon them aitogether runs contrary to the prernises underlying these
doctrines. It also rids these canons of their intended fiinctions within treaty jurisprudence.
Part of the problem with judicial use of these canons is that while the principles are wellknown, their rasons for being are not. Even where courts have expiicitly supported theu use,
they have generaliy not explained why these principles exist and what functions they serve.
Simply affhing that treaties are to be given large, liberal, and generous interpretations does not
explain why such interpretations are necessary or what obstacles are to be overcome by the use of
this prernise. These canons exist for specific r e m = that reveal much about the basis of treaty
relationships and the historical attitudes of the Crown and aboriginal peoples towards them.
The unique nature of Crown-aboriginal relations generaliy, as well as treaty relationships
between the groups, demonstrate the need for a purposive, or pro-active, implementation of these
treaty canons. This assertion finds support fiom the recent Supreme Court decision in Badger.
Like other principles of abonginai law, these canons do not exist in a vacuum. It could be argued

that the Crown's fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples

- which

shape and inform the

understanding of treaty nghts in section 35(1) of the Cmstitution Acr. 1982

- provide a

constitutional imperative to ensure that these canons are properly implemented, insofar as they
foster the best interests of the aboriginal peoples.lol However, as the next chapter wiii discuss,
this is not the only area of confluence between Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations.

-

-

--

-

-

hto conflict with the NRTA. See Badger, supra note 65, at 342-3. Sopinka L's minority judgment in Badger did
side with Horseman's findings on this matter, however: see ibid. at 33 1, 36 1.
lolFor greater diraimon of the Cmwn's fiduciary duty to aboriginal peoples, see Rotman, ParuIIel Paths,
supra note 64; Rotman, "Provincial Fiduciaq Obligations to Aboriginal Peoples: The Nexus Between
Govemmentai Power and Responsibility," (1994), 32 Osgoode Hall LJ.735; Rotman, "Hunting for Answers in a
Strange Kettie of Fish: Unilateralism, Patemdism and Fiduciary Rhetoric in Badger and Van der Peet," (1997),
8(2) Consritutional Fomm 40; P.W. Hutchins, D. Schulze, and C. Hilling, "When Do Fiduciary Obligations to
Aboriginal Peoples Anse?" (1995), 59 Sask L. Rev. 97.

VIII.
-

Contextualising Aborininal Rights Jurisprudence: The
Nexus Between Crown-Native Fiduciam and Treaty
Relations
The promises of proteciion and îhe creation of a fiduciary relationship,
to say nothing of the estabiiahment of temtories where Aboriginal peciples
expected they could live their lives as t k y had done in the past, are essential to
the relationship that Aboriginal pempfes thought they bad through eariier
treaties.

It has been suggested in this dissertation that Canadian aboriginal nghts jurisprudence has
suffered firom the judiciary's treatment of abonginal and treaty nghts in a vacuum. A fully
contexnial approach to abonguial and treaty nghts rquires a unified method of analysis that
rnelds hitherto separately-treated issues. This chapter seeks to demonstrate that abonginal and
treaty nghts issues are far more integrated than exishg jurisprudence has recognised. It will

focus on the issues of Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations to accomplish this task.
Generdy, Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations have been treated as separate and
distinct topics. However, there are many common ties between them. These ties strongiy suggest
that when considering one topic, one cannot ignore the implications of the other. It is suggested
here that a more appropriate understanding of Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations may be
obtained if they are viewed not solely on the microswpic level of individual relations, but as part
of the larger relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peopla that exists on a macroscopic
level. This macroscopic approach also unites the contemporary effects of Crown-Native fiduciary
relations and abonginai treaties with the historic principles and events that gave rise to them. This
is the final stage of the unified and integrated methodology articulated in Chapter 1.
amnn a Unified and Integrated A~proachTo Aborininal and Treatv Riphts:
The Example of Crown-Native Fiduciary and Treaîy Relations
To examine the nexus between Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations in a manner
befitting their inter relatedness, one must deconaruct some commonly-held understandings of
those relations.

Traditionally, the judiciary has viewed Crown-Native fiduciary relations as
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inherently hierarchical.

It has characterised these relationships by the aborigllial peoples'

contemporary dependence upon the Crowe Meanwhiie, the courts have trivialised the solemn
nature of aboriginal treaties to such a degree that they have dowed treaty nghts to be ignored or
to be overridden by legislation. Previous chapters have argued that these interpretations are

incorrect.
The formative years of Crown-Native interaction entaileci muhiai responsibilities and
benefitS. Those relations created legdy-binding obligations of a fiduciary nature that remain to
this day. In Chapter N,it was argued that Crown-Native fiduaary relations are wmprised of
general and specific fiduciary relations. These generai and specinc fiduciary relations, in tum,
give rise to general and specific duties owed by the Crown to the aboriginal peoples. These two
types of relations and duties are symbiotic. Whiie they are distinct fiom one another, they also
draw from each other. For example, the general Crown-Native fiduciary relationship has a direct
impact upon the nature of specific fiduciary duties, such as the duty arising upon the surrender of
abonguial lands.
Fiduciary law should also be seen to apply to treaties and treaty negotiations. While the
juditiary has not yet d e d on the fiduciary character of treatie~,~
it is readily apparent that the
Crown's general fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples is equally pertinent to treaties. The
Crown's general fiduciary duty requires it to refrain from engaging in sharp practice or other
unscrupuIous means. In the context of treaty negotiations, this should apply to the Crown's
misrepresentation of the terms of treaties or to situations where it ornitted terms fiom the written
treaties that had already been orally agreed upon.) The relative power of the parties is not a
relevant factor. Where the Crown was under a pre-existing fiduciary obligation to the aboriginal
peoples, it was obliged to act in good faith in the negotiation of specific agreements regardless of
whether the parties were on an equal or unequal footing at the tirne. Deviating fiom the fiduciary
standard of utmost good faith during treaty negotiations could render the Crown liable for a
breach of its general fiduciary duty. One example of such a deviation is the Crown's appointment

'Han AC. Hamilton, A New Partnership, (Ottawa: Minister of Pubiic Works and Government Services
Canada, 1995) at 9.
2See ibid.at 93-4.
3See R v. Badger (19%). 133 D.L.R (4th) 324 at 33 1-2 (S.C.C.) pcr Sopinka J.; J.Y. Hendemn,
"Empowering Treaty Federalism," (1994)' 58 Sask, L. Rev. 24 1 at 29 1.
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of non-recognised pemns as chiefs for the sole purpose of having them sign treaties after the
authorised representatives of the aboriginal peoples had refbsed to signS4
Once a treaty was signed, a number of new, specinc fiduciary obligations arguably came
into being that were based upon the promises and guarantees containeci within the treaty.5 These
obligations are specific to the treaty and apply to the aboriginal signatories and their descendants!

These fiduciary duties may pertain to the entirety of the treaty or to specific elements, such as the
setting aside of a reserve based on an dotment of a specified amount of land per individual or
family. Where a treaty promises the sethg aside of a reserve, the Crown is duty-bound to create
the reserve in the place and manner in which it had agreed to do so. The obligation thus incurred
is both a treaty and fiduciary obligation. Because this obligation is Bduciary in nature, the Crown
cannot escape its duty to set aside the reserve by invoking jurisdictionai issues, such as the
division of powers between federai and provincial Crowns.
The Privy Corncil's decision in St. Catherine 's MiiIing and Lumber Co. v. n e Queen
held that the federal Crown possessed exclusive power to obtain surrenders of aboriginal lands
and create reserves under section 9 l(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867.' Meanwhile, exclusive
proprietary and administrative rights over surrendered Indian lands were said to vest in the Crown
in right of the province in which the lands were located via section 109 of the Acte8 Therefore,

while the federal Crown wuld promise a reserve in a treaty, it would be unable to use surrendered
lands for that purpose without provincial cooperation. When this issue came up in Ontario

Minzng Company Ltd v. Seybold, the Privy Council held that Ontario was only under an
"honourable engagement" to cooperate with the federal govemment in setting aside reserves
promised under Treaty No. 3.9 This ruling would appear to allow the federal and provincial

4SeeRe Poulette ondRegistrar of Titles (Uo. 2) (1973), 42 D.L.R (3d) 8 (N.W.T.S.C.).
%ee, for example, Henderson, supra note 3 at 263,297.
6 ~ could
t
k argued, howmr, that the obligations that are specinc to particuiar treaties may kçorne
generally applicable to oîher aboriginal peoples not party to that treaty through Crown practice. One such
argument could be made with regard to the medicine chest clause in Treaty No. 6. Crown practice after the
signing of Treaty No. 6 has b e n to provide heaïth care to al1 statu indians, not just the descendants of Treaty No.
6. Thus, it could be argueci that the spirit and intent of the other treaties, which did not include medicine chest
clauses, newertheless includes the right to Crown-sponsored health tare.
'~ormaiythe British North America Act. 1867, (U-K) 30 & 3 1 Vict c. 3.
*Sec (1888). II App. Cas.46 at 59 (P.C.).
9[1903] A.C. 73 at 82-3(P.C.).

.

Crowns to escape aeaty obligations to set aside reserves.IO It is submitted that the Crowns'
fiduciary obligations nemming fiom the treaty wouid preclude such an occurrence.' l
Treaties signed between the Crown and aboriginal peoples are solemn and binding
agreements. In R v. Sioui, the Supreme Court of Canada aated that a treaty e i a s where there is

an agreement between aboriginal peoples and the Crown that demonstrates "the intention to
create obligations, the presence of mutuaiiy binding obligations and a certain measure of

s01emnity."~2 The solemn nature of the agreements created munial obiigations and fostered the
parties' reliance upon each other to fuM those obligations. The rights contained in the treaties

are legaily enforceable in their own nght by Mrtue of section 35(1) of the Coltstiturion Acr.
1982.l3 However, the mutual obligations created by the treaties and the parties' reliance upon

each other to flllfill those obligations entails that they be carried out with the stria standard of
care required of a fiduciary.l4 Thus, treaty obligations are also concrete manifestations of Crown-

Native fiduciary relations.
The fiduciary nature of a relationship describes both the law governing its existence as
well as the bundle of nghts, duties, and obligations that stem fiom such a relationship. Fiduciary
relationships are an amalgam of partkular rights, duties, and obligations. Yet, to exist in a

meaRingful way, they require the enforcement of the parties' mutual obligations and benefits.
lo~nsofaras the provincial obligation was only a honourable one, not a legal one and the federal Crown,
though seemingiy obligated to fuifi11 the terms of the treaty it negotiated, couid seemingIy escape liability by citing
its lack of power over the surrendered iands.
ISee the more detailed discussion of this topic in L.I. Rotman, ParaIfel Pahss: Educiaty Doctrine and the
Crown-Native Relarionship in Canada, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) Ch. XII.
12(1990), 70 D.L.R (4th) 427 at 441 (S.C.C.).
I3~nactedas Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982 (U.K) 1982, c. 11.
14'The statements made by Sir William Johnson in a letter to the Lords of Trade in 1756 demonsuate his
understanding of the exacting nature of the obligations undertaken by Britain through its agreements entered into
with the aboriginal peopIes:
At this Mticai and interesthg mnjuncture 1 am sensile tbe utmost attention be paid to
our Indian Alliance and no measures left untried that rnay have the least tendancy [sic] to
strengthen and increase it. Wherefore 1 would humbly propose a steady and uniform method of
conduct, a religious regard to our engagements with them a more unanimous and vigomus
extension of our strength than hitherto, and a tender care to protect hem and al1 their Lands
against the insults and encroachments of the Common enemy as the most and oniy efféctuai
method to attach them finnly to the British interest, and engage them to act heartily in Our favour
at this or any other time.

"Sir William Johnson to the Lords of Trade, Fort Johnson, 8 Match 1756," as reproduced in EB. O'Callaghan,
ed., Documents Relative to the Cofonia/ History of the Sfare of New York, 11 vols., (Albany: Weed, Parsons,
1853-1861) VIï at 43 [bereinafter"NYCD"].
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This situation creates a legal equilibrium achievd through the balancing of theoretically qua1 and
opposite forces. While fiduciaries have a duty to act with honesty, integrity and ubemiinofides
towards their beneficiaries' bea interests the beneficiaries have a correiative right to rely upon
their fiduciaries' duties without hahg to inquire into their fiducianes' activities.

Consequently,

where both the fiduciary and beneficiary in any given fiduciary relationship act in accordance with

their respective entitlements and responsibiiities, the integrity of the relationship is maintained
through the balancing of those reciprocal rights and obiigations. Within the context of CrownNative treaty relationships, the continuation of treaty relations requires a balancing of the
reciprocal rights and obligations arising under the nature of the agreements entered into.

1l; as suggested earlier, specific fiduciary obligations arise upon the signing of treaties, it
codd be questioned where treaty obligations end and fiduciary obligations begins. While it is
important to maintain a distinction between fiduciary and treaty obiigations, to the aboriginal

peoples who rely on the tiilfillment of those obligations, describing them as treaty obligations or
fiduciary obligations is not as important as the manner in which those obiigations are fulfilled.
W~thinthe context of duties arising under aboriginal treaties, the notions of fiduciary and treaty
obiigations share much in conunon. The combination of treaty and fiduciary obligations in this
manner is one example of the contextual and integrated approach to aboriginal and treaty rights
discussed earlier. Treaties between the Crown and aboriginal peoples do not arise in a vacuumRather, they result from the nature of the interaction between the groups.

Therefore, the

negotiation of a treaty cannot be divorced fkom the general fiduciary relationship which exists
between the Crown and Native peoples. At the same tirne, the specific fiduciary obligations
created by the treaty cannot be isolated from the Crown's general fiduciary obligations to
aboriginal peoples.
As mentioned in Chapter 11, it is entirely possible for the Crown to owe both a general and

one or more specific fiduciary duties to an aboriginal group a result of its intercourse with those

people. The Crown's fiduciary obligations to aborigùial peoples may be recognised either in the
totality of its relationships or in specific events or circumstances, such as treaties. Crown-Native
fiduciary relationships and treaties are part and p a l of the larger superstniaure of Crown15SeeMidfon Oil & Gas Limited v. Nou British Dominion Oil Company Limited (1958), 12 D.L.R (2d)
705 at 7 16 (S.C.C.); Carl B. Potfer Ltd v. Mercantile Bank of Canada (1980), 8 E.T.R 2 19 at 228 (S.C.C.); T.
Frankel, "FiduciaryLaw," (I983), 71 Calif:L Rev. 795 at 824; M.V.Eilis, Fiduciary Duties in Canada, (Toronto:
De Boo, 1988) at 2-22.
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Native relations.

This superstnicture gives context and substance to the theoretical or

philosophical elements of fiduciary and treaty relationships. When examined on this macroscopic
level, the common law's isolated treatment of fiduciary and treaty relationships is inappropriate.l6
@)

Treatv Obligations. the Canons of Aboriginal Treatv Intemretation and the CrownNative Fiduciarv ReIationshi~

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the rnajonty of judicial determinations
of abonginai and treaty rights in Canada came about because governmental or private intereas
hinged upon their re~olution.!~In those decisions, the courts made exclusive use of common law
conceptualisations of the issues at hand while disregarding corresponding aboriginal
understandings.

Approxhately one hundred years later, aboriginal perspectives are just

beginning to receive consideration in judicial analyses of aboriginal nghts. The adoption of the
canons of aboriginal treaty interpretation indicates that the judiciaxy has seen fit to incorporate
aboriginal perspectives on the nature and extent of their rights into modem Canadian aboriginal
rights jurisprudence. l8
Although these principles of treaty interpretation aim to facifitate contextual and
culturally-appropriate understandings of Crown-Native treaties, they are also directly relevant to
the Crown's fiduciary obligations to aboriginal peoples. As discussed above, there is a great
degree of overlap between Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations. Moreover, the canons of
treaty interpretation were explicitly incorporated into the understanding of section 35(1) and the
Crown's fiduciary obligations to the abonginai peoples thereunder by the Supreme Court of
Canada in R v. S',mlg and, later, by the Ontario Court of Appeal in R v. Vin~ent-2~

- -

--

16That is not to say that t h e ~are no distinctions ktween the two forms of relations,only that these
dininctions have k e n emphasisd at the expense of the siguifïcant intemlationship behucen them
l'Sa, for example, Sr. Cuiherine's Milling, supro note 8; Seybold, supra note 9; Province of Ontario v.
Dominion of Canada and Province of Quebec: In re Indian Claims (The Robinson Treaties Annuities Case),
118971 A C . 199 (P.C.); Dominion of Canada v. Province of Ontario (The Treaty No. 3 Annuities Case), [1910]
AC. 637 (P.C.);Attome.v-General for Quebec v. Artomey-General for Canada, Re Indion Lands (The Star
Chrome Case) (1920).56 D.L.R 373 (l?C.)
18see the disnision in Ch. W;w also L.I. Rotman, "Taking A h at the Canons of Treaty Interpmation
in Canadian Aboriginal Rights Jurisprudence," (1997), 46 U.N.B.L.J. (forthcoming).
19(1990),70 D.L.R (4th) 385 at 408 (S.C.C.).
20[1993]2 C.N.L.R 165 at 179 (Ont. C.A.).
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In Jporrow. the Suprerne Coun explaimd that the primary design of section 35(1) was to
provide conninitional r-etion

and affirmation of aboriginal and treaty nghts. Consequently, it

hterpretation of section 35(1) had to be consistent with that fùndamental purpose.

hdd that

For ths -II,

the Court held that d o n 35(1) had to be constnied in a purposive, pro-active

Furthmore, the Court explained that the words contained in section 35(1) were to be

my.21

givm a generous and liberal interpretation? The Supreme Court foilowed the earlier decisions of

the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Sparrowu and the Ontario Court of Appeal in R v.
Agmu in making this dete1-rnination.2~ Thus, the Supreme Court's judgment in Sparrow

combineci the canons of treaty interpretation with the principles underlying Crown-Native

fiduciary relations and the historid Crown-Native relationship. This is reflected in various
statements made by the Court, such as its exhortation that the 'konternporary recognition and
affirmation of aboriginal nghts must be defined in light of this historic relation~hip."~~
In the course of its judgment in fincent. the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the
interpretive principles enunciated in Nowegijik v. R

- narnely that "treaties and natutes relating

to Indians should be liberally construed and doubtfûl expressions resolved in favour of the

Indian"26

- were a fundamental aspect ofthe Crown's fiduciary duty.2'

Although no basis for this

inclusion was made explicit in Vincent, it is a logical extension fiom the Supreme Coun of
Canada's judgment in Sparruw. In that case, the Court had explained that "the principles ...

derived nom NowegJzck, TTaylor anci WiZiims and Guen'n should guide the interpretation of S.
35(1)."28

Since section 35(1) was found by the Court in Spmow to include the Crown's

fiduciary obligation to Native peoples, the canons of aboriginal treaty interpretation, as fonnulated
in Nmegrjick and Twor cad W i l l m s , were held by the Court of Appeal in ficent to

themselves be a part of the Crown's duty.

More recently, the Supreme Court of Canada blended the canons of treaty interpretation,
the Crown's fiduciary obligation, and section 35(1) by applying the "large, Liberal, and generous
-

- - -

p
p

-

2 1 S j w r o ~supra
,
note 19 at 407. Sa the dirumon of the purposive nature of the C m ' s fiduciary duty

in Ch. V.
22lbid.
=(1986), 36 D.L.R (4th) 246 (B.C.C.A).
24(1988),65 0.R (2nd) SOS (C.A.).
2 s S p m w , supra note 19 at 408.
26(1983), 144 D.L.R (3d) 193 at 198 ( S C C.),
27See fincent, supra note 20 at 179. Sec aiso the discussion of Badger, inPa.
2gSpanow,supra note 19 at 408.
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interpretation" canon to aboriginal rights in R v. V m der Peel." In his rnajority judgment, Chief
Justice Lamer emphasised the importance of adopting a purposive approach to section 35(1), as

had been suggested in S p ~ r r a w .According
~~
to Lamer C.J.C., this purposive approach entailed
giving section 35(1) a generous and liberal interpretation in favour of the aboriginal peoples.
Although he noted that this interpretive principle was first articulated in the context of treaty
rights, he held that it arose from the fiduciary nature of Crown-Native relation^.^' This fiduciary
relationship and its implication of the honour of the Crown rneant that section 35(1) and al1 other
constitutional or statutory provisions protecting aboriginal interests had to be given generous and
Liberal interpretations?

Furtfier, the Chief Justice held that the Crown-Native fiduciary

relationship entailed that any doubt or ambiguity regarding what properly Fais within section
35(1) was to be resolved in favour of the aborigind p e ~ p l e s . ~ ~

The use of large, liberal, and generous interpretatioas of aboriginal treaties, the resolution
of ambiguities in favour of the aboriginal peoples, and the reception of extrinsic evidence are just
some of the means whereby the impact of linguistic and cultural barriers between the Crown and
the aboriginal peoples, as well as the unequal power relations between them, may be lessened.
These canons work in conjunction with the Crown's fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal
peoples. The Crown's fiduciary duty prohibits it from using its superior bargaining position to the
detriment of its aboriginal beneficiaries. These principles of treaty interpretation r e v d where the
Crown has abused its power in this manner, such as through the unilateral inclusion of treaty
terms, the misrepresentation of the nature of agreements or their effects upon the aboriginal
peoples, or the fdure to include agreed-upon terms in the written version of the final agreement.

The incorporation of aborigind understandings through the canons of treaty interpretation ailows
the judiciary to more accurately consider the nature of the Crown's obligations ui tum, the
judiciary is better equipped to determine whether the Crown has successfùlly filfilled or
discharged these obligations. This statement holds tme whether the Crown's obligations arise
under the tenns of treaties or fiom Crown-Native relations more generally.

29[ 1996) 4 C.N.L.R. 177 (S.C.C.). See the dixussion of Van der Peet in Chs. 1and W.
30~bid.
at 190.

31ibid.at 192.
32ibid.
33~bid.
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While b t h Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations stem fiom the historical interaction
between the parties, the treaties in Canada arose only d e r the fiduciary nature of Crown-Native

iatercourse had been estabiished. Indeed, as Chapter II documents, political, military, and trading

alliances between the parties were entrenched long before the signing of formal treaties between
the groups.

Therefore, when the treaties were negotiated, they were negotiated under the

auspices of the general Crown-Native fiduciary relationship. This is why Crown-Native treaty
relations ought to be viewed in light of the principles pertinent to the law of fiduciaries. Treaties

signed between the groups should have b e n negotiated by the Crown with the utmost good faith
and been consistent with the best interests of the aboriginal peoples. This would e n t d that no
sharp practice be engaged in by the Crown, that the aboriginal peoples not be lied to or taken
advantage of in the treaty process, and that the bargains concluded be equitable. Thus, where the
Crown did not subscribe to the utmost good faith or act in the best intereas of its abonginal
beneficiaries when concluding treaties, it codd be found in breach of its duty to them.
There would appear to be nothhg contentious about holding the Crown to good faith
deaiings in treaty negotiations. However, the application of fiduciary standards to the Crown's
actions in treaty negotiations could prove to be troublesome in other respects. For instance, could
the Crown engage in treaty negotiations at all if it was required to act in the abonginai peoples'
best interests? The simple answer is yes, but not in the marner that most of the treaties were
concluded or adhered to by the Crown. When dealing with so-called land sumender treaties, for
example, it must first be ascertained whether the aboriginal peoples understood those treaties as
contemplating the surrender of land rights or if the aboriginals believed that they were simply
sharing their lands with the Crown. The Crown's representations to the aboriginal peoples must
also be factored into this determination.

If it is determined that, in a particular treaty situation, the aboriginal peoples agreed to
surrender land, that finding would not result in an automatic breach of the Crown's duty. If it

may be demonstrated that the aborighals understood the implications of surrender, agreed to it,
received adequate compensation -- such as lump surn payments, annuities, goods and services," a
reasonable dotment of reserve lands, andor a guarantee that they could continue their traditionai
Westyles without interference (albeit in a modified fashion) - and the treaty was consistent with

3a
would include provisions of gain, seed livestock, gus and ammunitioq twine, a schoolhouse or

educational seMces, or a medicine chest/medical services.
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their best interests, there would not necessarily be a breach of the Crown's fiduciary obligation as
long as the Crown fiilfilied its end of the bargain?

If the Crown failed to provide the

compensation promised or did not protect aboriginal rights and practices, then it would, prima
face, be in breach of its fiduciary obligations. It should be noted that when rnany treaties were

negotiated, the aboriginal peoples were havhg difnculty surviving because of declining amounts
of animais, fish, birds, and timber caused by non-abonginai settlement.36

Y on the other hand, it is detennined that the Crown represented to the aboriginals that
they could continue to live as if no treaty had been signed, but later took possession of the land
contemplated by the treaty and forced them onto reserves, that would amount to a breach of the
Crown's fiduciary duty. This type of situation appears to have existed in a number of treaty
contexts, including Treaties 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 as documented in Chapter VI. The Crown's
duty of good fdith and avoidance of sharp practice would not permit it to misrepresent the nature
of a treaty without resulting in a breach of duty.
A related problem is that as a fiduciary, the Crown would also be bound to avoid

situations where its interests and those of the aboriginal peoples were in conflict. This is ditticult,
if not impossible, to avoid in treaty negotiations. However, it could be lessened significantly if fair
bargains were the d e rather than the exception. Therefore, the Crown could not endeavour to
obtain the greatest benefits from the aboriginal peoples in exchange for the lowest possible cost
without acting in conflict of interest. The Crown could also not use its fiduciary position to
require the aboriginai peoples to surrender lands to it. By positioning itself as a requisite
intermediary in the surrender of aboriginai land interests, the Crown could be seen as fuifilling its
fiduciary obligations by ensuring that the aboriginal peoples' interests are properly served.
However, as indicated in Chapter V's discussion of the Crown's conflict of interest, the necessity
of having the aboriginal peoples surrender their interests to the Crown before these may be
transferred to a third party is not necessary and places the Crown squarely in a conaict of interest.
An additional aspect of the Crown's fiduciary obligations to the abonginal peoples

requires that it provide full disclosure of its actions while acting in its fiduciary capacity.
Subsequently, where the Crown obtained surrenders of land fiorn the aboriginai peoples and was
351t is ciifficuit to corne to a conclusive a m e r to this hypothetid in the absena of mon detaiï about the
aboriginal peoples' circumstanœs at the tirne of the treaty.
36~hetber
these problems themelves resuited in a breach of the Crowa's duty is a ciifferen<question chat
cannot be entertained in the absence of specific hcts or Circumstances.
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either to tum over the profits from their sale to the aboriginals or use those profits to finance
annuities or other treaty 0bligations,3~the Crown was under a duty to account for the sale
proceeds. Meanwhile, the nature of the Crown's general fiduciary obligation to act in the best
interests of the aboriginal peoples, as weii as the specific fiduciary obligation to use the moneys
raised for the exclusive benefit of the aboriginal treaty signaiones, render the Crown liable to

tramfer ail such moneys to the aboriginal peoples or to expend it on their behaK
The Crown's duty of disclosure would also require it to S o m an abonginal group of the
presence of valuable minera1 deposits on the aboriginals' lands. The Crown would be in breach of
its fiduciary obligations if it did not S o m the aboriginals of this information, just as if the Crown
had secured a surrender of mineral rights fkom an abonginal group for its own benefit or that of a

third party3* As a fiduciary, the Crown may not profit personally h m such a transaction, benefit
a third party at the expense of the aboriginal peoples, or create the opportunity for personal or

third party gain without the aboriginals' informeci consent.3g The Crown is also under a duty not
to ignore its beneficiarïes' wishes where those wishes are expressly known."
As a fiduciary to the aboriginal peoples, the Crown had a responsibility to ensure that its

participation in the treaty-rnaking process was consistent with the nature of its fiduciary
obligations. It is suggested, however, that the Crown's fiduciary responsibility stretches beyond
the mere letter of the treaties to include their spirit and intex~t.~~
This is consistent with the notion

of interpreting treaties according to the aboriginals' understanding of them - as expressed by the
canons of treaty interpretation. The Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginal peoples therefore
renders it liable for any deviation fkom the fiduciary's standard of conduct in the course of its
relations with the aboriginal peoples, including its actions in negotiating and signing treaties or in

fiiifilling their terms.

''Such as the pmvinon of clothing, animais, implements, or religiw and educatiod instnicîion.
38SeeBfuebenyRNer Indian Band v. Canada (1995)- 130 D.L.R (4th) 193 (S.C.C.).
39Seethe discussion in C h V.
-or example, the Crown's actions in obtaining the nurender of lands under Treaty No. 3 h m the
Saufteaux indians to secure a right of way for the transnational railroad and to open up settlement in the West could
be seen as a breach of its fiduciaq obligations if the Sauiteau.~were not interested in surrendering those lands
outrighî, but only in providing the Crown with a rightlof-way though their temtory. See the discussion of this
point in Ch. W.
41Set also B.H. Wiidsmitb, "Treaty Rsponsities: A Co-Relationai Moder (1992), Ul3.C. L W .
Special Edition on Aboriginal Justice 324 at 332.
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(c)

Treaties. Fiduciarv Obligations- and the Naturai Resource TrmIlsfer Am-eemertts,
1930
-

One situation where the Crown would appear to have breached its fiduciary obligations to
the abonginai peoples in relation to treaty responsibilities occurred with the passage of the
Nafural Resources Trrmsfer Agreements. 1930 (hereinafter "NRTA").42 These agreements

transferred the beneficial ownership of land and naturai resources fiom the federal Crown to the
provincial Crowns of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta However, as the ensuing discussion
of case law on the NRTA will reved, it is unclear whether the NRTA's effkcts on existing treaties
between the Crown and abonguial peoples were considered by the Crown when it promulgated
the NRTA.

The primary reason for the enactment of the NRTA was to redress inequalities between
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta and the other Canadian provinces. When
these three provinces were admitted into Codederation, they did so on Iess favourable terms than
the other provinces had. The other provinces had retained the beneficiai interest in Crown lands
existing within their boundaries, including mineral and resource rights, through the operation of
section 109 of the ComtitutionAct, 1867 or the British C o l d i a Tems of Union, 1871.43 The
statutes admitting Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta into Confederation did not gant those

sarne rights. Thus, the NRTA gave those provinces the same interest in Crown lands existing
within their boundaries as that possessed by the other provinces.

The transfer of lands and resources through the NRTA was not unconditional. Each of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta had to make land available to the federal Crown to fulfiil its
outstanding treaty land entitlernentP owed to the aboriginal peoples:
Al1 lands included in Indian reserves within the Province, including those selected and
sumeyeti but not yet confbmed, as well as those confirme& shdl continue to be vested in the
Crown and administered by the Government of Canada for the purposes of Canada, and the
ProYine will from time to time, upon the request of the Superintendent General of Indian

m n , set aside, out of the unoccupied Crown lands hereby transferred to its administration,
such M e r areas as the said Superintendent General may, in agreement with the appmpriate
4 2 ~ h i l the
e abbreviation used is singular, any subsequent derences to "NRTA" are to be m d to apply
e q d y to each of the three transfer agreements. Where referenœ is intended to be made to oniy one of the transfer
agreements, chat distinction wilI be made in the text,
43Fonncrly entitled Order of Her Majesty in Cound admitting British Columbia into the Union,dated the
16thdayofMay, 1871. SeeRS.C. 1985, App. II, No. 10.
"Treaty land entitlements an promises of land made to aboriginal groups in treaties, nich as a grant of a
designated amount of land (i.e. one
to each individual in a signatory band

Minister of the Province, select as necessary to d l e Canada to Mill its obligations under the
ueaties with the indians of the Prwince. and such areas shdl thereafter be administered by
Canada in the same way in al1 respects as if they had never passed to the Province undet the
provisions h e r e ~ f . ~ ~

In addition, the NRTA provided for the application of provincial game laws to the aboriginal
peoples residhg in those provinces:
Ln order to secure to the Indiam of the Province the continuance of the supply of game
and fish for their support and subsistence, Canada agrees that the laws respecting game in force
in the ProMnce fiom time to time shall apply to the indians witbin the boundaries thereof,
pmvided, however. that the said Indians shall have the rîght, which the Province hereby assures
to them, of hunting, trapping, and fishing game and fish for f d at ail seasons of the year on aii
unoccupied Crown lands and on any other lands to which the said Indians may have a right of
ac~ess.~~

A number of hunting and fishing rights cases have focused on the application of the NRTA

to existing treaty rights. Many treaties were affected by the promulgation of the NRTA

-

specifically Treaties 1 and 2 and 4 through 8. Because of the later date of rnany of these treaties,
hunting and fishlng was practiced on a wider scale in these treaty areas than in areas covered by
some older treaties. Consequently, the NRTA's effect upon the rights that had been protected in
treaties was quite significant for the aboriginal peoples in those areas. Nevertheless, until the
the judiciary was consistent in its
recent Supreme Coun of Canada decision in R v. Bt~&er>4~
findings that the NRTA extinguished certain treaty rights guaranteed to the aboriginal peoples in
the treaties they made with the Crown.

One of the most recent judicial considerations of the NRTA's effects on treaty rights prior
to Bcuiger was the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R v. H0rsemim.~8 Mr. Horseman was

a descendant of parties to Treaty No. 8. He was charged with selling a grizziy bear hide without
having first obtained a licence under section 18 of the Alberta Wiidilife Act.49 Section 42 of the

Wildive Act made it iiiegd for any person to t r a c in wildlife except where provided for in the
Act itself, such as where a Licence was obtained under section 18. Horseman argued that the

WiI'ife Act did not apply to him. Moreover, he contended that he had a commercial right to hunt
under the terms of Treaty No. 8. The Crown maintaineci that the Act applied to Horseman

4SSeeS.C. 1930, c. 29, S. 11, S C . 1930, c. 41, S. 10, and S.C. 1930, c. 3,
into the Constitution Act, 1930 (UK),
20-2 1 Geo. V., c. 26.
%.C. 1930, c. 29, S. 13, S.C. 1930, c. 41, S. 12, and S.C. 1930, c. 3, S. 12.
47Supra note 3.
4*[1990] 1 S.C.R 901.

4?RS,A. 1980, C. W-9.

S.

10, which were incorporateci
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because of section 12 of the Aiberta NRTAJO It Uisisted that the Wild-fe Act, through the
Alberta NRTq eliminated Honeman's rights to commercial hunting under Treaty No. 8.
The Supreme Court unanimously agreed that Treaty No. 8 did contain a commercial right
to h ~ n t . ~The
l relevant portion of Treaty No. 8 stated that:
And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that they shall
have right to pursue th& usual vocations of hunting, trapping and &hhg throughout the tract
surrendered as heretofore d e s c r i i subject to such regdations as may h m time to time be
made by the Governent of the country, acting under the authority of Her Majesîy, and saving
and exceptiag such tracts as may be reqwred or taken up h m time to tirne for settfement,
mining, lumkring.,trading or other purposesurposes52

However, Justice Cory, for the majority' held that the combined effects of the Alberta NRTA and
the Alberta WiIdIifie Act eliminated this commercial hunting ri@.

Specifcally, he determined

that, in accordance with the precedents estabiished in Frmk v. 7he Queen,J3 R v. SuthetIm1d,s4

and Moosehunter v. The Queen," the NRTA "rnerged and consolidated" existing treaty rights
into a uniform set of hunting and fishing rights for ail treaty abonginai nations in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and Aiberta."

This unifonn set of rights did not include the right to hunt for

commercial purposes.
Although Justice Cory conceded that "it might be politicaily and morally unacceptable in
today's climate to take such a step as that set out in the 1930 agreement without consultation
with and concurrence of the native peoples aEkcted," he nevertheless detemined that "the power
of the federal govemment to unilaterally make such a modication is unquestioned and has not
been chailenged in this case."s7 He buttressed his conchsion, in part, by noting that Treaty No. 8
expressly limited the hunting and fishing rights guaranteed by it. Indeed, Treaty No. 8 did state

sOSeesupra note 46.

5 1 ~ f asma commerciai hunting Rght meani aiiowing aboriginal peoples under Treaîy No. 8 to uil their
proceeds of hunting: Horsenton, mpra note 48 at 919, per Wilson J,, dissenting, and at 928, per Cory I. It should
be noted, however, that Wilson J. found that Horseman's actions were inconsistent with a purely commercial
endeavour, but were concerneci with his support and subsistenœ, and thus ümited the sape of her findings
accordiagiy. Cory J., on the other hnâ, simply Md that Treaty No. 8 coafened a commercial huntting right upon
those covered by it.
s2ïbid. at 927.
s3(1977). 75 D.L.R (3d) 481 (S.C.C.).
s4(1980),113 D.L.R (3d) 374 (S.C.C.).
s5(1981), 123 DLR (3d) 95 (S.C.C.).
supro note 48 at 932-3.
s6fforsen~an,
s71bid. at 934.

that the rights contained therein were "subject to nich regdations as may from time to time be
made by the Govermnent of the country."58

The Süpreme Court's majority decision in Horsemm found that the "merger and
consolidation" of existing treaty rights by the NRTA extended the area within each province in
which aboriginal peoples could exercise their rights to hunt or fish for food to ail unoccupied

Crown lands and ail other lands upon which aboriginal peoples had a ight of access.Jg The
majority also held that the

NRTA expanded the scope of aboriginal hunting rights. They

determined that the NRTA allowed aboriginal peoples to hunt with means beyond those available
to others, including using night lights and d0gs.6~ Furthemore, the majonty judgment in

Horsemon found that treaty aboriginal peoples were not limited to hunting oniy in certain times of
the year or in the type of game they couid kill, as other individuds were. From the majonty's
perspective, the eIimination of commercial hunting rights was more than made up for by the
corresponding quidpro quo granted by the Crown via the NRTk6'
Justice Wilson was critical of what she perceived as Justice Cory's cavalier attitude
towards the nature of the treaty in his judgment in Horseman. in particular, she objected to his
lack of emphasis on the treaty's fùnction to preserve and protect the aboriginals' hunting rights.
She emphasised the solemn nature of that agreement, as well as stressing the importance of using
58~bid.
at 935. i n d a this boilerplate phrase was used e m i v e l y in abonginai treaties in relation to
hunting and fishing rights.
sglbid.at 936.
60~bid
at 933.
61~bid.The basis of Cory J.'s guidpro quo argument is without ment The hunting areas covered by the
NRTA were no broader than the abonginai signatories' traditional hunting tenitories Moreover, their future
hunting could not be Limitai to the methods they used in 1930, as this would constitute an adherence to "frozen
rights" theory uiat was explicitly rejected by the Supreme Court of Canada in Sparrow, supra note 19 at 396-7.
See also the dissentingjudgment of Wilson J. in Horsenran, supra note 48 at 921-2:

... [I]n my view the historiai evidence suggests both that the Indians had been
guaranteed the right to hunt for their support and subsistenœ in the manner that they wished
some four decades Wore the T d c r Agreement was ratined and that it is doubtfd whether the
provinces were ever in a legitirnate constitutional position to reguiate that form of hunting prior
to the T r a d e r Agreement. As a result, 1 have diffïculty in accepting my coiieague's conclusion
that the Transfer Agreement involved some sort of expansion of these hunting rights. Moreover,
it seems to me sornewbt disingenuous to attempt to j u w any unilateral "cuning d o m of
hunting rights" by the use of terminology comoting a reciprocal process in which contracting
parties engage in a mutual exchange of promises.
Even if there had been a tme quid pro quo, it was not agreed to by the aboriginal peoples, nor had they been
c o d t e d about it. The solemn nature of Crown-Native mties requins that any modification of treaty rights be
done with the consent of the aboriginal peoples aüected: see Sioui, supra note 12 at 456; see also the discussion in

Ch, l
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a large, liberal, and generous interpretation in considering the e f f i s of the Alberta NRTA upon
& she stated:
In my view, the interpretive principles set out in Nowegijick and Simon are
iùndamentally sound and have wusiderable signincance for this appeal. Any assessment of the
impact of the Transfer Agreement on the rights that Treaty 8 Indians were assured in the treaty
would continue to be protected cannot ignore the fact that Treaty 8 embodied a "solemn
engagementn. Accordingly, when interpreting the Transfer Agreement between the federal and
provinciai goveniments we must keep in miad the solemn cornmitment made to the Treaty 8
Indians by the federai governent in 1899. We shouid not readily assume that the federal
govenunent intendeci to renege on the cornmitment it had made. Rather, we should give it an
interpretation, if this is posir'ble on the language, which will impiement and be fully consistent
with that c o x ~ ~ i t m e n t . ~ ~

Justice Wdson placed significant emphasis upon abonginal understandings of the negotiations
leading up to the conclusion of Treaty No. 8. She found that the aboriginal signatories were quite

concemed about the treaty's effects on their ability to hunt and fish."

This message was also

found in the Treaty No. 8 commissioners' report:
Our chiefdi&culty was the apprehension that the hunting and fishing privileges were to
be curtailed The provision in the treaty under which ammunition and twine is to be fiiniished
went far in the direction of quieting the fears of the Indians, for they admitteci that it would be
unreasonabie to fllniish the means of hunting and fishing if laws were to be enacted whkh wodd
make hunting and fishing so restricted as to rentier it impossr'ble to mke a l i v e l i h d by such
pursuits. But over and above the provision, we had to solemnly assure them that only such l m s
as to hunting as were in the interest of the Indians and were Jound necesary in order to protect
the /ish and fur-bewing animai3 would be made, and that they would be Jee to hunt and/ish
ajler the treaty as they would be iftitey newr entered into

Justice Wilson's analysis of the historical context of Treaty No. 8 led her to conclude that
it was a solemn engagement that prornised the aboriginal signatories that they would continue to
have unlimited access to wildlife. She found that the sole basis for the aboriginal peoples signing

the treaty was the Crown's promise that their rights would be protected:

... mhe Treaty 8 cornmissioners, historians who have studied Treaty 8, and Treaty 8
Indians of several different generations unanimously a £ k n that the govemment of Canada's
promise that hunting, fishing and trapping rights would be protected forever was the sine qua
non for obtaining the Indians' agreement to enter into Treaty 8. Hunting, fishing and trapping
lay at the centre of their way of Me. Provideci that the source of their livelihood was pmtected,
62Horseman,supro note 48 at 906%.
63~bid.
at 907%.
64Jus(iœ Wilson made tbis determination after miewing the f o l i o d g sources: R Furnoleau, A s Long As
This Land Shall Last, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976); R Daniel, T h e Spirit and Terms of Treaty
Eight," in R Pnce, d,The Spirit ofthe Alberta indian Treaties, (Eâmonton: Pica Pica Ekss, 1987); A. Ray,
Commenrtary on Economic Histoty of Treaty 8 AM, unpublished report, 13 June 1985, as cited in Horseman,
supra note 48.
65H~r~eman,
supra note 48 at 910 [Emphasis added by Wison 1.1. See also the references cited by Wüson
J., ibid. at 910-1 1 .

the Indians were preparcd to dlow the grnefament of Canada to 'have titlen to the land in the
Treaty 8 ares?

In accordance with the large, liberai, and generous interpretation of treaties stressed by Justice
Wdson, she held that Treaty No. 8 was a solemn cornmitment to protect the abonginal
signatones' livelihood. Furthemore, since the treaty provided that the rights protected under it

wuld be abject to fiitwe, undefined Iimitatioa, she deterrnined that the Crown was under an
obligation to ensure that any such regdations would be consistent with the treaty's protection of
the aboriginds' way of
Justice Wdson cited a number of sources which viewed the NRTA as entailing the
protection of abonginai hunting, fishing, and trapping rights
treaty rights

-

- existing as either abonginai or

by lirniting the provinces' ability to regulate those rights.68

Whiie she

acknowledged that existing Supreme Court precedents had stated that the court was not in a
position to question unambiguous federal govermental decisions to m o d e its treaty
obligations,69 she questioned whether the NRTA was an unambiguous decision by the federal
Crown to renege on its treaty obligation^.^^ She concluded that the Alberta NRTA was not
intended to extinguish or cunail rights existing under Treaty No. 8 and that the precedents cited
by Justice Cory to support this conclusion did not, in fact, do sa7' Instead, the NRTA was

intended to provide some restriction upon commercial and sport hunting in order to preserve
certain species. It did not, however. restrict the ability of Treaty No. 8 Indians to hunt for
"support and subsistence." which included the ability to exchange or se1 meat to support
themselves and their families? Justice Wilson held that these restrictions irnposed by the NRTA
were consistent with the spirit and intent of Treaty No. 8, under which the Crown had an
%id. at 911-12. See aiso Badger, supro note 3 at 339: '. .. mt is dear that for the Indians the guarantee
that hunting, fishing and trapping rights would continue was the essential element which led to their signing the
treaties. The report of the Commissioners who negotiated Treaty No. 8 on behalf of the govenunent underscored
the importance to the indians of the right to hunt, fish and trap."
67~orseman,
supra note 48. at 9 12-13.
68See for esample, G.V. La Forut, Naturaf Resources and Public Property (Inder the Canadian
Constitution, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969) at 180; R. v. s i t h , [1935] 3 DL-R 703 at 7 0 5 4
(Sasic. C.A.);R v. StrongquiZI. [1953] 2 D.L.R 264 at 269 (Sa& C.A.);Prince v. R.. [1%4] S.C.R 81 at 84;
Frank, supra note 53 at 484-5.
"She cited R. v. Sikyea (1%4), 43 D.L.R (2d) 150 (N.W.T.C.A-),R. v. George (1966). 55 D.L.R (2d)
386 (S.C.C.),and Moosehunter, supra note 55.
7 o H o r ~ e msupra
~ , note 48 at 9 16.
71Seesupra notes 53-55.
7 2 ~ s e n m nsupra
,
note 48 at 919-20. One exception noted by W i n I. wodd k in situations where such
a restriction was required for the presenmtion of species threatened with extinction.
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obligation to protect the rights that it had guaranteed to the aboriginal signatories and their
descendants.
The Supreme Court's judgrnent in Horsemm was subsequently wnsidered in the Badger
case?

Badger, m e Horseman, was concemed with the effect of the Alberta NRTA on Treaty

No. 8 hunting rights. However, unlike Horsernm, the facts in Bodger focused on the rights of
treaty Indians to h m on private lands. The treaty had provided for the right to hunt over the

temtories surrendered, save for lands that had been taken up for senlement, mining, lumbering,
trading, or other purposes. The M T 4 meanwhile, allowed for the exercise of abonginal hunting
for food during all seasons on all unoccupied Crowa lands and any other lands to which the
abonginal peoples had a right of access. The key question for the court to determine in Bdger
was whether the appeilants had a nght of access to the private lands they were hunting on when

they were charged in light of the difTerent messages provided by Treaty No. 8 and the NRTA

The f h t of the appellants, Mr. Badger, had been charged with shooting a moose outside
of hunting season on bmsh land with willow regrowth and scrub. There were no fences or signs
posted on the land indicating that it was private property. There was, however, a f m house
located a quarter of a mile from where Mr. Badger shot the moose. Moreover, the farm house
did not appear to be abandoned. The second appellant, Mr. Kiyawasew, was charged with

hunting without a licence. He had shot a moose on a snow-covered field without fences. He had
testified that he had passed old, run-down barns and that signs were posted on the land, but he
was unable to read them fiom the road. Evidence indicated that, in the fall, a crop had been

harvested fiom the field he was hunting on. The third appellant, Mr. Ominayak, was afso charged
with hunting without a licence. He was hunting on uncleared rnuskeg, with no fences, signs, or

buildings in the vicinity of where he shot his moose. The appeals of Messrs. Badger and
Kiyawasew were dismissed. The Court found that the land they had been hunting on was visibly
being used and thus constituted land to which they had no right of access either under Treaty No.
8 or the NRTA.74 The Court's consideration of the other issues raised by the appeal focused on

the situation involving Mr. Orninayak.

nSupra note 3. Refer to the discussion of Badger in Ch. W .
'%e
court foud that the treaty right to hunt for food extended to private land, but only to private land
where such hunting would not be incompatiile wïth the use that the land was being put to. The test established by
the Supreme Court in Badger to make this detemination was what it referred to as the Vsible, incompatible use"
test. See ibid. at 343-5 1.
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The primary judgment in Badger, Mce Horseman, was rendered by Justice Cory. It agreed
with Horseman's primary finding that the hunting nghts under Treaty No. 8 had been merged and
consolidateci by the NRTA. Cory J. found that this merger and consolidation eiiminated the
commercial aspect of those rights and expanded the sape of the temtory over which the right to
hunt for food could be pursued. However, deviating from his judgment in Horseman, Justice

Cory found that the NRTA did not extinguish or replace the hunîhg rights guaranteed under the
treaty. Instead, he held that the NRTA merely modified those rights where they carne into
conflict with the NRTA. As he explained:
... CT]he existence of the NRTA has not depriveci Treaty No. 8 of legai signif~cance.
Treaties are sacred promises and the Crown's honour requires the Court to assume that the
Crown intendeci to fiilfil its promises. Treaty rights can oniy be amended where it is clear that
e f k was
~ intendeû. ... mhe Treaty No. 8 right to hunt has only been altered or modined by the
NRTA to the extent that the NRTA evinces a clear intention to e£fiect such a modification ...
Unless there is a direct confiici between the NRTA and a treaty, the NRTA will not have
modified the treaty rights?

Justice Cory found that the nghts guaranteed under Treaty No. 8 were not unlimiteci and
were explicitiy made subject to fbture regulation.

As he explahed, the existence of

conservationist legislation ui effect at the t h e Treaty No. 8 was signed indicated that
conservation was a legitimate bais for limiting treaty nghts and was understood by the Indians as
~ u c h . 'Justice
~
Cory detemiined that paragraph 12 of the Alberta NRTA explicitly contemplated

the limiting of hunting through provincial legislation designed for conservation purposes.
However, he held that the licensing scheme established by the Alberta WiIdlife Act unreasonably
lirnited the aboriginals' exercise of their treaty nghts to hunt for food. The Act had required
treaty lndians to apply and pay for the pnvilege of exercising nghts that had already been

guaranteed to them by treaty.
Since the court held that treaty nghts are not absolute and that the treaty expressly
contemplated friture regulation, it found that the justificatory test established in Sparrow should
determine whether the provincial regulations enacted pursuant to the Alberta NRTA amounted to
a justifiable hfikgement of treaty rights. However, no evidence had been led to j u s t e the
application of the regulations to Mr. Orninayak's situation.

Moreover, the question of

75~bid.
at 342-3.
'%id. at 352. This point had ken made eariier by Cory J. in his majority d a o n in Horseman: xe
Horseman, supra note 48 at 935. See the cornmentaq in C h VII, note 99.

justification was not addressed by the lower courts. Because of these shortcornings, a new trial
was ordered.

The additional rasons provided by Justice Sopinka agreed with the disposition of the
appeal and the reasons thereof provided by Justice Cory, aside fiom his handiing of the
relationship between Treaty No. 8, the NRT4 and section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982.

Rather than viewing the NRTA as amending the rights containeci in the treaty, as Justice Cory
had, Justice Sopinka sided with Cory J. 's majority decision in Horsemm in finding that the NRTA
replaced the treaty rights entirely:
To chacterite the NRTA as modiflùig the Treaty is to treat it as an amending
document to the Treaty. This cieariy was not the intent of the NRTA. ... if the NRTA merely
modifiai the Treaty, an Indian hunting on Treaîy lands couid daim the right under the Treaty
whiie an Indian hunting in other parts of the provixtce could daim only under the NRTA. ... It
might be suggesîed that the NRTA both amended the Treaty and, as an independent
constitutionai document, amended the Constitution. if this were the intent, it is di8ticult to
undersrand why ail the terms of the Treaty relating to the right to hunt for food were replicated in
the N R T A ~

Consequently, after the passage of the NRTq Justice Sopïnka determhed that it was the sole
source of the right of aboriginal peoples to hunt for food that had previously been provided in

Treaty No.8:

... [Tlhe proper cbaracterization of the relatiooship between the NRTA and the Treaty
nghts is îhat the sole source for a claixn involving the right to hunt for food is the NRTk The
Treaty rights have been subsumai in a document of a higher order. The Treaty may be relied on
for the purpose of asnsting in the interpretation of the NRTA, but it has no other legal
signifi~ance.~*
Since the NRTA was deemed to be the sole source of the aboriginal nght to hunt for food,
Justice Sopinka held that that right was not a treaty right protected by section 35(1).

The right

still received constitutional protection, but as a result of the fact that the NRTA was, itself, a
constitutional document. Although the rights asserted by the appeilants were found by Justice
Sopinka not to be section 35(1) treaty rights, he held that the canons of treaty interpretation were
nevertheless applicable since they arose "out of the nature of the relationship between the Crown
and abonginal peoples."m He found that the NRTA's protection of aboriginal rights to hunt for

food was not absolute, but was expressly subject to justifiable limitation. Such limitation included

-

n~adger,supra note 3 at 330.
781bid.at 331.
791bid.

legislation premised on conservationist practices and prinQpIes.80 The detemination of whether
the constitutionafly-proteaed rights of abongtnals to hunt for food under the NRTA could be
limited by legislation was to be made by analogy to the Sparrow justificatory test:
Although the Sporrow test was developed in the context of S. 35(1), the basic thnist of
the test, to protect aboriginal rights but also to pennit governments to legislate for legitimate
purposes where the IegisIation is a justinable infkingement on those protected rights, applies
quaiiy weli to the regdatory authority graned to the provinces under para. 12 of the M U A as
to f e r a i power to legisfate in respect of Xndian~.~~

The decisions in Horseman and Badger demonstrate the judiciary's acceptance of the
Crown's ability to unilateraiIy extinguish or alter treaty rights. This conclusion was reached by
the Supreme Court despite its recognition of the solemnity of treaties and the necessity of
upholding the honour of the Crown throughout its dedings with the aboriginal peoples."

The

decisions in Horseman and W g e r run contrary to the understanding of treaties suggested in
Chapters 1 and VI - namely, that they are solemn commitments that cannot be unilaterally altereâ
by the Crown, whether by constitutional amendment üke the NRTA or simple legislation.

Moreover, these decisions are incompatible with the Crown's general fiduciary duty to act in the
best interests of aboriginal peoples as weU as its specitic obligations to the a b o r i g d peoples
under the various treaties affected by the N R T k Maintaining the honour of the Crown and
avoiding sharp practice in al1 dealings with aboriginal peoples is clearly offended by finding that
the NRTA may unilaterally ovemde or aiter the nature of solemn, pre-existing agreements. This

was recognised by the additiod reasons provided by Kerans J.A in the Alberta Court of
Appeal's disposition of Badget:
... 1 fïnd the approach taken by the majoriîy in Horseman about the H e c t of the
Constitution Act. 1930 upon treaty rights deeply troubiing ... My conœm is that whatever
happened in 1930 happened without the participation of one party to the Treaty. The aboriginal
Canadians were not invited to participate in the negotiations leading to the 1930 agreement 1
incline to the view that they did not believe they were changing any native rights. I fear the
notion of "merger and consolidation" is the remit of a patina applied by a later generation of
judiciai interpretation. That is the reason for my disquiet, and for these additional rea~uns.~~

If the Crown may unilaterally extinguish or alter the terms of solemn and binding treaties,
it cannot simuitaneously act in the best interests of the aboriginal peoples. Consequently, the
Supreme Court's sanction of such activity in Horseman and Badger runs contrary to the nature of
gOiM.at 332.
81~bid.
at 3334.

"Sec ibid. at 331, per Sopinka J., and at 340, per Coq I.
=(1993), 8 Alta. L.R (3d) 354 at 361 (C.A.).
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the Crown's position as fiduciary. The Crown's ability to engage in such activities nuis contrary
to the representations made by the Crown in the treaties and during their negotiation It is also
inconsistent with the notion that beneficiaries may rely on their fiduciaries' fidelity t o their best
interests and not inquire into any deviation fiom that standard."

In the context of the NRTA's

effèct on treaties, this entails that the aboriginal peoples should be able to rely on the Crown's
protection of their treaty nghts without h a k g to inquire into whether the Crown remained
faithful to its treaty representations. %y undertaking specific obligations in the treaties, the
Crown, as fiduciary, cannot alter those obligations through the NRTA without obtaining the
consent of its beneficiaries. Finally, the constitutional affirmation and protection of aboriginal and
treaty rights in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982, which incorporates the Crown's

fiduciary d u 9 to Native peoples, is offended by the Crown's powers as described in Horsemari

and Badger. While Canadian courts have d e d that t was withh the legislative ability of the
Crown to extinguish, m o w , or alter aboriginal or treaty rights prior to 17 April 1982,83 those
courts have never answered whether taking such action offends the Crown's pre-existing fiduciary
obligations to the abonginal peoples.

In its decision in Guerin, the Supreme Court found that the Crown's fiduciary obiigations
to aboriginal peoples were rooted, in part, in the Royal Prociamution of 1763.86 It has been
argued in this dissertation that the Crown's obligations predate the Proclamation and that the

Proclamation was merely an m a t i o n of pre-existing obligations." Therefore, in rooting the
Crown's duty in the Proclamation, the fiduciary duty found to exist in Guerin may be traced back
to the early stages of the formative years of Crown-Native relations, or, at the very least, to the
Treaty of Albany, 1664.
Whether the Crown's duty is traced back to the Treaf~ of Albany or the Royd

PtocImatiorz of 1763, it is clear that the Crown possessed fiduciary obligations to the abonginal
peoples at the time the NRTA was promulgated. Even if the Crown was unaware of the fiduciary
nature of its obligations in 1930 -- given the fact that those duties were only described as fiduciary

in 1984 - or that treaties entail fiduciary responsibility, it should have recognised that the soiemn
nature of treaties carrieci with them legally binding obligations. The solemn nature of the treaties
%ee supra note 15.

8S~ote'for example, Simon v. R. (1984). 24 D.L.R (4th) 390 at 409 (S.C.C.); Sibeu, supra note 69 at 154.
%uerin v. R (1984), 13 D.LR (4th) 321 at 340 (S.C.C.).
"Sec the dirumon on this point in Ch. 1 and m.

shodd predude the Crown from daterally altering its historical treaty c o ~ t m e n t s .
Alternatively, the Crown's fiduciary obligations provide a bais for remedial aid where the Crown
does breach thern?

In the Guerin and S'OW decisions, the Supreme Court of Canada recognised and
solidined the existence of the Crown's fiduciaxy duty to aboriginal peoples. In Sparraw, the
Court held that the Crown's fiduciary duty in section 35(1) of the Comtitution Act. 1982
tempered the Crown's section 91(24) powers." As the Court explaineci:
Federal legislative powen continue, including, of course, the right to legislate with
respect to Indians pursuant to S. 91(24) of the Constitution Act. 1867. These powers must,
however, now be tead together with section 35(l). In other words, federal power must be
reconciIed with federal duty and the best way to achieve that reconciliation is to demand the
justiEication of any govenunental regulation that infnnges upon or denies aboriginai rights. Such
scxutiny is in keeping with the h i r d interpdve principle enunciated in Nowegijick ... and the
concept of holding the Crown to a high standard of honourabk dealing with respect to the
abriginai peoples of Canada as suggested by Guerin ...90

This finding entaiis that the Crown's abiiity to legislate in respect of abaiginal peoples, whether
by statute or constitutional amendment, is subject to the Crown's fiduciary duty to the aboriginal

peoples. The logicai implication of this holding is that the Crown cannot legislate in respect of the
aboriginal peoples in a marner contrary to its fiduciary obligations to them. An exception to this
general statement exists however, where a governmental legislative initiative is justified under the
justincatory test established in S'm.
By Whie of the implications of the Guen'n and SVOW

decisions iliustrated above,

contemporary courts are obliged to render the application of the NRTA subject to the Crown's
fiduciary obligations. This statement holds true despite the fact that the Crown may not have

been aware of the fiduciary nature of its duties at that tirne. Whiie this may appear to be an

hiaorical anachronism created by the cornmon law, the precise name given to the Crown-Native
relationship is not what is important; rather it is the ramifications of the parties' interaction and
whether that gives rise to legally enforceable obligations. This notion is consistent with the
theoreticai underpinnings of fiduciary doctrine, in which a relationship's dynamics cause it to be
fiduciaxy, not whether the relationship fits into already-established categories of fiduciary
8 8 ~ should
t
k noted, though, that the Canadianjudiciary generally did not mgnise treaty obligations as
binding in law at that tirne. See, for example, Attorney-Generai of Ontario v. Attomey-GeneraI of Canada: Re
Indian Claims (the Robinson Treaties Annuities case), [1897] AC. 199 at 213 (P.C.);R v. Wesley* [1932] 4
D . L R 774 at 788 (Alta. CA).
8 9 ~ p r r om
~ , p note 19 ai 409.
901bid.
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relations.9' The dynamics of early Crown-Native relations, as described in previous chapters,
gave rise to fiduciary relations between the parties as a result of their mutual reliance on each

other and their obligations to each other for trade, political, and military purposes.
By upholding the Crown's ability to unilaterally eliminate or ovemde exîsting treaty rights'
the Supreme Court in W g e r effectively sanctioned the Crown's breach of its general fiduciary
duty to act in the best interests of aboriginal peoples as well as its specific obligations under
Treaty No. 8. Maintainhg the honour of the Crown and avoiding sharp practice in ail dealings
with the aboriginal peoples, principles explicitly endorsed in Badger,." are clearly offended by
fincihg that the NRTA rnay, without consultation or consent, ovemde or alter the nature of

solemn, pre-existing agreements." Equally important, the incorporation of the Crown's fiduciary

duty in section 35(1) of the Coll~fitutronAct. 1982 is offended by the Crown's powers as
described in Badger.
The passage of legislation that directly contravenes or offends existing aboriginal and
treaty rights, or the obligations of the Crown to preserve and protect those rights, is inconsistent
with the Crown's historical undertakings to protect the abonginal peoples. The federal Crown's

exclusive legislative juridiction over "Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians" under section
9 l(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867is not unlimiteci. The section 9 l(24) power has been held by

the Supreme Court of Canada in Sparrow to be tempered by section 35(l)'s recognition and
afnrmation of abonginal and treaty rights, as well as by the Crown's fiduciary obligations.94
Whiie this state of affain is unquestioned post-1982, the pre-existing nature of the Crown's

- which merely affirmed pre-existing
Crown obligations predating the Royal Proclamation of 176Ps- ought to render tbis readilyfiduciary duty and the protections included in section 35(1)

accepted principle equdy applicable to matters arising prior to 1982. Therefore, if section 35(1)

is to be understood as a continuation of pre-existing Crown undertakings to respect and protect
abonginai and treaty nghtsSg6then the Canadian judiciary's h d i i g s with respect to pre-1982
changes to aboriginal and treaty rights is incorrect.
- -

9 L ~ .Rotman,
~.
"Fiduciary Doarine:

A Concept in Need o f Undemandùig," (1996). 34 Altu. L. Rev. 821 al

829-3 1.
92~upronote 3 at 33 1,

pu Sopinka J., and 3 4 per Cory I.

93Re$erback to the comments by Kerans J.A. =pro note 83.
"Sec the disnission of this point, i n t .
gs~his
notion was raised in Ch iII and will be discussed fiirther in Ch.K.
%ASsuggested in Ch. 1 and which wiil be discussed M e r in Ch. IX

The Sparrow decision cleady demonstrates that the Crown's section 91(24) powers are
not absolute. It requires federal legislation that i d h g e s aboriginal rights to pass a justificatory

standard before it may be h1plernented.9~In

x,

doing, S'OW has instituted limitations on the

federal Crown's ability to legislate in respect of "Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians" that
were not previously recognised. Yet, the test outlined in SVOW

ought to be viewed as part of a

larger fiamework that more accurateiy accounts for the Crown's obligations to aboriginal
peopie~.~*
This larger framework recognises that the Crown's obligations predate the creation of
section 91(24) in 1867. Scrutinising the Crown's advities under this fiarnework renders the
Crown's promulgation of the NRTA as a means to h t pre-existing treaty rights questionable.
A similar concem exists regarding Canada's adherence to the Migratory Bir&

Convention, 191699 vis-à-vis promises made to the aboriginal peoples in Treaty No. 1 I in 192 1.

Much like Treaty No. 8, Treaty No. 11 provided that the aboriginal signatories "shall have the
nght to pursue their usud vocations of hunting, trapping, and fishing throughout the tract
surrendered as heretofore described." Like Treaty No. 8, the rights guaranteed in Treaty No. 1 1
were subject to "such regdations as may fkom time to tirne be made by the Government of the
Country," and excepted tracts taken up for setîlement, mining, lumbering, trading, or other
purposes. However, just as the abonginai signatones to Treaty No. 8 had been assured that their
hunting and fishing privileges would remain the sarne after the treaty as they had been previously,
the Treaty No. 11 commissioner, H.A Conroy, also reporteci that he had asmred the aboriginals
that their ability to hunt, trap, and fish would be unaffecteci by the treaty:
The Indians seemed afraid, for one thing, that their libexty to hunt, trap and fish would
be taken away or curtaiied, but were assured by me that thk would not be the case ...and, in hct,
that more twine for nets and more ammunition were *en under the terms of this treaty than
under any of the preccding ones, this went a long way to calm their fears.'O0
As Johnson I.A. aated in R v. Sikyeu, a w e wnceming the ability of Treaty No. 11 Indians to

hunt migratory birds, "there is nothing in this [treaty commissioners'] report which would indicate
97See the discussion in Ch. K.
98~lthoughthis argument is l e s convincing when one acmunts for the modifications to the Spmrow test in
R. v. Gladsrone, [19%] 4 C.NL.R 65 (S.C.C.). See the discussion of Gladsrone in Ch. V; see also K. McNeil,
"How Can Infringements of the Constiîutional Rights of Abonginal Peoples be Justified," (1997), 8(2)
Constitutional Forum 33 at 39.
9 9 S p c Q n ~ ythe sanction, ratification, and confirmation of the Convention by Canada via the Migratoy
Bi& Convention Act, 1917 (Can.), c. 8 and, later the Convention's implementation in Canadian law thn>ugh the
Migratory Bi& ConventionAct, RS.C. 1952, c. 179.

that the Indians were told that their rïght to shoot migratory birds had already been taken away
60m them.""Jl Moreover, he explauied that "It is of some importance that while the Indians in
the Northwest Territories continued to shoot ducks at all seasons for food [in contravention of the

Migratory Bir& Comerition Act regulations], it is oniy recently that any attempt has been made
to etlforce the Act."1°2
There are dineremes between the situations involving the NRTA and the Migratory Bir&

Comention Act. The primary dserence between the effects of the NRTA on treaty rights versus
that of the Migratory Bir& Convention Act is that the latter preceded the signing of Treaty No.
11, whereas the treaties affected by the NRTA were already in existence when the legislation was

promuigated. Nevertheiess, Comrnissioner Conroy's assurances to the aboriginals that their
hunting rights would remain unaffected by the treaty mitigates against concluding that the Crown
could ignore those assurances through regulations implemented under the Migraoty Bir&

Convention Act . Whether the situation contemplated in Sikyea may have been, as Johnson J.A.
suggested, "a case of the left hand having forgotten what the nght hand had done"l03 is
immateriai. Such a situation would still not entail that the Crown, in concluding a treaty under

false pretenses, was not bound to redress the situation. It was within the ability of the Crown, for
example, to exempt the Treaty No. 11 Indians fkom the application of the Migratoty Bir&

Cormtiorz Act and its regulations.
In light of the Supreme Court of Canada's edict in Sparrow, the effects of the NRTA and
the Migratory Bir& Convention Act on abonginal treaty rights cannot be perfunctorily dismissed
by statements such as that made by Justice Cory in Horseman that "the power of the federal
.-

- -

lo0~reatyNo. I I (June 77, 1921) and Adhesion (July 17. 1922) with Reports, Etc. (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 1957) at 3.
iolSikyeu,supra note 69 at 159. Note aiso the statement made by Momw J. in Re Paulette, supra note 4
at 33 c o n c e d g reptesentations made regarding Treaties 8 and I I :

-

Throughout the hearings More me there was a common thread in the testimony that
the Indians were repeatedly assured they were not to be deprived of their hunting, fkhing and
trapping rights. To me, hearing the wimesses at 6rst hand ... many of whom were there at the
signing, some of hem having been directly invoIved in the treaty making, it is almost
unbelievable that the Government party couid have ever returned h m their efforts with any
impression but that they had given an assurance in perpeniity to the Indians in the territories that
their traditionai use of the lands was not aiZected
lo2sikyea,supra note 69 at 159.
lo31bid.at 158- See aiso ibid. where Johnson J.A stated that "1 cannot believe that the Govemment of
Canada realized îhat in implementing the Convention they were at the same time breaching the treaties that they
had made with the Indians. h is much more iikely that these obligations under the treaties were overlooked ..."
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goveniment to udaterafly rnake such a modification is unquestioned."'04

The Sparraw decision

infringes upon the Crown's ability to unilaterally dter treaty nghts existing as of 17 Apd 1982.
Meanwhile, the Crown's pre-existing and contïnuing fiduciary obligations to the aboriginal
peoples would prevent the Crown fiom departhg from the promises it had agreed to and included
in a treaty. Insofiir as these fiduciary obligations arose long before section 35(1), and that section
35(1) ought to be viewed as a contemporary, aibeit constitutional, afEirmation of long-held

principles and obligations, the Crown's abiIity to extinguish treaty rights prior to 17 Apd 1982
shouid not be seen as absolute, as Sikyea and Horseman suggest.
The majority decision in Horseman is not particularly sensitive to the historicd context of

events around the tirne of Treaty No. 8 and the NRTA As such, it stands in strong opposition to
the Supreme Court's contemporaneous judgments in Sioui and Sparruw. The Supreme Court's
judgments in Badger are somewhat more fatffil to the history of negotiations leading up to
Treaty No. 8, as well as the basis for the NRTA's implementation. The majority's change in

approach fiom Horseman to Badger may be traced directly to Justice Wilson's dissenting
judgment in Horseman. She stressed that the Crown was obliged to foster conditions that would
protect the rights it had guaranteed to the aboriginals in Treaty No. 8. Justice Wilson's emphasis
on viewing the NRTA in iight of the treaties it affecteci and the rights enshrined in them is
illustrated, to v m g degrees, in both judgments in Bodger.los As Justice Cory stated in Badger,
the purpose of the NRTA was to permit the provinces to enact regdations designed to promote
the conservation of resources,lM not to arbitrarily limit or otherwise infringe upon aboriginal

treaty nghts. IO7
(d)

Conclusion

Although treaties may not have been regarded as nation-to-nation agreements by the
Crown, that has no bearing on the binding nature of the treaties as indicated in the representations
-

104~orsemun,
supra note 48 at 934. A d a r statement was made by Johnson J.A in Sikyea, supra note 69
at 154.

lo5Seefor example, Bodger, supra note 3 at 353: "It must stilf be determincd whether the manner in which
the iicensing scheme is administered conflicts with the hunting right provided under Treaty No. 8 as modified by
the NRTk This analysis should take in10 accouat the wording of the treaty and the MUA."
l0"hdeed, the NRTA eqressly contemplata the protection of existing aboriginal mty rights. See
paragraph 12 of the Alberta NRTA,which is premised upon the desire "to secure to the Indians of the Province the
continuance of the suppiy of game and fish for their support and subsistence."
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made by the Crown's negotiaton. Indeed, the Western post-lonfederation treaties were not
characteriseci by the Crown as being any dserent in nature tban the post-Codederation treaties
signed in the East or pre-Codederation treatiedo8 The Crown represented these later treaties as
nation-to-nation alliances or partnerships with the aboriginals, just as it had with earlier treaties.

This fact is evidenced by the statements made to the aboriginals in the various treaties?

The

Crown further represented that the aboriginals would be fiee to continue their ways of life as if
there had been no treatyiiO These Western Canadian treaties therefore ought to be regarded as
entaihg solemn and binding responsibilities of a lasthg nature essentidy sirnilar to those
contained in the earlier treaties. Insofar as beneficiaries are entitled to rely on their fiduciaries'

fidelity to their best interests and need not inquire into am/ deviation fiom that standard, the
aboriginal peoples ought to be able to rely on the Crown's continued representatiow of treaties as
nation-to-nation agreements even if the Crown no longer regarded the treaties in that rnanner.lll
The NRTA was a unilateral enactment by the federal government. The govemment did
not consult the aboriginal peoples about the potential effects of the NRTA upon their rights or
obtain their consent to it. Consequently, the legislation cannot be read to have an adverse impact
upon existing treaty rights without resulting in a prima facie breach of the Crown's general and
specific fiduciary obligations.

While the Sparrow decision held that the Crown's fiduciary

obligations were included in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, they existed long before
the promulgation of section 35(1). Thus, the Crown's fiduciary obligations maintain a separate
existence fiom section 35(1). Consequently, the Crown's prima facie breach of fiduciary duty by
enacting the NRTA would have existed even in the absence of section 35(1), during the penod
from 1930 up to 17 April 1982. The incorporation of the Crown's fiduciary duty into section
35(1) merely enhanced the need to consult with the aboriginal peoples or to obtain their consent

107~adger,
supra note 3 at 353, per Cory J. and at 330, per Sopinka J.
lo8SeeHenderson, supra note 3 at 249,258-60.217-8.
lo9See the discussion of the Crown's representations in its treaties with the aboriginal peoples h m the
Treaty of Albany, Covenant Chain and Maritime treaties in Ch II to the Treaîy ofNiagara in Ch. DI and the later
treaties in Ch. VI and MI.
llOSeeA. Morris, The Treaties of Canada with The Indians of Manitoba and the Narth-West Territories,
Including the Negotiations on Which They Were Based. and Other Infonnation Relating Thereto, (Toronto:
Belfofds, Clarke, 1880); Pnce? supra note 64; Furnoleau, supra note 64; H. Cardinal, The Unjust *Society,
(Edmonton: Hurtig, 1969); M. Jadrsoa, The Articulation of Native Rights in Canadian Law," (1984), 18 U.B.C.
L. Rev. 255; Henderson, supra note 3,
%ee supra note 15.
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in situations where governmental legislaiive initiatives had the potential to advenely &ect

section

35(1) rights.

The promulgation of section 35(1) and its prohibition on the extinguishment of aboriginal
and treaty rights does not entail that Crown legislation may never i n h g e upon those rights.

Rather, legislation that advenely affects the existence of such rights wil1 be subjected to a
justincatory standard to determine whether the f i g e m e n t was pennissible under the
cucuinstances in question. The standard for nich Iegislative initiatives mua, however, account

for the Crown's pre-existing fiduciary duties in its balancing of govemmental objectives versus the
constitutiondy-mandated need to protect section 35(1) rights. As will be discussed M e r in the
next chapter, section 35(1) mates a constitutiondy-based tiamework for the protection of
aboriginal and treaty rights and the Crown's obligations to safeguard those rights.

IX.
-

Conclusion
ludges have, by the nature of their office, a particular concern with the
normative structure of a community tbrough tirne. The very means by which
they justifjt their decisions wuire that they refiect upon the substance of
previous judgernents, that they care about consistency over time and across
mtüemporaneousjudgernents, and that thqr take seriously the law's daim to be
a framework ofjustice.

The primary fbnction of this dissertation has been to establish the fiamework for a unifieci,
contextuai, and culturdy-appropriate understanding of aboriginal and treaty rights.

Earlier

chapters have argued that much of the present jurisprudence is premised upon improper
assumptions about Crown-Native relations. These assumptions have created a faulty basis upon
which to make appraisals of abonginai and treaty rights. Judicial failures to regard the context in
which abonginal and treaty rights have existed and continue to exist have also been posited herein
as major obstacle to the courts' ability to adequately deal with those issues.

With limited

exceptions in the area of treaties, the courts have also not been particularly sensitive to abonguüil
interpretations of their rights. To construct a framework that is better suited for understanding

abonginal and treaty rights, it has been necessary to provide a foundation that more adequately
reflects the sui generis nature of those rights and Crown-Native relations generaily.
Part 1 of this work sought to provide this foundation by dispeiiing sorne misconceptions

about the nature of Crown-Native relations. British clairns to aboriginal lands based on papal
bulls, royal charters, or notions of discovery, conquest, or settlement were proven ta have been
ineEective under the jus genziwn or the practicai realities of sixteenth and seventeenth century
North America. Instead, Britain's power in North America was demonstrated to have arisen as a
result of the CO-operationand assistance of the aboriginal peoples. Meanwhiie, the p ~ c i p l e sof
peace, fiiendship, and respect respect that were depicted in the Two-Row Wampum that
accompanied the Treaq of A l b q were shown to have played a fundamental role in the
establishment and continuation of Crown-aboriginal relations.

By examlliing Crown-Native

relations in an appropnate context, it was possible to reveal their true nature.
Emphasisïng the context of Crown-Native relations has been suggested to be more
reflective of the chamter of the parties' interaction than the Canadian judiciary's analysis of
'J. W w r , "The Jurisprudenœ of Regret: The Search for Standards of Justice in M a b ~ (1995),
,~
17
Sydtey L Rev. 5 at 274.
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individual relationships in a vacuum. Thus, Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations should
not be viewed only as autonomous entities. The discussion of the Crown-Native fiduciary
relationship in Part II and the status and effect of treaties and treaty negotiations in Part III was
geared towards demonstrating theu respective places both on the microscopie level and within the
larger aboriginal rigbts superstructure, or the macroscopic level.
The Crown-Native fiduciary relationship was built on the historicd interaction between
the parties during the formative yean of their interaction. The fiduciary nature of Crown-Native
relations was shown to have ernanated from the parties' reliance upon each other through a
variety of trade, military, and political partnerships. The groups' power to affect each other's

interests and their respective vulnerability to that power created this fiduciary relationship. The
rights and responsibilities encapsdated by the Crown-Native fiduciary relationship may be seen in

the early treaties between the parties, such as the Treaty of A l b q and the Covenant Chain
alliance, as well as in later documents, such as the Royal ProcIamution of 1763 and the Treaty of
Niagia.
It has been suggested that the early interaction between the parties created an inchoate
fiduciary relationship that was crystailised during the formative years of Crown-aboriginal
relations. This formative penod, in tuni, was argued to be the basis of modem Crown-Native
fiduciary relations. The Crown's obligations under this relationship and the fiduciary pnnciples
that govem the Crown's actions were illustrated in Chapter IV.

Meanwhile, Chapter V

considered some of the key issues surrounding the application of fiduciary doctrine to CrownNative relations. It also contemplated the legal implications of characterishg those reIations as
fiduciary.
Crown-Native treaty relations were argued to be fùndamental aspects of the interaction
between the groups. The examination of Crown-Native treaties in Part III emphasised the
necessity to account for both parties' understandings of the purpose and intent of those
agreements. Chapter VI focused on the understandings of treaties held by the Crown and the
abonginai peoples. It enhanceci these understandings by placing the treaties in an histoncal and
dturdy-appropriate context drawn, in part, fiom the discussion in Part 1. Chapter W looked to
the law's method of interpre~gCrown-aboriginal treaties in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. It encapsuiated both traditional approaches to treaty interpretation as weli as more
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modem techniques. The focus of the latter was the canons of treaty interpretation that govem the
contemporaryjudicial interpretation of treaties.

Part N of the dissertation iliustrated the integration of aboriginal and treaty rights issues

by highlighting the wduence of Crown-Native fiduciary and treaty relations. Because of the
common historical interaction between the Crown and aboriguial peoples that provides the

background to their fiduciary and treaty relations, it has been argued that it is inappropriate to
regard one forrn of these relations without looking to the other. The Crown's generai and specific
fiduciary obligations have been show to be engaged by Crown-Native treaty relations.
Meanwhile Crown-Native treaty relations were demonstrated to give rke to new fiduciary
obligations. Indeed, treaties were contended to be concrete manifestations of individual fiduciary
relationships between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. Chapter Vm's examination of this
confiuence suggested the need for a sui generis approach to aboriginal and treaty rights that
would assist in the implementation of a unifieci, contextua17and dturally-appropriat e framework
for understandimg those rights. This suggestion built upon the discussion of Crown-aboriginal
fiduciary and treaty relations in Parts II and III and the history of Crown-Native relations in Part
1.

From these chapters, it rnay be seen that the early interaction between the Crown and the
aboriginal peoples providecl the impetus for fùrther relations between the groups. These relations

grew and became increasingly complex during the formative years of Crown-Native intercourse.
The formative years of Crown-Native relations solidified and expanded the tiduciary and treaty
relationships between the groups that continue to the present day. Al1 of these issues may be seen
~ i o n1982. It is the latest installment in a long
to converge in section 35(1) of the C o ~ t ~ ~ i t uAct,

line of Crown afbnations to the aboriginal peoples of its intention to fiiffil1 its historicai
cornmitments to them.
(a)

Section 35!1):

The Latest Cha~terin Crown-Native Relations

Section 35(1) carries on nom the Crown's representations and promises made over the
history of Crown-aboriginal relations. These representations ùiclude those containeci in various
treaties signed between the Crown and Naave peoples and in policy documents me the Royal

Pruciumation of 1763 and other instructions to colonial govemors discussed in Chapter III.
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Therefore, section 35(l)'s &mation and protection of aboriginal and treaty rights is not a new
understanding of aboriginal and treaty rights, but an affirmation of the understanding of those
rights that may be seen in a variety of historicai sources.
Placed within its proper conte* section 35(1) may be seen to be a continuation of the
principles of peace, fiiendship, and respect that has exiaed as a findamental element of CrownNative relations from the eady stages of the parties' interaction. Thus, section 35(1) should be
understood to adopt the propositions addressed in earlier chapten, nich as the solernn status of
treaties and the bindiig nature o f the Crown's fiduciary obligations on its section 91(24) powers.
For these rasons, the term "existUig" wntained within section 35(1) ought to include those
aboriginal and treaty righîs that cm be factually demonstrateci to exkt in light of the history of
Crown-Native relations. This includes al abonginal and treaty rights wrongfully extinguished in
breach of the Crown's fiduciary and treaty obligations to the abonginai peoples.
As discussed in Chapter IV, the Supreme Court of Canada heid in S w r o w that the

concept of "existing7' aboriginal and treaty rights excluded nghts which had been exthguished
prior to that date, but included dl other rights in their full and origind fom.2 This entails that al1
rights which had not been extinguished pnor to 17 April 1982, including those rights which had
been all but extinguished through governmentai regdation, were given constitutionai m a t i o n
and protection in the form they enjoyed prior to their regdation. Chapter Vm7sdiscussion of the

Horsemd and Sikyed, cases has argued that the Crown's pre-existing and continuing fiduciary
and treaty obligations to the aboriginal peoples prevent the Crown from extinguishing aboriginal

or treaty nghts in a manner inconsistent with those obligations. Abonginal and treaty rights are to
be viewed in connection with the cultural and physical s u ~ v aof
l aboriginal peopies.5 This mode
of definition transcends arictly temporal considerations. Instead, it focuses on the continued
vitality of aboriginal societies. This stands in marked contrast to the recent Supreme Court of

R. v. Sparrow (1990), 70 D.LR (4th) 385 at 396-7(S.C.C.).
901. W e the Supmme Court's majority decision in R v. Badger (1W6), 133 D.L.R
(4th) 324 (S.C.C.) departed somewhat h m the principles formulateci in Horsemm, the majority decision in
Badger agreed with the Horseman decision that the Alberta Narurai Resources Trm.@erAgreement, 2930 did
eliminate the abriginais' commercial rights tbrough its merger and consolidationof existing nghts.
4(1964), 43 D.L.R (26) 150 (N.W.T.C.A.).
s S ~ o wsupra
,
note 2 at 402.

'11 9901 1 S.C.R

Canada decisions in the V m der Peet trilogy: in which the Court held that aboriginal rights under
section 35(1) could only be nghts traced directly to pre-contact practices7
As Lyon suggests, "S. 35 entrenches exining rights, not existing precedents and methods

of interpretation."8 Therefore, where aboriginal or treaty rights were wrongfùily extinguished
prior to 1982, those rights ought to be recognised as bbexisting"and shodd now receive
constitutionai protection? Where the wording of a statute failed to indicate Parliament's intent to

extinguish certain aboriginai or treaty rights pnor to 1982, even where the aatute was
incompatible with the continued existence of those rights, the rights were not clearly and plauily
extinguished as required by law.lo Consequently, they continue to exist and deserve constitutionai
protection under section 3S(1).

l

The inclusion of aboriginai and treaty rights in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982
provides the Crown with a constitutional responsibility to act in a mamer consistent with the
fùrtherance of those rights. This responsibility affects both the federal and provincial Crowns.12

In light of S ' u w ' s suggestion that section 35(1) ought to be constmed in a purposive way,13
6 ~ v.. Vm der Peet? [19%] 4 C.N.L.R 177 (S.C.C.); R v. Gladstone. [1996] 4 C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.); R.
v. N.T.C.Snrokehouse, [19%j 4 C.N.L.R 130 (S.C.C.).

'Sec the discussion in L.I. Rotman, "Hmîing for Answers in a Strange Kettie of Fish: Unilateralism,
Patenialism and Fiduciw Rhetonc in Budger and Van der Peet," (1997)- 8 Constitutional Forum 40; Rotman,
"Abonginai Rights Law, Year in Review: The 1995-96 Tem" (1997). 12J. L. and Sacial Pol jt 34.
81I. Lyon, ''Constituüonal Issues in Native Law." in B.W.Morse, d.Aboriginal Peopies and rhr Lmv.
(Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1985) at 418.
%ee B. Slattery. T h e Constitutional Guarantee of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights," (1982-83)- 8 Queen's
L.J. 232 at 243 [hereinafter "Constitutional Guarantee"].
loSparrow, supra note 2 at 40 1; Calder v. AttomeyGeneral of British Columbia (1973). 34 D.L.R (3d)
145 at 210 (S.C.C.).
"Sec Slattery, "Constitutional Guarantee," supra note 9 at 264. See also ibid: "... [Ijn order to determine
w&t treaty rights are covered by section 35 one looks to the texts of treaties in force as of 17 Apnl 1982, not to
legislatioa In a nutshell, section 35 recognizes and aginas existing treaty rights not existing statutory rights."
The "clear and plain" extinguishrnent test has most recently been reafiirmed by the Supreme Court in Badger,
supra note 3.
12NoteDickson C.J.C.'s comments in Mitchell v. Peguis Indian Band (1990), 71 D.L.R (4th) 193 at 2 10
(S.C.C.). See a h the commentary by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples in Treaw Making in the Spirit
of C ' i s t e n c e : An Alternatbe to Eitinpishment. (Ottawa: Miaister of Supply and Services, 1995) at 7:

... [P]rwincial and temtorial goveniments ought to work together with the federal
govenunent and Aboriginal nations to reach agreements that recognize and f i r m Abonginai
rights. W e Parliament has special responsibilities with respect to "Indians, and Lands
reserved for the Indians," the rask of achieving Ming axxistence between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal systems of iand tenure and governance also involves provincial and temtorial
governments. Indeed this task goes to the heart of the future of Aboriginal-Crown relations in
Canada, and in this respect all govemments federal, provincial, temitorid, and Aboriginal
bear fiindamental responsibilities in shaping our future together.
13SeeSpcmow, supra note 2 at 407.
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this entails an obligation to actively promote or m e r the rights protected within section 35(1).14
A duty to act purposively does not require the Crown to seek prior court approval of legislative
or policy initiatives which affect aboriginal peoples. Rather, it requires the Crown to act where its
action is necessary or appropriate to the fùMiment of its duty. If the Crown is unsure whether it
must act in a specinc instance, it is bound to make appropnate inquiries.15 Above all, the
purposive nature of the Crown's fiduciary duty insists that the Crown must maintain its honour,
integrity, and avoid sharp praaice in all of its dealings with the aboriginal peoples.16 Combining
the purposive nature of section 35(1) with the Crown's fiduciary and treaty obligations requires
that the Crown not only take positive action to give p a t e r shape and content to aboriginal nghts,
but also facilitate timely and equitable settlements of aboriginal rights disputes. As the Federal
Court, Trial Division explauied in Puc~jkFishennen 's Defnce Allimce v. C d :
Subsection 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 recognizes and afnrms the existïng
aboriand treaty rights of the aboiginai peoples of Canada It is, therefore, the duty of the
federal govenunent to negotiate with Indians in an attempt to settie those rights. ... The
gwement's task is to determine. define, recognize and aflim whatever abriginai rights
existed,"

Section 35(1) should be regarded as the constitutionalisation of the p ~ c i p l e sof peace,
ftiendship, and respect that were developed during the formative years of Crown-Native relations.
As a continuation of historical Crown commifments to the aboriginal peoples, section 35(1)
protects aboriginal and treaty rights and incorporates Crown-Native fiduciary relations. As
previous chapters have demonstrated, treaty rights and Crown-Native fiduciary relations are both
rooted in the formative years of Crown-Native interaction. Aboriginal rïghts also owe their
modem recognition by the common law to this formative penod. la

14'I'his latter notion has shce b e n a£6nned by the Federal Court of Appeai in Ehstmain Band v. Canada
fideral Aahinistrator)),[1993]3 C.N.L.R 55 (F.C.A). See also Hunter v. Southam (1984),1 1 D.L.R (4th)641
at 650 (S.C.C.),where Dickson C.J.C.stated that the Charter ofRights and Freedoms is a purposive document and
must be interpreted accardingly. While section 35(1) exists outside of the Charter, the point k i n g made by
Dicksan C.J.C.abut the purpose of the Charter namely, that it is "to guarantee and to protect, within the limits
of reason, the enjoyment of the rights and M o m s it enshrines" is equally applicable to the purpose of section
35(1), since section 35(1) acts in place of the Charter vis-&vis the protection of abonginai and treaty rights.
1 5 ~ . Lyon, Aboriginol Peopfes and Constitution01 R e / m In The 90's, Background Studie~, York
University Constitutional Reform Projezt, Snidy No. 7, (North York: Centre for Public Law and Policy, 1992)at 9
[hereinafter "Aboriginal Peuples and ConstiîutionafR e m w ] .
is emphaSjSed thmugh the Sparrow corn's reiiance upon the premlent estabLished in R v. T ' o r
and FViffiams(198l), 62 C.C.C. (2d) 227 (Ont. C.A).
17[1981]3 F.C.272 at 280-1 (F.C.T.D.).
l8Whileaboriginal rights originated prior to tbis period and are now reqwred to have originated prior to
this p&od if they are to receive constitutionai protection as dictated by the test estabiished in V i der Peet, supra

-
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As discussed in Chapter VIII, this constitutionalisation of the Crown's fiduciary

obligations to the aboriginal peoples tempers the federal Crown's exclusive legislative power over
"Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians" in section 91(24) of the CornfitutionAct. 1867.19
Section 35(1) provides that the Crown must only exercise its legislative powers in a manner
consistent with its fiduciary and treaty obligations to the abongid peoples. Insofar as these
obligations arose out of relations based on peace, fiiendship, and respect and act as a
constitutionai guideline for Crown conduct, it is clifficuit to conceive of section 35(1) as being

anything other than the reafkmtion of the principles which have been argued to exia at the heart
of Crown-Native relations.
The initial relationship between Britain and the aboriginal peoples was show to have
emanated fiom the former's dependency on the latter. The early treaties between the parties, such

as the Treaty of Albany and the Covenant Chain alliance, revealed that the parties' relationship
was based upon the principles of peace, friendship, and respect. These principles should continue

to inform contemporw Crown-Native relations and the legal implications that stem therefiom
despite the changes in Crown-Native relations. The Crown's representations to the aboriginal
peoples in the post-Codederation treaties illustrated in Chapters VI, W, and W provide strong
support for this conclusion.
It is argued that these foundational principles are the basis for the unified, contextual, and
culturdy-appropriate understanding of aboriguial and treaty rights proposed herein. Thus, when
this dissertation suggests the need to retum to the underlying bases of Crown-Native relations, it
looks to a combination of Crown and aboriginal perspectives obtained through written and oral
documentation. It does not Iook at the skewed vision of those relations constmcted on the
strength of documents that fail to account for abonguial perspectives. The principles of peace,
friendship, and respect ought not be regarded as historical relics, but as vibrant elements of
continuing Crown-Native relations. It is suggested here that section 35(1) of the Consti~utzot~

Act, 1982 incorporates these same pnnciples within its protection of abonginal and treaty rights.
While section 35(1) deais expiicitly with aboriginal and treaty rights, it does so in a manner
which respects theû unique nature. The sui generis nature of aboriginal and treaty rights has been
note 6

- they were incorporateci into the common law at this the. See the discussion of the Doctrine of Continuity

in Ch. II.

19(U.~.),
30 & 3 1 Vict., c. 3 (formerly the British North America Act. 1867). Mer badc to the discussion
of this point in Ch.Vm.

recognised by the Supreme Court of Canada on a number of occasions.2o The combineci effect of
the historical intercourse between the Crown and aboriginal peoples and the resultant fiduciaxy
and treaty relations emanating therefiom may be seen to provide the basis for a sui generis
approach to abonginai and treaty rights. This nri generis approach envisages a cohabitation of
cornmon law and aboriginal perspecti~es.~~
Thus courts must be carefÙI not to rnake use only of
common law conceptions in their analyses of abonginai and treaty rights?
A noteworthy instance of a court's exclusive reliance on common law concepts to

understand abonginai rights is the Re Southem Rhodeskz case?

In that case, Lord Sumner had

to consider the meaning of aboriginal nghts to land. He found that those rights could only
comtitute "ownership" in the wrnmon law understanding of the tenn if they ascribed to the
characteristics of private property under the cornmon

This determination clearly exudes a

bias in favour of cornmon law understandings of rights. Determining that land ownership exists
only where it adheres to cornmon law concepts improperly privileges these concepts over
indigenous land laws that have been incorporated into the common Iaw through the Doctrine of
Continuity.2~ Lord Sumner's failure to account for aboriginal perspectives is arnplied in his
ofien-quoteâ commentary on the ciifference between aboriginal legai conceptions and those
originating under the cornmon law:
The estimation of the rights of abonginaï t n i is always inherentiy diniculî. Some
tribes are so low in the scale of social organization that thW usages and conceptions of rights and
duties are no&to be feconciled with the institutions or the legai ideas of civilized Society. Such a
gulf cannot be bridgeci- It wodd be idle to impute to such people the shadow of the rights known
to our law and then transmute it into the substance of transferable rights of property as we know
them ... On the other han4 there are indigenous peoples whose le@ conceptions, though
dinerently developed, are hardly less precise than our own- When once they have been studied

2oSee,for example, Guerin v. R (1984). 13 D.L.R (4th) 321 at 339.341, 343 (S.C.C.); Sinion v. R (1985),
24 D.L.R (4th) 390 (S.C.C.); Paul v. Canadian Pacijic Ltd (1989), 53 D.L& (4th) 487 (S.C.C.); Sparrow, mpra
note 2; R. v. Sioui (I990), 70 D.L.R (4th) 427 (S.C.C.); Mitchell v. Peguis indicm Band,supra note 12.
21See B. Slattery, ''Understanding Aboriginal Rights," (1987), 66 Con. But- Rev. 727 at 745; Royal
Commission on Abriguial Peoples, Partners in Confiderarion: Aboriginal Peoples, &If-Government, and the
Consritution, (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1993) at 20; J. Bomws and L.I. Rotman, T h e
Sui Generis Nature of Aboriginal Rights: Does It Make a DiEerenœ?" (1997). 36 AIta. L. Rev. (forthmming).
2 2 suggested
~
by the Supreme Court of Canada in S'ow, supra note 2 at 4 11. Sa alro Guerin, supra
note 20; Mabo v. Queenslond[No. 21 (1992), 175 C.L.R 1 at 29-30 (H.C. A m ) , per Brennan J., and at 109, per
Deane and Gaudron JJ. See also the discwion of Amodu Tqani v. The Secretary, Sburhern Nigeria, [19211 2 AC.
399 (P.C.), infia
%e Southen Modesia, (19 191 AC. 2 11 (P.C.).
Z41bid.at 233.
2sSeethe discussion in Ch. II.

and understood they are no l e s enforceable than nghts arising under Entwo thue is a wide tract of much ethnological interest

law. Bawecn the

In contrast to Re Smthern Rhodesia, the Privy Council's decision two years later in

A m a h 7ijani v. nte Secretmy. Suuthem NigenaZ7 indicated the common law's ability to afnrm

and give effect to rights held under indigenous law. Tij& an Idejo White Cap Chief of the
colony oflagos, claimed compensation for the goverment's expropriation of land under a Public
Lands Ordinance. The Privy Council held that Tijani was entitled to compensation for his transfer

of fùli ownership of the

dong with his titie to receive rent or tribute, to the Govemor of

Lagos. In delivering the Privy Council's judgment, Viscount Haldane recognised that aboriginal
land ngks were both unique and theoretically dissimilar to common law notions of lands
ownership. On the basis of this observation, he warned about the danger of constniing aboriginal
titie solely according to comrnon law notions:
Their Lordships make the preliminary observation that in interpreting the native title ta

land, not only in Southern Nigeria, but other parts of the British Empire, much caution is
essential. There is a tendency, operating at times unçonsciously, to render that title conceptually
in terms which are appropriate only to systems which have grown up under English law. But this
tendency bas to k held in check c l ~ s e l y . ~ ~

Viscount Haldane held that to properly ascertain indigenous peoples' land rights, it was necessary
to consider indigenous history and patterns of land usage rather than importing the cornmon law's
preconceived notions of property rights. As he explained, "Abstract principles fashioned a prion
are of but linle assistance, and are as often as not rnisleading."~
In drawing upon both cornmon law concepts and aboriginal perspectives in Am&

7ijani,

Viscount Haidane demonstrated a sensitivity to aboriginal ciifference that is not aiways found in
cornon law appraisals of aboriginal and treaty rights. The sui generis approach proposed herein
follows the tenor of decisions such as A m d Tijmti and Guerin, where Justice Dickson, as he
then was, explained that:

... m n descriiing what constitutes a unique interest in land the courts have aimost
inevitably found themselves applying a somewhat inappropriate tenninology drawn £hmgeneral
property law. There is a core of tmth in the way that each of the two Iines of authority has
26Re Southem Rhodesia, supra note 23 at 2334.
27~moduTijoni, supm note 22.
28Under what was d e s c r ï i i as a "communal usufiuctuary occupation, which may be so complete as to
reduce any radical title in the Sovereign to one which only extends to comparatively limited rights of
..
adminrstrative interference." See ibid. at 409-10.
=Ibid. at 402-3.
301bid. at 404.

d e S c n i native titie [as either a benefkiai interest or a personal, usufnxctuary right), but aa
appeamce of conflict has none tbe less arisen because in neither case is the categorization quite

com!cL3'

The sui generis approach to aboriginal and treaty rights acts as a bridge between cornmon law and
abonginai legai systerns. It should not be viewed as being housed exclusively in either common
law or aboriginal perspectives. This sui generis approach provides for the greater incorporation
of contexîual and culturally-appropriate means of understanding and analysing aboriginal and
veaty rights.

Regarding aboriginal and treaty nghts as sui generis provides the common law with
interpretive principles to guide its foray into uncharted waters. This is particularly important
when dealing with aboriginal and treaty rights, insofar as they are unique within the common law.
The p ~ c i p l e sthat are to be applied should be as unique as the rights themseives.

Since

aboriginal and treaty rights are heavily dependent upon context, the method of understanding
them should be similarly contextdiven. This entails accounting for the historical. political,
social and legal contefis within which those rights have existed and continue to exist. This
chapter suggests that this sui generis approach

- which has been argued for throughout this

dissertation - has been incorporated in section 35(1) of the ConstitutionAct, 1982.
The very existence of section 35(1) of the Constitution Act. 1982 assumes the recognition
of aboriginal and treaty nghts as important aspects of the Canadian constitutional structure. Had
t hese rights not been understood to be vital aspects of aboriginal peoples' iives and sense of being,
there would have been no need to have included them within the repatnated constitutional
package. Section 35(1) is, as Greschner descnbes it, "a promise of constitutional space for
abonginai peoples to be aboriginal."32 It provides a constitutiondy-mandated imperative to
reject judicial practices vis-à-vis Crown-Native relations that are rooted in acontextual or
compartmentalised terms. It also provides the bais for replacing colonialist understandings of
aboriginal and treaty rights that viewed those rights as unenforceable at law and dependent upon
the goodwill of the Crown.
Section 35(1) brings al1 of the relevant provisions relating to abonginai peoples and their
rights together in one place.

As a constitutional provision, it is capable of continuous

31Guertn,supro note 20 at 339.
3 2 ~ .Grescher, 'Abonginal Women, the Constitution and Criminal Justice," (1992), LI.B.C. L Rev.
Special Edition on Aboriginal Justice 338 at 342.

modification in accordance with the rejeaion of the fkozen rights theory of aboriginal rights in

Sparrav and the "Living tree? analogy of the Canadian constitution.33 Section 35(1) is, therefore,
ideally niited as a meeting ground for aboriginal aspirations and Crown obligations."

Through

section 35(1), aboriginal peoples ought to be able to redise the recognition and protection of their
rights that had been promised to them by Crown representations over the course of Crown-Native
relations in North Amenca. The legay enforceable nature of section 35(1) ought to enable the
abonginal peoples to coerce the Crown into honouring its historical cornmitments.
(b)

Conclusion

Through the adoption of the contextual approach suggested herein and its incorporation
into section 35(1), the principles of peace, ffiendship, and respect rnay retake their appropriate
place at the foundation of Crown-Native relations in Canada. Those principles must first be tieed

fiom the restraints irnproperly imposed on them by yean of judicial compartmentalisation of
aboriguial and treaty rights. To do this, the Canadian judiciary needs to move away fiom
precedents rooted in bygone eras that do not reflect the Canadian situation.35 The judiciary's
ability to depart tiom inappropriate precedents in aboriginal rights matters was discussed by

Justice Brennan in his judgment in Mabo v. Queensland [No. 21-36

-

pp

33See, for example, Edwards v. AttomepGeneral of Canada,[193O] A C . 123 at 136 (P.C.): 'The British
North America Act planted in C a & a living tree capable of growth and expansion within its natural limits.";
Hunter v. Southam, supra note 14 at 649, citing Edwards:
A constitution ... is drafted with an eye to the fiiture. Its fiinction is to provide a
continuous framework for the Legitimate exercise of govemmentai power and, when joineà by a
Bill or a Charter of rights, for the unremitîing protection of individuai rights and liberties. Once
enacted, its provisions cannot easily be repeaied or amendeci. It mus& therefore, be capable of
growth and deve1opment over tirne to meet new social, political and historical redities often
unimagined by its &ers.
34See aiso Lyon, Aboriginal Peoples and Comtiiutional R e m , supra note 15 at 5.
35See P. Macklem, "First Nations SeIf-Government and the Borders of the Canadian Legai Imagination,"
(1991), 36 McGifI LJ.382 at 395:

Traditionai notions of property, contract, legislative supremacy*and constitutional right
must be questioned and reconcephdized so as to reshape the Iaw's relation to native people and
to permit Canada's First Nations to devise institutional arrangements that conform to and
celebrate native forms of Me. Current ways of knowing are not so much part of the soIution as
part of the problem, and reform requires the creation of new ways of legal understanding tbat
embrace native ciifference.
36Supm note 22.
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In Mabo, an Australian case, the Menam people sought declarations as to their aboriginal

rights to their traditional lands in the Murray Islands. The M m y Islands had been f o d y
annexed to Queensland in July, 1879 pursuant to Letters Patent issued by Queen Victoria in
October, 1878. Thereafter, the islands were treated as Crown lands. The government of
Queensland had mnsidered the islands to be r e ~ e ~ for
e d the use of the Meriam people, subject to
specific exceptions. The Meriam people asserted that

retained aboriginal title to the lands in

question. Consequently, they claimed that the lands were abject to their title and thus did not
belong to the Crown.

The majority decision in M d o held that the Murray Islands were not Crown lands, but
remhed subject to the title of the Meriam people. The Meriam people were held to be entitIed
to the possession, occupation, use, and enjoyment of their traditional lands against al1 potential
ciaimants." Their titie was held to be subject to extinguishrnent by the valid exercise of power by
the Queensland Parliament or its Govemor in Council, though. In his judgrnent, Justice Brennan
questioned the legitirnacy of common law precedents that did not adhere to conternporary notions
of justice and the acceptame of aboriginal ciifference. As he explained:
Although our law is the prisoner of its history, it is not now hund by decisions of
in the hierarchy of an Empire then concemed with the deveiopment of its colonies- ... No case
cm command unqdoning adberence if the nite it expresses seriously offends the values of
justice and human rights (especiaUy equality More the law) which are aspirations of the
contemporary AiiNalian le@ ~ y s t e m . ~ ~

Extending this principle to the Canadian situation ought to entail that Canadian courts abandon
the cornpartmentalisation of aboriginai and treaty rights that was representative of past

jurisprudence in favour of a more weU-rounded approach that properly accounts for Crown and

aboriginal perspectives. This would enable the judiciary to understand aboriginal and treaty rights
in a more contextual and culturally-appropriate manner than it has previously.

The Canadian judiciary's abiïity to comprehend aboriginal nghts and issues using
approptiate forms of reference requires a loosening of the manner in which the courts have

generally assessed such matters of fact. Traditionai common law mies, such as the law of
evidence, are ingrained with notions of law and order that inhibit the courts' ability to provide fiil1
and infomed desions about aboriginal and treaty rights. The common law of evidence is
" ~ i t h the exception of caain parc& of land which had beui validly appropriateci for administrative
purposes inconsistent with the Meriam people's continueci enjoyment of their nghts and privileges ercisting d e r
their abmipinai title.

prernised on the values and expenences of Western cultures. It is bas& upon an adversarial
system, as weii as in assumptions about the supenor reiiabiw or tnistworthiness of written, as

opposed to oral, records. While common law rules of evidence may be appropriate for matters
originating entirely within comrnon law cultures, they m o t account for the needs or
requirements of cultures with different values, pnonties, and modes of organisation. The bias

exhibited by the common law of evidence towards Literacy is not based on the inherent superionty

of written versus oral record keeping, but on the values and practices of the cultures within which
it originated. This fa* has not always been recognised by Canadian courts, as the statements of

Justice Muldoon in Swridge Band v. Cm&

illustrate:

... [WJithout any means of keeping a written record the probabilities lead to the
conclusion that myth or oral history would not yield any objectively reliabk reason or knowledge
... That sureiy is the trouble witù oral histoxy. It just does not lie easily in the mouth of the folk
who transmit oral history to relate that their ancestors were ever venai, criminal, cruel, meanspiriteci, u n , cowardly, pexfïdious, bigoted or indeed, aught but noble, brave* fair and
genemus, etc. etc.
In no time at al1 historical stories, if mer accurate, soon becorne mortally skewed
propaganda. without objective verity. ... So ancestor advocacy or ancestor worship is one of the
most counter-productive, racisl, hatefûl and backward-looking of ail human characteristics, or
religion, or what passes for thought. ... So saying, the Court is most emphatically not mocking or
belittling th- who assert thai, because their ancestors never developed writing, oml history is
their on& means of kceping their history alive. Ir would alwcrys be best to put the stories into
wriling ut the e d i e s t possible tirne in order to uvoid some of the embeliishments whkh render
oral history su unrehble.39 [Emphasis addedJ

38~bid,
at 29, 30.
39[1995] 4 C.N.L.R 121 at 195, 1% (F.C.T.D.). In cuntrast to what Muldoon J. characterises as the
inherent unreliability of oral history, see J. Borrows, "With or Without You: First Nations Law (in Canada),"
(1996), 4 f McGill LJ.630 at 648:

... F i Nations stories, however, can also be distinguished h m Common Law
p d e n t s in both form and content because of the way they are recorded and applied. First
Nations use an oral tradition to chronicle important information. ... As such, the application of
these mernories and words is quite different £tom the application of Common iaw precedent.
Noneremorrial stories can change fiom one telling to another, but such changes do not mean
that the story's tmth is lost; rather modification mgnives that conte- is always changing,
requiring a constant reinterpretation of many of the account's elements. First Nations stories
take this form because there is an attempt to convey contextual meaning relevant to the times
and n&
of the listeners.
See also G. Valencia-Weber,Tribal Courts: Custom and Innovative Law," (1994), 24 New Mexico L Rev. 227 at
229:

In the m i Society, past and present are inseparable as the continuation of a story
anchored in values enduring in mntemporary life ... In the creation of Amencan Indian common
law, in the longstanding and emerging t n i courts, custom serves in conjunction with
appropriate principk h m federal and state Iaw.

In order to obtain the type of evidence necessary to adequately deal with aboriginal and
treaty rights, it will be necessary for the courts to receive evidence from aboriginal peoples that

may not correspond, in either shape or fom, to acceptai methods of obtaining evidence in the
wmmon law tradition. Such evidence, where it is both necessary and reliable, ought to be given
its proper due and placed on an equal footing with evidence obtained in cornpliance with wmmon
law evidentiary d e s . Indeed, as recent jurisprudence indicates, the judiciary is perfxtly capable
ofreceiving such evidence in situations where it is sufficiently ~ a r r a n t e d .Insofar
~
as aboriginal
nghts are based in aboriginal laws and customs that exia within traditional stones and oral
histones, there is a positive onus upon the judiciary to provide for the reception of aboriginal
storytelling and oral history41

The hmework proposed in this dissertation has important ramifications for understanding
aboriginal and treaty nghts. It prescribes a different approach to those rights that is more
r e f l d v e of their sui generis nature and of the hiaory of Crown-Native relations. It also has
serious implications for understanding section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982. The Supreme
Court of Canada has now had two o p p o d t i e s to consider section 35(1). The first came in the

Sparrow case.4* The second came only recentiy in the V m der Peet trilogy.43 Whatever
sensitivity to aboriginal dserence existed in the Sparrow decision was effectively eliminated by
the Court in the Van der Peet trilogy through the &en

rights approach adopted in the latter."

In light of the arguments made in this dissertation, this situation creates the need for the Court's
reconsideration of aboriginal and treaty nghts and their protection by section 35(1).

If m i o n 35(1) is to have any truly meaningful effect, the Supreme Court must endeavour
to give it greater definition. If the Court takes another six years to consider its substance - as it
did between its judgments in

Spcl.0~
and

Van der Peet

-- section 35(l)'s promise to protect

aboriginal and treaty nghts could be forever rnarginalised. Such an effect would be inconsistent
with the goverment's intention in placing section 35(1) in the Comtztution Act, 1982. It would
%ee R v. Enta (1994), 112 D.L.R (4th) 513 (S.C.C.); R v. B. (KG.)(1993), 79 C.C.C. (3d) 257
(S.C.C.); R- v. Smith (1992), 94 D.L.R (4th) 590 (S.C.C.); R. v. Khan (1990), 59 C.C.C. (3d) 92 (S.C.C.). Note
also the discussion of receiving evidence relating to the identification of abonginai rights in Lamer C.J.C.3
judgment in V m der Peet, supra note 6.
4LBom
supra
~ note 39.
42Supranote 2.
43~upra
note 6.
44~or
fiirther commentary on this point, s
e the rrfexnces supra note 7; see also the d*cusrion in C h V of
how the Gladsrone decision has altered the Sparrow justiflcatorytest.
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also be inconsistent with that section's purposive nature. It is suggested that the Court consider
the approach formulateci herein when it next contionts section 35(1). At that point, Canadian

aboriginal rights jurisprudence may tnily move towards a more unified historically- and
culturdy-appropriate method of dealïng with aboriginal and treaty rights in a rnanner that befits
their righdbi position in the Canadian politicai and legai order.
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